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This keynote address discusses In general terms the problems of civil flight in
adverse Weather and uses $pecific easmples to Illustrate the nature ot technical,
procedural and human factors, with a view toward the mitigation of serlous events.

CENM~AL

A paper given to a technical group Is usually expected to contain a great deal of
statistical inforantion, data, and other bit# of quantitative information on which
conclusions can be based. Howevar, I believe that this kaynote address might better help
set the stage for the excellent technical program that follow by discussing #o= issues
that may be peripheral to the research and development conmunity's focus, but central to
thu and objective ot much of our collective effort...the sat completion of the Assigned
flight mission. it Is Py Intention to present a very brief view of how saft flight in
adverse environmental conditions has often been den ed, with som= discussion of reasons
for that unfortunate consequence.

Dyon though weather has always boon the foe of sate aircraft operationut, fliht in
adverse environmental conditions today has bco CoMMonplace. Gusting wind conditions
frustrated the first would-be Aviators, and the first accident sustained by the Wright
Drothers occurred In 1904 when Orville Wright encountered an uncontrollablo sharp gust
that resulted in a crash, almost killing him. The battle against the environment was thus
joined. Ever since, it has boon a major objective of the aircraft designer to provide a
machine that can sustain the assaults of mother Nature, and the objective of the operator
to avoid, as much as is safely posible, the constraints otherwise imposed by weather.

The overall safety records of air carrier, corporate and private civil aviation
continues to Improve in terms of individual risk exposure. Schedule reliability of Air
carriers In taken for granted, despito current congestion delays and frustrations of many
p4sengears. The present-day traveller expects to reach his or her destination without
unddo problems regardless of weather, because of the good record of completing flights to
dustination. There is good reason for this confidence. A solid base of technology,
coupled with a curiosity about why things go wrong and a determination to correct
erroneous designs, procedures and operations, have built air transportation into a safe,
highly-efficlent and productive mode of trav'1.

Accident occurrences continue their downward trend. More is known about weather
henomena than ever before. Yet, the major weather phnomena: precipitation, turbulence,
co fog and lightning, In all their manifestations, continue to figure in the
determinations of accident probable causes or as contributing factora.

Civil air carrier operations continue to improve In terms of individual exposure to
risk, despite some rather spectacular accidents within the past several years. World-
wide, scheduled civil air trahsport has achieved a safety record of one fatal accident
per ona million flights. U.S. Carriers' record is about 0.3 fatal accidents per one
million flights. The Australasian carriers are operating at a rate of about 0.1 fatal
accidents per one msllIon flights 111(21. uinoss aircraft operated by professional
full-time crews logged seven fatal accidents in world-wide operations last year. General
Aviation's accident record has Improved, and civil helicopter operations, with the
exception of emergency medical service flihts, have not du;raded In safety.

But I don't want to talk about the general trends today. Tiey are Indeed what we like
to see and give us confidence that in general we are doing things right. lgowaver, looking
at the individual accidents that do occur tells us something about how we go about our
business of civil flights. And it ts not a picture to be particularly proud of. Figure 1
shows that for the past 30 years, approximatoly 60V of all air carrier accidents occur in
the descent, approach and landing phases, while 30% occur in the takeoff and climb
phases. But this 90t share of accidents occurs within only about 40% of th6 total flight
time. The same general proportions apply to business and general aviation opoations.
There is a remarkable congruence among many accident studies that indicates that the
flight crews have the opportunity to prevent 60-70% of all accidents 13].

Pigure 2 shows a breakout of different primary causal factors for hull loss accidents
to transport aircraft. Again, business and general aviation aircraft operations show
approximately the same proportions. Note that some 701 are attributable to the flight
crow, and about 6% are attributable to weathex. Buried in that flight crow figure,
however, are =any weather situations that taxed the flight crew's capabilities and
judgment.



THE DISION T0 MLy

The decision to fly in a tuman Act. It ohould be based an 4 hunber of importAnt
factors. I say 'should W1, fcr an we will se later In this discussion, notiosta
ibportanz facotas Ara omitted or overlooked, The factor" includae

o Typo of Aircraft consistent with the nias~an
a Condition of thea Aircraft
0 Piuipmont aboard

0 o, xperience with aircraft Prnd aission
o Pilot's physical And mental, fitngou tt duty
o Cnviron.ental cenditions along thu rout*
o Conditions of airports and nAv/corA aids Ava lAbla
o Any unusual conditions expoctod

The decision to fly In oAde by the pilot upon accepting the aircraft As airworthy.
The hand-over from ground personnel to flight crew Is a critical point In the procass,
fot the duty of care that varyoaro In Aviation has, demands that the airplane "
presented to the flight crew In condition Adequate for safe completion of the flight. The
primary responsibility tor the safety of the flight.shift. from ground to flight crew At
that mooent, and the pilot, having accepted an airplane ho or eh believas to be
airworthy, must now asane# the remning factors. Is the equipment aboard sufficient and
functioning for the expected flight misaon? In the aircraft's performancea nd structure
adequate for the txpoctea flight? Is the pilot in good physical and mental state for the
flight? In the pilot's experience adeqiat for safe coeplation of the flight? Are the
takeoff weather conditlonr 'Satisfactory for launchlng? And, what is the forecast weathor
enroute and at destination? What navigation and co=munication aids are Available along
the flight path? Are thare c4uate a1tornato landing aites?

Just as the maintenance organization providen support to the pilot, so coos the duty
of cart extend to ATC and weather personnei. They must make cortain that support is given
to the operating craw in terms of supplying accurate up-to-date weather information and
assnmrnt of changes expected.

Tha pilot's decision to go considern two major weather queastions:

is the expected weather within the pilot's capability?

The answer to thin question lias in the training and experience of the pilot in both
weather flying and familiarity with tho aquipment, how much IMC flying in expeced,
uhathvr the M lht Is to be conducted with solo pilot or multiple caew, the quality of
the weather Information available to the pilot for the flight, and any special detection
aquipment aboard the airplane, a.g., radar, navigation equipenat, cockpit conflvration
and display, ice probos, etc., and the pilot's proficiency in operating the equipment.

Is the expected weather within the aircraft's capability?

The answer to this question depends on the aircraft's design (parformance, structural
strngth, aerodynamics, powarplant, do- and anti-icng systems, maneuverability and
handling qualities, ate.) and the aircraft's condition (airworthiness, M, inoperable
systems, adequate fuel reserves for the flight, systaem redundancies, etc.).

Given this general structure, I would like to address nome sp ciics that are
illustrated by a random ampling of over 600 accidents involving weather as a factor that
civil aviation has experienced ovor the past decade. The specifics will include:

Deviation from planned flight,
Inaccurate weather forecasts,
Faulty judgment,
Mismanagement, of cockpit resources,
Deficiencies in basic knowledge/understanding of the airplane, pilot capabilities and
the environment,

Lack of critical Information for the crew,
Failure to comunicate critical information to thi pilot
in a timely fashion

Lack of adequate operational nay/com ground facilities

FACING Th1OMOEN OF TRUTr--SOMH ACCIDENT CASS

The following brief synopses have been culled frem world-wide accident data:

Quebec: 0DHC-6. Loss of directional control on the runway. Freezing drizzle ccvered
the sanded area of the runway surface, but runway condition was still reported as sanded
with poor to fair braking action. 0 fatalities to 12 exposid

Yenya, Cessna 310. Visibility poor in holding pattern with rain and thunderstorm.
Aircraft struck terrain while maneuvering In the pattern. 2 fatalities to 4 exposed. 2
unriously injured.

New York: Swearingen Metro. Aircraft hit large chunk of ice on runway during landing
roll. 0 fatalities to 14 expised.



Japant VS-11. *Htnauvirl"in below low cloud base, Aircraft descended Into terrain. 0
faotio# to 03 exposed. it srous Injorits.

Venosuelat VC-0. 1LS into h'.vy (o. UrAnd h.rd, with da"ge to Vear and subequcent
fire. 23 fatalities 'lth SO oxrI td.

orCnyt Cessna 414. Landvd in heavy rain. Poot bralinl. tydroplaned oft end of
runway. 0 fatalitLie to S exposed.

Haryland: D707. Aircraft encountered untorecast tutbulonce 2S ninutas btfoi larding.
Cabin attendant thrown to ceiling, fall to floor. Seriouq back Injury. 0 fatalities with
Ift exposed.

Orkney IslAndit Twin Otter. Lnded on 1.6% doVnnlop* with 2SXt cre awind gusting to
38ft. Aitrorftt loft wing rose, aircraft swervd AS right wing Struck ground and
catapulted. C ctalitis to 12 exposed.

bontont Cva#sa 402. In loyal flight, aircraft paosd behind Airbus A)OO In doevant.
Vortex turbulonc cAusd the Cessna to toll inverted. Pilot regained control and landed
s4fely. both airiraft on instcumnt flight procedureo in IPC being vectored.

spaint 1727. (M takeoff run, aircraft collided with D-2 taxii onto runway in heavy
Leg. VC-9 crew could not obtain adequate visual reference foT taxiing. 57 fatalities to
0) exposed.

llaysia A)OO. During MS approach in poor visibilityt thundeatorms and heavy rain
Aircraft undershot And came to rest 1000 water* before runway threshold. The Aircraft was
leaed end had diffarent cockpit configuration than the =in loot aircraft. 1eavy
cockpit crew workload An a result distracted crew In low visibility approach. 0
ftalities to 247 exposed.

Matralla: Rockwall Coa ander 655. Pilot reported descending to cruiso At 500 feet
AOL. The weather was overoast with low cloud covering hill*. Wreckago vas found on
north.rn #lope of east-waest ridge. I fatality to I expoa4d.

New York: DC-l0. Copilot flying 114 approach In tWlwnWd. Aircraft landed 4700 foar
beyond threshold, 36t above programmd touchdown speed. Aircraft ron off ruriway into
tidal inlet. 0 fatalities to 177 exposed.

DolLvia: F-27. Adverse weather on arrival At San Dorj , ATS/Comn/#ot/VIW, li?,and
VWRIDD radio aids were Inoperative. ArCraft overflow airport at 1500 teet. Ten minutes
later, aqulpent operation was restored, and call was received froA sircraft beforo
Impacting hillside. 23 fatalities to 23 exposed,

Pago Page: DIIC-6. Light to moderate turbulence led crew to fly slightly faster than
normal approach. During flare, windshear was encountered, causing decrease in airsed
and excessive rate vf descent. Despite adding p*wer, the aircraft surtalned a hard
landing. 0 fatalities to 20 exposed.

rrance: Piper Cheyenne II. During second IFR approach In thick fog, aircraft diverted
30 doeres from centerline and collided with light post, struck ground and caught fire. 7
ftaytlites to 7 exposed.

Scotland: !A330 PuMa, Helicopter was In cruise at FL40 when fl engine failed. Some
Ice had built up on the windscreen wiper blades and asbstantial rime ice had built up on
the icing probe. Second engine failed in descent to TW40. Autorotation cormenced and loth
engines wore restarted in time for recover at 200 feet AG. Engino inlet icing susportod.
0 fatalities to 12 exposed.

KhatmAndut DIIC-6. Collision with terrain on climb. Aircraft deviated from track,
Suspect bad weather and possible load limited rats of climb. 13 fatalities to 23 sxposed.

He Zealandi 8737. While descendIng through 11000 feet In the clear, aircraft
encountered brief period of Clear Air Turbulence. Passenger standing in roar foyer wos
thrown to floor with compression fracturo of lumbar vertebra. 0 fatalities to 112
exposed.

Arkansas: B727. Aircraft experienced sewero turbulenen assiociated with thundoratorn.
Two (light attendants injured. 0 fatalities to 5 exposad.

Ireland: Short 360. Aircraft was established on IL ai 900 feet AOL whonperiodtr and
ditergent rolling motion developed. Bank angles up to 56' with maximum roll rton ef
55 /sec were experienced, along with a isaximum rate of descent of 3000 fpo. ThM descent
was arrested in time to ma ke a gentle ground contact 3.5 kA short of runway. AirfrAz ice
legraded aircraft stability and control, with turbulence and downdraft contributiii-. 0
fatalitLs to 35 exposed. 2 serious Injuries.

Denmark: DC-8-63. During VHC approach using ILS guidance, th& aircraft wa subjected
to severe turbulence. At 1000 feet, windshoar brought AUS from 150 to ISKt. On short
final, conditions improved and pilot elected to land. Aircraft outboard engine pod
contacted ground on touchdown. 0 fatalities to 258 exposed.



1"Ia': rh-21 Aitta. Air sti( flight In IM with ICIftg Above 3000 foot In clouds.
Rii t Kttqr At&o' of 3400 (Ott~ w up to laxto. Xmachinl 0oantain tongo, illot

roquoatod PnIMuM ailtda And WAS cleardd to 5080 feat. Na won coon 4loncndi ng to 4000
feet And than tliapi ar~d A vary atrang mountain wave, with roll cloud vaa present.
Rate of descant of the air on leeward side was ecclated to be up to $000 ffta. -the

devitios. faaliiesto exago. 2strousInjuries.

Nweden, DU- eVAVer. CA dviceO chief pilotltokof rnIuoi Aa
him ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ so decid ee maepeatoartadn.N too hittht Acraf t coindd thp rund.

serious Injuries to 137 exposed.

3Apoftl 80-0O. :oere turbulence waO encounteared at MOO21 in cruise. DMA3 records
shovedl g ranging from -1.2 to 41.76 ot 2 seconds duration. 2 sorious Injuries to 104
,exposed.

Japani RD10. Doscending through 1000 feot, Aircraft encomntrad sovere turbulence.
Seat Nl sign on. One psoanor In toilet seriously injured. 07031 shoved 9j values of
41.62 to *0.65 of 2 seconds duration. I serious injury to 104 exposed.

4apAnt DC-0. In cruise at F14255, aircraft ancountered severe turbulence. 07031 showed
9 values from -. 20 to 4,2.30 with 2-3 seconds' duration. I serious Injury to 5S Aboard.

MarnitnA, 0727. During landing coll# aircraft drifttd outside runway 13 which was
wet and had quartering gusts from 90-110 degreee at 23 lts gustin~ to 359ms Loss of
direlIOnA31 control was followed by no*e gear collapsing. 0 fataflities to 114 exposed.

tglAndt 8747. On departure, aircraft was struck by lightnigig. No* thunderstorms
forecast nor 4id Aircraft radar show Any returns. Afttar third strike, aircraft radar
failed and autopilot disengaged. Pilot returned for overweight landing which was normal
except for no reverse thrust on 12 and 11 engines, and no auto spoilr.Oe 0
discrete burn marks were found on the fuselae Four square fto paint was discolored.
The tip of tho right tailpiano was damaged and Aft section of tip cap was pissinq. lip
radios, two bondino strap: at hinge position on right elevator adpart of passen or
address system also failed, the FoR vas unserviceable. 0 fat41alitie to 243 espo all.

USSR: YAR-40. Approach was flown with tailwind In heavy rain shower. weather presumed
below crew ainima. Following A high speed touchdown, A go-around was attempted. the !"ako-
Off was aborted and aircraft overran the and of the runway, collided with obstacle, broke
up and caught fire. S fatal to 29 expostd. 12 serious Injuries.

USSR: TIJ-l34. Aircraft was cleared for nion-standard approach in imc at night. The
crew was not Informed that nAvaids were turned off and wetather had changed. Entering
conditions of reduced visibility with no reliable visual contact with approach lights andwith landing lights turned of f, pilot and copilot continued App~roa ch through decision
height. The aircraft, which was not In landing attitude$ made hard landing beside runway,
broke up on Impact and caught fire. 20 fatalities to 51 exposed. 30 seriously injured.

DISCUSSION

To the above list can be Added a=e bettor-known accidents: the wind shear landing
accident in Dallas/rort Worth, the Icing take-off accident at Washington National, the
Icing/gusting wind tae-off accident at Denver and the i.'%-f laps take-oft accident at
Detroit, where crew concern over possible wind shear conditions contributed to a
checklist distraction. I purposely chose the less well-Pnown accidents fron 'the Accident
reports to show clearly that Adverse envirormental factors Are no respecter: of
gography, aircraft typo or the particular human operator. Many of the pilots involoedwere highly-skilled and highly-experienced. Though mercifully, oary aircraft occupantses:caped injury or death, the numbers exposed to risk are high and should be kept In mind
as we all perform our tasks with a duty of care.

Though the pilot or crew was uf ten determined to be at fault, the presence of adverse
environmental situations was the detrmining factor in many of these Accidents$ that io
to say, lacking the Added complicaton oE low visibility# gusts, wind shear, Icing,
thunderstorms, etc., the accidents likely would not have happened. What does this mean?
Wll, for one thing, it means that we hnaa been collectively unable to get basic
understanding of the potential hasard3 represented by advoxse environmental factot
instilled in crew and management thinking to a high enough level to raise the propct
questions In the decision-making process.

The judgments of the pilot or crow thus become the key factors. What influences this
Judgment? There are marny influences and it Is Impossible to quantitatively rank their
importance, for each situation calls for its own hierarchy of priorities. Hl~over,
includod In tlieme influences must bet fundamental knowledge and underztand~ng of WeAt-her
procesaa and hazards by both operations and management people, situational awareness on
the part of the pilot or crew, peer prassure, schedule pressure, ATC slot assignments,



And cockpit resource Panagement or 'tow wall the cc.e- workr. tgether to provide Adequate
checks and balances in thi sn-acntnvolJn Intarfoa.

Senior Aanxjtooncls visible cco sitmnt to atte opkirations has probably the largest
poeta ivsivoy effect en juilment. Such c mito~t ne is aneted in tight crew
selection procoderes. training And ergAnIsAtion of the oporation to as to *oteato with
the htghcot prccical Leval of a oet y, as Pudated by most national c~odes of aeronautical

rglations. However, self-discipline and OreftasonAlisst art aso ipportAnt Attriuteas
for the pilot or crew.

A major contribution to crew performance Uprovenent In the modern flight simulator,
Where realistic ather situations can he expo'kioncet with ouch reaign %-has tho traininhg
IS highly effective. fHowever, priv.ito pilots and small operators are often unAble to
avail thcrtaolves of such training though technologies are continually emerging that
poniua to bring this exelent educatitonal and training tool within the reach of the
saller operator.

The changes taking7 place today In aviation ar4 dramtic. The accident reports
reviewed leave no doubt that the modern airplane As very forgiving of hamn error.
Likewise it is protective of Its occupants in All but the most severe accidents.
zievortholess, now dezands art being placed on the oporAtton, And nov oquilvment and
procedures are being introdacad that havtm subtle requirements (or the support gystem.
MOPS, for example, is technologically sound for the nevor twip-engined transport
aircraft, but it demands A much or: precise focastinj of enrouto and destination
weather, so that contingencies for safe conclusion of flight Pay ho ptaintained. Likewise,
the hub-and-spoke route structure In the U.0. brought About by dareoulatian has
Introduced reuirtxents for more schedulo precision to efficiently make the hub transfers
of tassengers. there ts thus a subtle pressure to make schedule, or else throw the entire
system out of sync. in iuropc, the congested air traffic And airlvort systeas have caused
an enormous amount of anxiety about obtaining and maintaining A "@lot* in the traffic
flowv, and a vecent Item appeared in the U.9.1o CHIRP raports wherein a pilot was reported
as having suffered a mild hart attack In the cockpit while awaitial take-off clearance.
but elected to continue w~ih the take-off rather than lose the Assigned SlottI

Theo nature of delivery of weather service# to the operator Ma also chanqed, With
dathlinking via computer And ceallite. Tite masuremont, collection and analysia of
meteorological data has made great strides. but In sone cases it has become more remao
from the tradi~tional flight operation. Software design Is accomplished In many casts by
people who have Pore softwAro-orientation than operational Auwaness. Acquaintance with
operational needs by weather personnel may not be as focused as In earlier yeari,, but
Improvements In measure~ment and forecasting precision likely compensate to some extent.
we Putt, however, maintain our own engineering and scientific situational awareness to
ensure that our end product is func tionally safe.

As key to this situational aw4Aaness you must realtze that at the operationa~l end,
the rapid oxAantioan In aviation operations has &trained the ready supply of pilots and
mechanics just as It has the delivery of weather services. Air carrier and corporate
operators no loager have the luxury of the milita ry service:' screening and training
their pilot hires. An Increased number oll ab init o training schools has been
established by airlines and manufacturers. Rtecruitment of naive civil candidates As now
done by civil operators, and variations In selection standards are, wider than for
military flight candidates. Mainteannce training, has to compete with many other career
fields that are attractive and fia'ancially rewarding to young people today.

This has led to an overall lowering of experience level In the maintenance and
operational ranks. Tite larger airlines now recruit personnel frock commuters, air taxi,
and business aviation operators. They have lartlaly replaced the military as a major
source of pilots for the major airlines. Not only are the smaller or'ltors lacking in a
uniform standard of strict selection and training practices cocspared with the military,
4ut the constant turnover In pilot and mechanics staffing condemns those smaller
operators to a never-ending low experience level.

The situation Just des.tribed holds stron7 implications for the* need to technically
compensate with res earch on environmental hazards that will yield sore certain
Information and forecasts so that the criticality of pilot judgments is less dependent on
training and seasoning. Likewise, initial and recurrent training of pilots In adverse
weather pheniomena cannot be underestimated In its importance.

COMCW5ION

i.Adverue weathar Is a given. it is up to the human to deal with it. we must measure
i.analyze it, ctniukto design our machines to withstand its assaults, define safe

opernting lmundaries, and train ourselves to operate within these boundaries. we must do
bettor in provid!64 our piloits with a strong basic education In weather and its potential
for risk. our auppcrt systemt of air traffic control and weather observation, analysis,
forecast and warning must be improved to provide the pilot with the information needed to
make quicek and prudent decisions. Our air transportation system. whether public carrier
or Private, must recognize the limits Impooed by adverse environmental conditions, and
thereby avoid subtle transgressions of the pJtlot decision making process that might
encourage undue -risk-taking. We must continvo our refinement of the forecasting art abkil
science.



Rest of tho accidents ditusd underacore to A30r doticlenciat: Education an4
Co: umiAtion.

A brakdown ot the process by which tho ilot roeognias a dakarlrating situation
calling for sfr alternative action occurs froquanty. Initial and recur rnt training in
wtathor Anat be srengthened. Llhovlia. th* failure to provide accurateo And up-to-date
weattsor InformatIon to the pilot In A tU41oy fashion is 4 aotratod tleu4 and tiso again

*In the accident rrts. The resaych Activities teprozentod on the Agondx at this
amoalUx t are soua easential to ansur"ng that these dI ilainclo# Are oventuAlly

ovoo'. gay oho3d ho carried out fully wendful of our duty ot car* and with thu
roaliuAtion hm the undortndtng anA Xnaledgo gained vll not bo useful unl(ss the
operational ayAtom can ex~ploit it In the Interests of rate operation.
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Canalyso s ~s P3 nts~ do (SCLWu d0 cWarg 3VOClow' 10.5 g $Or plus OrUA mIlIon
dhourti dc vol a peN13 dt propowe uno djsriptfin de I's turbulence stMV14hriqu cebrtnte. tLno snalyse
crltlt * des m~ihodes utilsfes pwu d6dlre dos facteirs do charge mtwu s Its velout3 des nlvresx do
turbulence renconlris tst (mitt, et on exose unt a"nltorstion posible One~ de Cts milhodes. bn prcsentt
emiute Its rfsujltats obtenus sur ts dtscrlc~lon ik Is WTrbulence at nohorlca pat traltmehl des banoxs
dt don~t constltukts I partir ifenregisirtments rocuelllis sur Its vo!s da;.ons cowwwciui dt pluslcurs
coosni

Le but de cet article ost do faire It point sur Its mfVWods permottat do passer des ,alcurs
de dfosssement do facteurs de charge 3ux V3atV3' do ni~veaX do turbulence stmnosph~iquo. Oni fore uno
analyst dts diffitkntes milthodos oxIsUtats ci. dos coosiquences qulottes pewani avoir sur Its s6gte do
certiflcaton.

LOntirit renowoeks dos ~tucteurs Dow Is torbuence vient dos problimes rencontris sur
Its r~oweaux avlons

-Avions cMls I grind atloogomnt
-Mlons militairts de phn~tralton 6 basse slUtudo 4 grsndo vittesat
-contrale actif do vol at eos chergos
-justilncalion do I'mmiossen. Ide durfo do vie to rtiguei~os Wvoos IS etfstants.
11 (eut so rsppolcr qua tt4e do 4~ twbulenco 3tmosk rT1ue-5o (sit do doux fa~ons, Dabord,

une rnosuro par des avions sp~ctolement Equipgs (girouctt, gyronOtre, plateforme I Inertic) a 41. folto et
a Wt longtemps Io soul. et unique moyen dlobtenir uno ivolution dens s telmps do Is twrbolonce 66o i1o4 a
".kA Its valours des densits soctralos do puissance eL do Vkchollo, Ctto mesura a doWn unt base solldt

pou Ios mhados do tw bulenco continue. mais no pout itre uttisho pou (oornir des statistquos du (site du
(alble nontre davlons, ci do vots concto s. D'Un autro cotf. it (aut consldif r Its Mvons commercioux qut
psrcourtnt des millions do MtOS autiques chaque ani ot renconirtnt do ce (slt bosucoup do * Dwis *do
turbulence &u cours do Itur vie. Is sont deputs quclQue. temps EQulps dOnregtstrcurS qut S3lsisseni. Its
viltuirs Occilirstion aui centre do graviL.h, do vitosso tndtque, dslUtl.. do mass* eL do numbro do tiac
i tinstant do chaque dipassomnt dbun nlveao ME fdaccilfratlon. On tiouvo do plus des ordinttUri
pulssonts it repides cspabtes do mimoriser ci. do tratter, des graes banqus de donnfes.

Inu Alnsi Irapparltlon slmultanke des moyens tL do to motivation, a pouss Its taboratoires et
nustriels i raflner leurs analyses (en pronant en compto par exempt# lafet disotrople do Ia turbulence

ow r~qutlbr des charges quand Is turbulence continue ost le cas do calcut uUlis6 pour Ia justification do Ia
structure). Cecl explique igalement los nouvollos WentUivs exposies Icd pour flargir Ios banquos do
donnies, ct JustIrier Its rigles do certification.

Los premlires tentattves pour passer des donnies do variation do (actour do Charge aux
valeurs do turbuleonce sont apparuos dons Ia pirlode 19311~ 1949 avec los travaux do RHODE et DOI4ELY
prenant en compte un seul dqgri do liberti pour Ia riponse de laytlon i uno rsfzle simple it lsolie. Menr
1950 et 1956 , PRATT et Atli Introdulsont to coefficient fattknuation do raralo et ls rarate on I-cos. Its

travaillirent alors sw' qualque 55000 vols. Plus tard (1956-1970), PRESS ot HO(BOLT proposent It
principo de turbulence continue, qul a conduit h un amondement do Is FAR 25 , pripark par HOBLIT et
aojourdhul largement accepti. Vinrent ensutte Jos travaux do HALL el, KAYNES. qut Introdulsent, toujours .
avec un systome i un seul degri do Ilbert6. une r~partiton non unirorme en envorguro do Is turbulence.



Tris rfcnmnt, ncecr.A ps. a n(twU. M49*4M Q~l Pc*nd f cmVI* Its d..m dfgris d. lib~k
figides dt WrOO. Peiodmt It mim Unvs, lI'cquislUort do ftvh~ts a ill poomuvil d deS StAIQues de
varisaon o (deur dq chargo sent dlsponb!4s sur pIvs d'un million Owen do vol.

Dan we ttnkt pirfl, on *.iWisi Is Yselith des trltotnmts dot doen~os m~ulssdeIa
slgnIlncsUot des vaicurt d turbuleCe "duLts des 3 don~s (CCfiketio. Ensuitt. on Okcfra
sm"Iurtiwot "uiques mtho~es utllIsfts (PRATT, HALL et IIMU) Wifn on en tirmr quelQ*3
comNclons.

.ThIMj

Cn utiliso Id Its mimes WstUons quo J.C. HCUWMC dan-i sA prismnbtlon AGAWP% I
AflHl(S en stptembe 1906.

a Pentedlscourbadtwotmn c t.4

wCoernicltd trams(rt G'&. A oW

Ar AlilgmnfLt

c Corot rnoymn

kFriqumer ridUie .. S

ksFriquene rWduie de llbscllion dincidence

K Coeficient ditinuatlon de rafti

L Eckhelle do turbute

NO Nombre de pass*q par ziro du~n poramtre

S Surface de i ' mce

V vitiessa Svfoq

W Poids do l'Ndon

d.incidence (par rapport i lincidence de portmne nullt)

AmVariatfoo dui facteu de charge do Ias turbulence

)1. Paramtre de masse

Masse volumIque do iasir

Valetr rrns de Is turbulence



cPOnt SPsclrrlei puissance de Is Viesse ver~ticl ii, turbultoct

CO Pulsation

Fdtience riditt -CL~ ~

Ute eSCOrIton te 13 tUrttItneatt iSMS0rlque est Osstrtt Wor dfnlr Its Chargs quli
Myon ptut rencootrer a'i cours de so Vic normale. Come rnonWr dans llIntroductot, lts 3tatlstlquts dt
roalt ne ottnet itt-c obitnues Patr wi tris petit nombe iri ons spiclailemt iquipis pout mesureti
l~vwlutlon dons It limps de I* turbulence. Enk cons~quenc. 11 nous (aut relict- Its valturs de bA registrits
sur Its ovins comreima~ oux valours do turbulence piw diftlrents nlthodes. UN dOrnIfro remoar"u : si
It calcul do Is waiatlon du facteur dt charge duno "on au cowss dt a& trot.'~ d~ne rale do (or"m
&Mvt est assez 5imle grkce I des mkthodts plus ou mms soohistiquhes. 11 est Dvatim tntnt Impossible die
tronr utin valtut- de turbultnce I patit 4~n On tienn sl Iom igne It (r-m do Is ratale et tous los ditalls
des Cr~lions te vol (par oetrtole It centrag),

Dons Ie pss. diftirents totm-mt co Il doppls pour It calcul des avions I Is rafalt,
tiles oot slot-s ith utillis Pour trotrwer dts vs~turs d"Intensiti do ratsle I PoatUt des bn. Devuls Son
appart-ion en 1954, Iticip doCP itru "1dalgsation &i -rorme de PRATT el. WALK~ER a rotiu tne
owpobstoA wisl-ginolt et a Nat patte des rigles de certification powr les Mtons NMis et militaires
ptndat plutiturs onnies. Lt princtoe do btse de Is *tormule de PRATT 'a MI de prldire le pie
d'acclfration du A tin rarsle discrite stir unocertain avion 8 pirtir du pic dOcclirtion rnestrk sur tin
outre M~on t-avesnt utin rara do mime tot-m tL de m~ffe Inlentiltf. Ainsi Is valcur de Iln1temIvti do
refle Kest pas wiilnft ut~t grander physique mis plut6t tin coeffiint, de lrinsfert rafale-charg
diptadont des termts de Is to-mute. De ce tait Ia' ioq.-1u~e est plus prkcise 31 son utlllstmon est Ilmilke I des
M~ons de c~ractiristiqucs volsInes.

tbtilstlon de fo-mles sinple: poor Areltcr Its tin, litit nlcessire I I~ipoque do
PRATT.D~rce ojue les capacitis de calcul italent limithes; tile est essentlelie mintmnAt car 1I nus (out
travollct stir plus tic dix mille Mvntmcnts. routes Its mlthodes dicnlte3 Icd sot ties outils simples et pti
CoOttux pour Is riduction des donnles. Hls de cc ol tai les soutteent des mnimes ditauts Qua 13 tot-tle do
PRtATT. En consiquence. 11 taut geot I lespnit quc !a description des zsttistiques die turbulence A partir
des hi Kest pas tine rep'lsentatlon physique de Is turbulence. et 4*ielt dolt Itt-c utilskc avec prcacution
5uw des Mons qul dittlrent besucoup do ccux sw tilsquels los dooles ont, iti acquises.

A ce point. 11 scroble nicessaire do parlor dos dil'ticultks dues so tait. Quo. en ginkral, 11 nVy a
pos do myen do slpartr Its accllrations dues ouit mm enrcs imposfes pw It pilot., do celles does AlIs
turbulence. Cecl West veut-itrt pas tris Important, stir lts variations do tactew do charge flev~ts. mais
attire certainement les doonles de oile accllrston.

En rhsum, on pout dire otuactutlomentL tatendance est A I'uttlsation do tot-mules sinmples
porIs riduction dos donnkes. Ccs tot-mls peuvent, fire utillsies mve iuccin pou une grande qmatitk

ties d dittlreples musses,to-mes et vitesm ci tiles tieNnet compte des deux degris do lbertf do
cop iied 'vo.Cc s possible car Is mlconiqe do vol &3s diffirents sylons est pratiquet Is

mk orde olns depilotage.

dop Ecin pout los d cause. it ne *agit quc de tornmules opprochios quit taut utilise avec. beaucoupde ricuilns oorlesbosomns do Is certification.



On vs muinttnant diCrlre Certsines des dif((ke n~l m tes disponlbe pw~ r~ilrt Its
"ioenes ~ n valcus do rarilt :a I&(orrnule dt PRAMt Is MAW&o do H~ALL d~l IA 1614rolle approche 4.

J.C. HceMTc~. Tout wot b~ke s' IlutIlisatVon du Psrnmtrc (o masst Qui jout un Mie (ndamwbn ladns
Is rionst de ~o Is turNfrjlnc.

Le point It plus Im'portant de an tommf* do PRATT oil. ou'ollo Intm4it to (cta~x
dattkowtlon de rorale K dans Is rorm4e qut donnet rat.w .* dwg. to romcon dt It turulence:

2.')

PRATT et WALKER (1954) ont fait Its hypol.Nus suivmnlts
-Vavcn tsL consldirf comwn m s wC ~55D~ttxjt #'c Is 5uul *yiot ldO rt IO d 4 f1vtOtfl 'wUical.

-1Lt nonkro 4 passago par ziro do Iaccklicaton vertcal, oiL I* Om pow Lous Its avlons.
- La ra(ale esL wwl s~nitml rsmpe 4e Iongueu dornfe Juqi co quo It knlmwn daccdliktlon MILt attoint.
-La rWait sL uniform mn aoe .

Avtc ces hypothists. on obtent Is TFormnut do PRAT*

(2) K- '9 )A

Les vsleijrs de calcul dt vittss* o 4.rai'alt dans Its rigles do cetifiIcation courantes, wton
obLooues, par Is (ornwle do PRATT, i par~r des statistiquos de d*asstmnL (ccilfrstlon au ctntrt dt
.,~vt osuris, Wo~ Is plus grand. part, sr doS avions do transport wvnklc4lfts avant 1950 41L
conflrnm4ts Par des dwkns acquises sur des Mvons coronwoclau en Europe awant 1960.

Plus tard, Is (ormuto do PRATT a ilk mIllorko par lI'ntroduction dVxb rante en I-c,
longue 4. 25 cordes, tt toujours unlforme en enverure.

11:2 Mfbh Of MAL

Ls niftdo do HALL oiL bashe sur une hypot do turbiulwnc continue. clul esL un procki,
stocbhLlUe csractfrWs we sa densltk spectrale de puissance J(Q I "Aqulle Is dtnsIlk spectrale do
piissano do Is #4pons. sL. Moika par Is (orgnl,

oO T(k) esi Is ronctlon do trsnsrtrL de Vavlon. J. HALL don nt (ormo simpli pout' T(k) dens It cas 0
Its o((ots do tangsa de d I' encrguro rinto sur Eaccrolssoment d3 portance do I Is tbUlence sont,
r~gligeabts

I T~)J' ~O~~Ak4 ~ - ~Ott,~
avec+
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Ite premier toe est donn4 par I'accrolsufnnt do ponc* Iostantsok du, I Is raal,; I*
second t~erm peut Wte rtilt v ew dets lnsttionetm,

Sl It sNd~if utillt* powr Is dinsitf spetrsit e 4. sse do turbulence tst ctlul do VON
IKARf1M. 11 (out effeciitr uwe Intiginaion sovs form nrnmrlQge: par contre sI on utilse It rnodlt dt
DRYDEN. flntirstion viul t- tke Jus~uu bout sm oti cra* ltlr3#lo o oo alnsl It risultat suvant:

(S) K2__-___2___Y_ (44 Ci

CeItte (orout est plus facile j msnipultr, mats Impllqu Its typou~ses du mod~Ie 4. DRYDEN
qui ost moims rialiste. 0e toute (acon cetsL un progris car te prond on compts Its effets ifsrodynanique
Inkstatloonaire et drickit I igrale de turbulence.

Comm on It vtrre plus loin. cW it (ormute so comparo tris blen avc d*s velours 'twits'
obteouts par rappioche de J.C. JtICOLT.

Ls plus grand. Pwtle do cot artlcle concrn Isamwodo proposho rictmmwi, par J.C.
MsOLT~c , qut esL lris pro~me car tile Uo.' tonvte des dmw degris de Itbetk de, llbeetk do corps

rigid. d. Ia-vion at 1geteot do Is variation to Onvrgur. do Is rare!.. La donsiti spetal do turbulence
utilishe est cello do VON IKARtMAt* mais kcrite sous Is form sulvante:

avc (7) I



VA cot (Ortmui touis Its ,.necrts S# cw ondotht) Wat fr&OK4 q"1140" WoL
rEWkbIie de tuxbultnce (V igtre 1).

re'4om to aC~lkaton. 5w Is Agir 2 on CoMpwe Its Or-1 ks sclfaleS dt pulssouc ('cri AtlOA Wo~
unainiwsu tr ol~km tC wdvs&lbt.o tntr0 4r~
PluS impormtt I bmss (rqunce dans It Cas di soUl mowvt~vmii Vetical, at quo Cts rf*tss OdodL
btow oudo Is valtw dt L. Avcontralre dons IsC c4oiron tnt Contl dqS Mwwtnns do L"Ango tL d#
vonpaqt. its r~veaux do rkoonst soot D~us 1mpodanS Mur dt Is rrfqjv~t idbscillstloo dincidwnc eL
rmm seniblos I I valtw d I.L On cut ittre Is rfronse m accilfkalion sov.s Is torin* sulvAnoe

Dans Wt forinmlallon dt K11,Jk) #St I& (OnCUon do transferL do Waon,~k rOIA rlsm~nte Its
WASet do fortc ifstatioIS~re, (k) prnd mn molt Is Yariation eo n wrgu deoI i lt, Al

oiL Is densiti soetralt ridulto do Pulssanc dt turbulence. J.C. ItOUOLT a proposk powr Its fooltos ik)
Ai 1,M) Its fvWslUmrs sutvmnts :

t

(10) A, - SS'A..

A.S A,

Connissat Is fonctiol de transfert dt iv~on.tl est possible de caiculer Is valtur etxtte
do K1  H tiaburtustinont, un tel travil nutst pas rislisable quand 11 s*it do traler plus do dix mlill
4Ones; en consiquenct HOC( # cherchN uno rorrnule apoche trhs simple Qul-downeret uno boone
opproximatIon de as vslevr *exsctt. Line tdo a porti cur un cedoin nomhre davMoos diffireots et. a
monti qubo.t Approximation acceptable de Is valew' do K 1 powsll. fire dwone per:

En utilisat IlQuaUon (7) on potut dlerminer It coefficient 41inualon do ral. K:

(1) K-K
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On4. dt riare Id trois des rnftods to plusi ccwrfwnfi uUNs po.w Dows des
(.ctti d ctwgt a*jx 4at..s 4. rstele, Ces. Irols r~iho4s wt bss e nwllmotn sir NIb1(s.Uc'n 4
w"Irt do niase u. Is prtli (fornvle de PRATT) p#l June dwripU*m trh s15T4)t ot Is rase d
"4IL Is viltur dell tuwtfct dt I'mciUmn veuceld 40. I s *stcon4 tt Is IrOISlU&~ repoent.
lI)ypot do ht et contime, IsUi t ~bdt 6. ALL tnore~~ wt t wsotI dtgrk i* libti w~ It

4.w~l de O~J I'in 'xr 4 de c~ HOOL t ut,1I1smi Its 6et' dqrks de UlbtrL 4e corps rigid. wou Is
mics~laut dui it; Ces, dtux pwrohS (curnlSse des f(ftIshlims slnvles fl, orei~tito cmvntk Is viltur
de IlkhNlfe lnLrl4. dt rbutnc. Coi ptut slcoi Wte ttrr par It WaL que Is ttbt'voee coinve dt its
m~tho4.s 4. densitk soectrsle n'~ utilisits poir oblipir &es vilters dlntmt s1I rfslt! Isotle I ar
des x~iffr#1104s. psr It bt!$l des wmtIh K dL R.,. dr1s ctci tit wtibl car, 3u cours do so vie, sA
#vion reflcmtfl des rsfotes de ditfirentes Iogurs, Is ifistribjtin 4t ces Icrgioeirs corrmspodint I Is
dcnsItf sotctrslt die Dulssiocde . ufttect

Commoons milalpm*t Its valeiurs 4. K obtesms Par Its mn4.is 6. PRATT et 6c MOtEUT,
to 60 do'c o 4 parmrntIr dt nusse Ai. UeS r~utst soot dooois sir Is FIgreS 3Pour 6i(I'~renles valeurs de

Ykltdo turivlence. Coi pot ronstatar weu, I Is folIts hi v1ows *l Is (om" dts cotrbv-s soot
tsweltmeot if(kree, ce q0, 5tIf vwlolr dfre quune do ces (ormuics est (Wssf,

Pr~nos msfntenwL Its vilturs d# K dilss o'act.? dftobs pr Ilattrilo (8). s1
convsrons-les aftc Its valtetr obtt.ts wa Is fritr 4. IjOMCT (121. Le tableau (1) dvm~ cettt
comoArsison podAnt sur 15 coofigurllmo 4. vol Iris dif(ttrales 4 BOEING 747, wou t" kch.o de
I.#tu-Nlc te 7*0 mi

Comome on ptyt It voir Sur ce tsqeaJoo trom des cRts salent JUS04lo t0 tv Iotsh dmiu
viltirs 4. K. mats dont Is moycon. st sfb* sutoi.r dt SX. Alosl on pout dice quo Is rortivo de MLT~8C.
dooe doi risultsts, acctolales. ce out mnte cut 1; (ormle do, PRATT ot doll, plos Utre consldirt cww4
viible Ceptdan dts farts dt Vordre 4. 5 1 109 pevnt fire Is cause 6ksrts DlI gronds Sur Its
covts de divasstent, 11 tout dwo trotwier wit em~Ilorstlon sfmwtc I cetIte Afttd.

M1ASSE TAS ALTITUDE MIACH tm. K X
kg iots (L ExAcr MOLc8T EMR

27F3O 35 9931 .538 28.60 .540 .507 -6.1
255400 491 33028 1811 55.26 .604 .710 43.2
317800 375 9902 .578 33,11 .574 .51-6 -'19

*213700 298 5512 1460 19.13 .44 .15 -8.6
202100 477 28970 .765 37.08 S584 .578 -1.0
207600 474 21036 748' 29A 1 .629 .515 -2.6
230400 397 17464 .635 29.05 .538 .512 -5.0
269600 5 32906 1829 58A44 .696 .726 +4.3
244000 530 35133 .850 54.23 .669 .699 -#45
287500 $15 .3(954 .83I 56.03 .689 3717 14-I
233700 513 36074 83 53.89 .665 .697 44.7
222300 205 3843 .313 1527 A413 .371 -10.2
312800 451 18110 .706 41.50 .621 .612 -1.4
315900 230 3283 .359 21.91 .486 .444 -8.6
236700 458 J2W72 .733 39.18 1.603 1.594 1-1.5

Tableau ( I)
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00 b ii. h dohvot h itrt Lrmitiks par W4 r4V4&O de monrit caris aVpll1tAe sur Its vsleurs du Ub*)rn
(1), Unluci"iL p.urvl IS configursuonM_ It tst n4cmslre 6. cafcultr lhtkgratt (8). Its rnlIta
Irm"nMfnnts ctrre~stris (* dOlvt W1e t,,Itks qu pm, Is (oonwlt (14), ce qul " ti s cormmoa I (tirs.
Ow.s Is (Ormnle (a), on prtod', . (mww ya3e.u dt tjk) pow It nMentent rigi. * r Vin (2 dqoris do

catrA sool prsetls sur is figur'e (4) . Ils &.Eveow PuvaIltws do bst h;

h0.0035

Les alturs do K powr Its IS configmartlon priwin onL WL reslculks par Is (minql,
(14) tt Its disul~st flgucn I dens It twia (2).

F IASSE TAS ALTITUDE iACH x K K

27530 355 9931 .538 28.60 4W* .535 -1.0
255400 491 M328 1011 55.26 .684 .678 -1.0
317800 373 9902 .578 33.11 .574 .567 -1.2
2l370V) 298 5512 .460 19.13 <A5 ,I51 -0.7
202100 477 28970 AS6 37.08 M54 .592 #1.4
207600 474 21036 .748 29.4) .529 .S41 42.3
230400 397 17464 .63S 29.05 £3M £38M 40.0
269600 515 32906 M82 S8.44 .696 .689 -1.0
244000 530 35 133 M85 54.23 .669 .674 40,7
28750 515 30954 .831 56.03 .689 .68S -0.6
233700 513 36074 .8M 53.89 .666 .673 4 1.1
222300 205 3843 .313 15.27 .413 .406 -1.2
312800 451 16110 .706 41.50 .621 .617 -0.6
315900 230 3283 .359 21.91 .486 .479 -IA4
236700 1458 2S722 .733 39.18 .603 .. 604 40,2

Tabltau (2)
Dans It tabeau (2). l4krepristnts Is vsalurx do K IIMgJ8T.modifl~, wor Is fortnule (14).
Oni pit voir 1mm4dist.mrent sut' ce tableau qu Its Ecarts entr#Y *#( ex t. Kw. sm

mainteman Ilmltis I 2X. ca qul est tout I fait acceptablo. ta n~w4 procidurt a ML aPplut 1 Is noto I. 6
BAC I II et. MI*NG 737 de WrtIsh Alrwsys Ae It n*m sucds.

En risum, 11 semble quo It meilliur moymn pur passer des valturs de b~g atm als dtj ~tttobtmne, est, dbtllser Isa mtL~de lIOUBCT "Iorie, en 'cuIlbranL* Is (ormnue (14) pq' li calcul exscL
sur w PeUt rnbre de configurations do vol difkenI..s, el, ensulte dbtlllsef' cette forrvJo por I#

V.ratement ds toutes Ies donnies.
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Figure 3 : Evolution do K / K exact
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Wind4 shear hazard Investigations, flight simulation for Pilot. training as well as design, developmen ani
testing of flight control systems r"quire suitable wind models. Casing on flight test dAta, airline
(light data and meteorological tower measurembents, engineering models (or davqtrous wind shear situations
have been developed In the (rame of different wind shear research projects. Oerived from simplified fluid
dynamic concepts the enginerng models U~r 4ownburit, frontal wind shtar And low level jet Meet the
requirements for real-tie fIg1ht simlation. The compoarison of the wIndmodtls with umurei wind data
shoo good accordance.

For the Analyses of simulated landing Approaches in wind shear conditions a hazard dtfinition Is given by
means of aircraft energy height defcit, respcctively the required energy supply for landing approach on
nominal glide slopit and constant air speed.

List of Uaftls

E Energy x., Wind azimuth
0 Coefficient Y FlIghtpath angle
f Coefficient
G Aircraft weight Ref Reference
g Constant of gravitation
N Height, Altitude

HE Energy h~ght
AHE Energy height error
110 urfsce roughness height
k Von Karoan's constant
x Expontnt of power latw,

Miass of aircraft
u,v,w ?omponents of flow
U11g Horizontal wind komponent
U0 Friction velocity
V Airspeed

YK Flight path velocity
YW Wind velocity

Ystal) Stall speed

wW9 Vertical wind component



SysteMatic analysts of wind shear effects on flight sfety require the use of siutltt technics and
consequently the Imenttion of souble wind models. Sptcificationls (or these models are on the Cne
hand a Sufficient mathematical description of the flow field and on the other hand a simple mathematical
structure to work at Adequate eapense under COntdition Of rMAI, tint simlation. foe the most part of the
investigations the aeronautical engineer may concentrate on the design or qu4SI-sttanary fluid dynamic
toginering models.

This engeneering models Substantial differ In designt method and model structure fromi 0J.t used In 0tareA
of meteorology. Un'teady meteorological wiPd 004els described by extnsve simulation prograws art
generally unsuit -Ible for application In flight simulation beause of thte mathematical expense and the
unsuff~cient horizontal and vertical resulution.

Turbulent wIndprofiles may be separated Into a lov frequency trend and turbulent fluctuations of wind
speed iFig.1). In some cases gusts Are considered for the description of ftonhoanious dtsturbAnces,
The definition or mean wind Is rather difficult. Using earth fixed sensors, a temporal *vraging Is
performed for each measuring point. Out the question for the right avvraging Interval Is difficult to
answer. In many cases or meteorological tower measurements a 10 minute time aveage Is usual. In the
case or alrbornf" ,wInd measurement the mean wind has to be calculated from the instantaneously sampled
profile along the flight path by means o? low pass filtring (FI9.1). The choice of the time constant of
the filter Is the critical point Instead of average Interval. A suitable criteria Is to be found
supposing that the separated tubulence has to be stationary with regard to the mean of the turbulent
portion.

This paper will concentrate on engintterng models Only for low frequency mean wind profils. the aircraft

response on wind shear is quite different from the reaction on turbulence. In the case of wind shear the
moan wind considerably Influence% the state of the aicraft energy. Hence, wind shear hazArd definition
can be expressed by aircraft energy deficit. For landing .spproach It Is possible to formulate hazard
difinition limits In a rather simple way.

2. WIND SHEAR CHARACTERIZATION AND 1400ELING

In the planetary boundary layer wind shear can exist under a broad variety of weather conditions. The
main Influences on usual boundary layer wind profiles are surface roughness and stability of thu
atmaosphere. In addition to the ordinary wind shear situation, found In the planetary boundary laycr,
there are three basic wind conditions which may restrict flight safety during take-off and landing:
downburst and microburst cells In connectirn to thunderstorm activitti, or high cumulus clouds, fast
moving cold or warm fronts, anid the low level jet.

2.1 BOUNDARY LAYER WIND SHEAR

In general the planetary boundary layer It divided In two different horizotal layers iFIg.2). The surface
layer (the so called PRA)ITL-Layer) Is the lower portion of the atmospheric friction layer. The
PRANDL-Layer extends up to about 50 -100 r. above the surface and describes a region of approximately
constant shearing-stress and only small change In wind direction. Abova-this layer thereis a region of

transition from the disturbed flow near the surface to the frictionless free ..tmosphere. -This height, Is



considerably variable; It ctn g Vp to mort than 100 .. There Art a nmber or models for tN, mean Wird
profile valid for the "I'.TL-Wier.

The most widely used profile fo this layer is PJ "IL's lorithmic wind profile IFis.3 and tq.1). Itt
wind speed with respect to Night Si fun, ctioll of rogghness length and friction velocity, which Aepend$
on shear StreSS and Air density.

T I

As the logarithmic lw is valid only for adiabatic atmospheric conditions many othr m els have bten
developed for the case of non-adiabtlc conditions. oSt of them art applictItons of fIOIIINI*H0Y

similarity theory with different universal functions. lhe well known logrithmic-lintar Profile Is a
simple form of thIs approach. in this case a l(near with height varying term Is ad&ed to ?MADOTLs

adiabatic profile, depending on stability of the atmosphere (fig,4),

One of the most simple a:4 for flight simlation willy used empirical wind model Is described by the
pootr law iFIg.3 and eq.). T1t espression Yp refers w t wind speed .t rherece itltudt ef

The eApontnt a depends on surface roughness and stability of the atmosphere. !ayI nvestigations In

determining the value of a as a function of these parameters have been carried &t (for example Pef.5).

Vig.(5i Illustrate% that the power low gIves a good approximation of measu.'sd wind profiles up to soot

hundred meters of height. furthermore this flgure dtonstrates Oat the n91ectIon of wind direction
change, as consloemd for the PMOlL.Laytr¢ Is not gtneraly valid for the wole bnMary layer. In
principle the wind direction Is changing clockwise on northern hetaisphere fr(o the rotatin; surface of

the earth to the boundary layer , The change of direction Is extreatly varabjte, making any quIt .tive

Investigations rather difficult.

The first theoretical study of wind veterino for laminar flow condition led to the well 1.Wn MlW-Spiral.
Idt it gives only a quantitative dlscription of direction change with respectof height. A simple

approximation for the turbulent flc typ his betn published by FhOTL (Ref.22). This approach seems to

be suitable for application In flight simulation. In eq.13b) the deviation from the wind dirtctfian of
free atmosphere depends on thickness of the t la 'a* Iaer IIr and the diff'rence between direction of

geostrophic and surface windAXk, (see Fig.(6)):

II

The determination of the anglekut4  given In eq.(4), Is a function of power low exponent m

an th c;ce of" missing Inforpation-about the direction of geostrophic wind and the height of the boundary

layer, a staple derivation .of PRAhOTLs lawi eq.(3) can be made for fitting measured wind direction

yi, • w O  + orcta. .n , t0 tm ()

_



Ay.t Is the "~tial anile btween W direction At Mighet 14 and MI.

Some examples for the comsrlsmn between model And wsaurtsent art Illustr~tted In id)

It must be mtntload tOat the shape of wind prof it can be influenced by wtcorologIcAl and jNVIAPhic
conditions like fohomogtqicy oft)'. &tvisphtre and terrain, leo-efet fhls t. wah a:an not be
P0i1t4d out in detail In this Paper. An Illustration for the Influence of temprature invetrsion to wid
speed and direction is given in rit.m7.

2.2 Low Level Jet

The teru '1w level Jtt Is used to describe wind phenowtna of the lower part of tht boundary layer,
characterizing Jet like wind profiles with a low altitude wind Maxi0Mm. Ihis Urni of wind profies has
bten observed In connection with specific local terrains, thermal effects In mountain vally rtgIvas,
frocutl acttIts, and the nocturnal boundary layer. Usually te nocturnal low level Jet Is to be found
In the tie between late aftrnoon and morning under clear nocturnal sky when a strong radfAtion
ttoerature Inversion develops. lecause of the strong stability Ins the inversion layer friction
diiapptsrs And th~e unbaaced Coriolis and pressure grAdient forces produc in accelli~tIon of wind
speed. Keif.6 'describts the evolution of low letel Jet as a nostatonary Process whert the Vector
difference between thie act4#l mind and the geostrophIc Oin i% rotating Pearly circular around the

9strophic, vtfd (Inertial oscillation, set F19.18)).

In the northern part of Germany the low levtl Jet can be found approximately In 10 Percent Qf all nights.
lence , a lot of data has been colleted io the last years by mean of twer And aircraft measurement
(pef.7, a. 9). fig.($) 'Shows A typ~ical low level jet samole recorded during a wind shear Measuring
project by means of a LWIHANSA AIRIUS A 300, A wind maximma, of the 1.8-fold value of geostrophic wind
speed and the 4.5-fold value of reference spttd(Rg.f-I0 m) was obstrved as well as a change of wind
direction of about 90 d4grte fit a vertical layer of 300 a height. lntestIgAtions In the plains of
northern Germany. carried Out by two 300 a high meteorological towers (Ref.g). show a cycle period of 14,5
hours for the Inertial oscillation. During tA nff je.A latl t~cicl:: 4~
Is pssed In only one or two aioutes. In thfs case the temporal evolution Is not relevznt and amode1ing
can concentrate on quasi-statonary engineering models. Velocity profiles like low level jet wind
profiles have been observed In fluid dynamic research of fret jet and wall jet. As a first low level jt
approiation a superposition of a bouindarr layn-r Profile (for Instanct the power law) and a Plane fret
Jet Velocity Profile Is used (see F19.10). 4surt4 data and equations for the free jet have been
published among others by Ref.10 and 11.

Describing the wind direction with respect to htigt a proceedin; sieilar to the magnitude of wind speed Is
used. In comparison to t direction Profile of the boundary layer (eqds)) the superposition of a
Suitable function is Intended. UT principle procedure Is illustrated In Jrig.tI1) and eq.(7).

for a large number of data records a comparison or measured data with modeled low level Jet has been

carried out. The examples of tower data (VI9.12) and aircraft data (Fig.13) are In pood agreeent with

Drvtdf(ru Soviet measurtftnts (Ref.IZ). worst case profiles for the lowt level jet have been
approximated (se i9;14) by using model eq.161 And eq.(7).
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Wrint V4 sag PIt Of 1a3t 0011I cold or wArm front$ s a5iktrble 'AIN shears &At ot"1: el 4e 0 to cianw
of wind direction Aead and ehNdW tit (MOnul line. 1Ccil~ly Strong froats with Sharp~ traniittoa Jones

1"t effect aircraft opertan. V igds ilustrAtes til prIosciple developmnt of metW10o1c1 al ramerers
lis~ wind seetd, wWn d1Ietion, et~rature, and atmspheric: pirmure *4rin u*~ passage of a frontal
s1Ystem (400")'e. In tilt t*Oft of the WINv front warM 4ir dAiMSe thet Cold air whH-ile jr MRdnguo tho.
cold air situatedf AMa tilt front lIf". 7me atoIm changt of W111d direction Is about t1 omee. 1A tht
following cold froost soft cold Oir Is iloig vcil tth o wam Oir oshea to thet fromt liftt. the Wind
oirection changes of about 115 degrees. A wind sweed cilAnge Or about 15 */s an a ver~tical wind spetd of
4 01; fupOraft Can be obstvd. In prIncipt le iillAr mondtans 45 desCribed (or Cold frvats art to bo
found in oust front$ In connection with a tbuftderstormi outfloo.

A maothenatical description of the velocity field In t front line region can be geneatd byr
uperPOSition Or wrt# iftuC*d flow velocities. The prinCIPle prCOCding 1s showO In Fig.16.

aote approach Is Waed on a fluid dyosamic description of streanurfacot bifurcons. LocAl solutios
Ink tilt vincinity of strwo surfac bilarmlron Hints Wse tq-8l. obtainedf for mn iXAVIET.5OXES and4
cotIouity equations bV 41.11 can be adapted 4Ad modifid for the problem Of modelin frontal wiFd sht4r.

u tA fi
vn

W elt

The front SloM angle 4 b Ikuetr"ined by the cotfftrients V and f In eqJt:

tnW - / P

An wiiasolo for a modeed fronta velocity field Is si(owa In Vig.17. Thet Isnr part of this figure
Illustrates smpgitude aW and direction of tilt wind 'tctor along a 3 -91lidt Mopt. comprtd with measuredl
data (10.14).

2.4 IW4JWDCRSIOM CWVLUMS

The thunderstorm, with typical tffects like Strong downraft, stverc turbulenct, flash light, and ball
Showrs, is w'I' kown to be dangerous to aviation. A numisr of fata and netar-fatal accidents In the
last 20 ycars. which have beta attributed to tholnderstorm wind phenomena, initited world wide research
activities In hazard Inytitigations and downburst mdelIng. Different basic modelingo techniques have been
used. one method is the construction or wind cosoonsects from measurtd data by interpolation between the
grid points (WAf~S). A second way consists of the use of dynalie mteorological moel (ef)) In
general these models art too extensive to be used In real time flight simulations. '1he third technique
for the generation of downbirst wind fields fII bsed on relatively SIWle fluid dynamic aproacbts. A
nwher of diffeirent conceptj have been published In the last years (R10.17. 11, 25). In this Paper two
other concepts will bet discussed:

As the downburst produces a flow like a vertically downward directed jets which spreadsl out hnrizontallY
as It approaches the groundl, thq first one uses a stmad jet flow toward,a stagnation point for the
description of the flow field in the center region of tilt dowburst cell. It has to be compleimented by
zones of vincinity andl transition flow. A vertical crosr section through the Center of the downburSt
model Is shown In H9.,18.



Th sectoPA cwncpt t,-based CA the svturnitlo of i rwtter of sereaded vtrtlce 114 COi s ti, l ith tht

SLx 1.i# of Imge wtlces. 0hl ,,etho4 Is chArcterl:e4 by ooe variaility ad Allmi for isuAnt

Art positto"Pei td aon A lrCis li04 of lt dowflbrst cell (Z-di0enSWIee 604@1 with 14 vorttA doblets Iee
Tig1). In the cAst of a 341tsii onl so+, rn w vrtices h to N te4d litnnT0 of flat ofrtisf

(f1le. Am COptiq PrOW44e ss Appied to eVilqitt the "1de PirAstor (or the best MIttn of
9m4ssrlg dAta. ing 4 s9014I OIGII. NicroYAtl c O"t r For the C OM* tilt Of the WWle l-menslonul
aircraft mode l t U ring vorttit 4owt Writ x coiAltfot of *4AIm 11 dortivis of ritg vricti could
k banmd fo real time si!ulatlom with a co Utlon frtq hcq of U cycles pqr secoa4.

$Ome flight lIlation results with a heavy tramotl ailcrAft 041 4~strate "t 4preote In usIA$ the
entl Oring ls "lw-e !tvel t" anad dwnburst" for tircraft hazird InwUtigations.

'Ml VAtINO APMANINiA L011 LEVEL JET

for Of lo'level't-invessigions the the Khabarovsk toer wm rtnt AporoxAiwaton was appled as
*worst case*- ,ind profile. 1 19.20 Shows filgt path and a41rsped profiles during l4M41g approach Aith
flI4d controls. The full lie curve characterilts triasml and thryst setting 6 tk distant from threshold
AIl the dsh-dotted lie curve results frot the thrust Setting and trlmlng at the location of Wind
Speed m4i0 . This leads to A OXImau of flight path devation. It wy be supposed thit the flight
proflit apparing in m.al flight undte this lo-level-Jet coritions will be occur In the &r"a between
the two flight pathos. This anticipation could be proved itt a number of sieulated landing approaches with
test pilots of the Institute of flight Guidance. Two exraples fro% this light simulator Investigations
art shown In 1 1.2ia And 1 g.2lb. In the first case the pilot reduces the thruslt to avoid extensive
fligilt path deviation durlng increasing hadwInd. CoM red with an Ideal thrust control la q.1O).
th.c! illo-t: # 1ll-t Pith 1ilit-o an airspeed-dviation In relation to the mInil values, the pilots
throttle activity has a Clot delay of roughly 17 stcoads. This sem to be a typical behaviour for one
part of the pilots In Apprepiratt OiN situations. M other pilot bheviour Is presented in 1Ig.21b. it
Is characterized by very low thrmttle activity Cexctpt CC the (Ial phase of the approach) and a higher
eMCeSs of Potential energy In the region-of the wind speed eaaiami.

SYrstemtIc ifvestlgatons perfonted by pariter variation of the l wlevl-.et dol show, thit the.
height of Maiu headwind and the headwind differe betwtn %eind omAti value u and rtference wind
speed UVReli gis chOOsen to'IC al are the most influential piraeters for tht severity of landing
approach in a lt level Jtt flow field. 1azard Increases with Increing heatdind dlfferenct In
connec ton with decreasing height of the heatkind poaltpm. This "ans fOrjan aircraft moving through the
windfleld on an fclInated flight path a corresponding high value of.)*nd acceleration. The teiporol
derivation of the hiidwd cowmnt Is one of the essential paiaeters in a thrust control luv,
fonalating the required additional thrust for the acceleratlon of the aircraft with the wind. Under
ideal conditions this measure avoids any deviations from noolnAl flight path and airspeed. An
appro.tmetion for the required additional thrust," ightwratio may derived 'roe the sifplefled equations of
the longitudinal and vertical aircraft otion:

bwIG • b/g 4 (Auwig y # aw,1IY (10)

wit Lu 9 uh g - u1gRef and Aw2 • Wg wugRef

u. 1We 9 'W We



IM r eq Ired addttlal Meest essentially epnls on wIr piramters, consderiln tha the M10a1 flighi

Pith angle Ws An specified value and the nmalul airspeed has almost the same Orr of mp49ito for

Uhe step from r id thrust.wight-rtia to the wqIrd nrV height ad4ptioas to riable i1d

coditloal can be reAlI.d by I legrasio of tq.( IC)) with respect to flight path distinct skt

C / r/c dA, fill

T requlred enrgy rIght *a be used for e aIProaiAtio4 of'tk er height error apeArln i M no

thrst adption Is intentd (ie 5Ig.2. Occurl flight pith devations from the comand |L$114tI

slope are prolocin a wentlal tnerV' height error

A" iPt I5f For

and airspeed evliatlons from the comknd sirtd #titi;4 to a kinetic energy height eror

Alikin * ty' - "let MIZ 2. (13)

As the airspeed has to be kept contant dring lAdip approach (nominal value about 1.3 V ital,) it is
use!ul to d fine the klntic energy with eard to the 0i rounding air (4acroklintic etnrgy*'. Therefore
0 airspeed V Is used Instead the flight path velocity Yein eq13. In order to use the eneroy height

error as a quiatitative measure for aircraft haard, ha-ard diflnition limits have to be dflnd. Ref.21
proosels hazard lnits for the kinetic energy expressed by the stick shaker"-vlocity 1.1 VYtallaM4 for
t4 ptntlal energy by the maximm allowable height deficit related to the obstAcIe clearance surface of

a CAT I -approach (assumed worst glid path mlrius 30 meters). Comparing the actual kintlic and potntial
energy hight deficit with the hazard limit values a hazard scale Is formed. if pottntial and kinttc
enirgy error limits are not reichtd simultaniously, shifting between airspeed (kinetic energy) and height
(pottntial eergly) Is feasible. Othterwls energy height deficlt must be cosvtnsated by means of thrust
setting.

In Fig.23 energy error and h:ird definition limits are Illustrated for the manual lov level Jet approach
of the example in rIg.ria. About 1.2 km ahead of the runway threshald the hWazrd liats are Almst
reached.

3.1.1 TAKEOFF ANO LANOING APPSACII IN A 00WNOLST

Hazard Investlgatis for takeoff and landal;pproach It; Ocwburst flow fields hive been performed by
means off the expanded steady jet flow model as well as the ring vortex superposition model. In general
the ring vortex model has a better capability for the approxfmation of accident conditions And measuring
da t.

The result for an off line flight !,-jl:tIon of a landing approach Is illusxrated In Fig.24. The flow
conditions In the steady jet model Is similar to the conditions of the dpproach accident In New York on
June 24,1915. The flight pith with fixed aircraft controls Is not very different form that of the
accident flight. A landing approach with an automatic flight control system (autopllot/autothrottle)
could be performed with very low deviations from nominal flight path and aispeed (this Is not valid for a
pure autopilot approach). Thus we can assume a delayed and uneficient pilot reaction, Implied by
unsufficlent information about the situation.



lt ar. aircraft has rettrvi ttrVr In lnIi~r' apoFch It IS flyir4 a1 ti% uifawa ptefomfnce
eqApabty #001 takeoff. In ad41tica the 4o*ndeAft Intenity in a d*Vnwurt In genral It tocrasn
with creasf ing hNt. kte 4 WaWI f Into a #4~*krst may be t more dangerous shitio. mn
eaa~s'le for L"e Iatoff san C144~ situatio" %hems Fi1.23, using "h wmte ring su.vtpoIftion 0oweborst
", e1 (1imilar r1i.90t. The diaaun illustrate tht thrtOWn coo"14% In eartha fIset toor'lti a4d

the 1l10%. pmt' fn thettvrtICal plae. TAWeof diretion Is 214 4"te, i.e. the ea~v. Uthi cooonetnt
corresoond vith the MOOrNd. After takoff the Pilot b421iO Rf41 Nn I C110 Pnctdrt. Draving near to
the 40wtrst Core ,ore a decreasing angle of climb rtsulS I'm tnt inc easing dowrAft 4nd doereasing
h43041114. The lost 0f bight dow0 to 6* POeMr leads to tooth of tie obstaclt clearace sutface of the 41C
port. Its other cases she alatraft hAd a4 A miact. In ovositfoa to the low' level Jt the wind
coponts wae varying with 11ll three coordintets. INSus te aircraft WHazr *etMs not only fro the
wind chAatorlistics bot als0 froo the flight Path In relatiln t4 tike florfildl In Coobiin.tion Oth~ othte
pwiaewes like 'trust setting, trim itton, aircraft oWeAtIaA mfS anid the pilot bkhaviova

The aircrft hazar investigatio have 1ed On coceptS to incrw~s filght, WaftY fore W Waef a nd lndg
In wind shear conditions (see /119 120A1, 21/, /24/), like 0in si'aa wrning displlys, thrust Control
laws and I*Vrcved Automatic flight control systc~s.

A. SWUMAA

SicIf ted fluid dynamic concepts havt been used to dettlop eniieering lodels for wind shear phenoea&
like dinburit. fronta flow and low~ level Jet. The data base used for the 00delin2 task is coVtrs of
a"n flight test data, airlint flight data, and towter datt, cm~leuwnttd by other Inrormatioas and
expteiental results. A umber of examples deMonatet the good ApprOAlmationl Of V*Asured wind profilt
by the developed wind models.

this simple engineering wind m , 340 have been in esential bas for aircraft haztrd investigation by ans
of (light siallation. The rotults have led on suitable hazard definitions as well as concepts And tystes
to limprove flight Safety In wind shear conditions.
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1. INMOOUCIOX14

pa,c anasyri s itderdc by atrs Insffcitd. Icn t couter 1 Involig111a" lp d with stIlnes eqtM.e sh i lsannel

TAI3 I - DIGITAL FUtGIrr PXiCOI1DS FROM AIRIJNI1 liNCOUNT"iRS WITI SEVERE AnIOSPI I.ERIC
DI.MIIJRANCES,

DA~i AIS8M ~ LOCA&1 011OS DflI3AIU=

6fl5 LIOI0I It-, NY Go-Mawwv Zdicobwast
tin7s DCIO CalmayCanad 331000 OI rutulecm
.141 OCIO flanlbAIO 37,000q Olcu *utwenr
7/82 DCIO NlononWY 3910W0 e clartulbulecm
1W DCIO Near flermueA 37(WX Conwieuive tobralnee
11183 LIO01I Offshoft SC 37.000 alearaiusbuboem
145 11747 0vcrGreenland 33.000Y CeAk1nfr tur Mec
2/85 11747 OweGreenland 33.000 Clear air wrbulte
2185 01747SP Offshore CA 41,000 Wind thea
us8 LICH1 DalIas/RWonh, I.nding Nikeotbura
8405 NIOSO Dsalias~ois.Wn, TX Go-stound Nficrobuast
1145 1747 Over Grecnland 33,000 Clearair turbulence
3A6 1B747 Offshore IawaiI 33W00 Clear air tutbulence
4W DCIO Jamestown, NY 40,0W0 Wind shere
7/86 AM0 West Palm Beach, FL 20.00(f Convcive totbulence
9x?7 LIM0 Nearflermuda 31,000' Convective tutbutnc

lit 177 Chicago, IL2 WCneive turbultnce
V.88 11767 Cimarron. NMI 33.000' Clear air tutbulence

Igh-Alitude turbulence(fg. Is) results fromn the growth and breakdown of stratifiedi shear layers (Refs. 2.7). 'flrsdscur-
bince is usually refined to as eclear-alr turbulenee ua Is associsted wish a stron inversion In air temperature and a strong vein.
calshear In horizontal winds. These cornditions ame often in the regions of the tropopause an the associated jet streamns. The most
severe eCOCunteis ar firqently above mountains or thunderstorm Some of the severe clear-air turbulence encounters for a&Win.
era equipped with the D MR arediscussed In Refs, 8.10.
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Stor 1. Two Vtls of ac aiunospheric diancts.

2. ANALYSISbITIOD

Allom cctiifli In 190 orh r eulnxdi with DFDRs %*~h iroIl an cictc st of NArlzb!" Ill lj II).11Ci
di!flithi rcmods, Along with ATC uxl)Ing dats. OAn be used to dctnloc the tdme histordv* In the thtct airqowcts orshe

winds Along ikca*ecft nightpaih ild 1). In this walIs ic Acelerations :ncasuid sboasIl 41= A~rts a ntcttcd to dstcr'

Med dIII IU wid %vry Is carputcd As the dIffcxmrtc bctI the ibdcic lcIsal vdO~hy W*i Is vctceIy with respcct to the
a~nnss A ftk csrm oh pcal analpsi prcdos shown hi 11g.1

The cqwsal o(nation aft In in Earth (humn %%ith te *-axis PsAins wh, the)y4Z15 wrinting cut, AnM the h.aas Vail.
C4 (xAxis dowm)

3x, Coto Cosy +24asn $14O Cosy- to lamy) 4 ,(cosg sin cosy + sln0 Any)

1 tM2
AO~ silly + 2;(as4 sinG SInY + C" easy) + A'Ills sOno SIrY 14n cosy)

~ 3x $10 - ( 3)441 + 4jmjoa)cw0O- %

%hcfc 2~, 4.And at Are ilic boy-axls wcctatons, And (a. 0. And V Art the body-aals ICulcr anjks. Intcgradon o these diffo.
endal cquarhons Ilde csxhrna'4 of Incidl vc~chy (.)And position (%,y,h). A SOt of Initill conditons Antd bias corrmioo
Is dricnned by rnatching &hec~ktol x And y iimc-hlstorics to AlC dAI position dati and by rnutchin; the csktalatcd h
thoc hisoy to the D FIR bwcomciic ald.Itde dsta.

TAIIfX 11 -TYPICAL DIGITAL F1UGI IT DATA RIrCORDIIRN W-AUREMENTSI
FOP, DIMCEcNTAIRcMAI-T.

!LmOam m~I 1= DZ72 W2~~l l~

Noanaacctatldon 4 4 8 .1 4 4
Lateral acecczraion 4 4 4 4 4 4
Longitudinal acceeration 4 1 4 4 4 1
Roll angle I I I I I I
Pith angle I
liadlingnle I I 1 1 1
Argecof.auck vancs 2 - 2 2
Prmsum Altitude I I I I I
IndicatedAirspeed I I I I I I

* Ecvaor dtflcion I I I I I I
Rudderdelction 2 2 2 2 2 2
Elngine thrust 114 1(4 1 1/4 1/4 1

*Alicpr te ure 112 1/2 1 1



The wrl vcetos ctimpued a

'WI, u4 V siY.

%li the true aspeed V Is cmputd frome the MI W FLI' ATC
and the witdu Lukr 3~fAngjs (y, . ) arc compued Wadi th ECOROEC ~ C00N

sin yC*M CW4lsn - C coill

+ C sinO) DT

Cu sinest cosp eot*4 +dslii# N5lflRIA DT

wehere (a Is fa ntl e candku4PI th ulca~ e spesOF

T~he sglcofxuaek ct wu"tded fd(rinoab*W- AINCRtAFT ATA MPNW
reom vcanls rvo aircraft without reex"' vane

sagls, the angle ofattack es was dtined k threugthei

CL" -t.NO. t%) -CM ,4 "~ Ct4qaV) records.

*rice COQX 81), Ctk-e and C4 are based on the sitccnft ktynamfe chuetils, and the lift coefficient. CL, was calculated
Witg the aircraft weitht Wlong ish the lift b ac drtn and dynunki prcsure fromt the MRDL Mhe flap poiidon 8ir, tkvasor
MosjWo k~, a d itchrt q %\n&re d dfront the ODR. kav4ng the angleofattack as as the variable tob kaimle. (NJ~
MIWte of dealg unrncaurad nlow angles is discussed further 14 Rcf 21.)

In a swig Mainer. the anigle OrldewIp P1 %arieserilnd through the crquation

Cy N CYAP + CYOF + CyiQ41V)

where Cy=C y& andC1, uecase on the aircraft adynte teiicand the sldeforcc coefficient Cy *uisc almeed
usig te i weight along with the side celerailrt ad dynamic pressure front he D MR. Thec rudder posiio Ar and the

yaw rate r were ddvd (tor the IDR. leaving the angleof idslip Pl a"the variableso be dtickinred.

RECENT ENCOUNTERS
3. APPLICATIONS 0 EXECUTIVE JET 30 N LATITUD 'E

so. WIE BDY IRLNER AVERAGE
3.1 Iligh.Alslsude'llstbulene 0 0WO OYARIE TROPOPAUSE

occur h ego fdi oqus.'etrppue idd 451
varies with the season A the location. The upper plot In
Fng. 3 shows rcent severe tuibukrnce encounters as a function w 40
or attitude and time of 5year. Also shown amc the avme raeio. D
popause heights (cr 30', and 45' N. 1Las (Ref. 22). Cec 1- 0 0.
this disuributlon of turbulenice encounters follows 4 ed o 535

di Aergeopopsuse heights. 71st Ithe encounters occur 6 0 0
at Iowar altiudes In the winter months and at higher altitudes In 0
the summer months. 'The lower plot In Fi1g. 3 presets the dis- 4V N LATITUDE
tribution or 12,678 reports of moderate to severe tutbulence. AVERAGE TROPOPAUSE
from aspecial survey of airline plostaken In 1960621(Ref. 7). 1!I
These data Indcate that turbulenec occurrd most ofteni In the ccDSRBTO
winter snoeths, peakng In February. At the time of the survey, FREOT
ailners usually cruised at altitudes of 31,000 to 33,X0 fl. amnd 0
would beIn theregion ofthe opopus primauilyInshe winter U.
months. IHowever, many of todays aircraft cruise at higher wj
altitudes and sdemore timen th rgon of thtropopusc e
throughout the year. At altitudes frm 35,000 to 4I100 ft the
aircraft ame In the region of the ttopopiause In the fall and
spins.

SAU(q SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN- FEB MAR AIR MAY JUN JUL
MONTH

Figure 3. Severe turbulence encounters shown with altitude
and time of year.



3,4

ecos prde In ormaion about tel Ca t uk Re entativ ecouers in sluated in Ag. n. Sore tha Il liuoaswere sioLvtcd ish Ivlevel brier such as mwluvl rir~c or thundrsor Ilnes The couerscn were found to oc'.r, at
about IS ko3Oniiicsdo<nnotheac Iw~ lbstacle

Teenpesarur proflesc for th enrouters of Ag. 4 ir presentled In Ag . .l h unding reod In Fi,.5 Indiate a t rong
lntciral'It t inenat the tropopiuse rious sudtes (i. 241) have noe thata ston rnl~pc:rarur Inverson beco.s a

dstbilizins Influenice v'h the s vlines am tilted. The icounters 3altAci7 here involved ltrin rtur lnyrelrtk In cojuric-
don with lowve r.klv bWooqcx, that could ve tilted the urmlifes and titgrd KcvlvIn IkImhollt lislility (Refi. 2.4).
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37.000 It. ,000 It. TEMPERATUfEC TEMPERATURE:C

Pigune 4, Ovesvicw of severe turbulence encounters at cruise Figure 5. Tcipcr.um inversion at the tropopsuse associated
alliudcs. ltls severe turbulence.

A representative case Is that of 1ig. 4i, In which a DC-i cecoun ered Severe tubulence while crusing In in easterly
direction at 37,000 ft In the jlt stc In April acr IlInnbal, Missouri (Ref. 8). The encounter occurred shortly after the aircraft
passed over a developing line of thunterstonms with cloud tops reported at about 30.000 ft. Using the technique described In the
previous section, the hoizontal wind W, and vertical wind €Vk tnwee estimated. These estimates and the normal acceleration
front Ihe DFDR are presented In Fig. 6. The hodri il wind is shown to Increase is the ircrift passes over the line of thunder.
storms about 2.5 min before the turbulence cao-tcr. The vertical winds In the perio of svere turbulcne Apperu as shalp up-
and-down tgts about 5 see par. The severity of the lurbulence is apparent fron the wide fluctuations In the normal accleration
fioi1 +1.7 to-.0 g.

These results appe consistent with previous studies (Refs. 2.6) In which the formnaion of Kelvin "cae's eyes" patterns In
clear air was noted. To doeterine whether the derived winds could be accounted for by itterns of this type, an analysis was con-
ducted to duplicate the time histories with vortex-amy models (Refs. 8, 23). The DFDR-dedved wind data were used with
parameter Identification techniques to determine the stength, size, and spicing of the vortex arrays. A vonre model for the
Ilrilb3l case Is shown In Fig. 7. As shown in the lower graph, the generJ niture of this mod,6 Is a vortex ar-ay located on the
downslope with respect to the prevailing wind. The large spikes In vertical velocity ,re caused by the passage of the aircraft
through the sold-body cores of two vortices. These spikes provide significant evidence about the size and strength of the vortices.
Each vorex has a diarmeter of 1,000 ft and a cIrcumiferential velocity of 87 fr/sec. The distance between the Centers of the tw sig.
nilficant vonices Is 3.400 ft. A compaisof ,'the modeled vertical md horizontal wind perturbations (solid lines) with the mea-
suired winds (dashed lines) shows reasonably good agreement. This vortex model pro ides a means of stusdying the effects of these
wind hazards on aircraft behavior and g load.

Simulations have ben done to provide Information on the effects of these reconstructed vortices on th flight behavior for
three types ofaircraft: it remotely piloted vehicle (RPV), an execudlvc jet, and a large corneial irliner. As shown in Fig. 8, the
RPV undergoes a large change in pitch angle. With its relatively low speed, it has time to align with the local ursp'ed vector, and
the pttern of the pitch angle variation is similar to the (Inverse) pattern of the vertical wind. The executive aircrri exhibits peri,
odic variations In pitch angle and g load. These variations are dependent upon the relationship between the time span of the vortex
traverse and the ainraft's short oscillatory period. The large airliner exhibits only a small variation in pitch angle, because of the
short time In vortex traverse and a long oscillatory period. The pattern of the g.load variation is similar to the pattern of the verti-
cal wind.
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3,2 LoW.tevdI Ntkl burs

Fight and radar rconls from two ahlin-rs that pee.
mtcd the 1985 DFW mleomt st have been analyzed. I'm rstircft. Delta Airlines flight 191. encountered the mIoimbu

V. __/_ on final aPPp ch and cextod the ground about I tile shmISO o( the nmway. The following aircraft, Amccun Attlincs flight
150 hrv 539. misdc a go-aund and flew through the nmleroburt ahout

.. , 700 ....... EXECUTIVE 2,J0 ft abovt, the grond. The rcsulu of the analysis scr
EXECTIVEshown In Flg. 9. The data for th4 two aircraft ame presented as a

800 AIRLINER funtion ofalt tdOlad positioi ith respect to he n.wsy.
The hocizonul and vertical wind components (W, and W.) aresuperimposed as vectors on the 1lghipahs,

As Delta 191 descended through 900 ft pp h :hng the
nRnwSy. the vert c1 wind component W, Increised to aboutW 15

5 

ftscante riontal windomponnt W, Inereasd toa hadwind of over 50 fifsec. Th airc rhcn encounte-ed asong downow followed by a api chungc In vertical %ind
0 - direction. followed by furher changes about 5 scc par. In the

period ofmajor d ,wnflow, the aircraft experienced vertical. inds of-o to-40 Ae=. During the encounter, f 50-f¢wc
2, headwind changed to a tll nd ofovcr 50 fw.

< Ametican. 39, the following aircraft, excuteda go-aro und at 1400 ft Above the rou an then clmbed to an
t~0 ai #Adof 200 ftwhere t p tdthe Hrburt. 7U-1 __________________________ analysis shows that the aircraft Ant es'wrieneed an updraft Wa

-10 0 0 20 01 40 ofaboutl5 Mec:.iMda headwind 1,11i ofI15 imc 1U air-DISTANCE 1000 t 3 4 cra tunencountered strong downnow ovr a fairly laedistance, followed by a strong updaft. In the perod of major
downflow. the alrcmft exprienced vertical winds of-10 toFigure 8. Simulation of a vortex encounter for different -.40 fi/sec. During this encounter, th IS (isec headwindalrcLt, changed to a tall %,ad of over 25 ftlsec.
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In CTonariflf the agrIltudS of the Chat" in the
horitl wis 'i x, we can sce that Delta 191 was WneO the -
tr WAn d i get oo div rpnct
(M I hc I* °rL I da idclat te t 0the WasIt h - I.
wlndis-ul14- change o( 100 i ce fo ixl 191. and 40 ,Vw
ofo Amcrkm 539. Noft tha the overall Change ktn a% NWOd

wind wa aliwin occumd at nearly t0e PaM loci over the I A .vs jfo h a l n Thlsautha "thenCC th k
'i nmbunt Wad not ni k.atioWn peeably -e*twee the V

times that the iv ctt ofmc mmn lwere m%4-. American F
539 puW thogh the trothc mcrut about 110 e 11 DELTIli
alfcr Delta 191 did.

It cmn be ol~aed that ther tonof the 4owolow_ _ _ _ _

Amertcan 539l ntere vithcrc EgIon tIthre dibue, n,

measured forA A a n 39 Is Im thant that for IlAa I 91.

hrxkz 539 l c ri dlg tI tchm f 'iic onlaut P,i -- 7 !

mi. (n ou mm the rmry tddh De tA 9 0. 17 ), 2
data from Anmat 539 Wnd c that piloo of the dtflo w DISTAW"C TO IUW*AY. 1000 It
ha twi nde to K the CPA oflhe runway. Th e m rion of
do*Wrtlw neaured by Amranu 539 wab soutS 3. st i 4 figec% Wind vectorim tshe DxUW ft.Worth AitportAuguit
diaetcr. 'This Indication ofcl andcpnt takrowues I Is Con 19S, st ftri l C 4 from flight mtwdt ofcI -1 lrfl$€4
assen~t wit neteomilel data gthered at the DPW aiot
(Itef. 16) and with a puma" 1sMlio of sh DF-W down. ACTUAL
bum a(Rc. 19). tMseudi s s.ndeicdu the h Stodm W 0 - MOEL
M*Cd IhN n oth runway anid ha cxpandsd to about 10 I I
3.7 a, ml1 d .anercr dwxJ level whIc n lca n 539 0'ln
tsin theicrobarIL *t

The Ames analysi shows svmal rpid W clatge . o i
changes in winds within the m1crbur*.t Previus studies
( tRes. 12.24r26) have indiatd that smi robursu might Invole g
vortices that induce variaon i the intcrl winds. Thos e0
Studies Indicate tat when a votex mars the ground Its watrle- 1
ity inlrcasc .din s a c h.ansm or largeu c ctln n m P - 0wimd vlcwty. ed1

reptsetthe wintdpatternnthe DFW mml at (Rtf. 27. AO V
T1he %vnc cde for Anterican, 539. which made a complete V 4

~sae thrg th teeou. Is shown Its ig. 10. As shown aJ 41
narothsodlsaag 0-* oz 4

out sins with a letc ci lng nuo the chner ofthe r
%vnrse cm 4diamneicof =00(L t The innor ring has ak diamter 4 '''
of 25W0ftwith vtex co dmnew of9W k A consArlson 0A 20 Is 10 6 0 .1
ofthe mo kd unsul an rti l lid pmu c vsoW o ISTANCE TO nUNWAY. i000 It
lines) with the measured wintds (dashed lines) tws reaw!n
ably good agreement. The muldpi.vYortex-ring 66Me Priovides RIur 10. Mrulliple-vottexqlng modekl of the DFWN mirowna.
a way to mathematically describe the wind pattern withn the
mkerburas. The model provide a decterm~lnstic, rather tam
randomn, means of analyzing the Internal %vlcty fluctuations,

4. CONCLUDING RflMARKS

Analysis of a series of ease Involving sever turbulence at cruis altitudes has shown tht the iresft encountened 'ones

aras eertby 'ind "halyr soitdwt ton eprtr nesosn the trupopausc. T1 dssbllroo or

th ndsha r lerwa aedbloleebatetscasnonxnrgec 
hudon hl Ine.le wind p atten in thes

sevretorulnceen ourt hvbenietfdthogtedelomt voe-ary models. Te anaiysis identified the
ssrngt. ize ad sacig f te ortx aras, roidig amens f ttayrsg he fcts of these sever wind hazards on OWea-

tiona s A Moenarrf r pnigmr iea ihrattdsna h rp use. where this sever ltbulence Ocurs.
Simlaton tudes aveshon tat mal IV ad eecuiveairraf ar moe ponetoviolent dynamic behavior than are large

Data from the Delta 191 accident show that the aircraft encountered A Strong mlcrburst downflow folloahed by a strong
outflow accompanied by large and rapid ehangles In vertical wind. Data fromn Amnerdan 539 recorded during the goaround indi-
cate a broad pattern of downflow In the microbart. with regions of upflow at the eti edges. Tie combined results indicate a
micrburst that was increasing In six, with vonek-induced velocity fluctuations embedded in a suron outflow nat the tround.
7Ue wind patten Ira the Di-', mieroburst has been Identified through the development of a mulliple-vorex-ringmodel The reults
ahow a large von"s ring at the leading edge of the ieiroburst and a smailer vortex ring embedded In the downflow. The study
provides a realistic model of the'xwind field tht can be used In flight simulators to better understand the eontrol problems in severe
microburas encounters.
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For wany yeArs aircraft have beon 4Muippvd for resarch in wind and turbulenceeallur#sente. Very ofttn the systee in i tlation c"nistd of seneora and recoding
htdyaro which wee bpread ll over tha aircraft. This paper will describe a modern
synto* solution. where oil cooponenta are Integrated In an oextrn,1 pod (or aircrttt and
h l icopter applications.

After a bri e description ot the principlh -for airborne wind **asureosnts,
Adnt Age nd ¢didvantagee for diffternt system aolutions Will be discussed. "The
preented pod solution In lud* A Noftware and -A-rdwaro concept, which Allow* to
determlne all three copoent&m of the wind vector In real time o-bokrd the aircraft,

flight test result* are presented, which-deeonstot. the Achisvable acurecie tor
the horizontal and especally the velrtical wid component. This includes the effects of
dynamic aircraft wonuvora. finally an outlook I* given. what kind of precision can be
4chlvtd In the future, h n 44tellfto avgatioayotAema will be Avatlablv on a 24 hour
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A4 heut o(airb N4orne turbu anm btoqurMCmWtot av4b1nvery eu n b at(
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WW true ho ot

The result* of airborne turbulence maaurnan~rte have boen very useful In thn past
f or aeronauttcal enginee. for example, to entabliuh models for simulatorsa nd to
rArform fatigue and load snalyaines. Lately the need (or real-time meeiiuresento han
Increseed significantly by users from other scientific comunitien, e.g. netoorologiato
and air chemists.

Modern ai'rborno atmoopharic and environmental survey systems require not only
airchemical sensors but alae a complete sensor package for wind - and turbulence
measurements. such a system is capable of performing the necessary in-situ
Investigations to find out the actual transport of polluted air and the turbulent
transport* o momentum, heat, and moieture.



?.s a suboystee for -wonauticxX and environaental research aircrat tbh(i Aerodata
compAny ham developred an airborne wind ed turbulence system (or aircraft and
helicopters. The system Is called NtT,90VO td I& currently flying on-board the Oerman
polar resexrch aircraft at the Alfr*d-wener-nstitute Weran Institute (or Polar- und
Nartno Research), Vigure I shows the pod under the wing ot the Polar 4, a Gornier Lto 221

2. 719 t1RIOCZP1X CV AIRXOt WINGD MWIUK1WCIGTMhINATION

rrom an aircraft wind can not ba measured directly. Only by taking the vector
difference (fig. 2) between the Inertial velocity a and the aircraft movement r.lative
to the air, the true airspeed X# the wind vector Xv way be mputed (rot. 11.

tuo, V40 V-4a -0 1U4 V4 , we )o - (us V. Of)

One should note that the magnitude o( the wind sector differs to the others by at
least on# order. Therefore an accurate measurement of the Inertial velocity and the true
airopeed oust be Insured.

The horitontal c¢oponents of the inertial velocity can be taken from a suitable
Inertial navigation syetee. -.he inherent drift and Ichuler-error of such a system can be
eliomnatel in the future by combining It with a satellite navigation system like OrS
(Global Positioning $yete) through Oalsan filtering techniques. Than the good dynamic
behavior of the inertial sys te in supported by the excellent long term precielon of
Oft. Thus an accuracy of 0.1 a/* can be expected for the total frequency b~nd.

The vertical channel of Inrtial system t principally unstable, unless it is
stabilix*d with external altitudi information. In order to reconstruct vertical speed,
It Is state of the art to stabilize the integration of the vertical accelerometer using
a baroetric altimeter (ref. 2). wherl in future the altimeter may be replaced by the
altitude output of the ps8-signal.

While the inertial components can be gathered from one box, the inertial navigation
system, there is no one box system for true airspee-d. To obtain the magnitude of the
true'airspeed vector, it is most common to derive it from dynamic pressure, static
pressure, and total temptrature.

In order to characteri2a the diroction of the airlo. it Is necessary to measure
angle of attack and angle of sideslip of the aircraft. Before tho vector difference
between inertial velocity and true airspeed can be computed, the true alrsp4ed vector
has to be transformed into the earth-tixed coordinate system, which by nature is the
*yst*= in which the wind vector in defined.

The complete transformation includes two rotation processes. First the true
airspeed vector is transformed into the aircratt-fixed coordinate system using angle of
attack and angle of sideslip ae rotation angles. The final rotation into the earth-fixed
system in parformed with the attitude angle of the aircraft: roll, pitch, and true
heading.

The resulting equations for the true airspeed components contain numerous SINE- and
COSINE functions, see references 3 and 4. These references also describo how wind
component errors deopnd on individual sensor errors.

3. CONVENTIONAL, SYSTEMS

Currently most research aircraft throughout the world use instrumentation packages
for wind and turbulence measuraents, which are specifically adapted to the aircraft in
use. There is no portability from one aircraft to another without major modifications of
the aircraft and the measuring system.

Figure 3 demonstrates n typical example of a conventional turbulence measuring
ayat m. It pictures -the sysite of the DO 28' ieisirih i.rk&M ut thi Tuchniadhe
Univeraitit Braunschweig, Germany. (ref. 4). This aircrd!f van -usnd, a3 a tent bed to
develop sensor know-how and real-time technology tor wind- ind turbulence measuring
systems. This technology was later transfered to design Utha Hateopod system which is
described in the following chapter.

Conventional systems, see fig. 3. often use a, nose boc in order to measure the
undisturbed airflow ahead of the aircraft. In order to really measure undisturbed
airflow the nose boom should be as long as possible. However, a design compromise has to
be made between desired boom stiffness, boom weight, and aircraft operability.

Stiffness is a very important design criteria. Low eigen-frequencies of elastic
booms often show up as peaks in turbulence spectra and therefore disturbs the 0
measurement. Thus there seems to be a trend to change from a nose boom installation to

iP



aitflo censing in the nose at the aircrft. This can be achieved by installing aS hole
probe in the nose (ret. 5), where differential presaure measuremente yield angle at
Attack, angle at sideslip, and total pressure.

Certainly the airflow around th4 nose is more disturbed than at the tip of a nose
boom, but it qjp+stble to alibrate the flow and correct tor nonlinear affect$ in
maal-vte by the computer.

tven though all airtlow and temxpoture sensors as wall as inertial systems can be
condentrated Around the nose within short distance ot each other, which is a
proroq.aite tor turbulence meaur eme nts, there is the need for further intagrAtion and
quick-change oystems that hAndle turbulence Algorithm in real-time..

4. TKY MA I SYSTSHI

The Hteopod to an Inteorated oyet-s solution to combine all senning units
necessary for airborne wind and turbulence measur ments in one external comprtsent. Thu

ensor contipuration allows the registration o the long term values 0i wall as the
turbulent tletuations at windi temprature, and humidity.

Figure A given A schematic preassntation of the hardware location ot *encore and
data acquisition and control unitv in the pod. The pod Itself is o fibre glass
ccnstruction. Its cigar shaped body'meaaurem about 4 meters in length and has a diameter
at About 50 centimeters. The total voight depends on the actual system configurAtion. A
typical weight includfng the pod with its equipment but excluding the aircraft pylon in
about 100 kg.

In table 1 a typical list o suitable sensors-and device* tor a wind and turbulonce
measuring system is given as It i realized in the MItoopod system. The total power
requirement for all sensorn, poutr converters, control unit., and preprocessors i in
the order at 500 Watts.

Tto hardware In mostly oil-specified as far a the temperature range is concerned.
However, some seusors are only Available as commercial hardware with limited teperature
range. There is a- need to operate the system In cold weather environments, 45 it i
planned to fly it in Goerman Antarctic ilsions. Therefore the pod has been equipped with
a temperature controlled heating system. To heat the inside ot the pod and the five-hole
airflow probe at the tip in Acing conditions another 2000 Watt have to be supplied.
Primary power Is supply is 116-V/400 li and it to supplied from tMa Inside o the cabin
trough the wing and pylon to the pod. AC/DC Power converters thun generate all other
voltages required inside th* pod.

The main advantages of the Neteopod system compared to conventional ones are
manifolds

'ie first advantage is the short distance o 0.5 meters between the tlow sensing
head, the temperature and humidity probes, and the inertial navigation or reference
system. At an assumed true airspeed of 50 m/o and a sampling rate of 100 H% It in
possible to measure the turbulent transports o momentum, host, and moisture for
micrometeorological applications.

Spectral results from conventional systems very often contain resonance
frequencies, which-often originate from nose boom oscillations in the order at 5 to 20
H. Sensors themselves may alms cause resonances and therefore disturbe the turbulence
spectrum. The dynamic behavior of flight logs (ref. 3 and 4) and tubings between between
air flow pressure ports and pressure sensors are typical examples for this problem,
where tubing. create the so-called "organ pipe* effect.

both problems do not occur in the Hiteopod. The tube lines are very short, only
about 40 centimeters in longth. This results in a resonance frequency well above 100 Hz,
which Is the current sampling rate for the system.

The pod does not have a boom. The fibre glass construction for the none tip is very
stiff- Thua no pes are to be axpocted in turbulence spectra due to mechanicaloseticitiss. -+ ---

One, 6r -i most practical- teturqp- of the. Meteopod is its variability concerning
the operating aircraft-Tho 11. -dai--not only be mounted together with a pylon on
several aircraft, In th -naur fu.rj+,'it ca theoa operated by helicopters, where the
pod in flying as an extarnal lord iangir- on a rope about 5 to 15 meters below the
helicopter. Figure f showt the prototype version of the helicopter pod with its
stabilizing fins.

As an integral part the 4etoopod package includes data acquisition and modern real-
time processing and monitoring systems as well an a post-processing software for
zpectral analysis. Thus the Meteopod is a complete engineering solution from the sensor
to poet-flight analysis. Due to today's necessity to perform more and more processing
on-line, the following seperate chapter is dedicated to describe the real-time needs to
compute turbulence data.
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5. rEA -TINX PROCESSN Or WIND DATA

,An airborne data system (or wind and turbulence- meseurement* requires apecial
attributes to execute an effective flight test. The operator must have a good insight
into 11 sensor data, the status ot each senoors the computed results, and the actual
flight condition of the aircraft. Only with this capability at the operator's hand it is
po#Ibl* to Influence further flight operations and ensure the success 6'. -. .h 'tet
flight. Therefore the system moot perform In real-time.

A flight test ai'cmtst equipped for wind and turbulence measurements is a complex
and an expensive testbed and sensor platform. Only a real-time syste can keep
development and operating costs down to a minimum. The computer system has to be
powerful, flexible, and modular in its hardware and software design, te reference 6.

Figure 6 ahovs the hardware concept for the total mot'oopod aystem. In the pod
itself there Is a preprocessor, which collects all analog, synchro, and digital data.
it also receives and sort. data from the high speed ARINC 429 bus of the inertial
navigation *yete in the pod. It eupplies accelerations, body rates. inertial
velocities, attitude angles, and position data. All data Is then transmitted at a rate
of 100 aamples per second via pulse code modulation (PCH) to the main computer in the
aitcraft csbi.

Inside the cabin a powerful computer system can be Installed that performs tht
necessary real-time calculations, e.g. the transforpation of the true airspeed vector
into the earth-fixed coordinate system (ref. 6 and 4). beuiden the data processing and
data registration, the on-board software has to Perform another important tansk
monitoring.

The software is the heart of a modern turbulence measuring system. The software
package ODAIS (Nodular Data Acquisition and tionitoring System) performs all required
tasks., especially the monitoring taks, and can be implemented due to Its modular
concept on all current and wide-spread computer #ystems like DEC La3 11/73, DEC
tlicroVax, VME-Bus. and PC's (see ref. 6 and 7).

T.at% ttwAre written in IODULA 2 has to execute parallel processes, which are
handled by the job scheduler, see figure 7. These are the high priority real-time
process and tho lower priority processes like monitoring, dialogue with the operator,
tape recording, terminal 1/O, printer output for a acreen hardcopy and the output of a
continous flight test protocol.

Data storage on streamer tapee ans well as alphanumsrical and graphical monitoring
is performed in engineering units. Figure 8 in a sample hard copy of an altitude
temperature profile collected on-line during a meterological mission with the Polar 4 in
198. The temperature inverion in this figure can be clearly seen. Thus ad hoc flight
altitudes could be chosen that depended on the inversion layer.

Figure 4, also picturizes three windows that should be accessible to the operator
during flight test. The upper left hand corner represents the dialogue window. It is
used 1lke a small terminal, where the operator inputs 4natructions into the system. The
status window can be seen in the upper right hand corner. It continoualy displays to the
operator all important system states, e.g. status of data transfer Cron the Hetaopod
preprocessor, realtime load, time information, event counter. tape status and printer
status ams well as graphical monitoring status. The bottom part o the screen in the
monitoring window, where the operator can switch between 10 alphanumerical and 6
graphical mnuems.

6. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Ai efficient hard- and software system like the one presented in the precoeding
chapter is a prerequisite to perform successful wiud and turbulence measurements. It can
greatly support the quality assurance of'the computed dota.

Two exaples for the quality assurance of the in rsi l-time computed wind data will
'be presented. The flight maneuvers have been chosen in 4 way, which allow to find out
specific sensor errors or miscalibrations. The first one Is a 360 degree turn by the
aircraft. This is the typical maneuver to check out the quality of the computed
horizontal wind Components. The vertical wind component is mostly influenced by extreme
vertical maneuversof the airplane (ref. 3 and 9). Therefore the phygoid motion,,of the
aircraft can be excited as a good check-out procedure.

Figure 9 shows 4he north and east wind component as well as the trueheading for
two consequtive 360 degree turns. One can clearly note the sinusoidal behavior of the
two wind components, which contain a 90 degree phase shift between the two components.
Assuming that there is no-wind change during this maneuver, there must be A sensor error

or miscalibration present.

Quite a few sensor errors result in true heading dopendent ,wind component errors
(see ref. 3 and 4). This is, the case here. Using. a linear error model (ref. 3)'; the
following equations for the wind component errors can be derived'for a turnmaneuver:
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Takirg A look At the phase of the wind component errors in figurm 9. Wtcan be seen
that the maxima and minima occur at 0*. 904 . 140, and 360'. Thereto- it can b
concluded th4t no major errors are presont in angle ot 0deslip, angle or attack,
heading, and bank. In this specific example the equations reduce to:

Assuming that the inertial velocity errors uqt and v. did not change during the
turn maneuver, the true airopeed error can be calculated fros the following, vary simple
relationehip.

Thus during thin calibration flight there wva A true Airspeed error in the order ot
5.5 ms. Errors like this can unually be trached back to false c4libration curves of thn
pressure transduc4r. false calibration paramoter input# into the real-time system, or A
false pitot-atatic calibration ot the proaout port*.

Figure 9 just cerved as an extreme, but clear example, how canoer errora can be
detected during a turn maneuver. For thio actual flight the asOumed pitot-OtAtic
correction was wrong. Atter inserting the correct vAlues on the ground, figure 10
dtmonartns that no significant changes in wind speed As A function of true heading are
any longer detected during the turn.

TMa first 114taopod trialz uerc flown wLth the research aircroft of the Tachnieche
Univrotlt braunschweig, a Dornier 123. Figure 11 shows the resulta (or the computed
vertical wind speed during the phygoid motion. Drawn in this figure are: The inertial
vertical velocity computed by an observing Algorithm from earth-fixed vertical
acceleration and barometric altitude (see rat. 4). the vertical true airspeed component
(inverted in sign), and the resulting vertical wind speed component.

It is of interest to note that the vertical wind speed (curve 3) shows a oinusoidal
behavior with time, which is not acceptable (or quality measureoents. The other
Interesting fact- is that there JI an apparent phase Ing between the vertical components
of true Airspeed and inertial velocity. After some Investigation it was found that the
output signal for the earte-fixed vertical acceleration of the inertia) reference system
was low-pass filtered. Reconstructing the "original" acceleration signal by a digital
filter with Inverse charactorstica, before it entered the observing algorithm for
vertical speed estimation, was the cue to reverse the phase shift problem.

Thin example shown that it in not only necessary to carefully calibrate ooneoro,
especially the airflow sensors, but is also necessary to identify resonance frequencies
of the installed sensors and as in this case identity the time behavior of the signals
used. Otherwise the resulting wind components may be quite erraneoum. Figure 12
represents the corrected results for the vertical wind speed using the high-poan filter
mentioned above. Even though extrem vertical speeds of up to 20 m/* wer* flown in this
maneuver, the vertical wind speed could ntw be correctly computed.

Typical accuracies, which are currently achieved in the Moteopod system, are in the
order of 1 m/s for the horizontal wind components and 0.3 mis for the vertical wind
component. This is the total error calculated from a gaussian error propagation model
including sensor offsets, drift, temperature effects. etc. The error of the horizontal
component is mostly due to the drift and Schuler-error of inertial navigation system.
However, turbulent fluctuations are measured far more precisely because they do not
depend on offsets, for example. Their accuracy for all components in in the order of 0.1
m/a. As an example for the possibilities of the system figure 13 presents the results of
a vertical sounding for the three wind components, static temperature, and relative
humidity.

7. CONCimDINO RMARKS

The paper briefly discussed the theoretical background for determining the wind and
turbulence vector on-board of aircraft. After describing conventional systems for the
measurement of wind and turbulence, a new-integral system approach was presented, where
the Hateopod system permits high resolutional micro and masoscale atmosperic
neasurements.

All data can be monitored in er.)ineering units on screens in alphanuerical and
graphical form. With the mentioned software concept, the flexibility of ihe computer
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system and its monitoring capabilities the otmrator ts able to undertake a glexiblo
flight planning. No longer rigld pr~e'ixd flight ptterns hAve to bW folloed*, which
ater tedious off-line calculations ofton have proven to be wrong in the past.

Computation power can be further Increased in the near future. Th# addition of
small and fest vector processors will allow real-time *ampling and cespution of
turbule3nd data In the order pf up to 200 H and higher. Nov no longer the computer i*
the bottleneck, It iv the #1*or response ties of sooe steors.

A helicopter version of the Noteopod system in under development, which will be
completely Independent on helicopter power and which will hayw a telemetry link for data
tranami s ion betwoen the pod and the computer syntem in the helcoptor. Thus, by simply
flying an external load under A helicoptor, wind end turbulence moaaucesento will be
possible In remote areas In the near future.
Thl Is of special interest e.g. for helicopter operation* tram ships in Antarctica and
Aretica.

Besidesn this promising outlook, the *oat challenging new feature in wind and
turbulenco sasuresento will be the availability of atallite navigation systxas. With
their position and groundapeed accuracy It will be achlvablo to measure all wind
components with a precision of 0.1 a/#. Thu@ airborne measurements will fell into the
sa precision category as ground based ane%*mter data.
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111IC UtIXTED STATtS AIR M~CC AFPPROACH~ TO ALL fATHCA ISUTI0

by
Clifford1. To pkins

and
daeos A. ford

6520 Tst. Group/ChAS
rAwards AMi CAfton[, U.G.A. 93533-5000

All-weather toet programs htstorically reveal dt#eIn deficiencies that iopact the
oporational caabilities o the vehicle involved. Therefore, ttil Is required to
ensure that Air Force !weapon system# can be effective undor varying or extreme
onvironnontal conditions. The major purpose ot all-weathor tooting ia to dotvroine to
vhat extent A veapon systemo It* essential support equipuent AMd crows# c~n accozpliab
the design mission In the required climatic conditions.

This paper addresses the reqviremontas , prposes. and xethods for conducting ground and
flight tests under simulated and actUal climatic extremes. The ideal all-weather tet
program Is discussed in sufficient dttail for an ovrall understanding of the major
hase. The Unitd States Air rotca (UWA?) approach to all-woather testing is prtsented.
cnoluding regulatory requirom nts. The cutrnt methods of planning extent o

participAtil t0o organization ivolvement# and need for concurrent testing In USA?
all-weather toot program4 of new weapon ,ystems are divcu0sed.

IlOUCTIOI!

Ntecessity for environmental testing of U.S. military equipment date# back to 1934 when
a military review board recoaxended that tactical units be trained in various areas o
the United States under winter conditions, And that at least one compositO squadron
undergo all-year training In Alska on a continuing basis. This racoandation was based
on problems that were found in arctic conditions. Typical problems Included difficulty
in starting engines, hardening of seals and gaskets#.. unl leaks, incrgesod fluid
viscosities, )nd extended warm-up tiaes. Other environ . extremes also presented
problems, and the involvemant of U.S. military forcer. 4rth Africa auring World
War lip and in Southeant Ast from 1960-1970, reinforced the retiuircment for worldwide
operational capability. Dosbers located in Vorth Africa experienced problems such as
lubricant breakdown, rubber deterioration, sand erosion# And subsystem overheating
during exposure to the hot desert climate. Problems encountered In the Southeast AsIa
tropical environment Included compartment seal deficiencies, eater entrapment and
,subsequent freexing at altitude, corrosion, mold, and mildew oifficultes. Thet
problems exph~loizd the need for designing equipment to withstand all expected
environmental conditlons and the need for operationally testing weapon systems to
evaluate the effectLvaness.of these designs.

Two men, Colonel 11. 0. Auzsall and Lieutenant Colonel A. C. U1ccinlay, were mainly
raponsible for doveloping climtic test policies and facilities in the United States.
Lieutenant Colonel hcKinley, because of his experience in ferrying aircraft to the
Soviet Union, xu99eoted that all U.S. aircraft and equipment be operable at texprA=tures
as low as -65 degrees F, and that a refrigerated honger be constructed at Eglin Air
force Base (AFO) Florida to produce such an environment under controlled conditions. The
reasons for such atesting facility-were numerous. By 3944, the V.0. had become a global
power with forces deployed worldwide, and the future demanded a force capable of
operation In all global environments. !urther, since testing at remote sites was
expensive and had produced only uteger results, Lieutenant Colonel McXinley reasoned
that testing under controlled conditions would be far superior in useful results and up
to ten times more economical. The weapon syste. could subsequently be deployed to
selected extreme weather sites and flown to evaluate the areas not possible in ak static,
ground onvi; )nsnt.

OBJECTIMC

The major objective of all-weather testing Is to determine to what extent a weapon
system, Including its essential support equipment, maintenance personnel and aircrews
can accomplish the design mission In the required climatic extremes using technical
order (T.O.) procedures. Specific objectives of all weather teuting Include dofining the
effects of the environment on the integrated system, suggesting/developing corrective
actions Including dolgn changes and workaround procedures, assessing operational
impacts such as system effectiveness, safety, and operating/maintenance coots, and
initiation of changes at an early stage of the program.

IDEAL ALL-WEATHER TEST PROMRAt

An Ideal all-weather test program would consist of several consecutive Developmental
Test and Evaluati'a (MTPA) phases. The program would begin with climatic laboratory



t@sts, then proceed to in-flight icing/rain And clivAtic deployments. This ideal program
would allov a buildup approach to all-athtr testiftl. Tho limati laboratory tsts
would provide preliminary data during ground teats and Identify possible problem areas
before bginninl climatic flight tets, The in-flight icing/ratn teots would provide A
oisrlwaion of icing or rain conditions that may be encountered by the teot velh lo It
climAtic deployment# would then allow for §en sin the teAt vehicle in an opertlonA
environent in climatic extremes.

McKinley Climatic LAboratoryt

The Mexinley Climatic Laboratory aL Y4lin AfI lorida Ia normally used for the first
too. phase. The laboratory i an Insulated hangar having) A total anclosed vol" of
approximately )12t0SOO cubic tet. The @W:t of the main hambor permits teting of very
large items (eg., C-SA) of equipment and complete weapon systems. Also, several tests
can be conducted mimultaneously depending on the aso and complexity o the individual
items. Tledovn rings are installed in the concrete floor for anchoring teot vehicles and
other, equipment. Usablt Cloor space in the main chamber in S5,000 sqire f ett. Taoka
Accosplishd in the climatic laboratory area

1. Idtntificxtion o any potential climatic related safety of flight dqflcionciee.

2. Verification and adequacy of T.O. procedures related to ground operation and
maintenanco funstions.

3 Support equipment adequacy and compatibility with the weapon system under tet.

4. Hlman factors evaluations during teat vehicle operation and maintenance
activities.

S. etaAblishmnt ef subsystem baselino data under controllvd conditions.

6. Develoimnt of vorkaround procedureas for problems encountered.

Coponent and subsystem quslification tests in extreme conditions should have been
completed by the contractor prior to testing of the complete air vehicle and, therefore,
ar* not usually included in climatic laboratory tests. slowever, components/subsyateam
which have been identifiQd as marginal or critical for extreme climatic operation during
qualification testing, are subject to special attention during climatic laboratory
teating. Problems which are identified during climatic laboratory testing are documented
and immediately submitted on b.,propriate forms to the system Program Office (SPO) for
corrective action. Major deficiencies are corrected, If possible# prior to deployment to
natural extreme environment test sites, so that thene corrections can be evaluated, If
deficiencies are not corrected, workaround procedures are used, where possible.
Potential safety of flight problems, however, are resolved prior to further deployment.

The weapon system to be tested is configured as close to production as possible. Any
deviations from production configuration are noted and these deviations coriected as
soon as possible. The most appropriate time is usually between deployaents to
submaquent test sites when the test vehicle can be returned to the airframe
manufacturer's facility. Quick response *fixes, are sometimes incorporated in the
climatic laboratory so that an evaluation of the effectiveness can be made prior to
deployment to a natural extreme weather test aite.

Functional teats )f the test vehicle systems (with engines operating) and its support
equipment are conducted to the fullest extent possible within the scheduled time
constraints and limitations of the laboratory and test setup. Some activities involve
a degree or simulation and som T.O. procedures may require modification to be
compatible with the limitations of the Laboratory.

Use of the climatic laboratory can save time and cost by highlighting design
deficiencies and manufacturing faults before testing in actual environments begin. tlao,
when deployment tests take places comparison with climatic laboratory test results will
give added confidence in the test results.

In-flight icing and Rain Simulation

'he next test pheae following the climatic laboratory evaluation consimts of In-flight
.cing and rain simulation. These tests are an_ In-flight -Imulaticn of adverse weather
conditions. Th tests are conducted using the KC-135A water spray tanker located at the
Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards Ara California. Icing tests are
conducted using a buildup approach with regards to icing cloud severity-and time of
exposure. The test vehicle is flown into the formed Icing cloud with only the area under
test exposed (e.g., engine, windscreen). After a predetermined amount of time, the test
vehicle exits the cloud and a photo chase documents the Ice accumulations. A descent Is
then made, with photo chase, to document ice shedding characteristics. If ice is
ingstedf the test vehicle returns to base and an Inspection carried out. These in-

flight icing tests identify icing problm areas prior to operational use.



In-fliqht temato r also corductca using t*he waiter spray tAnk.er to aixula aight
through a neAvy rain. Tesa Include tvaluAtion of the engine'si capability to Ingest
vataer w Ithout stalls; or tlaxteuto the Ability (.( the windshield to resist oraoo and
the extent of clear vision aroea-providod by the rain remval ytem.

ClimAtIC tplOysentill

Ioewt clitatic laboratory and in-flight icing tents are completed, and after @4fety at
flight problema are resolvtd, the test vehicle in deployed to extreme weather test a1155
for continuation of al-Voathtr testing. The pArticular test site (Arctic# hot dosert
tropic, or advers wtAthor) deponda on using covamand raqvirements And the station aft the
yoar. Cold waotr toesting to don* during winter mtonths At a location such an tiolon
AMI Alaska# or Cold !4*%* and Yellow Knife* Alberta, Canada. Hlot weathr tme toi done
during the supmer months at locakioni ituch As the Naval Air racility (11AFl, 91 Centra,
California, or the flaritt Corps Air Station (OW)S Yu"a ArlitonA. High humiity teoting
to done under moderAte temperature, high houidity, and tropical rain condtitions. uhich
Art typical during the autum onths 4t, locations such As Htoward AP am", cr Clirk
AMO Pntlippines. Adverse woather tooting to thAL testing conducted uodeir simulated andactual weather conditions uhith are detrimental to the operation or pttfirmnct of th#system under evaluation. It Includes corrosive enviranmental tosting of systegs under
conditions Involving atospheric pollutants d/or natural rrosats promesse. Thin
typo, of testing has bWen conducted in northwmstern gorals#. Adverse wtather teats z4" be
conductoid during cold and tropic weatr testing when suitaible condition permit.
Adverse weather tqat of aircraft Includot

1. Vtet Plushy and Icy runway/taxiwhy porforsmance And handling qalities.

2. Operation After froozing rain exposure.

2. rngine water ingestion on the ground and In-flight.
4, CValuAtIon of Irettaxent. flight fules (Lifft capability.

it. tValuation of the effects at corrosive at;mosphorle pollutants.

Toots are conducted at. remote sites under natural extrme weather conditions to exerciset
a com-pleto weapon system In an operational onvironmeont and to tent under conditions not
possible In the climtatic laboratory. NorMSa, there Ia only a ahort Limit Available for
test accotplishment. If the extroe conditions are not experienced In a given osean, it
probably will not be possible to repeat the teat until the following year. Therefore#
every effort is made to obtain the maximust amount of valid data In the shortest possble
time. Typical teat time for exposure to clitiatic extree of a given area are shownt In
figure I.
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Cold heathor

Cold weather (arctic) test* In tho northern hemisphre are normally conducted from mid-
December to the, end of Ftbruacy. The test approach is to cold sOak the tos t vehiclo for
extandd Mnode at oxtroooly low to ratutes, than dtonstrate response to various
design mssion requirements (alert, #f-sufficietncy, c.) using current TO.
procedurvs. Cold weather related .robItna wi ul u ily begin At 9 degree F (-10
daqre#s C) And there will be on Indicat ion Ot the most severe problvms by the time
-20 degrees ? (-22 degrees C) IP reached. Howver, at extremely low tas ratures (-40
to -4S degres r) (-40 to -54 d gro. C)f inAbtlity to &tart without usin9 workaround
prote4drox and total system failures Art likely.

Thn toot vehicle 1o operAted from snow, slush or lC covered tunVys to satisfy adverse
wether tot requirements when conditionsp enmit. Tst, flight* ar Adoe to xerclse the

est* In dynamic conditions not posIble in tht climatic laboratory. taphxsia is
laced on evaluating cngine starting# hydraulic systax operation. envirohatnta control

systou (JC) effectivenvss and avionics syst* (Including radarl functions.

flat omer Tests

Hrot weather (hot desert) tests in the nrthurn hemisphere are usually conducted from
old-unt to the te4 of August. The desird conditions Ara 105 degrees r (41 degrees C1
with high rolar radiation. Iyetem specification requiroments ate usually 120 degrees r
(40 degrees C) and 355 British Thrna-l Units pr square foot. (1119 watts per square
mtor) per hour solar radiAtion. The bost sites are usually thoso close to eta level
altitude where high solar radiation occurs and ambient temperatures remain high
overnight such that total syotems heat soaking occurs.

The test approach is to heat sook the test vehicle for extended periods of time in the
extrme baot temrature And solar radiation, then dtontrate response to various design
mision requirements at vorot-case conditions. Indications at the most severe hot
wather related problems will begin to app ar at I0S degrees P (41 degros C).

The test vehicle is up And parked in the open with the nose facing south to
omaxiait solar radlation through the cockpit. The complete woapon system, including
critical ground support equipment such as air conditioning and electrical ground power
untts, Is operated during perltd of peak solar rAdlation and aabient temperature. Taxi
time is maximized and heavy gross weight takeoffs are conducted to tax the engines and
secondary powo: systems in the extreme heat. Plight at low altitude I* conducted
consistent with mission requirements to exercise the 9CS Avionics, and other critical
subsystems such as air/oil heat ex;hsngrs i. the most stringent hot weather conditions.

|ligh Humidity

Hi1gh humidity (tropic) tests In the northern hemisphere ore usually conducted from mid-
September to mid-11ovember. The test approach is to soak and then operate test vehiclo
systam in # moderate ambient tomperatuve, high husuidity environment. Toot flights are
conducted at peak ambient temperature and during or Immediately after tropical
rainstorms. Throughout the test period, an evaluation of corrosive effects of moisture
from condensAtion or rainfall and material deterioration as mildew growth progresses
In mao. Exphasis is placed on ECS system performance, water intrusion/entrapment,
electrical equipment performance, effects of trapped water freezing at altitude,
rain removal systems, mildew growth, avionics equipment cooling, effectiveness of rain
removal solutions or pneumat.c systems, and orosien o(,wndscreens or their protective
coatings. Adverse w:athor tests such es lF9 procAdura, vet runway operations,
and lighting aftento during flight through rain are also accomplished.

Adverse Weather

Adverse weather toots are normally conducted 'in the late winter or early spring In a
climate usually experienced in Canada, northern Europe and some parts of the United
States. The test approach is to expose the test vehicle to rain, sleet, snow, end
freezing rain, and then operuto it on slippery taxiways and from runways with a runway
condition reading as low as six. Other conditions desired during adverse weather testing
are

1. Crosswind components up to 20 knots during taxi, takeoff and landing.

2. High surface winds over salt water.

3. Instrument meteorological conditions for in-flight evaluations.

4. Temperature/humidity combinations conducive to airframe/engine icing during
ground operations.

lnsrumentation and Data Acquisition

Adequate data acquisition is essential for the conduct of a thorough climatic test
program. Environmental parameters (temperature, humidity, solar radiation, rainfall,

!J
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ate.) Iisat be doCuinted to detine climatic conditions durinq the tests. Extensive
tempear c/pressure In mruentation' along with key operating parameters ara installed
within the test vhicle to track subsystem conditions during teeting, document
environmental conditions In case of failure# help In fault analysis, and aid in
determining any corrective Action or moditication required, as a result of subsystem
or componont failure. This information to also useful to designers o future systems
through Accurate kioulodge of pro.ent subsystem performance during extreme environmentax
conditions. Airborna data acquisition, with quick-look data reduction capability,
cimtic laborAtorY OyStO=A, and weathor recording are the primary systems av=.lable to
the olimattu teat engineer.

Engine oil teoperaturos and presures. hydraulic system tepraturas and pressures, crew
and avionics copartment tompratureas, And Iuo. temperatures and flow rAtas are typical
examples o Instrumentd parameters. Selection of specific instrumentation paramoters is
based on past climatic test experience and particulat engineering requirements
determined (or the specific weapon system to bc. tested. because it io not feasible to
instrument every conceivable item, subsystems uith histories at problems and those with
marginal qualifications should be of prime interest (e.g., hydraulic systems nearly
always leak at extremely low tempratures). Consideration should be given to
parametrs taequired to determine sass temperatures during soak periods. Those parameters
are used to determine thermal stabilization. Typical mass temperatures would be the
hydraulic fluid rtosrvoir, engine oil reservoir, msin fuel cell, and large internal
stAl- mass. bsblent air temperatures should be obtained near the extremities of the
list v-hi'cli especially large aircraft, and should include, As a minimum, tnn vehicle
nose, tail, tip of vertical stabiliser, wingtips, and wheel vall area. In the climatic
laboratory these toopvraturaes will be used to control the 14oratory conditioning to
ensure approximately the sano soak temperatuce for the entire teiut vehicle.

The actual environment to which the toot system Is exposed during deployment to remote
sites must b recorded to document ,eat conditions. Weather services and individual
pieces 01 weather Instrumentation are used to gather this data. Since manual data
recording and reduction from individual instrumentation sensors Is too time onumingf a
portable, automatic recording weather station Is essential to achieve the required
accuracy and bhorten data reduction time.

Photographic documentation of testing Is an important tool in engineering analysis of
events occurring in the course or the tusts. It provides A vivid portrayal of the test
activity to managomote, and is useful when preparing future tests. black and white
stills# color stills, 16/mmcolor notion picture, and color video are the primary typQs
of documentation required.

A portable microcomputer typo dAta processing system is deployed with the test team to
the climatic laboratory and most remote mites. It consists of a tape recorder with time
search capability compatible with the test vehicle recorder an analog-to-digital system
for driving strip charts and data identification, a microcomputer display and processor
systeo, and a printer/plotter. At tho climatic laboratory, it is used both for real-time
strip-out of selected parameters And processing final report data in tabular or plot
formats. At remote sltes, strip-out of data Is done after each flight. V'inal report-
quality plots can be generated within hours after a flight or trot run it plot paramtter
arrangement# parameter scales, and calibration data have been predetermined and put
Into the computer prior to testing.

CURREtrT USAF APPROACH

Today's austere program budgets and limited test assets mandate concurrent testing of
new weapon Syowtui. Subsystems testing, for example, is accomplished in piggyback
fashion with performance and flying qualities or avionics tests, where possible, to save
the cost of flying separate test missions. All-wuather testing Is no exception, and
the ideal all-weathor program must be modified using this approach. Climatic laboratory
and extreme weather site deployments do require a dedicated test vehicle: however1
that vehicle may be used for other testing before and between the all-weather test
periods (during the climatic off-seasons). The current USAP approach to all-weather.
testing is to instrument a test vehicle for several types of DWs testing, to b)
determined early in the formulation phase of th- program. Other testing to be
accomplished on the designated all-weather test vehicle is jointly decided upon by the
SIO, Air Force Operational Qa.st and £val-'!. .n .entar (APOTEC), using command (lAC#
SAC, or TAC), and the prime test vehicle contractor.

Detailed Test Plan

Review of the applicable regulations, military standards (HIL-STO), and air vehicle
specifications in necessary prior to proaring a detailed test plan for ground and
flight testing under extreme environmental conditions. The air vehicle design
specifications provide most of the detailed information on climatic conditions/extremes
for which a particular air vehicle was designed. Prequently, the design specifications
reflect requitements of earlier versions of military standards. This information has to
bh supplemented with assumptions based on known operational requirements. The primaryUSA? regulation (AFR) and military standards as they apply to all-weather testing ares



1. ArR 50-3L (Retarnce 1). This regulation is the primary authority for all-weather
testing an states that the USA? must have the capability to conduct operations in all
typos of environmental conditions. Additionally, it states that effects of the natural
environment must be considered In the design, developsent, testing, and procurement of
syates or material which may be operated, maintained stored, packaged, and transported
undor a wide range of natural environmental conditions.

2. NIL-STD-210 (Reference 2). This standard establishes uniform eliatic design
criteria for military material which Is intended for worldwide usage. It does not apply
to dosign of material to b used only in specific areas or environments. Extreme
climatic conditions contained in this standard apply broadly to all items of equipment
and systems.

3. ISIL-STO-S1O (Reference 3). This standard establishes uniform environmental test
methods for Accelerated teting to determine the resistance of equiptent to th, effects
of natural and Induced environnents peculiar to military operations.

Planning the all-weather test programs can take ae.soral months to several yeas,
depending on the scope and complexity of the prog;4.s. An engine qualification- ;3r now
hydraulic fluid qualification tqnt may take only six montho planning effortj while a
program such as the a-10 Climatic Uboratory test or the F-16 All-Weather program may
require two years or more. A detailed teat flan in initiated by the AFFTC as the
Respoonsible Test Organization (RTO). This plan is accomplished in dr.ft form as soon an
enough detailed knowledge of the now test vehicle systems boco t ; available. The plan Is
circulatea to all Participating Tet Organizations IPN-O, -the prime contractor, and '.he
SPO fok review and comments. The final draft: along with the safety package containing
the test risk lave and hazard mininiing procedures, i usually approved by the APTC
Comeander 60 days before achduled first test date.

Test V'jan Working-Croup

Overall :piAnning effort for the program# including spares, logistics, support eouipacnt,
eta., Is done through a series of Test Plan Working Group meetings (TN}G) chaired by the
SPO and held alternately at various RTO, PTO and contractor plant locations. Action
items are discussed And assigned to participants with deadlines for resolution. The TPWG
meetings are usually held every three to six months, as dictated by the test schedule
and urgency of action Items. On large now programs such as the C-17, advanced all-
weather planning Is done as part of the TWO for the entire flight test program, so that
test vohicle disposition, appropriation of assets, etc., can be properly addressed and
tracked as a part of the whole program.

Toet Conduct

Over the years, USAF all-weather testing of a now weapon system has evolved into a joint
effort by the APFTC, AFOTEC, and using command, with technical assistance by the prime
contractor. The lead organization conducting the tests In the AFFTC.

The aim of the extreme weather deployments is to demonstrate the ability of the test
vehicle a(d all its systems, in all its mission roles, to operate in the extreme
environments likely to be not. The safety, reliability, maintainability, and operational
effectiveness need to be examined at greund level temperatures, but they can only be
adequately confirmed during operational scenarios. While the climatic laboratory in an
excellent facility for obtaining quantitative data under controlled conditions, it is
not a complete test of the weapon system. It must be complemented by deployments to
extreme weather 'test sites to ensure that the system Is really operable under all
expected conditions. The current approach is to conduct comprehensive ground tests
before flying the test vehicle, during which critical areas or components are
identified. At the end of the deployment teota, it is necessary to recommend ground
level temperature limits, precautions and operating limitations which absolutely must
be Incorporated in operational T.O.s. Two Importart points should alwiys be kept in
mind. First, the individual component environmental type tests conducted during the
manufacturer's development work do not give an exact and conclusive representation of
actual service conditions. They may show a high degree of confidence that the components
will function satisfactorily In the field when assembled into a complete system;
however, testing is needed to confirm this confidence. Second, a test vehicle parked in
the open and soaked in the environment undergoes a much more stringent test than when
warmed up and airborne, particularly during cold weather tests.

Deployments to extreme weather sites are currently done as combined Initial Operational
Test and Evaluation (ITE) and DT&E efforts. If the usL.j command can schedule it, an
operational mini squadrino of several unlnstrumented production vehicles, along with
the instrumented all-eathear test vehicle, are deployed to the test site along with a
combined- team of using, ':bomand and Systems Command creowembers and maintonanco
personnel. Operational -experience is gained !Irst-hand in the real environment using
this approach. Dedicated test points are flown on the instrumented test vehiclol
however, every effort is made to fly operationally representative missions when
possible. A much better data base, Including reliability and maintainability
information, is possible through this combined approach than is possible with a single,
instrumented test vehicle.

4



Co~iCLUS1O11S

TodayOs austere Program budgets and limited assets, iandate concurrent testing of nkod
weapon systems. All-weather testing Is no exception. Thorough planning most Includie
review of the detailed test Plan by all participating orga~ni=AtIona, Toot Planning
Work~ing Group Meetings must b-2 hold to define overall sup-ort, required and determine
methods for obtaining it. The safety. reliability# mai inability atd operational
effectiveness of a weapon system all need to be examinte at ground level tem2ptCraes
but they can only be confirmed during operational scenarios. While the climatic
laboraItory is an excellent facility for obtaining quantitative dat. irndor controlled
conditions, It Is not a complete test of the weapon system. 'It murl: be complefmentad by
deployments to extreme weather toot sites to ensure that the aye,,ox Is roally operable
under all expected cenditions. A combined approach to deploymeonts using both Systems
Command and using comAvand personnel In a osini-squadronO vill produce a tut:h better data
base, Including reliability and maintainability, than in possible with a single,
inxtrumented test vehicle.

Environmental testing of weapons systems Is A vital necessity In our global military
effort and an important benefit Is the Improvement in overall system reliability. An our
operational theaters continuo to, expand And systems bewome more complex, reliability and
ope4ratio11al capability must lomaintained. 71irough environmental testing, we are
afforded an opportunity to study and understand the mechanics of failure and thus
improve weapon system reliability.
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ABSTRACT

WInd Sl-N. downdratt and turbMlencQ AWt ilenfight safety t$Pecllly 10 %Ake-oft and lindinji approach. For a
better understaoding of the relev'ant problems, the typical Aircraft response In gust and In wind sher will be pointed
out and will be comtered with real flight sittions. in aeneral the airspeed deviation or an aircraft in a wind ' hear
siuaon kay &mall in contrast to nlight Nith deviation, and nlight pertormunce U not the imitin factor. flight
simulator studies have shown that it Is difficult for the cockpit crew to Identify a wind shear situation without any
additional display of relwnt Information In1 order to control throttle and elevator In at correct manner. A wrind sheer
warninif display. baed6 ottery deviation and energy rate con assist the pilot to overcome severv wind shear.

Z mean aerodynamic chord VV change In windspeed

CO drag coefficietnt
CL lift coefficient1%

0 drg V% wind components
9 earth accelleration W
It height 

Uif rate of climb
A vertical acceleration V%. wind gradents

Ii energy height w

i, time derivation of energy u change In horizontal wind speed

(specific tcxtst power) W wih
II. surface roughness Weiht Wwih
kt von Karman constant
I. lifty

n~ lodfatrposition coordinates

T thrust
714 cycle time of the phugoid mode C9 angle or attack

u. ftion velocity wind angle
V airspeed flnight path angle
VE nlight path speed (ground speed) X6 wavelength or the phugol mode

VW. wind speed 9 pitch attitude

1. INTRODUCTION

Accidents caused by wind variation e.g. turbulence. gusts, downdraft and wind shear are very rare but In most cases
will leed to at catastrophic end. in general wind shear accidents and incidents result from the fact that the wind shear
phenomenon Is not understood by the pilt% tut to bis training condition and the cockpit instrumentation. In such
situations the pilot Is not able to act in the correct tray. Therefore it can be su~pocted that a considerable amount of
wind shear accidents will he interpreted wrongly vi pilots error. only fit some rare situations, especially during
take-ott. hazards maybe caused by limited flight performance without any chance for the pilot to respo -nd properly.
Numerous Investigations have been made in order to solve the wind shear problem Many of these proposals will tall
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iccause the physical phlnmona are nat un4erstod completely. ither by the pilots nor by the Inyeitiistors of ind
shoar wirning systems. This problem will t Illumttatd by the fact, that some of the correct sftty procedures in

wind shear cntradict the pilots feeling or how controlling An Aircraft.

This pa er itrks claritfying step by step sine physkit bekgrouns of the wind shear phenomenA Inludln, odquAte
flight safety pre tlures to ovecome the problems.

3 NMOROLOCICAL WIND PIIEIV.%CJA

3.1. DUIS11TIO

The Influence of wirnt An tutbulonce on altentft deSIgn ad flight safety Is of great Importance. iut only In restlate
simple cases N cAlculation of wln An turbulence Is possible. Wind shear $a turbulence Ore generally correlmtwd
with i low i id affikked with friction. The solution of the correlamed nonllner ativer - SIakes eqatlons o motion
for a three dImensiotal friction anisted flow (kid Is even up today only possible for vty simple situations. For
eQXalple the sqAtation of low frequeocy wInd *licrnation and turbulence yields to the mathematitct problem ot
stochastic functions with a time varflng iean vslue. In Fig. I we find the trAl separating an In flight measured
wlndsp'eed into low r que, wInd shear ad turbulence i). In order to solve ongineering problens for practical
applIcAtIons we use segments with con#tAnt mean YAlue or apply bandpAth-tfiltcr. It is useful to vaty the filter pars
metets In such a manner that the -4rmeterx of the turbulence power densIty spectrum became Constant.

Another app,'och stepattng win shear And turbulence Is to take advan"ge of the different response of an aircra t
in wind shear and gust. In contrast to gust and turbulence It is very difficult to formulate a definition concaefntni
wind sher. Different Nrsons are using different definitions. The translation or wind shear" Into other languages
has crested an International confusion. It Is usual to combine different mettorologictl phenomena that will Influence
flight s fety in the one term" wind shear". Theretore these less precise definitions ask for more dlfferentse.I advl.
ses for flight tdcty Improvment. as each meteorological phenomenon requires a specIfic response.

A well known example for a one dinnsional shear flow is a viscous flow in a channel (Fig. 2). The shear gradknt
Is an indiator of the spatial speed variation an a function of the stress. In the atmosphere the flow Is usually three
dIetnsional, The winspet1 vector X, with the components u,, v.. w,1 an the position vector (x.y,4 forms a nine
eleent gradient tensor.

&vW, I VW, Iv
grad~v a W IF-1  T'v

Only three of these nine elements are dominant In wind shear accidents.

t' a, wrindvArlation with height

"u., windvarlAtlon along the flight pattern

W WI w, spanwise wlndweriation creates rolling

• , moments



An Itircraft l~oing a spitii orientated w~1od field With thl $round 9PCed V4 estee A time Varlting windapeed Vj~t)
saong tht nl~ht t. Th wIW (kid Itself may mot with a arage wind Spew 'VV. For tha aircraft response the
following wind Spewd componets are relevant

;,da U~r' -V 1 , .ft I0i)

The variation df the harixoncAl wind xpel co spownt fi,h() duo to tIinet ds on tht aivrts grot~n4 speed VL
edthe wncial spend i . As in general the grouVd Spewd Vr' Is two orders of IA nlisude greater t1a the %vrtil

sped it. the efficiency of the gradient uv, Is muth greAtor conipared with u,,. %teasurements of grants demon*
strAtt DA3) that u., Us one or two orders of mogniudt smlli thn u,,,. The aircraft response s1 corparti
In spite or the great differences of the gradkn~ts. It the gradients tuvat are greattr thAr 0.1 0i and luval greate
thatn 0.005 x.~ tho zafe~.y margin is criskal. M-~ ICAO [4] ties gradients or uv At

Iu,nI a 0.2 1  dangerous

jtivil a 0.13 a' difficult

Suja 0,066 so significAnt

AdditionAlly nlight safety will be influenced by the fiae variablo vertlial wind wv, (dI or by downbursta.

To Illustrate the 41iifrea~ wind shear phenomena somtexamples will be demonstrated. A well known wind shtar
phenmenon is the earth surface boundary 15)-er wind shtar (Fig. 3). In tht early thinkis. L Prundil IistiCAted an
Adequate formulatlonl of this phenomenon. In an adiAbatic atmosphere with constant denxley and strets close, to the
ground weget the exponentll fotomulAl

dV~ I
VW F tl 1.U- *- (4)

4iii a *Ut V I u 41

The aproslmAtion or the 1#light, measurement (21 by the exponential law is adequate. 'This example gives an L'tdt
on that ground masutemntu of thet windspetd give only a poor extrapolation for the wind distritution In ireter
Altitudes, The gradient uV' becomnes lextreinly large close to the ground (Equ. 4a). bespite ihe fact that the grad lent Is
large. ilvt situation Is not 4:rlticai as there is no time for significant flight path, deviations. our investigations sh-ow
that the critical elevation of a wind shear occurance is in the ranse btet 120 ms and 80 mn. In greater elevation the
pilot has time enough to control the disturbances and closer to the ground the nlight path dieviations are small.

Figure 4 demonstrates ak typical low level jet, that occurs in the planes or northern Gerttny in .o% ot, all nights.
The level of turbulence it extremeley small, Correlation of nlight And tower MOaurewitnt Show. that the I;W level jet
ts a largo spreade phenontenon. The strongest gradients occur In the critical elevation or Approximately l00m. Al-
though the situation Is potential critical. only ow accident has been reported (Soviet Union) (2; The reason for the
low probability of aoients mAy be the low flight trarric during night.

The flow fild of safety critical fronta is leas Inyestigotd (Fig.$). Still uncertain Is the knowledge of the physical
background of a wind shear situation measured at Franifuit airport (Fig 61. With a measured wind direcion of 10'.

heairport is in the le" of the FrAnkfuac city buildings. Sefuratet! lee-eddies may te the cause ot this critical pheno'
Iftnon.

The most well ktnowvn and dangerous ivrmd shear and downdraft phenomenon isa a thunderstorm downburat. The
know~edge of the physics are relative good. A grut variety of similar mo~fels have been deveioped (Fig. 7. 81)1[3].



An ap ttlvctciorenttd, sagrAtlon nlow con girt an Imrerlio of the, shumalon. Crtitial wind *bear
gradients tiv, and u5., as weIl its Immense dowrdrsfts have bftn obtainetd. Each of this three elemcnts can be very
dangerous. the combination of oll is thtrvatenin9.

In the frm Or thth P4 there IS ISO freceto dis0s In4CA dvtall the respoose or an aMrcraft In the 4ifferent Vatcofw
logical Mitualons. in order to eupisin the aircraft rsponse and the Pilot rvoct It Wnem to We suffkcint to iminia-
it all the complex wind molds by a very simple wind gdtl (Fig 9) (if a ramp shap.

4. AIRCItAf( RtESPONS! DtM TO M141) ALTELWAIONJ

4.1 FUNDAhkiEhTALS

The dtnmmc response of on aircraft in is vsrlahi wind (kid ts a vvry dirneult problem. which We can solve with tiMe
varlent, non linear. strongly coupled e.~utions of motion. It is state of the art to solve tho,,o ptoblems with ounwertws
stmuistlon. If we concentrate on the significant rcspons, it lot o covplints, non Ilnearliles and unsteady serodytrnlc
Can be eleIlnafted. In the appendix the SIMplifIe VquatOns Of motion hove been jd~ed. These etionllfs become,
relative simple anM can be used foe the Interpretation of the simulation results.

In order to demonxtrote %he typica responset of an aircraft dy',e to gust. turbulence and *1ind Shear. the simple but
powerful wlndmoJ4i of Fig. 9 constitIng of a spatial rotrp, function will be used M7g. 94). The wind gradient Is given
by she wind change AV.4MAn the rile d)WAte U1

If the atfrret enters the Wlndflid 11ig. 94) the space variable wind will be tranitormod Into a time variable wind.
that will c~hngo fint the aerodynamic flow field (airspceed, aingli of attackc) of or. aircraft. The restsng aerodyrAmic
forces and g.Oments will accelerate the aircraft.

The response of the aircraft varies very much with the rtse distance related to relvNMAnt aicrft Parameters. If the rise
distance is less than ten tinsel of the mean aerodynamdic chord. we obtain a typical high frequency just response.
This response WMl be &=ionstrated with a heavy trAsport aircraft ait R typical Approach Speed Of V a 70 In st
140 kui foe at vtrtka, gust in Figure 10 and a horizontal gust In Figure It. A rise distance of ax a 30 mi or ax v ST Is
typical for a gust response.

Immediat-ly after the suit occuranc the aeroaynAmsc flow condition Is heavily disturbe (see the deviation in air
speed AV and angle of suck act . 'The angie of attack deviationt IS mainY Compensated aftr A time pero Of the0
"ilt damped aircraft short Period motion. The reduction of the angle of attack deviation Is the stronger the greter

t1:4 static stability of the aircraft Is. The airspeed deviation AV is reduced primarely after a time period or the poorly
damped phugoid motion.

The pitch attitude response 60 is primarely of interest immediately after the gust accurance. Due to the static atabi'
:ty and unsteady aerodynamic effects the aircraft will pitch down In ain updraft. In a hetadwind gust the aircraft IU
fistly pitching down due to unsteady aerodynamic downwash delay offects; and then pitching up. In a headwind gust
situation. the angie of attack deviation At and the wind angte deviation Arm5 are negligibly smali (ams 4 0. As5 s 0).
so that Equ. WA) can We simplified to

49 so 4Y

The pitch angie AD is prdnmrly correlated with he flight pawn angle Ay . The major deviation in flight path (vertical
speed All, height All) lia evident a phugoid period after thi& gust occurence. CotNcerning the speed response, we
obtain for short rising distaricer and atrong gradients u., a sudiiii ruse of airspeed i ind no signifIcant deviation of
ground &PMe.
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If the rile distAnce of the horisotal IWnd will be sigrikniy gtater than the wvelength Irt of the phugoWl motion
we otain the ;yrkAl wind shear respors. Wih the we!l known phugid mode cycle time

we gPt the waveltenth

For the havy tsansport ircrAft with an appoeh ce take eff spe of appeIonstely V - 70 m/s "e a0h1ev a c)Vle

time of hAlit a inute nd A watvelegth of a 2:00 in

rot dMIUes;at the Uise dtAWne has been tlcctedl y AX A 3000 m (Fit. 12a. b).

In contrast to the gust respse,#, the speed dcviitlon a small and the grondt spe d Is propolorAl to the wind
specd. Frot lare rke d[istans or smAll gradients u., we can IndkAt

lint 6V, *Auv, lint AV n o1

Even If we obtain sttrng dcvittos- in kineltc I V--x I and potentki Ill eneitry (se appendix), the varkttlo o
total energy is n-gli:giby smail. S

tim Ai, a 0 19
uve-o

Invtstig tions on eneriy transfer between wind and icrafi t (5.9] haVe sWn thAt energy based on Iftettl speed and
heiglht is fairly constant at srall flight path Angles. This is true for al! transport aicraft in normal fnight regimes.
Only glider aircraft tan transfer signifkc nt energy from the w'sd In extreme flight manotues. as 'or example in
dynamic soating fnight (9]. The light or on altbtross In the surface boundary tayer or the so Is a wellknown exam.
pie for the applICAtion Of this priniciple In nature. P. Knruspe (O] pointed out th4t wind shear induced by flight path
devitions Can !1e appMxt1ted by simple Ars)alA functions (ig. 13). A fundamental result or this Investigation
demonstrates tht the Aircraft response In wind shear Is to a grot extent Independent of aircraft Chnicteristics. The
major parameters of influence are atrspo.d And lift to drag rytlo. it s.ouh4 be noted that the Okth-flxed wind shear
can extensively roulfy the phugold stablilty tO]. rAuspes nuMeri, c*lculations have been verified in a moving
cockpit simulation.

An explantion for the unexpected small devatiron o a!rspeed in a wind shear situation is the static stability ot an
aircraft. The higher the static stability the faster is the reduction of devations or anle or attack and airspeed. In
wind shear stuations with smll gradients the Aircraft has response time enough, to reduce airspeed deviations. This
typical behaviour of an alrcraft Is even more slgr.f(knt, if a pilot or an autopilot controls the airspeed.

In a real wind shear situation, we obtain rise distances that are between the typ al gust response and the typkal
wind sh ar response. A typical strong wir4 shetr situation is given In+ig. 9. We obtain a wlndapeed variation of 12.5
m irl a shear layer thkkneza of SO m and therefrom a graient of ttv, a 0.25 a ' Such a gradient is defined as dan.
gerous [4. If an aircraft Is approaching with a typical fligh path angle of y * -3' -0,0S rad the :lse distance for
passing thitvertkal shear layer is

Ax- '100D"to•m (liii
ALI 0

Iia ___ ___
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The aircraft tosponse fr this rise 4ditance ia dentrtated& In Fig. 14. The deviation of' airved V And $found speed
Vt is or the game otdqr, ani Ite total enerrgy wloition even; eil,

4.2. TAKE O)FF

Alot take ofr. out rerrect Aicraft rmar pass a shea laow in An elevation of' Its loom M~g. 151. Layer thickness And
Fradient are the same ts In Fig. 9. The Increasing taliwind Will accelerate the aircraft. The 4irst'eed devlaton Is
smail, butt the heiht toes ttlAtdvv to the undisturbedi flight path Is approxlmately All a M i n. it is remarkable, that
the main height lost c.mirs outside the sti.rr layer. If' " expand the shear lafvr thickness from SOi) n to #S mn at the
some "rknf, the Aircraft will1 touch the ffrcitrd~n a distance of' 3 kmn behind the take oil' point. In is compatible
doWnbUrst Situation A transport aircraft had iaal Accident It Denver I tl IIfi. lid. The core or the dowriburst wa
poslioned abute the take ofi' point. At at distawce of I kin behind break relest A weak heIw chanitd to -it int'
mense tl~vind ofru,, a 40 sts (Fig. IWa. Atltr the piltes -10cision to take oil', an accident could not iW avroide in
soth 0 Seniots visu.touv. The Advise to pilots is trivil but poweaUfui. do not stott under such doawnburst curvditiotu,
AMd put up with the delay. Fiure 16b demonsutrates problemis beside the primsary eff'ects wl~ich can irritate the pliot.
At. the rointl of break release the pilot will obtain a small taliwin4 that will be causedl by recirculation or the down.
burst flow (kelid. During the acceleration phase, the wind will changet Into power incretsing, headwind And the pilot
gets k (elAt or move saf'ety. At last U. kmn behind break releAse, the *inW will change again into a drasmatic situa-
tion. Additionally and probably unnoticed by the pilot the air craft will We nirectA~ by a downdrall shortly Alter take
oiff. The flight path of' An piloted transport iicrafft In a ximulator run deosrtsFig. 17. The downburs' was% the
wrecnsructed Denver t1l) situation. Most Of' the piiot did not realize the dantoraus pround proximity. An vxpi~Anti'

on zr this tff%-zt may We the poor isiblity at high pitch anglevs during take off. Talliind and (10ndr-a(t, W.ecuns the
stronger and more dangerous the greater the climb firadient Is. Amnirgly powemibi aircrolta Ar* more Affected due
to their greater climb gradient. A small chance to suVIVe may 4XISt. If' the Pilot Will reognizet the sitUttion And
change immediatmely to at slight close to earth surface In Order to avoid the critical winditleid areas.1n the climb pha'
so(12). In Fig. iS such A procedure Is detmcnstrated. This udwiso to fly close to the Irond with heavy traniprt
Aircraft is motre Acedensl. As the recgnItiun or the situation is difit with tways co.Jpit ituentAtlun (especi
ally the Identillcation of the downrAmit). Additionally obstacles may handicap at lovw lel igh'. and the advlse4
procdute will contradict the pilots IMalig.

4J5. APPROttACHi AND LANDING

In comparison with take oil' we obtain a quite di&een situation for approach And landing. Flight saiety will be
primately Influenced during take oif by limited flight prormances scnd during landing Approach by lited handling
qualities. An i~tcrAllt response With fixed controls In the simple WInd shear model (Fig. 91 has been donsntrated In
Figt. 19. The flight path differs rrom decreasing tliind theadwind shoar) And decreasing headwind Itaillwind shoar.
Decresing tAliwind gives similar errcts as well as Increasing hedwind. Botlelfects shall he called, "headwind shv-
at" In a headwind shear uttztion the aircraft climbs relative to the undisturbed glide path (Fig. W'). Again we 4chle'te
the gretest flight path deviations altir passing the shear layer. The headwind shear situation Is comparably uncriti-
cal. If the pilot decies to go around In Scod time. In contrast ,t tallwin.5t sheair leads to An undershoot OR.g i'9). 'The
phusoid mode will-be excited In the shear layer. The tigenfrequency of the phugid mode differs; between headwind"
And tAilwind shear (see chapter 4.1. and Fig. 13). In Fig. 19a A flctl,.s runway has been drawn for the most critical
situation. The description ol' a typical wind shear Accident Is fairly precise. The aircraft. will touch down with as ino
derate rate of' descent approximately 2 kmn prior the runway threshold. As discussed as well in chapter 4.1. as later In
Fig. 21 and Fig. 22fli t airspeed deviation Is small. The aircraft will touch down. at the main landing gear with A usit'
*I pitch atiltude. When the ground at the touch down point would be prepared, the landing could be said as hard but
not dangerous. But usually the area prior 2 kmn of' the runway threshold Is quite unqualled (forrest. obstacles. Wda
ter) and In the worst-,case densely populated. A touch down Of' An Aircraft in this Area will lead to a catastrophic
crash. The critical Weght or shear layer Above the runway Is Again in the range between 80 end 120 meters.

The prior discussed aircraft response In wind shear misy look academic, because the wind model Is very simple and
the Aircraft Is flying with lixed controis without any pilot response. The basic remarks are even true for piloted
aircraft in realistic wind shear situations. A sensatimial and well known wind shear situation is the downburst. where
a Boeing 727 crashed In New York. 197S [11.13]. Fujita E14] measured and modvlled the wind field of the downburst.
This wind model ha been Implemented In ti flight simulator and fourteen airline plots have been tested on this and
other different wind models [5) . The typical response oFan experienced airline pilot demonstrates Fig. '20. The flight



path was nitrly kekaia itlh thN rvcOntructod flight patth Of the ensmsh A osenatv!j L3I ltm ptior tq the deslA4
im~h do-n point. the Pieat touche the gmind. Doe t ialx oeltoO othe vireceti wiP4 fkM~ wos again MO M
The airspeed deviaio ~V Is lNis theo 10 mo st even Wnd this bnvvaMCoadiont. The lstflueme( akolpee
dtvialio s negligibly Anwil. This ty'pico Illm response nirlinos the catfn' ta Iespm evk o 4w.ro r* #mal
4*4 wte a~kkl. Tho dIAp cvma of tlevator and 14(0111- aff eCM MtAaiL The MftdlAtky to.& night V4111 lIXed air'
vators Is ttign.n The ttrans of thev penanced pilois "mt co mtimbIt. The ftatop for this rsponse at
signilicAnt pilot *tons aoal be the anman) cockpit Ing iunwntation of the flight sitmutt. A less vxpentteel aitli
e pilot C70) 1111" Witsa) IFIst, 21) reats tuier thon the vxrfenced pilot. the #irpeetd sisiloa Isa gain mnAll

atnd The criticAl jritfnd COMMac CAR nM be avoIded.

S. rnOCItSUM I0 lIMPROVE~ tuw1ir SAvrui

11h4 Wrhnkai 0MVIrNAW64 (Or $Aft flights in WIfA sh11r IS neatly ItiTial I

it rs.cr u cir PArn xARP~ svr~XPPC~E)

ThM% r ulreanet we can roforiulsatvr tsif

nlight $1ath1 41000 lAllr aI I f4y

zOfrared dcilAtlon AVI0

The (eurmn or precise specr) control leads to some Introttsant consequehces. As derilvd in the ospoixl. the
groun,1 speed VL it the supotpositaon or' airspeed V and wIsaspftM Vv. The tim derivs of Eqrr. (AM)U leads to-
the acceleraton term~s

Ir the ai pee deviaition %Anthes. V 0. and W il

EquAtion HIM. sltos. that an airctalk with prvclse speed control has to te accelerated or deICelrated with the wind4
l'lld. This requifrmet can be rullllleds very itaty. If' the aircraft has a suffioint stAtik stability and the pilot or the
autopilot controls tat elrsped. The reevant equatlon of' motion will lot derived from Equ. IA III: ( appendix)

&Y (_T,' ) i o w ~

A deviation of the flight path angle can only be avoided. It at thrust Or drag Variation Is pOSSIble. In & take oIl' paI
lion. thrust setting lIs at msaximum level and airspeed as well as flaps are optimized for tAke oi' "ifornncts. A
control ot- the flight path during take oif Is very l~rmlted. If thrust and drag are constant, the corresponding flisht

ath angle deviation becomnes:

t~un *aw-(I

Bly Introducing Equ. (2) and WA2Ilw-e get

AYR~fl Iu w

g~ vu VWlr



Wt "Ain two conirotiNg effect of xptM. Ihk gtrter Owe ground speed ar. rate of climb *ro, %he greater Is tlr4
$40&tion Ot the flight path 4 to the wind shcar g(U'*etr. The Woct of hoeturl anrd "etial wind speed U4s140.

jitovi ty tlrspeel. jhtrftsre. the U4#4l inCrease of *ii3peed (Wr a beittrMV( kirtt arIn(n niterWn with the vila
fl!ling but creae the 44htrrw Wcct IM '-hni stwor.
If , pilot Cptows a wind sKAr fIld dlurlng trkbt 41 It Can I i only ch1AV. If 11 reUt*S sirspee down to sl li

in IAlni apprtoah, III t M o l*r lms Shot ma i teAo prOblenm . Theq " It ne of peit llgk path cotrol

AT* 01 cnr be,. i rel011M In lip, For e g e .he reulcel thrust from zqu. (1I

W

It Is 1aiA markable thAt the eqr 4d thrust "erisloft will e nheasd with Inie4S fn gtound speed ivt disctus
sons O takn dil). WO l inter e the thrlt ly S lCtIc VtSce ssPower (sC pprnsiAl

And Cot

If the Altcatki will p'*s% a %IrodfieId4 ~tshown Int Fig. 9. %10 CAll ealtuate th6 require Whust Or the speellc excess
Power from Nqu. 0Ha0. The tvsult Is drawn in Fit. 22. curtt R. The stop increase of the required thrust, corresponds
with iht trolivnt ui,4. The, rmp shaptd term dte a chance of the wind angie aw, Or fPu,. Y Vt. di). Deviation In
aimpftd MWs height Ott elirInIed by this type Of thrust Control.

For compArlson, the response of 'n irraft with a modern nlight control system tautopIlot. tutothrottle) Is demon
strited for the same wind field (Fig. 22 , curve A). The thrust rtsponse Is more sooth an" delAyed App t iately
ten seronds contapres, with Ideal thrust control. The maximum devlation of energy hlght Is moderate (Fig. 22 I.The
ntmum deetition In aitrpeed cay. S ms t ) and flight path l al 5 m is not CtAl. An Improved automatik

control system 16,17 -sill rmuct the tsidual deviatloins down to accePtable alus.

In A simulator 'CmApgne. the d¢vIAtion from the ideAl thrist or sptcifi excess powtr has been displayed to the
pilots. Flgure 23 and 24 show the response In a low leIeil et. As expected, no deviaton occurs with Ideal thrust
:omaund. In contrast to this Ideal thrust response. both plt-= p4*lducd a time delay of approxilnattly ten seconds.
Esvn under this ctcunstAncts. the cirspeed and flight path devitions are still ntrerats.

Application problems of the Ideal thrust control apper In FIg. 25 and 26. Busy wind profiles produce non ecceptable
thtottle activity, that has to be avoided by the following reasunsi

- thrust vrlAtio are coupled with tngint revolution spe# variations. This products notse variations.
that roay bother unexpererKmd Passengers who expect en engine failure. Additonally the cabin pressure
will changt with frequent thrust variltion that can not be controlled properly by the cabin pressure
€ontroller. This adetional pressure variation will strike the pWssenjers with fear.

- experienced pilots use the throttle rarely but preelse. Pilot students vary the throttle more frequently.
the beginner like behaviour of the active automatic throttle control system is very unpleasent for

experienced pilots.

- besides the.e psychological reasons the reduction or engine lift time by frequent throttle Variation plays
a less Important role.

From this report we nway learn, that thrust should then and only then be varied If necessary. Thrust variation cAustes
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prMarily toti to~g htroy W. As fiequV1nt energy airlatlom Art Mneaningless int general. we should skl for low
throttle ictbity that can We hendlnl without delay. With the otslatinre of completttetary filterig this p'roblems can
te sOIred asgn~itly t ?).

the11 dynmic reponiso of lit engines is MWI4 to be slow. the sanklayed thrust *rlation is Atilt colled in question.
t thrust step resfofm of A han engine is tnatraled In Fit. 24'. The 'Ingire cA"t vry the thrut from lid toy

M*1tinsm thrust In tight Weoods. If we incmas the thrust only by it SmAilor Inctrment. 0-ig. froma 50% to 74% the lime
cfnttsnt is signfcantly redulcld down t0 0.7 a. ret fin adequate go Around manc'eutTe the mialitMes Ac~ped
thrust loi will produce is otil'filelt quick engline NISPOSV. Off the Other hantd we t e $SCUXSqdu %6t A delay time
of to swaond of ant Asatothrottle control system (Ig. 22) CAA be toleraed, SUmnetrst"lnwe an state, that anile
dysn Is n~ot % Ilamting rtor for wind shear rcspocse alltvklon. The phase diagram (thrust rate WraUS thwilt of

A (An enginev is ptrft In Fig. '0 for thrust rT1 and thrUst liIt*AtIons. AddHiOrAlly the Ideal thrusAt se ~u. W3
lor an approach In she critical Rtw York dosvnbUrs(Ing. ".0. 21) h4A tbeen CAlctdat and dImontAtecd In Fig. '.',
NVIlser the imits for the WsAXW*UM thrust no for the ssalifflsm-thrust rate will be toutew . Even Wf these co".
strainsts would be soothed (of 10 or~ "20 Arconds, the conseuenices for assed and flight pith .Icslatlo would We
sintl. U't~ispsti deuior~sts that with A correrct thrust control the Accident In tkw York could here Neets aoI'
ld.

a. UIND SIIEAM WAMNO VRMATlON

I'ririous discussions have shown, thAt proper control of throttle And contioll stick during approach And Nlan in
wind shea can avoid accidents. invstitatioo, or mnore than 20 accIdents, gave the sAme result. qxcqrAtons In At low
level yet to she Soviet Union the flight perforance was the liniting (isctor[1). In conrast t* the landing Apgrrah aj
Utak Ott In. AStrong wind ahCerla alWAYS estreMCly dAnge*rVU. The 011t Wa nO Iifotilon concerning the Ur.11-
sturbed 41gm path. In is wind shear mcont-tr the flight pith angle should be a low sit possible and teoreo toochng
the ground the Airs1peed should be reduced dlown to the Stall spewd.

In general only larger trAnsport i aik 'ire Invohedj In wind shotr 0.:.lents. These aircrfls are well equipped with
ecmilint cockpit Astrwsentations. In principle the pilot has all the ctssary Information available to respond In a
correct ntanr. The question lIs still no answered why pilots do not ret corctly or If they can. handle correctly.
I &ssume that pilots ise no able to fitr the relevant information:& out or ise lArge Amount of available data, or they
hate ProWlMS Of AdeqUtt iterptttIon.

AdditionAlly nomw corroct procedures contradict the pilots feeing. e.g. speed reduction In a downburst and At the
sawe time Pull UP and throttle 9011.1r, to maintain the flight paith. Es-et hate been repotedl whorm the ipilot Wa
s*itchvd off the automati flight control system In it wind %hear situation. The pilot imisinterpreted the correct rv'
sronst or' the filgh control systom ats a sysitm failure . The switch Over from an AUtomatic to fnAnUAIVCOntrOl In W-~
ry dangerous metorological situans msay cause acct.Ia;,ta In general. These remarks may demonstrate. that the
-liots trur. !' the correct response of the automaic control system It very Important for flight safety. So reli

Cone':01 systems and Stansise training ame requird. Additionally the pilot should be Inrt'umed In a crtmal situation
with all relesani infort n -n which have so be displaytid In an adequate manner. It should be noticed that miawar-
nsing% can destroy the WaIs for good will qu~xkly.

In this paper sowe aspects could be presented About the Informilon which Is required by the pilot. In order to
respond correctly In wind shear to supervise the correct Action or the automnatic flight control system. The main
Information concerns the flight path deviation, This is avalable as a standard for an instruisent lening approach in
the cross pointer Instrument or the nlight director'. For good visual ranges the risk eXists that ther pilot switches
over from kisset to visual flight too early. The critical height range is beween 120 us and 80 tn. Additionally the
pilot needs a display or the energy situation. For small energy dtficites ( 20 m) no respnse 'or the pilot Is necessary
to act the throttle. For greater energy denllts an Immnediate thrmst control is required. esn if the passenger comfort
may be disturbed ror a shmr period. If there is a need for throttle activity, the display of the required tMust change,
e-g. the chang of specific excess power. is helpful. The display for energy and energy rate must be placetd ir a
central position of the Instrument panel to enable a scanning or the displays more requently than every Avtes
cords.

The concept or displaying airspeed based on energy and energy rate[S) (ci-nptnr 5) has been tested in a moving
ce'ekpit. simulator by a joint team of the iBodensetwerk Gertetechnik. the Deutsche Forichungs- und Versuchisnitalt
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(Ur Luft- wind NtUra(ahri, fIDUU and the Ttchttiksi Nitlty lirwonshwitlg. This mmnarh wts sponswo by %he
Grmoan Ministry of Trnpottion$ l~IMM 11. rouftftn airline piloau flw appoaches in 41tflemmn %It shear an.)
turbualence asations. The dowitherok that Caused the crah of the a12 In? in' York In 197S Ct"tc4 the sesewt
difi'kukiss although xrrnts. rftgy ritoo; and reque'. fliHt peiotwnts COuld W~ 'AM. moderate. Alt of
the I0011tt" piloau e~State a crash In the siunlatos to this dnisvrrt. In Figure 21 the approach possIst the down-
burst has Ween detntae.In this simnulator umAnpgne. the eneegy Meickt has been d IAold tn, a, dined fst
Alow indicator of the 11ight director. The sme~ic tevsS pourer M1 t-fen kndicted In an additional "poItsi the

'sklpedIndicaor.

Wavre eniting tt downburst 0 theaicrat IS in At trimmedn flight COndition On the 9il140 path tphirtf A in fig. ".%I. In
ph4ase tlhe dwnrtaft causes -4espIttAl anvS~~ iceasio heit loss G( power dokltd point In the rtki speed
IndIcatot). The total to-Wg condition I nsodi (le ast Mlow Inet~o. is AtllcM orbl and no pilot rt'onse Us
reqUtted When pasSIng the eddy JAWe Into the core of t 'Iowrriurt. the I mtrns* It"Io headwind tIrAda to *
surplus of tnery and a mosderate ov-ershoot of the Alght path (phast C1. An attentlit pilot would rvdutt %tit
now. Shortly oiler tne aircraft #ahlets the Cort of the downiburt. 11w Istdlcaed loss o( power Is dramatical In-
deed. Nxt the energy condition Io $st balanced. Only 4eco04S iNttr (phase El the Int loss 101Of Power WorSefttS
the enrry condition rtivally. Now an Immediate action (toalriosm thrut, go aroutil) Is 4v'msanoW. CetaInly mainy
pilots Nat prolms, shortly a1tr the dqcision to rodute this thrust to revse ths I lcon. The tnlkly Aequencet of'
powe~'r alattion OX Wtil as the 1001"it small desiios In a1iptrd and flight path In phase Ci hindr the pilot with st
conrentional tobpit lrstrunnalion to Identify the situation krnd handle correctly. With the astAct of the disc --

ted negy and power deflet frsilcor. ten of the fntirten pilots seer's atto to arrange A sle go around tig. 2d arts)
210. The question w.hy rour pilots 4141 ot follow the a~lsices of the Indicator and truxs', At simulator crash Is still not
sawered. Probably the unfasvoutabIt position Of' the 1041C41011 plays An Important Nite 1110 fast slow Indicator Wa
a rVlAtesmn.all Site And the ttrmicAl $pee.a Iniator Is placed ouutd the pilots central range of vI~on and Wa ben
scand In the espenlrswnt only #%Cry sasn seonds. The windi Owher probleom Is mor' e 5 a l titman mwachine Inter

lae roblem. It apprara dicult to supply the pilot with another lsftllot In stew of' the great burdent of' control
task he has In & landing approach. The question arises 'whether to Install dtotAl ituments or to ffitily already
'esltov displays. This Is =nort or less a question Of philosophy, that IS cera11nlY gokng t0 oS n13r0tfli. when MeW Or
modifie Instrumtnts I'ultill the one detnrsn, only warn the pilot when It Is rwttssary\ and that will gli hint a'pro-
pitate gtuidance when he needs It.

So the tnain results of' the simulator studies art asl ralole

- p~lots (both well attr lespeencMd ame not able to msake 4 safez landing under sesere Wind shear
conditions without additional support of an automatic 1fl1ght control systin or an adequate wis)shear
warning displays

- sulffelet display quality Is required to persuade the pilot to response In the cofwet manner

- If' there Is enouth tratnrng Avallaite pilots can adapt thenielses to speclki wind shoat prolies. It Is
therefomre ecss1y to empemc thse pilot to diferen'. wind shrA' situations. A genral ground bated wind
sheer warning Is worthwhile b~ut not sufficient

. rs *aqute wind shear warning display cast support the pilot In the most sesere wind shear situations,

7. CONCLUSIONS

Wind shear during take-air. go around arid miused approach is a pure flight performance problem. Pilots should
avoid to take oil Into thundlerstorms. Moderata wind shear inducttd by orographic lee erfects can he overcomt by
Increasing the thrust to weight ratio, especially Its engine failure conditions, In ur-expected 1aP5rous situations the
pilot Us advised to rtiuct the airspeed safety margin in order to Increase the obstacle cleidne. Wind shear accIdents
during landing andm approach could generally he avoided If the pilot keeps the automatic flght control systems In
operation and It he is Informed by an adequate wind shear vzz.ngn display. WVind shear Is particularly dangtrosts if It
occurs In a height or approximnately 80 - i20 mn.

A ground baed wind shear warrttng Is worthwhile but not sufiint. Measuring the radients is still a problem.
Significant Is the energyandenergy rate ind this will be esnied by combination& of dirterent, gradlents and the



downdreft. The efficiency of the gr*dknts differ var much. Sm,411 gradImns van be wercome by suilitnt conirol. A
1mw) Immowtcr of InI1flm is the AirspeNesit s the airrtift cetols thl wiftrv~kittn only when j.sstng it wlnd'k5.
In tcntrst to the eneral opinilon, i MAW hho' tsp'.re4 my nmito 5 the unt'avounith) wInd slear sltuton. Pilot: sho.
tad bW alVisod to keep the rtativevd flight path as pweist Its posslile.
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APPENIX

SIMPLIFIED EQUlATIONJ OF THlE AIRCRAFT MOfION IN A WINDFIILD

Al VELOCITY VECTOR CEOSICTRIE

The aicralt moves with the airspei~t Y Mlativ to atmosphere. The atmosphre itself 11toves with wItsp$e !I reM'.
Wie to the varth surfac.e. The night path speed 1', !gnmun six-vl) Is the sumt of alrspted sAd wilkdspe

This vector equation Is demonstrated in fig. tA.0 for a synnerical nlight (vector plain is ptrpendilcular to the hort'

Wwg K

'g cz

_i.at Wind speed vectors

The Important wind angie aw Is as well a function of thea horizontal and vartical wind speed components wt.w, as
of the flight path angle y. From Fig. A I %ve get
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CLASSIFICATION Or" WIND SHAR SEVERITY

byf

AA Wood&IdRo~al Aerospac l[htablishmcnt
Wf khrd,MK416A3
Unhtd KInom

SUMMARY

A implir l of aircrt ,nd pilow responei to w o shar Is usd to Identiy the potential riht loh toond ahearprm nuut r of wind shear sea uiry/, Kr)' ficto.e oI wind shear strength a.1 aircraft performance which Influence the.
poscntla.'tlIghr loss aro Identifi ed usio hl si:mple model. "lbis helps to provide a better untk ta~ding of the cerplea
Interactions between the pilot/aircraf and the wind shear,

Varlota pnactical s fcr be ar ne In relation to both the potnald Iht -toss and the Fro~bilityocenouteig
various shears. It Is showfi that sverity factors baed on pkdo anly Rate have fundoaental probiems In resoing the
eonflk0tbwe n (a4e larnn and pim ingtlynfonnaton to frilo,%sen usedwithcu trensors on alreraftor sersors
thatscanad probe(suhas s la or LaseAItfactor badon the potetight losalyss s
shown to hav a low risk of filiew m " d alarms ,dl n p %.AthtcA s hokl values arc Wily idotified foral aircraft typ s
This Improved wsvrity fActor rcquir probe &W scn sesors

I I nTUoDUCrloN

Wid shcarls a phnomenon whih has resulted In several majoraircraft accidents and loss ofliv It -4n N la n~rcd In tc

'any dchgof wind or upd reau;l cusing # change of flight path that requires slinificant pilot action for r=Ytcy'

The words changcs of wind' arc pariculAhly sIgnificant as steady winds or changes In aircraft direction do not ytrdueo wind
sheat.

%Thex sigaificant changes of wind 1w ind shear are part of the wide spuetnrn of wind vArations frot Turbultence through
Wind Shear to Weather. In aviation (ermis these can be cla ified as-

Tirbukore
Distutbanes whIch require little or no pilot action to maintain the desired flight path within acceptable limits. Oencrally
short duratimn events typlcally, Icsi than 3sec.

lITndiedr

Disturbances requiring significant pilot action to maintain flight path within aeceptable limits. Gei erally vents tceen
about 3see and 40sce in length.

Long term and large scale events with little effect on flight path.

Within tils wide speictum there are all possible conhibliAtions of sie of wind change and kngth (time or distance). For practical
application of wind shear masurcments in aviation It Is essential to find factors (Wind Shear Severity Factors) that directly
relate the wind shear daracteristics of wind change and length to the potontla , Iaard for particular aircraft or classes of
alrcrdt.t Isalso important that such factor should beeasy to identify during the onset of awind shcarencounterbysensorson
an aircraft so as to provide inforination to the pilot In a timely manner. Finally the Information must be cles ly and simply
related to an aircraf's rcspcaw capability, ie the pilot must be able to take immediate action of the appropria mapgnitude
without further assessment or calculation.

In addition to these practical applicatien baues, It Is also Imponant that the severity facorr and sensor systems should not
generate many false alarms, nor seriously undetistimate severity (at least not within de raign of probable wind shcrs).

To evaluate proposals for Wind Shear Severity factors, it is necessary to have a measure of the potential disturbance to.alrcrft
from any wind shear, and, lso, knowledge of the probability of encountering these windt ars. Probabilities are wvll defined
for 1eadwind shears In Ref 1, where nearly 10000 landing approaches are analys.d from worldwide operations. The
evaluation of potential disturbances Is considered 11, this paper.

The method developed to evaluate potential disturbances provides a basis for better understanding of the importance of
various wind shear and aircraft perfo mance parametcrs. Then, finally, some wind shearseverity factors arc studied in thelIght
of potential disturinces and probabilities of encounter.



Aotitamlursthat Could qdx~tifyth~tityojth4b ~O('AiiarO o P, Afn at Aft~ t J*jk duh; that los
O4dhtr ~clAd oth~ , c &WN-4 MSM~ pthi'the inatt lmipo;tnt. It islIonstOhcghk tha tkicnnirm lic rsmothe %brill be

mn itchcuvd. '-,vt %ih vw~rKd hIs paper comsidcn hight lots producvd by %ind shear Ata direc WeAaure (itIt
acsterly.

to generil -Aind Ahar dutation will be many kio;1*, or ma teru of seod*, and therc Ist ime for piloau to take actio to
cvunaeC1Okliwth dAe r Tnt yotmwwht iim-t W ptt pio 6s tomkcolctve
mAnmvi rt ikkh tis adding powe Ad auling Up. In additio the time scAl Is Alto lonl eniough to take Into ateowtil no rmAl

k"Ugenw lottfrom thc U((or mopilt) In hdklesactitial tkalt heeAbiMNglnputsAf re Incd tbcaaw the
natural mrra a~rm raIudea onAm mrl itN o tdys3o pee dMAn ftlht r4&. 10pows mode (the
Phugoid) Rdf , %hkh Ui esiy itabilsed by controlling pitch a ide.& With pitch sbilisatlon (automatic or mianuil) the
0tar mods amo Changwd to a very arabic ho ilatoy fligh jith mode V4!h a tim Contant v( 1.2aeC, , ata nonnal

"knh *Qake ONf Conditions, A AIMost Mnci al non0osi"1y ipeed MOd& (1his Speed Made E is nutrally AraBk At

S$vtrAl studies has' l~luatrrnd dte di renee bct*eet stkk'fiCd And Controlld fiht throuh Widnd SheAr (R&f 3 & 4 Aft
CsaMzP611KY ley arly mhw* Iai$ lPhuow oscilAtions *I"e wcalAi are Awzd, T11Ctcosllations life almot C ctspdy
Absent sihe pitch cowtl is tie, WismAc there art stil Moigt path dcsixtlons related to the 'hind shear. it It clear that mny
estimatcs o(wind shea ectsu on Noigt path must Irwlidc pitch stabilsaton

eaUMUK pitch *49blatlon MeultsI SiMt M UN neutra spee d ilty Ad A rapid re11onse 411#1ht path mode It Is powwbl 10
producea stmpleis Y" Cls approximnatior to an armftes respows it) 'Ald $hear by asumting-
A cmitsmt pitch Attitude, Id rct' pitch 1tablkiation
b neutra speed taty, kc ground speedi only moades in respons to crnginve thrust changes and not In respows to changes In

e lnotat f1liht path response, or more ritorously thAt shear duration I% long coenparco! with the flig~ht path respotoe time

U*in this a*sprniniron has the rmor antage of pemlding direct Insight into the factors Influotcing heiht response to
%ind sheArs of Adl kinds. Ihe following stahiectons %tudy the height response to heicslnd shears and uplowdraughts
fCspeethely.

The Influence of dcl-qs In pilot recoltnition and response to the shear, and in engne thrusit response to throttle Inputs arc
Included in themsudies.

Consider the height lots, Fig I caused bya I leadwind shear of AVa over Ts smod% of flight at an initial ground speed of Vt
%shen the pilot rApplies 2 step throttle Input demanding an aircraft aceeleratios. -if A at a titeita seoods; after the start of thc
sheAr.Thc engine has a first order response ofthnst to throttle with a tim constant of x

In the Appenidix, Itis shown that

Ia fi-idi'-I

% here f( v ~ 2 + -00

AV - Airspeed chanje at tirme
To - Timnewhen AV -0, t vi0

Ct. - Lift coeffidentatt - ,CL" mg

m - aircraft np~'
!egiarviiational acceleration

air dmnity
V(- ipee -~ initial grouindspeed)

1, Wind sha duritioa distance, Vt*'Ts

i i lcighiincreas
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Fig. I I-tadwind Shear-Respoost

7% C (uT') (tins) -

Itsould benoted that 113c 1CWWWpi are non.!ica r(U nt 0f(V/Vs) -hkh means thst for. a ven~ change *(AlrspcvJ
ccdative to V1 there Is a much greater Die kortIt (or" a l"PCSd ikecMAa th he Is nit o(climb for the same aiispeed

-Aill bvauct losofftelgtin pcertnay ieramrlvstiwtvuthad-Aird and t:;il indcliant)1fA plot tAkcs
110,cosreciaxactlon.

It Is Infortive to study the idnucx of the %arousparancimr on the non-dimcnalonAl totential height cbante function

Lft CtL

TIs function could Imply thai the potentIal beight loss, I l,wilt bc prootoa oLf Coe i cn tilI reduceIf ans aircraft
is figh spcd.Iowcer, ~igt seed s aso mpliit n ~I thuthrrl ntcn sparasctrs aW Is not pssbk

todeducca simplectifeet fronm fight speed its respose to II id" xiNars.

ratlos it is not iasy to Interpret these contours (thi solgdlim. Ifowvcr I Is straighiforward so cons~i ontours of constat
sbe~rkength ailairspeed an dthse (the d ' uhc lines) showdewtly thait, het los Incrces approxmflias diequa of ie
%ind shear p eo chairand Inytisely as the uaefthaicf ceeri.

TIS desnonstrati-s how the effects QI shear Incres cdnunar*c1y (as dhzs4Eun of the vnd shearepced di.Vng4Th helps to
account foisoroe bhe ppircndta~r~cdifkrcceslnri bewicItuit~tinftCcuicngiasn ading
approtich whtich sh ould not hav hicreascd greatly dudzij t& icwv ntrsiesi WA c6h encountci'.tal" ndsa!s; *Nb, wind
sheer Is not such a problem wth high performr iniane ta:~ criuuhviuh ~raclrteai
citil aircraft.
The effcts of erjine response timtecoitaart, Fit 4a adt f po E6i~~cly igbaeuc ss icotthnheShear
and aceletation ternns in Fig 2 (noic 'ht thesc"ecof f(l)LI- met zd them The ecluig* e r at Unear In Fig 3 -

znd the reladily gentieincreasc mean that aniy studies wi ni be pa~dculary siti ve to the chokC1o s ie or Niotj
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rcspotwc!% Is Worth notingthat thcrls akijli: Ious at zeo pilot irspo~ timcln ni;3b bcoutse the %bestgtodicat Isreatcr

foSwj ohr secs okoportoqzd %hea Ishelpfu to comtuct aaphicaI base rclaintind shcargisdkn4Vsfr,
tmd the ratio of the'an ilcrsed~ej o alrcrt speed. Such a foii s prwseted In Fi 4.1ie basledimnions vell

a4(cccemnloaazid the awe rcle i" kcy~ind shear pamers toarcafsp.At constn pecd theorioital
Lentcth andt e v rtca axs Isa Mind Shrfunction.

we eaedirectly to C- probability ofeaci'ltcr, Re( 1,lwthargrodient and ir~ -cc ratio both relate directly to aircraft

ay64 ,rto~ 16it iin failuve.lbM means that most aircraft havii around I to I.Szzil acceleration available
-i ko: eow a~ic~o ~c r--.o rebateidirctiyto the raiobtween the aircrafs s cd
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sntt Ite % pecti,'iwid1 is usuiUl' towut 1.20 bonepproah mod bm~t IS tit nooal clmb ircod. it ould be n*icd Ihl
boghMI tbarspecw ratio Of'0 O, IJ Ithuld imj~ ans aItcstf wul itali, the PINkts lca io iththrolftill reduce the

xwllf f qeo-cdcxcpt for cwygbti Actknjr~m I his Lnceti nto fo~c hott the WuWShear fwictitm It a pouto

Whct~ fonctkm wsugoed a %dnt their sovdty omm~r In R~d 1. Finally, as obscrivet in Rdf 1, fit the Uit it %vul be
tectthitwy W lu d W~ wm% C ty d?pcodnt on th pec~ tIM10 M i-Aheshcsisd lIs siiWcatltygreater
thso the wscradoo-lo laW'. to the ai ciat, Ic at a short xwrcq.ths and New.-Izy would be ahmi t ittly dtpendet on
%txar rraditut when that Is 6- s than the AircrftAcceleration, 1 at long O'r 161s.

Rcrtali to tht Ivtenai height 62wog cstlinowI, i kpoisiblo to ado Commow of a hI gdht function. also in wdeation
dintoslots, to the graph for any fixeda -Alut of aircraft &=Ceclaofuc.li Sk 5 Aom such contours for an #ckrtion of hI/A
(Nil As the hIghot fumdton %witt %yneadyas the lnwv rthe upacfeieainiis cy toctwcontoum to 01cr
ttcceletion kvcis,q e at zn amekt of 1.4 tnls the whi fr~iicxt cottour %%I"$s wil be lashe). It is iffncdiAtely
noticctble In FI S that the contutrs tend io be parallel to speed ratio at st shear kngahs nd parallel to shear gradient at
lurg Intoo as predicted in fibep~vi pUSagrph.

A futhe I pwtat fawr Idetifed s tht high is roprtinal o V'.C asthe lift CUNVe Slope Wa vatiCS little bCrtn
J~rraf tyes.~kwVt~L i diecty popotioal o Wng ~ialngand ths. eight los it directly proportional to WXing

susceptibility~~~~~~~~~~~~ town handhls ocpanwi ik seracdnshv ppeaired as a modern phenomenton.
(Imrovd acidnt ecodersys as wehsoelpd t liotiy wnd raereit It hawe one undetected ko the pat).
It icns hatclaal atin o difernt ircef:in ernof uscptiiliy t wnd shear %ill ke a simple fvrxcdoo of Wings

Loalli andA zibeceiton

igS also Indicatt% thal the effects of increasing flight speed fort a Own aircraft. kat constant Wing Loading.and given Aind
ihokconsitnt A~fs and Ls, will be more hdeit 6.14 at les'gv slien egths andI sligtly I=s heif)ht loss at short shear lengths

M&i Is not unexpectd as increasing flight $Pewd will kwcease the shm gradient. -A NONIts the most critical factur ot lontj sher
lengths. At shoal shear lengths the %ind canic iimost npo. int (wnd unchwged)wiaieh means that somec relief can beg.pined
from the shorter duration of the %ind-shoar, veot.
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At comwaa pitch ottigu and speed the rateof decint o(as alrcraft Iteqiuak to theinstantweous dowadraught. licightlom Is

Tw duration ofthe shear L^
I* Slearklngth

Vw in contraxt to Hea~dW rher, the hblow the airspeed the loer Is Ohe poitenWa hcI~ht loss for al shear kogtha.

11*c eiffcts of Ilo actions on the throttle arc kdWsa to the Headwind shearcate and "ce not be aded again. In mostcases
dowiidrau*hs near the ground are asociated with significant heaWind shears and last no lnger tha the headind sheAr. In

3t SEUION OFSEVE1Y FACTOR

Ile choke of . scedty factor can be made n yadfous criteria. The most Commonly used to (late being the T' faor, Re 5,
which Is b.etlon p udo Specifc Energy rate and that the ewg ofn airtraft is gen by lt*kintic energy baxed on $rrSpeed
aNO potwkai energy fromn hew"h. %whit this is true in steady wind conditiont, kinetic energy iloes nor change %%ith aIrspeed In
chaging indt condons (wind Awl The usual form of the factor based n pseudo Ery Rate is

FP-(d Vst*t)Ig - VwA (

Uhs ' actor does not Inlude any speific referenc to the lenth or duratkio hhear, lthivugh Ref 6 seats that haor
length Improves the correlation btween the 'F factor and the characteristics of microburst %ind %hcams

The analsis In Section 2 has shown thsat logshovear eghs the use of she mrac, dVtdt Is directly reated to potentia height
loss, Fig 5, and, ma mentioned earlier, It is logica that this %ill be tite man jxforn4sc pranitcr when the w bllrsf
acceleration Is greater than the shear rate. I lo,%ever, as shear rate 3pmrac and eceds aIrcraft acraion, the shear rate
wnolj be exppecd i Wbe lesImpottant with the emphasis tranlferred to the totw change In hcad*WlndhS expeced change Is
mn in the potential height loss fActor. r-ethennome the pseudo Einergy Rare factor givecs no indication of the effects on anty
gis-en aircraft and thus separate studies must be made to choose boundary conditiont for various aircraft.

The potential energy team, Vw/Vt, again has sowt of the nocessary terms to relate to height disturbances I lowerer, potential
Neight I= calculations oukidbt related to (VwA't)*(Shorlentth).It Is tobe expected that Shearlength %%wldbe imporrantam
a high value o((Vw/Vt)over a &hort shear lngth %%YUnot cause asigniacatit dwrbane. lndctd,high NAlu6 of(VwNvt~r
nor uncommon In turbulence

A further prolem with the F factor Is that It cxn only be calculated if the airspeed of the aircraft Is knowns. ldeally any severity
factor should be calculated on the basis of the wind shear *ithout any aircraft term so that Ii can be appied to a wide range of
different aircraft types using measurements of the shear from any senuor, le a singl sefty factor can identified and
presented to all atircraft who will then compare it with the critca values for their particular aircraft and condition. Potentiail
lieight Lous sevety can be directly related to terns containing only %ind shear characteristics

One perceiveda&dvatage ofthe FfactorIs that the shear rate term cn bedtccrminvd-ihout nkoldcfhalengths by

method requiresknowledge of shear length. Itowetver, as "hon in Section 2, theshear length is an Important factor In
determining coionnt Thea sevntierityh.o

llowvrthe kkl cnsieratonsof he fatorandPotential Height loss factor arc only pant of tile picture It Is also

Itis convenient to cosider probiht6e first sdothycnbe includedwhen contidering practical measurements. Very clear
statistics of the probablty of eneounter of Mhdind seraepresented In Ref 1.1bese show, Fig 9, that at the longer shear

entsteeis a linear relationship between the logarithm of the Shear strength parameter of Figs 6 and 7 and the encounter
poa iIn travelling one shear lengd.This is tasteInoheprobability of encounter during a landing approach In Fig

10.
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Unfontunatcly there are no comparble sastics on the probability of encountering dowraughts, nor on Joint probabilities.
However, It would seem from the larger events studied In Ref 1, that heaodwind shears can occur without significant
downraughs AMd significant dowitdraughti; do not seem to occur close to the grotind without significant headwind shear.
Thus the overall probabilty obiowndraugtts; will ke less thant headwind shar. It may be possible to establish a useful model,
%thert downdrauight Is a ionstant proporflon of the headwind changefor use with sensorsystemns that oniymmaurc hcadwinds.
This would imply a small penaht In a lower threshold -Ahen downtlraughts are absent, but this may be acceptable. A possible
proportion could be 0.25 and tafiswould give a dowi~rought of 4m/s (800ftlmln) when tiVx was -16in/s (32kn). %hich Is a
reasonable model for the severe microburas case.

3.2 Pnictical ueammmeu( co mlats

For the purposes of this sludy, all praictical measurenment systems may be classified into two t)'PMs
a point measuremenit sytem where Instantaneous information on winds is gatheredl at one or a group of fixed points as a

time history. The fiard poin! my be an aircraft or on the &round.

h, seon and probe measurement systems where wind measurements arc taken almost Instantaneously over a range of
distance or volume. Again the system can be carried on an aircraft or on the ground.

The Important difcerence between themt is that there Is no information on shear length from the point system until the end of the
shear is reached. Uhs may he after travelling several kifometres and will frequently be too late for a timely warning from,
systems carried on an ai rcraft. The scan system Instantaneously measu res both shecar st rength and length directly, and usually
before an aircraft ecoumnters a shear if It Is an airborne system.

The F factor docs not Include shear length and can be measured by point systems on an aircraft. Sig 1'1 shows she component of
F front a headwind shAr. In this ease a con tour of AVs/Ts --1.Omtsa At very shr. shear lengths; this Flfactor corresponds to
small changes In Vswhich are ins~iat.To reduce the false alarm rate that would result from the direct calculation of it is
usual to apply a low pans filter. Fig I1I shows the effect of such filters and their use will improve the match between the Ffactor
anid the Potential Heiglit loss contour. However, to gve a timely response the filter should not have a delay of more than 4s on
any aircraft based system. With this level of delay the F factor shows a significant region where warnings will be generated for
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shears that r uAll half the strngth (or about 1/4 hcIght I) of the cdical boundary uggted by th potental
-height loss for $bont hear lenth (t 750m In the cxasnpl of Fi I I).Thc lnobabilty of encountering Ohwe shArw Is &Ws much
hTghcr than thws %hkh correspon lo the potential height los contout. At greater shear lenghs It requir a 4igniflcandy
greatcrsharvingh to teach the Ffacor than thatoglh' +heptntl height IoA1tu the pcobiabtyO((iicowtrismch
lowcrfor the Ffactor. Ths ,il mem tha a sIotnt nunthcr encunters which "ri occ In pot l height los i b
miwd by the F f lor, Ik)v s ear length o(300nn thezascofFig I 1, the probability'encountrln €eitralshears falls
beow bout I in W landing;. If th F factor critical v Is reduced it s pobk to 0 a much Co fit between It and the
potential height loss en our, but unfortunately Only at the expen.' of increasing the site of the region at short Aar lJenths
uhcro false alans are likely.

It is also unfortunate that the F factor does not contain any shear kngth in the dowrdraught t r. Tis ill increase the fali
darm rate for short shears and the missed alaim rate for long shcs.

For groud bwd systems, it may b: impossible t9 use 'point s)stems because the time taken for a shear to pas the sensor
dcienCi on th- mcwt %ind spcd, ahich can be vcry low, and this also complicates mCasicmcnt of 'shear iength. ThIe usc of
multiple polnt scnsors' can pAraly overcome this problem, as In the Low Level Wind Shear Alcrt Systcm In use in the USA.
4 I.)wever, the spacing of the scrn dctcrwm the lngths of shears tt can be sadsfatorily measured, and them ar other
.prtblcmt from fixed locations and the low height o( the sensors compared vi7h anrraft flight paths, A knskiiltofa*ruh
s.nrd and shear length are needed before an For Potential Height factor can he calculated from ground bed measuremmnts.

T.tus, h * ofthe iF factor and point scnr systems on an aircraft Is liable to generate significant fts alarms and miss many
serious shecars. The false alarm rate %ill be difficult to identify because it likely to occur relatively infrequendy at aeound I in
10' landings compared with real critical shear ptobabilitics of around I in 101 landingL. lowcver this Is still high enough to
eventually bring F factor point sensor systems Into disrepute.

Thw use of ,canning s sors, such as Doppler Raar or Lakr systems,'provkeks instant Information on shear length as well as
stralnth.This llows the potential height loss ontours to be used directly fron nirborne sensors, and Inputs forboth the Fand
.Potental Height Loss fictors can be measured from the ground.

3.3 Propotse sery yiKf

A rcaxoable match between Potential Ieight Lots and a scvcrity factor for Icadwind shear can be obtained by using the
numerically higher of the shear gradient and the shear to airspel ratio. Tlai requires two shear. paranters to be combined
%ith the airspeed of the aircraft. The speed change, A11s, and the length, Ls. As Potential Height Loss is equal to the shear
grmdict at large shear lengths, it Is possibe to use the height loss function as'& ba s for a severity factor X.

From the chr,4cteisdcs eknifid In this paper, X may be e pirically deflned as

._. •-f(II))-0.SP. l

i - Potential Ilclg.'t Loss atA - l.Om/sO
11' - Actual PotNril Height Loss for factor threshold
p. - Air density at standard sea level conditions
a - Relative irdensirty
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hIt ftonn thait ewn is a &&od match to the shma/Airopcod ratio for -. 17hus boundarie can be etksae Ms

vt (4avs/U)- Avsi', - X

AVWAtt- -XI/4

Aboundary is eceeded

IF V•(&V/Lt) 4X. AND AViVt t -X2/4

The analysis ofte 11ritish Airways data W.5d. 1, which Is shown in Fig.6,Upets Potential I lcilht Lc*-s, of 10 and 20m for
bounlMes btween Moderate & Sito" " tbetween Strong & Soir respectively. FI 2 pmrnts O Vai of the X
factor iath Wing Loading for thew boundars at an available aircrat acceleration f L.4/s and alW 2,0m/st .Althoouh
account must be taken oMPSo Loading ehaniks, they do not havesa dramatic eiffect on thcX faetor.Thusit should bepossibic
to us constant values of X to cover all the no mal variations for e given aircraft and simatm Ilowevr t=ere Is a dramtic
effect from the Increase in av. Ab# accelraton.

A-2-Oxm'

X Nwr v t 1
s" A-0.4 .saW

0( 200 A00 000
W" L0*4 k~li t~kuta*/M'l

Fig. 12 X Shear factor vi Whitg Loading

""he close mato between X factor bouarics and potential hc!ot loss Is shomt In Fii.1 3 & 14 fur twn very differen wing
loadins of 3500 Nca/ml and 1900 Ncw;on/ml repectively ( same cascs as Figtd & 7) The differenecs frnm the
potential height loss contours i mall and mud it than that for the filtered F factor L FI& 11. It Is recommended thit the X
factor should be used to reduce de risks false alarms and missed deteconx Inherent in Ice F factor.Tdodo this on board an
aircraft will rquire t use of scanning systems.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Potatial height loss Is a major indicator o wind shar sevcrity and can be readily calculated for the representative case ofan
aircraft whose pitch attitude Is controlled. Derivation fthe equatoos and calculations demonstrate (FISZ) that the primary
fwtors In height response to hcad-Aiad shar are the the Fquares of the wind speed chae In the shear and the available
acceleration of the Atrc ,dt, ane the :,or l.ngth. The ddays In pilot and engine respons. (Fi,3) have significant but less
dramatic effects on ;tb f.,tcntial height loss.

A gentnt graphical relationship b-:.wecn wind shear and aircraft performance parameters Is citablished (Fig.4).'i his Is also In
a form whldt datcs directlyto the probabllites ofencountering various wind shears (Mi!0). It Is ihown that a pOltial height
loss pa tw.ee.e"n also be: plotd o tt israph (PgS and this kkentifi.s that in aircraft paranmts for categoi.ing
Sri'oeto wind shtear ar WlngL oa d an llable tiekcrationhiss s M that thetv may wr' "vben an Increas in

ind shear cmoun ter' in recent y'eas because of the steadytrnd to Increa..e wing leading. Compai...M of 1he potential height
loss 'ontours with mortaland strong wand shears anal)d (Ref.l) front ttsh Airways worldwide operatirns with 11747
arcat shows aprobable correation (Fig/6) with the potntial heigh llos cbitour Fi8 show the contrast between potentual
heighi losses (or aircraft with widely differing w;ink loadings of 3500 and 1900 Newtonrn 2 .

The effects of downdnmughts are shown to be easily calculated as aw .ildilon to any beadind shear by integrating the
downdraugt over the period while the aireft is under Its influrie.1Thus the length of tlU shear is particularly inportant and
the effects are reduced by Increasing airsp&

The charactcri ics of the most commonly used severity factor based on pseudo specific energy rate .zd generally known as the
F f.Acior are compared with the potential height loss calculatinm. These show (Fig.l l),that, even when filtetcd to reduce false
alarm tendencies, the F factoris a poor natch to the potential height loss. In pareularit will havea significant falsealarr, rate in
response to the shorter shearand will niss severe shears when theirlength Is i6g It is also hown that the lack ofa shearlength
term in theportion oftheFfaciordealingwth downdraughts ill lead to false qlarnsand missed alirrms. Itisalso noted that the
F factorhas ot been explicitlyidentified with the various aircraft performance'parameters znJ,thus, itLs'not possible to dcru
ippropriate values for specific aircraft orcbndidcnof flight.
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An mhcrnative wind shear s'cy facsor X Is ientif'ied which has esplidci lrerafrl , c parameters and can readily be
calculated from Information an th wind speed change and krutth: Itiin er Is In the form , 6apotial height loss
and any downdrauoht height loss may be ad! eiiIiits knownt. Fls.13 & 14 show that iheX factor givs igood
match to the plvitlal hc!,o !ou for w-idly(liffering aircraft. ! oweer, to use the X fatorith sunso6 on board an aircraft
requires -. kanig sinsor. Point source sensors caOt( produce information on the total sie o1a wind shcar until aherit hW
ociure. This is too late to hkip a pilot
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11o ro~pwm of an gircroft towiiit not"; pitch aldtude It pifectly comtrlled by.a pilot o uippilot hata
2nd Order ac.metisl Eution and thebi taepn~enmodes arean almnost etral exponcmiAh sed~ Aklty mi aid a
vcry stable exponecntial flight path ttiponse mode Oih a time mtant of I to 2xc (proportional to Ving odnUh
Speed), The almi0, ncu:tal sMIe stability mode r"CAO* that the S(Mtd4Vee tCWds t0 renuin contAtl 'hA cAdwInd
changes Thus Iead wind Sheair , )s it direct effco on 3irapeed. The stable flight path mod mearti that the aircraft rapidly
'01AtkScIta newlight rehsn ponse 10oind di utt nc iad the er~ nlian k ignotcd lithontmetmuclonger
than I to Zwc. In thcosecircvnmstanccs the folloving badei sumpson may be ttsd In calclIng flighit path resporisms
1. Constant pitch attov*
2 INeutrAt speed stability, he only thrust changs raff'ec grurid pe
3. Instant flight path csotewUft -Weight

COMparing lift At COndillonst 00C thte airsee has changed by AV and the Angle ofAttackt biyAn from the datumma tho.tn
of the %ind serc ne~~) le

or -MU( I +A&VVo )(dVIX 2+ AV/AXo%) - 0) -(2)

%khre W - aimcrft weight
p '-airdknsity

* Vt .-tue aliced attI.-
V -changtenisealripeed
S '"refcrencewingarc

a-lifteurveslope

it. artle of attack totrcro lift
Au-changeofangkeof attack

%here
CL-. lift coefficienit at t -0.-" MWtS

Thbus cqn.(2)becomcs

an- - (CL/aXA&V/VIX 2 + AV/Vt Y( I + AV/Vti(4

For small speed chage "eq4) approaches the more familiar form

A*..-2(C/XAV/Vi)-(S

bvt speed changes arm often large In %ind sihear situations and the full eqn.(4) Is used here

At constant pitch attitude, 0, the relationship beten angl of attack and nlight path angle, y, Is

0 - 0
D + m - (a,, + Aas) + (ya + Ay)

1 feght Deviation fronm the flight path Is given by

if - V.,yd -(7)

where
V -&r~asnsped-Vt-Vx+AV-AVx
Vx - headlwind at t-O0
AWg - change In headwind at timec

(NB It should be noted that

V1' jfidt



*krc ChwO o f climb,

Nrcw ikw n poumtpcW %ithm~t chmnit's Right Path Angle, iiU chwWt Mf Aitony &-skao from the flight path)

Foe this trod) the inhtW kaltd'Mnd Is set to zero to ostxW'h the ptiniy height lI% U4~ can 04so Wo a rwb
A m on for my %ind tiAcw oa. inCAiM corwitioni0he afka ofn Initl k*Ic'd illb to mct y Mot 101"

to sboot (I - VxNQ: 0C thccstimcd %%h.

MK ( eN- &Wa) cnit Is &MlgnocL Byddinition itIs tem for OittTa. then (icO Fig )hcctttasocektmnte

the hclgh Imby X OM~irAkay (.AVSAVt) IWO the CWtMAta heiht 201.

Ii (Ct.Vu/s) f (,&V/V:)(2 + AVNI)4 + AVA' ti

wkcTo-timcwhmay.0(t 0)

Thus. from cqtis(4) A (6) o'corrcaondhto AV- 0 (1 PIO),.nd iA thpointofciaximumlicht tkdatio from the Right path.
IlTs is the tim for the headwWn sheac to roach Its rnmauiem o 6Vs, thea c"~ (8) can be re"Wrgcd as

(lII.War.V1.C,) - (IlAIt.Cj f (M'/V;2 +,aV/VI)41 + 4Nt.d(vfS) -

whcr L% '-Aind ihca length (- T.Vt)

or ~ 1. tt4b ''(A I .AV/...L. + I

or +t f~tfffs)

7\1$ ( ( ( A.T) (a\VdA.Ts)" -0 1' I)

%~here

IF tffs 1 .0,11M1W fQtTs)- ti'rs, amSI f,(tffs)- o

itwd IF tc/Ta(NnE .Tfa11Wft/Ts) - L/h -Ta/Ts, ELSr;,f(tffVs) 0

Thus L: -(12)

lNon-diniaionaing the various par~ams hat reduced the total number of v-ariables by 2, mid considerably eases the
awi)l5 and ucndstandin, ofthe problem.
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ad exploited in nvene light since 1975 1 they ar, in scor c, with corti-
fication rules, ird:nly 14 2. 12, a hive ben installed on board the A300-6
since Opril ft.

In tolm' o coferane we preent in the first pert t A MPATU=~ a %arning e
guidance ptilciy erg ding the conventionul AI S, than in &Wayse the fly-
by-uirq concept.

INe fly-by-wirt concept isiprwes the general aircraft situAtion. &.~ u% take
6dvantage of theme new cpabilitis in the warning and uidancs esl boration
this Is the theme of the second p at of toda t b corenem e

Cste y wil be adptea for the .20 certified " Installed onlare in the
near future

In the past the yarm AF.OuSPX11Z has developd vindahear warning a
Suidance systes for the A310 "ii 1300.0I thees systaw axe either ne'wly
designed or corstructoi around the speed reference system desigrod for the A300
aS exploited in revenuj flight Pimc 1975 * the ret system r ) in accordance
with the certifications rules, emunly A25-12 a" have been installd on boardS
the A300-600 simc April ISL

In today' a conference we *hall pzwenw, in the part A i AIKPMXA.W a war-
ning end guLdance philosophy reg ing the conventlonal MIWs , then in pet 0

ihell anlse the 32o ny-briAre concept a" vidshear warning Pat guidan-

A. I- irriahea Oiidance Strategies

hnalog MW00v ad digital A310, e endS A300-"00a (M=C standards 5-6-7) have
a very well cown a" similar MA guidance law (Basic 1975 situation).

Frcre or experience we confir that this strategy is precise enough to sur-
vive many shear. in som stmqn shear cameo it Is hcer cogpleted by an OM

(Opertor Engemoering Bulletin) procedure

Sefetyie, analog and digital system. also comly with AC 25-I2Z

7he basic Airbuss Wlndshea~r guidance is satisfactory but can be isproved.

We therefore defined a fully adaptive system that is able to cope with
strong shears without any special procedure (c66sgarod to the basic system),

Intiully we tried to develop an optimal guidance system but we very
quichi-'- reached Impossible solutions

Tirst a optima procedure really axe different from one shear to another,
in some cases the system initially even desrds diving.

4Second i guidame In really optimal if we have full mnowledge of the whole
shear pattern before entering it.



- s14ih In (act to the wcloono of tMe second point In any Awr
rcowtflnc &6 £pi 4 4dance s-itoa i* a bot on the (utr

rar al1 th so r9s o v1 deelop a rtitivi a t$UptiFve sury aili tru
t*V (igurw 1) 0 Opto d to all P*tocon.e PrlobwsLe i typical at. r conditions.

11w ostow614~ deriv,* fr~w the P400 M~ Systavia tftrji 2) Irurovod by a
vq;rVicsl speed MW~o PeOctON. n proteCtion w IAo l sti Meomn

Th-iOtr liv a'Muaem the QurvI l st aftey rIr 3) *&tevnr the Ion-
giti=&nal or vimmical obsh tresasin the aircroft caAbility in tisbe-off or go-
around corsditiona.

Ith Control la e laloented in this rF C iM the-off/go Areid P.3 is
available with the flight dlre.tor#. 04 or cw" mo).

In shwhai conr'tiora W o %4n the shoee intensity strsses the Aratt
caopbnilty, the ITS lav '411 progressively adapt its control to a survi l
stratoW (se" figure 2 arid 3):s

I- 11w lAsiO %vo 01, 1) w41l control airspeail (wel.1iot) Vith a vertical
speed doc"aInq to 1ero

2- %*ot02 then onaiide vote Naot/" csani a slightly positive ver-
tical speed with an, airspeod decreasing to V sticn-Oatecsr pluw sall

3- Vote N'3 then overrides vote W42 end vote Nt aend controls airspeed at
Vs -. 4 Altitue will be reduced until the shear

Whatever the c siand strategy, the pitch attitude dwmnd is Ruttd by a stall
protection to avoid any apesding stall situation

A. 2- ibas cidanco, situations

lbe mst stvere sheen.. proposed In AC 120.41 Vifield smodels warit sisueas-
ted in1 the ta-of Cpha&" both vith the Initial 1300 MP system and v4th the
nerwly devolo* d rdishsar guidance system (called hare control, of aircraft a
%1nary),

Ccwpering figures 4 ard 5 we conclt5a that the new spism really does im-
prove the situation but that the initial MM0 UPS was already very eff(ective in
thilt capability to cope with a real encounter.

Figures 6 and 7 eaphauizze the advantages pmeented by the now system in
thoratIcal shear conditions ian adaptive contral law maintains the aircraft
inside the operational nlight *"vtlq* and wsee maxim aIrplane capability to
achieve this.

The control law has bee inAtmen*ted In the A300-600 ArCS since AXC Serial
lksmber 420 and for the 3310 it w41l be Ispemontecl early in $9. in principle the
control l.ra Is available for retrofit In all aircraft on the digital fleet

F&=n simuilation ei~mrice us )mw~ that for talcs-off wi'th denated por or
for the landing S.e a succeesful *scap wanceuvr* can be acoplished if a Pax-
power or go-arovwd decision is wade promptly upon entering the shear.

lids xemark is just to focus on the absolute need for a tool to trigWe the
creV s docision-makdng procms to initiate .ecap.

Wirndshear detection can provide this valuable help 1 but utat do we have to
dtect or not detect 7 11hat rAiisence warning level shoud %m reach to maintain
an acceptable level of crew confidence with regard to the warning?7

All the-so aspects were borne In mind uiaen defining an. Mix wirdshear war-
ning philose-Vay from in-flight incident/accident analyses.

X. 3- Airbus Wirhear Wiarning

Airbue targets (Figure 8) enhance AC 25-12 advice in detection, non-detec-
tion and4 performance nuisance warning.

An evident design philosophy with regard to the wrnin. we* to define a
Wind severity factor compiutation (SI').
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Cr c~&1d be filtered aft ixapara to a Umde thruholdoff 2.5 tsfteC or
m0.3 R)IgpcAlly

MADs C entional adopted dOlWtOfl vu howuvr roidly 4hwaedl o4rq to
A high level of nuisanco warnings.

)4tal variation bwad". Is In (.ct the only per"tr for a shear Intensi-
ty evaluation. but It can never be the wdique item of Inforation In a 'uirsubu
wrning uit:Swt duly tskdng the aircraft .nerw situation into ocommnt

)ir~t*or )arnilnq ccrp.ut4 %40=ot consdidrq prejent aircrft otez'y idil,
1ead, in certain cues oE shear- encntar. to very early varr%!" (the crev
eo&ld Identify them as ncls&a4 '.xntup) or too late ww%-inge todangtring an
OstsPQ PMnowFQ

A god crew confidonce level anM a satisfactory ejepe ea*mvvre crAMeh1ty
cU~n both ba achieved Ly a udrulhtear wsrring ad a re~Aaon1*l ccuproadso between
Orr, actual aircraft energy and a safe inlwrA enrW.

X. 4- Rind Vmhearnm MRS) Ccoputation Princlipe

n ThetS4 Is activated wheon the predicted airmrat enargy Is below. a pxada-
terined uInIwra energy threahold (Yigwae 9).

104a threshold correponds to still airc<'floor prctuction according to
Flap and Slat Position.

* f~# O~ in the predicted aircraft energy.

The predicted aircraft energy deperdsaon C 'vhich in ootrAlnd coniderim
filtered angle of attack (AM oxhli correwpwdng to the Present airtraft energy
situaticn Increased by equivalent angle of attack tetimatea (. AMA E)C(K

cA I in an osticoto of the energy loer, foresuable In the i~or future.

.Jot* than the higher the A (0() the 1c6er the amial aircaft energy, aid
tMhigher the r. A. r (C(w) the higher the futmr lose 4f energy.

061 is obtained by a combination of equvalem ongle" of kittack estlaates

CoRw a * d - (b-C) if a % C

a -ito the E.AmA.E due to instantaneowt talld shear

b - is a wocrized, LAM of the recent headind shear
Genally e, strong headvind Is precursor of a strong decreasing shear

0 - In an LAME dereae according to the am wind otAereA in order to
alleviate nisance turtoencoa uarnings

di - is an L AOA. 9 related to the observed vertical dowwom± id.

a. b. d. E.AM L I cannot be negative
b rdnux c cannot be negative

This windshear warning mechanism ia schesatized on figure 10.

In ares 1.1 and III &ACA. V' a uO conuted but C * Is Identical to At since
a o (no tail wid shear).

0-combines AM and R In are IV Oa~n vertical id becomes negative: d 0.



In a qe ircs"We Uten tai~mft *hoer M*Oxv.

in this c"4 te 1 _tn wh& Is mtch It oMA ha- e ben r*,dhe In Aea IV
it vertical u4n1 lnttry h*t been M VAL MiLIlax, V . vculi also Mw4vS bQo.o
xrecoo in arm V with tailvini mhear dep d g on shear lrrmity.

sIts,4toc Ap 0rnce a*' t.mt shol ,y after lift-oft tlew 250 ft it is ueful
to tdiggr the wo wccoring to the tALl sher for the case o+-mcmoll. "in
r"Poct to 1.2 W. cladrftitic4 P" oo, this tWK-ctAo It not s1hown on
the fiqurxw but ts slald be bheav In aird that twoi l4tt-off to 250 ft. WSW
van cc= ftomc", cr from the a branch only, ccujatu to a smaller thr eol it
Vo 1.2 W 4, 5 m

A5-lorformince ~nn
. 51 NfwPraze Mkjsanee Mauni

14e COMIGdecn ioth taha-oU M 1011mn Aos hit irn ame I'entionAlly
Unitin rq Ox 'aluation hers to the Pmt disueAng Cast fcc .iir traffic a
Atiraft utilisaton i the landing cate.

tOdmnco u.mtr probility par approach hWd bqn evaluated 1q.1alAtinq
00 autometc lr1-ngo In toer vita conditiom up to 40 KU accoring to AC

4y 7 dico (autompatic lardic) PtfogyAnce evaluation). keults "V Plottod,
CA figure. it.

M#1se *miing prohahILity per appoach (cc Airbus iadaher wornr.tmd
for O0* c- ntleal -dr,3hoer iearning (properly filte.ed 4 r, : V4 lte g

frdh i-n toction 3) are ccopaito In 11gwv 11.

* remind the reader that a conventional ftkhear ning leads to a rnd-
saro leve of 10-3 pcr Uling ith a ict wtcmoe thrishod of 0.1I3 g c 2.5
Ktr see.e also mt. that the l'mbs rwec w14).i ning leads to a nuisance
level of 10-6 per Ic ing vth its im ,1mntod thmrehold of 11.5V. it L14 lt
sing to reehr hera that the US in actives obseerved uidshear probsbility
encounter Is hout 10-6.

A. 5.- o~ Ibm Ptwste waflin

The 3Aih MRewil Aem the crew after A initial loaf of loNgitudlial
airspeed 7he closer the selete airspeed to-1.3 VW the staflc this initial
lose before the waning is triggered (Figure 12).

Airbus WSW~ wmrly alerts the =we but hoe no activity on throttles or go-
mtound msoe, the trw %iii decide, acording to the situation to Pruo or to
ebort O~in landling, cc to trigger pax pova or not at tahe-off.

(U=flc protection In ainitained on Airbus, it In the ultiviste protoction If the
ccvii undAtmstsato the situation at WSKO(FI)41 protection gives automatically
the full thru At aIrozft energy is below a safe Level.

Fr a wirdshear encounter case the general situation of kMl;am WSW and
O(Ft=r aft plotteod on figure 13. Or* can notioe the romainiog energy Pargin at
W~SW and ait 6( mm~

In cade the pilot urongly sclects too lowi a speed (1.2.% Ws for exanile
autothrottle Cer) theOC Mm~ uill in some vases of sheer otation interven*
before the wrning itself.

A. 6i- Airbus WSW'e andS OCidance Isploetation

The Wlf Is laglomentod in dual, aueral andS visual warnings fran be tested on
the ground ith the engines ot rnnng (Figure 14)., In ctwe of 5*oa encoun-
ta, aural winning iso activated and a red visual idahea wsg displayed on
each FM a Hrning can' be activated at taice-off fits lift-off to 1. 000 ft and at
landing from 1. 000 ft to 50 ft, the visual waning uill remain for a miniuem of

the general architecture is given on figure 15.
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L. t-. Fly-ly-)im advantag

rham". to its critnrAl definition the rly-b)-Vire Concept fteeco
fat the A320I coo*rrcal airplane provide. the cccv uIth many #AvoAt*?** In oz~kv
to q cocc .nsfully v4th a shoar

Wa ray onto i pitch attit I oCCotton, full stAll peotcion, short
torm Lli~ht level ho4d, comt~at attc force par q tatvr Lv.

Thwe "sIn thn.*3 considerably increase flight seyto4o the flight
ervelope I dtxling sheer encoautr.

The Intarsetin Capablitie, Of &Ae A320 Axn asociated ith iV1404t~ItoM
a. the, side ctick (rigoxv 16) %4404e AcarActrstics are M41,0e4 h-fter.tO

h F by-wire aircr a Is ataihIred on all thr#o avm d sidotick
control Impute art only nTqArc to ange th flight r~th end not to sAintain
it.

Pitch control. "tdch Is s o r"ain cacm (or this per is shown flgu 17.
Pilot ord-u arn electrically trnsfryd to the conrol sutfaees by co ipaen

ese digital cc"ter am deigned to control longitudi aircraft motion
according to pilt sidatick ordes th rc4 the CV1^ in noal flight.

Sid4 stick force is con Uat In the a flight nvl op an the Cl V has
the follolng main features a

- L d factor dreaand associated inth load fatcr protection arconling to
the aircraft c toni r.tion (-I *2,5g in clean yonfgueation 0O2g with LI
etened).

- uotorxi function ad neutral stactlity otoin the normal fligt enelo

- Shor%. term platform stvlitj

- Aircraft resporwe lSoAMtr unffected by speed ueight or center of gravity
locatio.t

- Bank angle c onation, up to 33V.

IL2- fly-by-Wire protction e

M t • y presentation Is halted to shear encounter, .e shall just
provide a bdi reminder of the A320 Long~tudinal Low speed protections.

L 2. 1- Pitch attitude limitation

To ariwnoe the effectiveness of angle of attack (o) protection, in
4xtrem conditions, one paraeter can easily be limited i attitude angle (0)
(figure 16).

Ihin limitation is ovly a part of the basic CI~aw sohich starts to reduce
the pilot cider 5 degre-s below Osag.

7W, a limits are 15 degrees pitch-down a&el 25 6"ngres pitch-up vithin the
.Ohole flighz envlop* except in very lov speed ar the pitch-up dwwAs liirt
Is adoood to 22, 5 degrees. These limits are more than enough to provide the
pilot with ample saroeuvre cap*Abilty even in extreme conditions. This .limita-
Lion is very clse to the stall protection specially included in conventionAl
aircraft shear guidance tawas explained before. But in the Fly-by-Wire system,
thi protection can be automatically activated not only in the shear e~cape
martoeuvre Wt in the %4Woo flight envlope %hatever the pioting process.

L 2.2- High argle of attack protection

Pivoction against stall %ritlvk-t penalizing aircraft amaxuvbility had al
wyla boon a de concern for handling quality engineers (FIgure 19).

It is clear ifor the dacignar that Angle of attack control provides a real
protection. The potential offened by Fly-by-wire Is a real advantage for fee
back of that function.
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tIv A320 M~A pxtkctcwn low. offors t dynasic and static stability ccmpems-
tci at low speed In the lmita of the flight envelope providing a, filat stick-
fr** protection:I

* aowymre In Momal opeed t"e ot Interfrmnce
ai&rcraft protection el stall In dynaoi ywwvwe oc shear 4scape
high CfA flight ith WMts Voll- w'noerbiity
l oad factor derwr id tol ' fodtmck M st aill oovupted "vn in )4%

prot*ction In order to I' At *leVetor demeol %tOtVQ the first lIVAtAtIon Ar-
tivot*d ONgte of attack or loa fACtor

'ads princIple Is vey etM3.,c Io the Win protection In a co"Wtonal air
craft shear iioldAnco conti-l law, W-t 4t Us effoctiv% in theol tlt.,ht en-
v*eIoPk o does not rd apotal p1iL tiilng for the A10.

Am~ vpotecticn Is fully .utoemticowing to fly- Wire capeblitiw4 andto
IaIal2Ol %.*AtS'tAC the pilotig rq ce Nm :" -it should be nod trAt It AM~ protec-
tion is re*cbW 'be the *utcpllot Is on. the autopilot to automtically discom-
witedi but the night director Lsealni controlled by the unckAngcrl control Jet.

TheA Initial *hear gu~danc IMS) control law prtowLly davelepd for
conve ni o ircrat con be stoputiva owing to the Fly-by.'sdre aevntge

~oo shown

Tirstly:t pitch denani limit (stall protetion) Incloded in Frf Lw not ne-
cociary In the flight diretor control law.

tcordly a Wi~n control to *~uadad byCIVAX control I alimog4h the flight
paraneter Is not the ms the resulting energe la situation is equivlentI the
aircraft can be conttolod uithin Its P*maa cspabilitios.

lxii kvr one recomeoUon Is necessary i 'batever the control lov,
end minly DS, the crew baa to follow the flight diretor bar demwAn in the
sheer encounter case the cra dots not bave to pull the stick fully back ima-
liately a the pilot will followi the tO deesol. Xh protectlaon will be autcltt-
cAlly activated at the Ord of the *scape anoeuvro, if necasay.

In such *bear encounter cAse the flight director displays a pitch-up doftadr
Irpossiblo to achieve *ven with the stick fully beck.

The survival strotogy achieved by the A320 control low in equivalent to the
strattgy Weined for the conventional aircraft, the main differ*=ce bein the
fully outcentic protection %ken flying Wain an the A320. The help in extro
conditions can be considered to be an Important incrase in the flight safety
r-Atver the cxai a skill. The 1320 v'dstear guidarnc, control law is implssvtn-
ted basically from first delivery.

L 4- 1iniaboar Vlarning Adaptation

The Fiy-by-Wie system alone does not justify a amodification of the conven-
tional, energy level of the idhetr warning. The flight safety margins of the
1320 are defined in exatly the am~ way s for conventional ?Arbus for taika-off
*uii for lading. Ibiever for lning a special speed control law, specifically
defined "o patented for Aithos, allow the AM2 to fly %dth an inreased flight
Nomtf. Mazl~in, reinly nasheenounter cas. Wei sP..M.l speed control 1s
called autcapeed or ground speed min or maneagod speed.

I..- Kanged speed principle

According to Cap9tain J~ack RUSS, (ground speed min principle (figure 21))
the aircaft-engine powr demand will he associated with the airspeed target
sinus present airspeed or the ground speed target ams present, ground speed
whichever Is the greater.

This principle smoothes engints rating vaiatione and pitch attitude acadi-
ficatiors, increases flight passengers comfort, allow a botter glide slope
control (ground slope) a" incre airspeed margin when entering a &hear.

An exarple of ground speed min benefits is shown on Figure 22 23, 24 sihere
a real automatic landing psrfore during flight tests without ground speed umin
control Is siasgated again wing ground speed min\-oncept.

A cooparison between figuros 23 andl 24 clearly shao the advantages asso-
ciated with the managed, speed principle. : advantages for passengers comfort.
Lower pitch variations, lower engine ratings variations and advantages for

* flight safet-y (increased stall margin).
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v1r*gd ope.1 is bauically Aap1.eetW on the MM29 Spod con be mMwdt
,%utom4tcA11y by tht autathtottle twxctdon )v ww,.ly by Q-4 cray by Uv'd:4ng
the aitvwa. he~ 6"wd w~ ea trA~ UWAeo vww la4 en 04e riay flight
kisplo.

Kt.%VM Opteelto not tJ* Only sooAl conri~t POAssblity for 1&ftrAth

cray can select the cleecical. coqmtut airs;Ape waon l cc OAe m*Ad spool.
Kw2Agv4 @p4o 1% s atvosa bIr MWN wpecUy In shoar camUt~on.

It the mw~, saleat the tIM#1cdl comutnt srotpemd contxvl, the P329 stall
wotn Is tqAlanm to the mowaatdons airmx(t oargin ard the %44uer
uror sottirq r44&h Aft-tticalo Tly ly-Ire strplana cc wot

IL 4.2- W4InihaaC ViJS11 646PtLCf tO Mrh1Agd speal

AsPa XiSI*1 Ca flgTAM 21, rec~ge4 NPWs crcea the airCrat MMUCti
@41v? Mfuatically O4An enturdng a shear mainly in a dain 13um!t emnoo-mc lbe-
cawa the pncac~ia phve**rcn of a Oai n rt is a I"r~ hood '4n1 inAne.

Odir so VAM14d sPOad AVVION a thttla rvduxcn calcuir an a~tee In-
crease bafore th ta,11 idn1 eppeara bkt it tho vid04sac vxrng threabold

mreaAn ld aitoi to th4 thmhabol Gatvpaqd for oa tAnt airspeed eontol# tt*
crw v411 be ilected later In the slhrjitich As wot a qool solution for c9111gf

Oceanfully uith Qhe theAr in an 9scape Paroawere

In order to twi waxIaw* benfit from the msiag vpWe principle. vid.
shear %*nrn thmeho wi11 be sot to it higher pslm~ energ thaen fc cam.-
tb&. sirupool appronch.

lhe twance porformance win 1evel 411 remain equlvalewi but m-viivi
capalitiw '411 be &Iwspr c-vcor to the Icroasod ainieu energ iwin the

vardr oms.~1

Wndohoar. wining ueculdoca srsteas are catifica~t*l for the A310 w4t
A300-600 wia are available for retrafit. 1he top.rcV44 analog MO00 syston Is In
6avaopent an toA planned for curtfication An early 19M0 7h4 A320 v'4cuer
uwtednq Is at the final development at*ge sd ceitificatien An planned for the
secoid part of 1189 "*in irmesin flight hinfety for the MinbLuimr1nn b.-ed&
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x Dioii controt law for topoenaatiqn of Ofe ONV4e14 Ade i"4et*-bl *',h1cAa.

bjL.H.OC. C#*og~A.d. Aguldr 4 4.1t.C. 41ciehtifl,

lnsttuto Svotrial. 16,cica. 1016 Libos Cadet, FortV2al

In a prettaux -pxprr- Ort. Ellj J - -Alie osc a~o en t o~at at tmloA i-t
fecillct' to ?fertvoIo w1 vj vper from ACAM~ VLR in the Yehrrin4s AaA grovochoolp
1'xTU: int gr*Z'. Ihb rJeusncn ac fti4 briefly 'Rome of [A* rogtiC4 pr.j'A'ct for
which #~ factlity toi* h lalhifliy usr-d. t;cIwdtn. oeeao Ochero Sf~u~t@ in fion-lna
PtIO.A atabilUit #lo #Icft t@NroBpOflUo IMPLa tsF4dfuhns.tnpr Oi f rbe

pmearP 1p * 1# t dismi's In *oe~-09411 tht tight out~tl C4 top) which u WIot's
Ae~p* r'ow prEfrjooez [A@ cooffiarlon oft Chooryickf flight (OAt siMio will4*10a to

Ow~it thn v# 4 AMLcY f 149 CM&S 212 .10494f 41fr fts which is 4t proAnRt 411rao
ha-v dif searra tantall-24 49c Is still eniferNt 4 flne-ovre ofma laua a~o

V~cs.T4 pres@4t thory' 914ris vM 00o pfngiAtfoia at a *lap)# &Ircratc Sodeni
00trililof PlItC4 At~bliy for fIlast .sion' *-omm'144 ite Alept, tgnblnp Into acount
tic -phigeNf tat- ag ,cttAg the ehert #W#4i~ rno.4. T~O &ad@)l is alveit to find Pita.
conxtal ]Avs tor mo-prOlmtat -ff) 00e 5A-lifleet S of *;Piaf -0 o1rcraft oss a
for fvre C free-trif omne4Y flight n~e~(11) the iffoarft.0 proh~cm.of k'g#PIng 44
Oirgmtc an a camitiot alfit# iloan In tte proo-aoa of lo:tv4I oo-vertico1 vf#d,
of peak velocity top to J01 of ti ottrc relocitys "vh provN@f 4 rtpreoentotion of
* #4toly #treag i'adahar.

Z oef it (#4) $0 total force
(IJ1( ) in totl forco

C [It I 13b) - -6
r atrbsa of arouad tbeed U

(a ( aoeficitats to thrmst Isv (61
Accelra1tv' of gravtty

i~ coeffiq~et for i4iac 00 LIli (th-Ascale of %.Iftdshqur (21.30
;!0 of5 @1 ircraft

ptr04#04of airsoeed (7
IF ren b fte *I cIdtnce(2
I 11ftqthsc4lo (or stability (474)

II ~ $A4C@Up~flqnt aloot the flight-04th
tf*Oiverst to flight path

A discrintnnl. in (26A~b)
CO dr 9 coefficient. (3)
Cof f9:41 dra? cerfficeoo (A)
CL Itft, cot ficent (2)
O drafoc (3)5

F tta&loI ltoss~i rarce Along flight path (7)
L lift force (2)
P dimn siotless pertuerbation Of groundI Pied 31)

0, Nt aiript'd (321
w l icIdence (33)

WMefrece area (2)
7 thrust (1)

Ii ground zpeed In still air (1)11e initial ground %pled (41)
Ut -ground vptaifor It* 1d~ f(lght, (38&)
Ud aimusv drag speed (IP9)

S groudpend for it* dy horizontal fitigit (11)
I, n t he presonce of wintd (:14)

rito f goudspec to minimull drag speed (49.)
stad f ghseds to Atadav drag speed(5ab

VO" "t~dy4(119bo13ed t ainv* drag speed (50.b)lt  (~
V. airspeed I eo 1n:o id(5
x distance along flight Path divided b4 WIndshearscl(3)

2 tine divided by timescale for stability (48b)
glide slope angle (riguro 1)
correction for non,elliptic loading
4 angle of airflow relative to flight path (16)

x coefficient of asynottry of lift-drag polar (4)
A aspect ratiu aaeeo(4)(5
U vindshear susceptibility prn r(4)(5
0 U1Ss den11sity of Air (2)
8 angle of Incidence relative to angle of zero lift
00 initial angle of Incidence
O t angle& o1' ncidence for steady flight
Z anqlo of ineidenco for steady horizontal flight
0* in the presence of vind
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444 ainlt or incidence for "lfleva dreg
r tine AU i or Irtbility (47b)
S 4Istanc* alons tug ht p4 h (Figure 1)
v €owfficient to (22) and (22)

IIs vI -tel1-inon Iit an aircraft. lying l4 SI11 air in 4 Contl(ta glide slope
has tv steady flilgL 4pqddl. one U4 stable And at ott thi U4m)d I te nlumVa drag Speed
V.d, 4A4 the other U_ vsmtabl* snd below U.jUe the ninleuo dri speed. If an aircraft
is out In-4-4Iv* At 4 'Ocity dl stmict from thI td flight Speeds, and If the Stick
Is ktn fi ed. i .vill vte * phelI 6 [2431. vhIch itchnes jpriOIcally ,,
t~ittc .4.~t.Ptt l enerqy. In t preseat paper *e viil consider # inverst oblts.
Viz. fianfil th- pitch contril IAv V hCh ,ill Oexatly c WupenSte the tloId mode by
WpIMA the aircraft 4 trilght flight path. for Arbitrary initil v City, V If
itIt it, ir C *cdfrox the 11.#4y fligh~t speeds.

A) is-rabiao is of PrAticAl Interest in virjety of situations such 41; (Problin
A) i Aircraft flying horilontasly spot-a objective of Interest. and dives to trtc%
It ccrwitelY. Ih dive-vill most litely hav, started 4t a Telocity$lstinct from the
stable steady flight %Paad, and it viI -ne ussry-to-vaw pitch tontrol to t~tp on a
co~s Otloie slope. If the iniial velocity Is f e-re=ov=d--frow the stoedy flight
speed. tih pitch centrol law will be non-linear And one problta ,e will consider (in
Fart Ill) is iti:duturatlom, hiS--ich-contiliwaovs tht aircraft vflocity to
st~biliq oN A tCo nitnt lid ,lept, for,-th*-*st accurite store delivery.

Another Situation (Problem 5) in whiCh it is nectsiary to X00 a COAMn t elide
%lop#, is, of civets. tht *pproAck to lian. Io this case the prtctoding control law
iAlcates h. t constant glide sl0e C4 be n4int41404 (fr n irCraft starting an
etrfVncy 14din1 at an airstrip Of OPPortuntty, fron an Initial wlocity which aY be
different from thi horsal approach med. In a more normal tchPdata4 49proach to lands
tht ircraft starts at * steady SP44. but k ay be perturbed fron it by longitudinal or
vertical V1ins, e.V. In a vIdshtr (Problta C). In this latter cast the phugold sods
is Induced not by initia conditions (As in troblem A and 9). bu rather by ataosoherlc
winds bgrob Its€). bu a adatio-o f the sajt ircraft model tPart 1). will Also
deterln the hitch control lv for vldshar compeation (Pr; 1I).

Part I - HtheAqtscm1 mod4l of Aircraft for *oR-itnh4r pitch AtA ..ty

The dtternation Of the pitch control law fOf c Cit coMPenSation of the DhUgold
podt fidcqd by Vindshe#rs (part I) or by initial conditions (Part ill). if based on
the sae 4irZraf? model which Is presented first (Pert I). Ve adopt the sioplost
trcraft oel (52) which accounts for non-llaur stability, so that it becomes
possible (53) to obttin analytical soluttoIs both for flight in moderate winds and for
non-linear sta blity In till air.

91 - A#r4i41neiC )Avg for lift end drag gnd thrust charactwISrloc

V* consider (rigure I) At aircrft flying along a constant glide slope y. acted
upon by Its weigt i. the arodynanic lift L and drag 0. and the thrust T, which we
assufe to lIe along the flight paih.Ve denote byt the distance along the f(I.h path.
and the velocity U*41dt in still air is dttermned by alancion the inertia orc#.
equal to-mss times acceleration:

a dW/dt a T - 0 - sVn . (1)

against the thrust T. minus the dra9 0 and the longitudinal 1sinT component of the
weight W.

We could introduce in (1) the other serodynanic force. namely, the lift L. by
noting that it is balanced by the transverse component of the weight l -o. where 9 is
the Acc*lertton of gravityi

eg cosy ; L * I p S U 2 CL(O); ()

in (2) we have eapressed lift as usual-4.5] in terns of mass density o. velocity U
fin still air we need not distinguish groundspeed and-airsipeed), reference area S (or
corrected' wing are). med the ift coefficient Ct which isa functieb of incidence 0
relative to the angle of zero lift (it equals the plitch angle relative to that for zero
lift). The drag is given by a foraula similar to (1), viz.:

0 - 1 0 S UZ CD(e), (3)

where the drag coefficient consists of three contributions:

Co(l C01 + k (CL(O)) + X CL(0), (4)

namely: (1) the form drag, due to friction, which is Independent of lift; (ii) the
induced drag, hich it proportional to the lift coefficient squared, through the
coefficient k. which is Otninun for elliptic loading, when it Is given in terms of the
aspect ratio A by h-li/A. and a correction 6 for non-elliptic loading may be applied in
the form k-(146)/A; (Ill) the third term accounts for the non-parabolic, or non-



-sy#etric lift-drag polar, end Is proportional to the lift coefficient through the
constant A.

On substitution of (4) into (3). and using (2). It it found the dependence on
velocity of the three coponents of total drags

O* o SU Z Co +2 (tiS) ( cosyU a Xan9 coy. ()

via.1 () the for* drag is proportional to the squre of velocity: (ii) the induced
drag is fiversoly proportionl to the squart Wocity; (iii) the 6syscotry ttrn for
the drag polar ' s te A constant drag indtpeao4nt of veiactty. Since V hav neglected
ravi drag. t sent g~tham~ ies l model a;pies only to subsonic flight. We cooplett
the model wit, Impla thrust-versus-vetocity law:

where to. f IAre constants, v%.. fo Is the static thrust to welght ratio of the aircraft
fo-.T(O)/eg,*od (I specifies the reduction of thrust vith velocity. end depends on
density r o tudA.

53 - Veloclj an4 iptldenca na toctlens of distance or time

In th* mkthtvatical model expressed by equAtlons (., ) there Is an important
Implicit stsumptJon. n":ly, the noag1ct of rotational Inrtia. Thus we hAve eacludqd
the short period godo, An allowed Anly the phurJild mode. Implying that the Incidence
nveded to Zve the Aircraft on a constant glide slope can be obtained Almost
lstantaiiusly through Piti'h control. This Assutption Is cOxistent with the Alm of
the present ork oal'studyloi th: copensation of the phugi. node in isolation: the
pojsibj%' tffgett of the short-periot both as regards flight test records and the
athteat:,al togelfing of the data are considered in the discussion (9). Since the

motion cst a constant glide slope is one-dimensiona, and Incidence Is related to
velocity by (Q), the whole mathematical model can 1e reduced to a single differential
equation of first-order.

One form of this equation specifies volocity ik function of time, and follows
from (I) on substitution of (S,), /it. It st .tes that the acceleration of the aircraft
nor alized to that of gravity:

g-1 dU/dt - f(U) - 4 - b U2 -c/UZ. (7)
equals a total dimensionless force r(u) along the flight path. which depends only on
velocity, As stated in (7) where the coefficients are given by:

e 1f( - sny - X cosy, (8a)

b I t1 + (pS/12g) Cf. (8b)

c 1 2 (t/pS) a 9 cos2 y. (8c)

We cay express the acceleration in terms of distance C along the flight path using:

dUidt - (dU/dC) (P.dt) - U dUidr. (9)

to obtain an alternative form of (7). viz.!

(U/g) dUd. - M(U) - a - b U2 - c/U2 , (10)

which expresses velocity as a function of distance.

Once the velocity has been determined, as a function of time by integrating (7).
or as a function of distance by Integrating (8), the incidence can be determined from
the constancy (2) of the product of the square of velocity by the lift coefficient:

U2 CL(O) " os3y 2 CL()(11)
where U, I refer to steady horizontal flight at the sane weight. Compring (11) vith
(2) we conclude that:

2ag/pS - 02 CL(S). (12)

so that we can re-express the coefficients (Ob.c) of the total force, in a form:

b - fl + (COg/CL()) /U2, c - k CL() U2 cos 2y. (13ab)

Involving IL 1 instead of a. D. S.

Pert 11 - Coeponsation of the phugold mode Induced by windsheers
The precedino deduction applies to non-linear stability in still air. but it can

be readily modified to account for the effectsof arbitrary wind (§4). The linearization
for 'moderate' wind of velbcity not exceeding 30Z of the groundspeed of the aircraft,



allers eApliclt analytic solution ff51. Toilng as a -ndsheatr model a sinso'4dal
hnge fom head to taliwtnd, superimpts with a half-sinusoidal downflow. q obteain
(I6) the pitch control lay which neds to be iopleweted to keep the aircraft on the
sAe glide slope throughout the windshear encounter.

o - Kn-lineAr pitch gtobiity in the preotnco of ArbitrAry VIN4

in the preceding arguments concerning noA-intar pitch stabillty in 4 dive in
still air, the term velocity was used to designat tindiscriminately the groundspeed
And-airspeed, since they coiide. They are distinct t the presence of wind. and in
order to re-write the equations of motion In this case we sust first choose a reference
frame. V-choose Inertial axs fixed to the ground, so that the Inertia force involves
the acceleration of the groundspeed U., and it Is balcnced by the longitudinal component
of Veight And thrust thnus drag espressed In terms of airspeed V. viI.. (7) In still
Air Is replaced by:

in the presence of arbitrary longitudinal u and transversal i *Inds (vior* 2). which
relats:

V! - (U.#u)2  .2, (15)

the Iround eedU tto the airspeed VR.

In the prtsence of a transversal wind In the vertical plans w/. the airspeed no
longer lis along the flight path, but rather makes to angle n with It glven by:

arc tan (wl(Ue+u)). (16)

This moust ie edded to the Incidence h#n calculating the lift coefficient in (11). which
Is replaced by:

U2 C( ) - V- CL(o* A), (17)

which specifies the dependmn~e of the lift coefficient on wlnd volocltioi. If the
aircraft flies at n incidence below the stll, the lift coefficient is proportlonAl to
that Incidence (measured from the incidoeAc for ztro lift). and (17) iiopllfits to:

112 A 0 ((U.+y)2 + w2) (0. + arc tan (wI(le~u)II, (18)

where the longitudinal u and transversal VtWn Appear exlicitly.

Ve may su"ariz*es follows tho non-lMear pitch stability problem In the presence
of arbitrary rind: (I) the wind cosponrnts u(C). w(g) *long the flight path are assumed
koon; (11) the total dlmnsionless force Along the flight poth Is given by (7). In
teros of the airspeed (1S). with coefficients ($a: 13a.b)l (Mii) the differential
equatIon (14) is Integrated to specify the groundspeed U(C) along the flight path; (i,
substituting this into (15) we obtain thetairspeed V(C) along the flight path% (V) the*
incidence along the flight path follows from (17) in stalling conditions, or (18) aay
from the stall. The key stop is (iii) the integration of the stabilty equation, which
can b: perfor*ed: (:) numer'ically. in the estreme case of winds of velocity conparablo
to the groundspeed. which Is very rare and hazardous: (it) even In strong starps, the
Wind speed dues tot usually exceed 30% of the groundspeed, and In this case analytic
Integration is possible, as we proceed to shoe.

§5 - FlIght with P constann Slide slope In moderate winds

We consider a 'moderate' wind to b one not exceeding 30% of the groundspeed. so
,,.#t the square of the wind velocity 0.3 -0.09401 Is negligible conpared with the square
of the gropndspeed:

U2 >> (u4w)2  u, w2 . u w. (19)

Applying this approxisationin (15) and (18) it follows that:

J V4 - U*+u, 06 - wlu.* (20&.b)

the girspeed (20a) is affected only by the longitudinal wind. and the change of
incidence (20b) is due, only to the transverse wind.

We denote by U t 1 groundspeed in still afr (7). and by Us the groundspeed in the
presence of wind (14). so tilt the perturbation In grou ndspeed due to wind (Pie);

f a Us-U, g-1 df/dt - F(V.)-F(U). (Pla,5)

satisfies (21b). The assumption of moderate wind Implies that f2<<U 2 as will be checked
* , later. and allows the linearization of ther lght-hand-sld of (21b):

F(V)-F(U) - (dF/dU)(VO-U)- (U/g) v (f+u), (22)

*A--
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where we have used: (I) for the coefficient (7):

v z (91U) dr/dU -- g (b-2 /U 40 (23)

(i) for tho difference of airspead (204) in the presence of wind and groundspeed in
still air (21b):

V,-U *- U) + (Us-U) -u. (24)I

Substttuting (22) into (21h) we obtain:

dt/dC- v tfu()]. (S)

as the linesrIzed stability equation. where A Is a constant calculated for the
groundspeed In stItl Air.

If the longitudinal wind along the flight path u(c) It givon, then the portv -ien
of groundsocod it cAuses Is specified by the forced solution of (25), vi2.:

where - v psi . ron oan) io.p (26)
where the start of the wind is taken as ition O -ht rturb4llon of airsped
equals thot of groundspeed (26) plus (204) the longitudin4l wind (i7a):

q() * (c) # u(C). r() 1 0" -Se- - ( #20 u(r))/U. (Z7a.b)

whereas 10t perturbation of incidence (27h) ft-yalves ko -ithv -transrsal wind v(C) to
U. The latter esprossion was obtained by ltrit.g;

0 - V? (0.-.) - U2  - (Ua uU)(0,+4'J) -UZ 0 -U(*,-0) , 2Ug A wU. (28)

where u Nave UaLt-the ibnitsncy of (15) to determine the difference between the
inclidenco 0 In 5t0l Air And 0, In the presence of wind.

* - ApptIcoto-to rind profiles typicol of a windahvAr

HetereologqcAl observations of vindshears show theat they can be modelled [6.7 by
(Fituri 3) a toroidal vortex Above the ground, producing A dovnflov through the core.
which is deflected into low-level jet. or en aircraft flying through the windsheAr the
Vindfield ApOears (F turu A) As a superposition of a longitudinal wind of maximum
strength AU. changing from a head to A tailvind:

u(C) - A U sin (2,c1t). (29)

at the peak of a downflow of amplitude 1OU:

w(a) - - S U 0 sin (2C/). (30)

where L denotes the- '1Ai of the vindsjear.

Substitutf? :A "1 Into (26 27a.b) specifies the dimensionless perturbations
of groundspeed:

P(X) I f(C)/U1 * - , ) (u(l-cos(2xx)-sIn(2vX))). (31)

airspeed:

Q(X) - (u()f(r, ' P(l) + A sin (WX). (32)

and incidence:

R(X) i r(C)iO- -- 2 Q(X) - a sin (W4). (33)

as function of dimensionlass distance (34a) along the flight path:

X I C/1. u I 2s/vL, (34a.b)-

where the aerodynamics of the aircraft are specified by the parameter u (34b).

Using (23) and (13a.b) the windshear susceptibility parameter is given by:

U - u!(gt(c/U 4-b)) - vU2/(gtZL'CL(O )-COf/CL(O )). (35)

where ve have assumed constant thrust fl-O equal to the maximum available as It is
recommended to apply full throttle during a vindshear. Ve consider a lingthscal
L:l000-2000 m for the windshear, approach speed U -30-60 ms. Acceleration of gsvity
g-9.80 a s" . lift coefficient about unity CL-I for Approach. when induced drag
doitnites form drag: the coefficient k-(1+6) A uses A correction 6-0-25 for non-elliptic
loading. and an aspect ratio A62-8 depending on the-type aircraft. e.g. we Are lead-toe vindshear susceptibility perameter taking a ainimem value u-1 for a slow light aircraft
of large aspect ratio (U 3Omjs. A 8). to a maximum u-13 for a large 3et transport
(U=60m/s. A-8). and Intermediate values u-b for A Jet fighter (U-6On/s. A-2). The plots

_________ - -



in figure 5 correspond to various values of u4 for a windshear *Ith peak headind alZ
of the groundipted and peak dovnilov iS; of the groundapeed mulpled by approach
Incidence. They show that in order to retain a constanta lid. slope it Is necessary
(top plot)' to increase the groundspeed in the tailvnd phase of the widshwear. so as
to *vold (Oiddle plot) to largo a drop of airsped froc the head to the ttilvind phase;
this requires (bottom plot) decreasing incidence in t, he4.snd phase and increasing
it tn the tsilwind phase.

PArL t - Compensntion of the phagoid mo4 induced by Initla conditions

The pitch control 1ev In Fgure 5 (bottom) for compensatioi of the phugotd mode
Inducid by viodshears is only achievale if the incidence remains below the stall value
0g 1. 'The sae apples to the pitch control law for compensation of the phugoid mode
Inducilt by InitiAl cond itons, which we calculate next.

17 - EvO1utton curve* (or non-linear Stability 4Ad InntbttLy

if an aircraft starts a dive In s.ll air at a velocity far removed from the steady
flight speeds U., 'we have a non-linear pitch stability problem, for which the equa~tJ*I
(7) or (10) have to be Integrated exactly. They can be re-written In the form:

-1 dU/dt - -(b/U 2 ) ((U-U2) (U
2-U!)) - (U/g) dU/dC. (36)

Vhere U, are the steady flight speeds, for which the acceleration vanishes (U-U5 implies
dUIdt*O) The steady flight speeds are the roots of:

0 (bU4-aU0c) a b (U24-U) (U2-U!). (3)

and are specified by (38a)1

U!* (4s/4)I2b. A I At-4cl0 (8a.

where the condition (38b) must be satisfted for steady flight to be possible. The
equality sign specifies the minimum thrust to wetght ratio needed for steady flight:

to - sny 4 X cosy + 2/kj7 cosy. (31a)

at the minimum drag speed:

U1d '- */2b 3, 7CjD cosyt C1 () U, (39b)

where we have used (04: 134.b) with constant thrust fl- Irf2. the ease of horizontal
flight y-O and symmetric drag polar A-0, we obtain the usual ES) fornula fo.2, " COr

for the minimum thrust-to-weight ratio needed for steady flight.

The notion at velocity distint from Us is unsteady. as shown (28) by the sign%
of the acceleration:

Case UMU. U.CUCUi, U)U&
acceleration dUidtCo dU/dtO dU/dt4O. (40)

The table shows that: (I) the upper steady flight speed U, Is stable, because a deviaton
balo causes an acceleration. and a deviation above a decctleration, until the velocity
U+ is regained: (ii) the lover steady flight speed U- is unstable, because a deviation
bel-t causes furtherdecceleration, and a deviation above further acceleration, so that
in both cates there is no return to the steady state. These stability characteristics
are thon .10 ; and we proceed to calculate the evolution curves describing the
approach to the stable U+ and deviation fros the unstable U- steady flight speeds.

The equation (36) may be integrated to-specify the distance along the flight path

exp(-2b94) .~ ~ ( u(C) "u2)/ u2.U)) /(l'u!/ub) ,(gu)l~l U) l~ l u ' )

(41)

4
as a function of velocity U(), with UoRU(O) denoting the initial velocity. Since the
function U(C) Is highly non-linear it Is not simple to invert (41), and it is preferable
to leave it In inverse form. with distance as functioh of dimensionless ratios of
velocities, both in the bases and exponents. We can also obtain time ellapsed as
function of velocity:

[t exp(-2bg(U+4 U.)t) - ((U(t)-U )(Uo+U4 )/(Uo-U+)(U(t)U,))i/(i-U4U,)

((U0-U°' (U(t).+U')/(U(t)-U.)(Uo+u'))l/(u+/u.l) (42)

by integrating the first equation (36). The laws specify the way in which the velocity
U must evolve as a function of time't (42) or distance c (41) so as to keep a constant
glide slope, from an arbitrary initial velocity Uo. The corresponding laws for
incidence are obtained by making the substitutions:



U(L) Va.Us, sd IOF n. //-a /5-1 /v11(4 7

because away from the stall we have UZ0"const.. whore the constant may be omitted
because (41.42) Involve only ratios.

98 - Compuution of model for compAramen with flight. test data

The preceding solutions maly be lineArtaed'for short, time or'distances, i.*.
Whew the velocity U it relativ# y close to the inIttil velocilty UV, ad still far from
the steady flight speeds:

in this CA%# thew *Vitia" of the velocity Is exponential with distance:

and int times

with iengthscale s aind tioescele r' given by:

s -11Th4. r smovtU.). (47a,b)

These length ad time scale% apply only to short distances and times. viz. UUo in (4S)
for rg((s, and U-UO in (46) for t"T. but these expressions do not hold foe o)- or tofl.

for long distances And large times we must use the exact response curves (41.42);
(or ooor. ( o)s .ht left-hanftd sides vanish and th# right-hand s Ides show that either
U44~ I.e. the stabl: steadysflight speed U#. is approached or U-U_- and thire is a
large deviation f rom the unstabl steady flight speed U_. the non-linear stability
curves for app roach to U+4 and instability cruves (or deviation from U., are readily
calculated for each I ni tial veloc Ity Uo. by giving values to the velocity U. and
finding the distance C (41) and time 1, (42) when It Is attained. The curves art 4lotted

n iue6 a (bto)weedsac tm )i omlzdt h eghc
(48. £jY1eM " e)weedsac timesc~ t)isnr8b)):th antsel

Y ' 4/s. Z A t/r. (48a. b)

and the velocity Is normalized to the minimum drag speed (494)t

V IU/Umd, l - 2U+2. (49a. b)

and it (allows from (30a. 31b) that the square of the mniudrgsedsth
arithmetic mean of the squares of the steady flight speeds ( 49 b)z hus if we choose a
stable steady flight speed 302 above the m iimun drag speed (50a):

V+ I U+/Umd -1.3, V-. I U../tJd - 27 w 0.748, (S0a&b

the unstable steady flight speed (50b) is 25Z below the minimum dreg speed,

we may now discuss the comparison of the stability curves in Figures 6 aod 7 with
flight test data. Suppose we put the aircraft in & dive at a glide slope angle y such
that the upper steady flight speed lies 302 above the minimum drag speed. Jr: (1) the
Initial velocity lies above the steady flight speed Vo)V+. viz. Vo)-l.3 then the
aircraft should deccelerate e9. along the curve starting at Vowl.5 and tendingt
V4-l.3: (!I) the initial velo0 City is 4+-1.3 it should remaia constant: (iti) th Initial
velocity lies between the two steady flight speeds 0.75 000.3. then the aircraft should

acceerat towrds he hghervalu, e 4. aong the curve starting at Vo-
1.1 and tending

to V+0l.3; (IV) the initial velocit isblow the mintimum drag speed, then there Is an
Inof eI on in the stability curve, corresponding to the inversion of controls at the
minimum drag speed, i g a ln th cuv tart Ing fit V a'00.9 and tending to V+-1.3: Cv)
initial velocity ato slightly below the unstable steadysspeed Is a dangerous condition
leading to rapid divergence or loss of spe oad he stall..In the flight tests the
aircraft should be kept on aconstant glide slope. e.g. using the ILS beams as reference,
a nd applying pitch control as necessary. The records of velocity is function of distance
(time) would then be compared with th a curves in Figure 6 top (bottom) to check the
agreement or disagreement with the theoretical predictions.

§9 - Discussion

o The flight tests just described should be performed later this year using the
Portuguese BAFR (Basic Aircraft for Flight Research) described elsewhere tlJ. This is a
CASA 212 Aviocar of the PO rt uguese Air Force, fitted with flight test instrumentation
offered by the MLR of Netherlands. in an installation designed and tested at the
Aeronautics Laboratory of J.S.T. of Lisbon Technical University, withocoopepration of
the BraunschweIg Technical University in Germany. At the presint the aircraft Is at
O'GNA (Oficinas Gerais de Material Aeroniutico) where all sensors'have been Installed.

and fitting out of the main equipment rack is taking pla1Ce, prior to final testi 'ng at
the aeronautics laboratory, and first flights from Sintra airfield. Since we must defer
to a future occasion the c ompaorison of the present theory of pitch stability with



flight test data, we conclude with some remasrks on the method tehave used and possible
fvurther developments.

The study of flight to the PresvAILe of wIndsheas has boon directed at the
reconstruction of Particular incidents L110doJ to devise *sCAP# Procedures or 5tilmixe
chance% of survivel [1). The methods used are usually numerical.' and Allow* the
simulation of couples Aircraft models and windflilds, Although the flight mechanical
process of intrtiWon between the .ircr~ft.and the peirturbed Atmosohert is not ~t~
clear fran the final output data. Ana4lytical *odell. although limited to simple
aircraft &ad aerodynamicmodels giv A belter Insiht Into the PhYSICAl Proceses of
interaction be veen he ItrcrAft. and ind L14-163. In the present pAper we hive derived
pitch control laws which maintain & constant 9li4e slope In the Presence of a model
sintusoidal vindshtar. Since this theory cannot be readily compared with flight data.
the coparison can be made using another apPlicao of the same theory. viz. the

preicion'of the e*olutio with lte A distance of the velocity or incidence for An
aircraft flying In still air on a constAnt glide slope from an arbitrary lvnttill
velocity,:possIbly far removed fron the steady fli ght. speeds. This non- inear stability
problem shudprovide A significant test of the theory once flight data becomes
avai'lable for comparison.

Pending the performance of the intended (light tests. ve concludt with soe
Speculaive thoughts on further developments of the present theory. It% main restriction
Is I tell to be the neglect of rotational inertia or the short period tode. This should
become apparent in flight test data. via. the difference, between the evolution of
Velocity versus tine recorded In flight &Ad the theoretical prediction, should give
evidence as to the Importance of the short period mode relative to the phugoid mode, In
the unlikely cast they ar# of cnmparablo magnitude, a non-linea theory involving
rottioa Inertia would be needed. If. as3i likely, flight test data shows that the
short period mod# to have a smaller effect than the phugoid mode, then It should be
"ossib)e to linearize the equations of motion Including rotational Inertia. About the
non-linear solution without rotational inertia presented here. This Improved theoretical
model. including rotational Inertia, could then by compared vith flight test data. to
check whether it provides impr od agroeet.. -The method which we have ad ote.1 hire, and
propose to extend further In the future, is based on direct integration of t he equationi
of motion; In the linear case It gives the same results as the method of linar stability
derivatives, which Is In most widespread use £17.),e. for thrbe iscusedi
Part 11. ror non-linear problea. such as that dicusd nar I!: h drc
integrtion [19.20) of the equations of motion is sipe ndmr ccrt ha h s

of sait derivatives say to second or third order Since we wished to use the %ameImethod to discus (1) linear response to windshears and (i) o-linear pitch stability*
the direct Wneg9ration of the equations of motion was 4aopted as a comnon starting point.
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toLvnds for the figyres

Fiture 1: Oertnc with unsteady velocityoU-dt td with a constant, glid slope. where .is'Llte and C is the distance #In1 the flight path. related to horleontel a ard vertical
' distanc, by % secy. wy city. N1egecting the angle between the thrust Atie And theflight path. the thrust is balanced by drag. Inertia force and couponent of weight Along
flight pathl th transverse component of velght is balanced by lift. In this case. ofunsteady motion t'ith constant glide sloe in o ll Ai. the velocity may be interretd
squivAlently us gun5speed or airspeed.

rigure 2t The distinction between grnundspeed U 4nd airspeed V becoqes necestary in thecae when the unsteady otfon along the conslant glide slope is due to wind, whnse,velocity wt split into components parallel a and orthogonal W to the flight PAtWi. If
the glide slope y is sq}ll these do net differ much from respectively the horizontal
and vertical win eponets.

Filyre 3T Afn-3tosphirc o.- nt of concern to'safety and involving strong wind C!orgts,Is th iftndshear. htch nay be reprtewnled by a toroidal vertcx above the ground. A
cross-section by aCvertical plane passing through the Axis of the torus shows two
"opposite vortex centc, Inducing between them a downflooi, whtch is dcflvcttd
horisontally near a sta-iation point, 'here the ground Intersects the Axis of the toru%.

Filore 41 The simplest representation of the windfleld due to toe windshrr f thesuperpjsition of: (i) a longitudinal wind, of amplitude a fraction A of the uonprturbedgroungspeed'of the aircraft. changing from headilnd to talvind As the aircrAft fliesunder the axls of the toroidal vortex: (ii) a downflow. with amplitude a fraction I ofthe product of unperturbed groundspqed Wni 1icidence. which peaks under the ants ofthe toroidal vortes. here the longitudinal wind reverses direction.

Figure 31 In order to keep a constant glide s upt in a typical Isndshear. Vt isnecessary (top) to start to increase groundsed before the transition froe head to
tallwind. so that (middle) the airspeed is higher in the heAdwind phase thin in thetilvind phase, and (bottm) the control inputs should be pitch-down before and
Pitch-up after the pet downflow. The magnitude of the control input;, and their exactlocation along the vindshear, depend on the windshear susceptibility parameter u. whichvaries from about unity for a lightplane. to About then for a large Jet transport. wtt.

values about half-ay for a high-performance fighter.

Figure Gt Another type of control law applies in still air, when the perturbation of
teady flight, along a constant glide slope, is due not to wind. but to an Initialvelocity Vo far removed from either of the steady flight speeds V.. In this case we plotinstead of incidence, the ratio of velocity to the minimum drag speed, as a function ofdimensionless (top) distance divided by lengthscale, and (bottom) tine divided bytineschie. 'hese length and timescIles apply to the oon-linear evolution curves, shownfor 15 different Initial flight speeds, which demonstrate convergence to the upperstable steady flight speed Vt. divergenrce from the lower unstable steady flight speedV., and inflesion due to control inversioA at the minimum drag Aped.
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for co eratlvt researc progras with the Atmo" ,tric (avironmet Strric of C9044., t0e MC
Tvwi Otter Atmophric Remerch Aircraft has Oeen isstruftnted to ptw*re 14 motlon a 4 thermal
structure of the at olpher and the alcrootsIcs of clow a r cipitation. In Ih the
aigrraft was float in the Canadian At'lntic Stems Progrm to nvestigate larse *as.cat Storms
thit Ir c illy acco ot for tne bulk of the wIpter tLie precipitation in the arite profces,an caui haxo for atr~orn and surface tr sportatien. A variety of avrse flight conItioni

wert @ir rIlnct In this project, lclwfdin hay 1W contri ltng to liitd UlR altrnate:.,
airra iciP2. VW shelf And crosawinds on lin. The ppte presents eaaislo 4f these
incident at lyced frOm both A flight reseach and AA rologiCAl Perspecti 0062g aircraft.
recorde data. for this projitt, additional %nt Ily.signed dtising beats *ere installed oon
the Twin Otter's vrticl tail and the vlng aW lan!ing 9ar struts. The perforonei of te
Cnnce aircraft iCIn systtm will W4 !iic sci usil data4 ro aw ictl emounters.

'1. INTRf00CTf0M

-t [ast*Coast of Canada Is frequently lashed by severe cyclonic winter stoms In *hich winds can rech
gale force and precipitation rates can bt high. PrecIpitatl" types can vary an rain, snw an froei!C
rain. Canadian east coast storM s can be etpected to differ fr storms an th west coasts of rth krica
and Curoet. The latter stores have hid a loeg track over the oceamn and have Juit encountered land. In
Contrast, many or the Canadian east coast storms are ntwly developed and most have bten signIfica.ntly
affected by land. In 3dition, theseCantdla stor*s are typically characterized by subfreezing conditions
at the surface or by perIods of such iondittonsi Although forecasts have improved in the list decade. th;
track, movent and often rapid Intensification of these str*es are not aequately handled by 0i04tI
weather prediction sodels. Canada ha undertaken a long term program, the Caiadlan Atlantic Sterm tropAWn
(CASP), to study wnlter storms In the Atlantic Region. The general objectives of the first Cpfie4
experibent held from January 15 to March 15, 1916 were to study Atorm behavior, ebeded iwsocwlt ftetures
ad complementary oceanographic penmna. The project was supported by the Fedoral Pan o r.vgy Wearch
and Cevelopent (PERO).

The Twin Otter Atmospheric Research Aircraft (Fig. 1), fully I.sTruented for Air "tion and CloUd
phv*4'meir~e~s flew.-1 tis!s-la~i thisft rt on-tratinq ftc: Ciadanfrors ;110h ae-ni
HalIfax, Nova Scotia. Its recorded otesurements form anlmportant component of a comprehensive dataset from
a variety of coordinated sensing systems focused on these storms(Ref. l) These Included a second aircraft
(Canada Centre for Remote Sensing OC-3), satellites, three wiather radars, teorological towers,
oceanoraphic buoys, ships, radioaters and an enhanced radiosonde network. The elperiment wit tiled to
coincide with a similar Investigation in the isted States, tho Genesis of Atlantic Lws aperisent (GALE),
so that provision could be made to study storms that traversed both the Merican and Canadian project Ireas.
Figure 2 shows the composite tracks of the stores that occurred In the Canadian project *rea during CASP.

In normal aircraft operations, pilots attept to avoid the very conditions that 6tre the subject of

this research progrim. Great care had to be taken in the-plannin and operation of the research flights to
ensure safety, while at the sae time collecting important at on atmospheric rtion and precipitation
within-the stores. The paper outlines nearures taken to ipr ve the delcina capabilities of the NA[ Twin
Otter, and presents exa-ple results for icing encounters during the CASP flights. Illustrations of other
stem.rtlated hazards experienced during these flights are given, Including high wind, crosswind landings,
wind shear and turbulence.

2. AIRCRAFT RANGE

For oeAration of the Twin Otter In major east-coast storms, the first limitation to be considered hidto be the range o1f the aircraft In IFR conditions. 'The Twin Otter his a fuel capaity of 2450 lb. Htowever.
with the scientific instrumentation required for CASP. a crew of four and survival gear, only 2200 lb of fuel



c0old be VV-ried at tWotf for %k *ajority of 0*h Pr* t fM t%. to *or") c se, tie aircraft be at
"het 4 lbW kwr M, A eI-*tri:arp t 48ofuam t_1 cleorly, I #lAO14 ,ptatina t S ll

relativt to .4l ite ia '11"tk iterwi, srto pf4 tr c1rE had Ic be to iven 1bt JIM.t totcitls -d th,
seleC040 eUs afe it t irfIted.

for lf fllght, a scffi(iet fuel restt Will e Carri*4 14 4IIN for diwersI tt M AIlternatf Sd
AS mivtts~ef h4n4. We* this rte#rvt ts turi ittd from %k ZZO lb takeoff fuel, the result Is 1he
40ASt 4vaillbie for Project WrI10io s from takvff to i11tial aiprah At tkh Project hte (01fI
Sheaneter). V ipre dI esci 14 available fl t *Sw~C ff* er "ojct oin Al AW 1tA of the 4Alterna
4irfild.4. oeAauItt If ) hw of or V t**tIfp tte Was re41 "Ir n kitW coold bt 4 On1l y
M114% Intrma l at An available alt"ratt. 04 te oth r d. 41coeswsth only alteraStt A4vt
limits, thn 4% approach to tM base at SM:Naer VWld har to e 0a4 After ab"ut two hws of tilt flig t,
to all,* eeeeoh f60 to d!rtrt 1o ikleti. Ti4 bour OF" 4414 colIctl" %AS c tidored 4 minims tO *tt
Sicentific tbjttct., with 4 prtfertnce for T.lt. ThM figre skao that this imp4e a itities rtjttrIctto4
to %4 avxaltble MtAYu s. furthrore, liven the i u: of ti itor-iq it ofte Sq W that :veral of
theie p tt'al Altoatets wer belew limits lt12 twoully.

Alt h9 thm restrictios C;4u4 oW(e ight dtla4, Wn cuct latio In two or three tss, %k Twi#
tier d1 acomplisk 31 project flights It tio St'r%1'44rt CA. lh careful flit PlAMimg ld Vtathtr

for ecaitli catfl btt4 t0 the fact tVat Of We of thoe flights was dversim to an Alternate r*41(tr.

3, ICING

14 MEX adthe AtSro Lis Research Cuter have ktpt in 0ost tfocI for the lait or I ws bt €aut
both #"rate TwA otter aircraft In atoospherc r eairc roles. 14 WA aircrAft Is used priurlit In
arfr iclng research. Io record co4 droplet sizAs and coctntratins, ;t .'rIts particle sttreters
slilar to thoo oferated by MI AES soute4 on IdticAl 4er.w|lg pyloos.

WA develoe Im capability to selectiVa itict Wirfrae compowets to determin thlir c"1ribotion
to t total dragIncriase due to Icing. Aircraft porfortnco lossts Ir terms of lilt aW drag cofficlnt
chbngs ftrt obtafned by flying it Icing co diri-s for up to an hOr, thin e'tt|In4 Clou to do sltaiy irtl
pted.Ytr15.i rtt u' nts, while progretssi"ly deicig svlcted %Irfrmtc cOmrents. Cngrie Inlet and
proplltr icIng utre excludWd from this study. at their dtici systems w'st be run Cotiinuitly during icing
conditions.

Data reported In References 3 to S shoo aircraft lift coefficient dtcremnts fret 7 toI perctnt In
t4 NASA studies. Aircraft drag cotfficitnts at noteal operating speeds Incresed frm 30 to Is ptrcent over
un-I: bestlt measureets. Figure 4 shoos results from a flight in mixed rlmglaze icing, wottr the
Aircraft drag coefficient C lacrtsed abot 31%. And a flight In glaze Icing, In which CO *as up by ntarly
W. lTh shaip of aircraft Ice accretlon Is the prIncipal factor Inflotaclg perfomnce. GMlze c Is

pro4vce at th warnmer tOeratures ntartr 0 dog C, to freezir Is slower the retsultin surface roughtr.
In the cases show, the lai ice caste productd the greater arag increase although the *jxpssure tist Val
lower ad Clowd water conctntration wAs only half that of the nised.icin cse. The t eraturi was 4.0
deg C, however, 4.5 deg C warer than during the *ld r1!ogiatztirng case.

Figure 4 illustratts significant differences in the proportion of the drag due to icing or the
difftrnt airfrme coeponents. this had Important Implicatlons in plans to operate the ME Twin Otter in
CA? here glazte Icing was anticipated, On the standard Twin Otter, only the win and horizontal tall have
deicing boots. In the 9lzt Icing case shown, operating the stanrd boots W1ll only shed Ice responsible
for 40 percent ofthe. additiona! drag; 60 percent of the drag Is due to Ice on the rlai ner of the aircraftl
A stardard Twit Otter similarly Iced *ould have, at best, a very limited capability of climbing should an
engine be loit. Figure 4 shows that if the vertical tail, wing 'ruts and wheel struts are also deiced. then
nearly 3/4 of the drag due to ict can be shed In the glaz Ite case, with an evr higher proportion re"o1
In rito Icing. ieiing' of the v~rtlcal ti)l also Improvos its perfomance In engine-tot, asy tetrical
flight.

ASA put us In touch with the suppliersof their custo.bilt deicing boots (B. F. Goodrich, Akron,
Mo), and a similar systea was produced and Installed on the NA aircraft prior to GAS. 1ta1 cost was
less than SSOO0 U.S. and the might penalty was only 33 lb. It should be 4antioned that fA or Transport
Canada type approvals wtre not sought for these Installations. KASA and KAE operate their aircraft In an
experimental category and art responsible for the safety of their own modifications.

During the CASP exptrimnt, the Twin Otter encountered significant Icing on three flights. On each
. occasion, the full deicing system was used Incluing the ely-fisti!led boots on the struts and the vertical

tail, and ftlly satisfactory results were obtained from a sa f-light point or view. There appeared to be
notable differences In the adherence of the Ice, however, which was considered Interesting from a
meteorological perspective. Since the aircraft was fully Instrumented to measure droplet spectra and cloud
water concentrations, a further analysis of these events was undertaken.

Table I sumarizes the cloud characteristics during the three Icing encounters. For each cas', the
three minute period In which the liquid water content (LK) was highest was selected for comparison. The
liquid water content was measured using a PKS King probe. The concentration of droplets and precipitation
particles in the size ranges from 2 to 30 go and froi 200 to 6400 pm wire measured using PH5 FSSP and 20.P



Probe$ rtsPKtvel7. Ihe oails. W-14scuow UP droplet coocneratiwsan R4 ing LWC-art Also list#d, as
well as she drovlet mean "lw diamter (FIV as determined from the IS data.

I~o,1 V~rs 45 6 1toostrmt the ejor'differeect fit the Iie rroperti beween tJe fervy Is and 201rch
k (110. o tory 11, *ket 2 csof a riegh glute Ice bul1. We em the aircraft, as %4ew4 )y the reverie

flow towpratwt re M hefig. Ss. 03 this oKCAst, activati o f %t Peweumtic deletI*4 beets remevod all)
or Wthe o* the boets (fit sb); on botk nights " lrch 2, however, w~h of, the Ice remained teEIci wily
attacke4s the0 deicc~ bwit et'm after lan as she-v by the photograph efiM ving strut In rFigwt L.
lm~ crew re~n#4 ice 'forsiol io streai oft lve cocki t Side windows, ividicatt". Slow fretaing that leaS

iiha **st see of the icing wount-rs emested em the second flight of lurrch 2. figure I SIN"s
analog tIncq of liquid wate*r content, Static ortivun, temprature, true-aispee a44 asgle of' attacc':k
SaNOlW 04 thef earlier fIlht. An indicated airSpeed QiU) Jest, aboi 112 WntS (143 enMtS true alipe)
was ooin P414taie io conditioas of light sow. A t~de onset of icing occvtrd at 1151:a10, and ainspte$
startd to fAll Wn angle of' 4ttcA~ increase. The slowing of the Aircraft as a rtsult of that Initial burst
of'cloW liqvid wait- Is fAirly typical or the Toin Otter in icing. five minutes later, at z002:1, the
pi1Lt Covoe4§ on the VOICe-1apt that the JAS WAS down to )II knot5 and that 1the deiciF4 System had not yet
w4e activatd. Only 40 secons later. the Clowd started to thicken and t~.v pilot amwtcd 0101 knatso and
61ein wat cowtcid. It 203:70 CXT, the Ilqvid water content reached 0.11 gw And was increasing rapidly
to a peaik above 0.5 9 i (fiure n). Cooots Were W#~ on IM tape that the ice had considerble twnIle
itrngth andl was adhrin to the struts. Thmr WAS little improcwnt fit iirspeed, And at- 2007:30 the LAS

had dcreaid (rthe Ia 14 knts dspit apelcatin of j4sm.. ' jo power. At ZOO d $Cet and
turn was. comomed at t0e pilot telt It was necessary %; exit the star*.

It Is inte4resting to ntote that on this second flight oll lurch 2, when the most severe conditIoNs were
entcountered, the toprt At the flight level was .5 C. that Is, Colder than the february It case then
the tmtpratutit was near -S C. However, the otin volume diameter (liVOq Table 1) of the cloud droplets was
coasiderably higher on Mlarch 2. Ike U results (Refereces 3 to S) would suggest that the laize Icing
would bt worse At the warmer temperatures 'here the water Would flow and freeze more slowly. Nowevtr, In
our Case hWe, the problem was mainly the inability of' the boots to shed all of-the Ice at the colder

~certers. Ie rgerV droplet sizes af4 the presence of' Ste-1n Significant concentratioas may have led
to the I Itickiees of' the ice ont the boots.

NT WA icing 00 cod tiosecountered in these three cases vere compared with the TM design envelopes for
straiform cloud lii" conditions (We. 6). The desig ertelopts consider the otan effective droplet
Niamutr, the air temperature and the horizontal tttent of the Icing cloud. Using the microphysical
conditions as outlined In Table 1, the liild water content on February 14 reached 40 percentt of the maimum
proposed by the PAA, While the first flight an lurch 2, It was only 10 percent of' the oaaatmm. However, In
corspoasdeice with the pilot's contents and Actions, the second flight *n March 2 was the most severe,
reahing 90 percent of' the FM design envelope maximm lquid water itontent.

4. SNOW

Neavy sofalreeedthe obvious problew of' reduced visibility a-d flighSt delays ivecause conditions
wre below IF4 lialis. Although unavoidable this was siolies frustrating because thti meteorological
conditions vere of scientific Interest to the program and airborne measurenents of' the cloud and
precipitation wre highly desirable. Yarious Strategies vere employed to achieve as sany fI ghts In snov
as possible. Somtimes the aircraft would be flown upstream to set the precipitation, complete the saw)lIng
aW land prior to the *irport going below Ilmits. On other occasions the Aircraft would be launched as soon
as possible after the Swsosfall diminished, and then flown into-the rear quarters or' the retreating storm.
The lAtter case usually meant a takeoff' In I ght. snow. Caution hid to be exercised because towing the warm
Aircraft cut of' the hangar into snow and below f'ron conditions would cause Ice and sticky sncw to adhere
to the wings As the aircraft cooled down. Opening the hangir doors for 30 minutes to cool the aircraft prior
to towing usually did not alleviae the problen, In most cases the aircraft had tp-be deiced with a spray
of' Wwr deicing fluid.

Ibis hazard wss amply demionstrated by an Incident during CASP that Involved the second aircraft used
In the experiment, a D0.3. A night-tint flight was to be made In a snowstorm traversing the area from theIsouthwest. The Twin Otter was unable to fly because of' a lack of' an available alternate within range, but
th 00.3, with Its 6.hour endurance. could use Quebec City as an Hit alternate. As It was strwing at the

airport, the wings and tail of' the C3 wvere deiced using standard techniques and a glycol-water solution.
On the subsequent takeoff attempt the aircraft would not lift off, due to a heavy snow build-up on the port
wing In an area not visible from the cabin or the cockpit. The takeoff was successful ly~iborted and the

flight cancelled, but the danger of' the situation was well recognized.



The stroo"St its e ever om e asured by t he ME TTn Otter we exprienced during t ASp rs i frt.
This occurred o% Ja ir c, r6 he a hstro g Jet, s hro f i t thoom th e soth h est wie bre pt h a l

eat roast of North Amertc a cofer ner ). A l w Me A 91S k 6not N b as stat jest north of thp oif
of St. irsc oI aboe cold fret trlig do7" across Nova Scotia. This exploslely depetng 740m h s
be" .1urthr descrbed by Stewrt and sh40 r In fcr e l.

nea T0 m. the pr winds a slow sped aircraft such as th Twin Onr Is raFigurely llustrted
by th ight track In Figure .i ht fmssih was ong tpe aier fallnito te of Haifax & blodited
a clb to 14000 he, hevil (indht to the turn Pet, tin a dscent to 00 fs for mfa of the rturn was.
At 1t0 OT other M wur en e to 14000 ft follo dby a descent soudi to tre SnArcetsr Airport.
IM outrnd g" took wr it landng th re md th u iteb to if), wclthi tc return rtow took er The
spci of the S lnut irke rs o thJ ground track die trAte t wind ds ffect bn roudspf r . oved the
wirid p frk 'A' fig. , ernt ground ed i t 14000 ft h se l ni ts and wlo ind ics avtr 1?$ at Iknots. The peak 4.8ic av#regt wind was !!X knots. On the portion of the return I" *Arkd '11, avtr&"

grouropt, w t 9000 ft ai 61 knots &h to winds asre s20r/ 5 do at 4S tt knots e.

Finu re l-s s dsing ro c Profile data wmhcrha by the Twin Otter during hed i scaet suding fro
cor0 d it. The plotted wnd vectors and the hoedra show winds at the topf of hsouding wrte strly
nar ten kunts, but sthwestly and onsiderably wearer (0 olyts) blow 30i ft. cmpraturt and d point
she t' r.ithet above a Saturated lir it 740 o with i stable, Iot)al atr fla vbt 74 to 670

i 40an be00 ft). Abeo whal of the wind hear occurred In ths of ytrk o ts rThe ap r In another stablelayer nt 810 oab. Ih upper shear layer Is clearl.y Illustrted by the vlrg4 she" Its Figure 10. This photo

was taken t 00 ft eooklng st fm h et stiou Indicated on that glht trck plot (ig. ) , hs
cros hd iff shol priintatn from the aastir moving upe r air falling Into the slower air b wlo d the
flight lev the nhi winds encountered wre oriented aa r the nearby surface cold front, eq i ch wa s a
rtetlvly, cor o ccurrnce during c ASP (Rib ef re a nd 0).
6. WI ND SHEAP,* CROSSWINO LANDINGS

Drlng'CASP, thr were t o and lhat wer e snIt dascul by cra g tces in Fir nd s Thebotto
first of these occurred on the rwuiry 28 flcght woth the high was discussed bovi. figure shoed tht
wrin i sc en o suing in d right down to the rl ting This plot Ind cen that winds onzoproich vtr SSW at about 30 knots. 1he tower cailld-the winds as ZZ0/250 deg trot at 15 to ZO knots one

inute before lndn on the runway which hdi adng of 25 dg true headlns art quoted here to
correspond with th plots from the flght rtcordtd data). Perhaps dot to the fficts of hanrs, the actual
winds encountered n the landng h d a considerably *re southerly (crosswind aobponent thin reprted by
the tosr. he Tsecn Otter his a low wing uding approximately 24 psf) and b very lout vertical tall,

Thch can be traubleso whn landing In crossnds In exctess of knots h approach was odt, thtrforte,
wth e reduced flap stting IS deg) and a thr et touciown speed or aut t knots After touc2on the
pilot haid difficulty bantolneng tnway heading ns the aircraft lttmtd to wathef k Into wnd.
Consequently, he decelsrated cautfously so as to vantasn rudder effectiveness, and a ltnding ground roll
almost twice the nor al dstaince resulted. Heavy braking or the starboard ifn thel requined to assist In
directional control produced considerable tread wear an that tire.

Dta recorded during this approach and landing are shown as analog traces In Figure ,1. Dhe bottom
tho traces sho the hdnw and crosswind omorents or the total wind vector. Note that t 1e aircraft
Instrue nt ion Is also capable of n easurng wi s during the rollout on th ground. The ceotrova ot the
heading trace represents the runway heading ( t dcg true) ourrig the approach, the wind direction averaged
about 200 de , but wth a gradual shearing to oPre southerly d roct aon .The hegnitue of thahidwfas
decrease during the approach, but the crosswln reoralnd tre e strouting about 4 IS-knot in durings i the list 40 seconds before touchdown. It was: quite turbulent with gusts of about 10 knots.

he heading trace n figure 11 shows that during the approach, the aircraft was po(lRing eeft of the, runway ceintrlint to €oopnsate for the wind, with correction to the runnay heading at toucli ; (Point 16,

on the plot). Shortly after touchd n, there aas- significant Increase in the crossw12. toRaut 20 knots.
The aircraft heading then 5e s ain on to ath loft, reaching heading nearly o de left or the runwayheading at 'A' ib-41.: 11 seconds after touchierm. Recovery was then affected. Note that the 'tfif of this
recovery coincides with a change In wind direction, and a resultant decrease In the crosswlnd component at

SPoint 'A' on Figur il,

The second cast study involves the approach after &-snow sampling flight on Februirj,,22 1986. During
this stermi (Ref. 7), snowfall accimmulations in sooe parts or Nava Scotia exceeded 75 co, breaking 100 year~records. Near the tie of landing, there was 4 low pressur centre of 993 b southwest of Nva Scotia.
Thetre were also some Interesting precipitation patterns occurring around~that timet. 111l1fax Intrnational
Airport received 30 ca of snow, while 25 lur aw y, ihly a few centiottres or snow fet It Shearwater before
the precipitation changed to freezing rain for one hour followed by 40 = of rain. The region of rain was
over the water while the snow,..elon was over land. There were strong directional wind t.heirs and

~accelerations linked to the coaAlilne tRre 9).

• Analog plots like those discussed in the above cast are presented In Figure 12. funway 11 (true
heading of 085 dog) was in~use. Winds down to a height of about 100 m on'the approach averaged 020 deg at



About 27 knt, hL~his point, the aircraft began t* enountr a directional Wind shear as the Vw shifted
to4 a ort Nor~Pfl), ktdieg, It a110 becam verY Wturo t, With quit$ In excess of 15 knots for the
remainder or the ApporoaCh. The Vind sheir 11 further demostrated by Vti bottom two traces inFiguro 12,
where the heat*Wd cont died off, but the mean tusswind component remaid Above W6 knots utitl the
aircraft height was t'own to 40 a, and'thtfn decreased to aboot 5 knots by 5 seconds prior to touchdown. At
this point (181 In tite figure), the radar altimeter height. was About S x and the wind! vat An Almost pyre
croiind from A bout 140 dog true. The measured wind Is then seen to Increases with the crosswinsd component
exceeding 15 knit% d 'ing. the touchdWn and sutsequent ground roll. After touchdoten, tte *W sheared
'further to thet nethkIst, giving A tailvIwnd Component In 44dditi4, t4h substa~iks crosswind. some
difficulty was experimnced ailnI4InInq rmqa heading, but the ground roll vas lets than half that io the
casu Above. As can be seen in the trut,irspttd plot, tovchdown In this case was 0ade at nOar 60 knots,
suggesting that the normal landing flip c~figurAtion was used.

Again In this cast, the winds reported by the towr wert sIgnificantly different (rom those experitnced
by the pilot and! recorded bi the aircraft wind-otauring sysV,,a. The last tower report on the voice 4ve
quoted winds from 030 leg troe at IS knots. Won thN aircraft vas At about S a altitude, the Aircraft-
measured wind direction was actually About 3S4 deg. The approach end of Runway 11 was, ho04tv'er, downwind!
o f a hill and was isplae at loast a half silo from tho tower that measured the airfield winds. 11110 shear
aLi loci) keopagraphical effects can account (or the differences experienced during bath these cases.

7. TURE4JLENCE

During the CASP (light program, the Twin Otter did otweperitnckiany severe turbulenice enciuners.
Two Incidents ofrih'osdrt turbulence were Found to be Interesting from a mteorological 'point of
view. The first occurred early In the first fI ght on March 2 4 which was one of the Icing fI ghts discussed
In Section 3. 'The-aircraft was making Cloud physic's measurements at am0 (t In a bantded radar echo structure
(Fig. 13) typical of those responsible for such or the precipitation produced by east-coast storms. Three

missutes after the radar photo was taken, the aircraft entered the clearing between the bands (0' In Fig.
13). In, About 30 seconds of fI ght (about 2 Ib), both the temperature and dew, point Increased 4.5 dig C
(Figure 14). This was accompanied! by an Increase In wind speed of about 10 c*s, aW tome light to moderate
turbulence. Peak vertical gust velocities were about 3 aps, and vertical acceleration excursions were qf
tht order of 0.2 to 0.3 G.

The second case was recorded on February 5, 1916 just after it aircraft levelled off at 1000 ft froml
a climb through clouds. Figure 15 shows ihe sudden onset of light turbulence superisposed on noticeable
wAves In the traces of the orthogonal wind components asid the measured static temperature. The period of
the waves Is approximately 30 seconds, which corresponds to A waveler~gth of about 2 kilometres. Inca the
aircraft was flying almost dIrectly Into the wind. A photograph taken during this event showed waves on
the top of the clouds 500-1000 a below the fI ght love). Data from the sounding recorded IS minutes oarlier
a re shown In Figgre 16. The waves and turbulence were encountered at a pressure leve's of 680 ab, juqst ibove
a small Inversion Indicated at point '5' on the tephigram. The wind data show a considerable amount or %hear
associated with a such larger Inversion below 800 sb.

8. COWLUSIoN

'The Canadian Atlantic Storms Program was a challengin~g research environment Iff whith-tc)make aIrbr
atmotpheric measurements becauce of the adverse weather conditions txperienced. As has been shown, It
Offered a variety of veather-rolated operational difficulties that face airline and military pilots every
wfifter In Canada. Sice the Twin Otter was fully instrumented for aircraft aotion, wind and cloud physics
me Iasurements, this prestnted the opportunity to-examine and report some of these encounters in detail from
both a flight research and a mettorological perspective. Plans are being ade for a second CASP experiment
In 1992, probbWy based at St. Johns, Newfoundland.

UT installation of specially-desigtneds deicing boots on the vertical tail and the wing9 and landing gear
struts provided an extra margin of safety during9 flights in CASP. Operators of Twin Otter aircraft In arias
subject to a high Incidence of airframe icing might want to consider t1e benefits provided t4y this enhanced
deicing system.
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TAUKE I MICROPIIYSICAL CONDITONS DURING ICING EVENTS IN CASP

- &-. .~t V AX. '- Sg. MAX. M 0

T1M.OT KFT C 911" L.WC, M rsw MICRiON 104 FAA-" M3cm-S MAX. LWC

FEB 18 7.1 -S2 0.47 0.5 139 105 16.3 344 60
1753-1756

MARl 2 IS 1.7 -11.7 0.04 0.31 21 42 19,5 360 10

MAF1I2 to -o 0.42 0.70 52 90 22.9 710 90
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FIG. 4: OROPORTION OF DRAG INCREASE DUE TO ICING ON DIFFERENT
AIRFAMECOMONET& FR ACAS OfMIXED ICING AND

GLAZE ICING. DATA WERE MEASURED ON A TWIN OTTER

BY NASA (REFS. 3-5).
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FIG. 5: ICING CASE ON FEBRUARY 18 SHOWING (an) REVERSE FLOW TEMPERATURE
PROBE AND (b) DEICING BOOTS ON HORIZONTAL TAIL, WiNG STRUT

AND LANDING GEAR STRUT

(U) (b)

FIG. 6: ICING CASE FOR FIRST FLIGHT ON MARCH 2 SHOWING ROUGH ICE
(ON AIRCRAFT NOSE AND (b) ADHERING TO THE WING STRUT

DEICING BOOT AFTER LANDING
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FIG. 9: ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE RECORDED DURING DESCENT FROM 14000 FT
AND APPROACH ON JANUARY 28, 1980

FIG. 10: WIND SHEAR ILLUSTRATED BY PHOTOGRAPH
OF V;RGA TAKEN AT 900 FT ON JANUARY 28, 1986.
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FIG. 13, RADAR PHOTO TAKEN AT 800 FT
AT 1459 GMT ON MARCH 2, 1986,

TURBULENCE AND TEMPERATURE
RISE WERE ENCOUNTERED WHEN
AIRCRAFT REACHED POINT 'A' IN

THE GAP IN THE PRECIPITATION BANDS.
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FIG. 14: TRACES SHOWING TURBULENCE AND TEMPERATURE
CHANGE ENCOUNTERED AT 8000 FT ON MARCH 2, 1986
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13.1

CANARD VERSIUS AFT-TAI,
RIDE QJALIT193 PERFORMANCE
AND PILOT COMMAN) RESPONSE

L.V.Clofl, I,.N4I1eAalc
rlunht mechanics And

Automatic Control Dpt.
AENMACCIII .p:A.
Via *nvllito, 0
21100 - VareOse

ITALY

SUMIARY

A comparison between a Cloac-Coupled Canard confliguration and A Close-Coopled
Tall configuration lsa been developed In tormn of Ride Qualities And Pilot Command
response In turbulence.
Paramotera of the study are the mass factor of the airplane, the static stability
and the sign of the traillng-dge flap effectiveness (only for the urt-toil airplane).
The known Ride Qallty criteria are used In order to anes the Flying Qualities
of the Airplane.
Interecting conelualonn are derived in teron or configuration sensitivity and attonua-
tion capabilities. Further research In needed In ordr to add structural leaxibility
and unsteady aerodynamics to the denign model. Pilot command responsen are in agreement
with the current Flying QuAlittes par.maters, but a special purpose control law has
to be deslined tfee good trackiin In presence or discrete aunts.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of an airplane In a tak which require* ite analysis of a large number
of parameters and constraints.
In thin paper a very limited problem In discu.sed, which connerna the Ride Qualities
of two configurations an shown In FIg. 1:

- a clone-coupled canard with relaxed static stability

- a close-coupled tail with, two frc parameters; I.e. the static stability (negative
or positive) and the sign of the traillng-edge flap effectivencn (%4F"').

The Ride Qualities are asses -d with reference to the followinc criteria:

- Exposure Time (CALSPAN CRITERIA, Fig. 2 from Ref. (1)
- Discomfort Index (DI, Table I from ef. (2))
- Crew-Ninslon.I.erformance Limitation (CNPL, Table IX from Ref. 131 )
- Ride-Bumpineos (Nl/2minute from Re. (41 ).

Since the baseline configuration of both airplanes io statically unstable stabilization
In achieved by using active control.
In other words, control laws are designed to stabilize the airplanes and optimize
their Ride Qualities.
For the +analysed configurations the control lawn are also tested versus the pilot
Input (stick force) in order to demonstrate their quality in terms of maneuver command
response.

2. -DESIGN PARAMETERS

The following parometers'have been taken Into account in the design:

- the mess factor - W/(S3 CL ) which Is a leading parameter In the Ride Qualities

of aliplanes

- the static stability which, In terms of Static Margin, Is:

- 4% ; (unsta61e) for the canard
- 4% (unstable) and 4% ; (stable) for the aft-tall

-t
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- tho trallrtg.-o o flap of ctivenaoa (tail configuration only) which can b ponitivc
0 ( )0) or ntative (C '0).

The Flight Condition in.

- "Ath number N a .9
- Altitude f a 1150 Q (4500 ft)
- Turbulence Input Dryden Spectrum

The control surfaco (Fig. 1) Are:

- canArde and inboard flAparons for the canard confgiursition
- trallin-edgo flap andti tal for the aft-tuil confIguration

3. CONTROL LAW DI3IGN KErT1100 AND COffT1I4. 1WYTRK lVYOUT

The control law dcalgn (synthesis) has been developed with the uze of the well
known mthod callsd the Linear Quadratic Rtgultaor (Lohl): thin method offering the
foiloving Advantaes:

- it easily handles* complex systems ohre multiple control surfaea* And amultiple
outputs arO to be controlled (NINO Systewm)o

- It handles large dynamic syatem (large number of nttto variablea),

- Allows fant trade-offe And generates a large bulk or Infotmation with limitedeffrt ad tloo VXpen#Q.

WthoUut entering the details of the rormal davelopmonts, "the designed control law#t
h4AVO the rollowinij proportion:

S- they are or. a modoi Foming type (in tht* presence of pilot co mmnds)
- they gencrato good level o1. turbulqnce a.ttenuation

- they generate a Proportional 4 Integral 4 Filter (PIP) compensation
- they are devoloped Including the control actuation iyOtco (aetuatora) In the decign
model.

In the evaluation* or DIscomfort Index, Crew Niuion Parformanca Limitations and
Ilde 8umpinoan. the Power Spectral Density Analysts has boon Implemented In the cofputa
tional procedure.
Although the LQR methodology generates a largf number o foetdbaqka (equal to the
number of state variables used In the dynamic system description), a simplification
Iats been applied to that many feedback gains can be rullod with no sensible Impact
on the airplane parformanco.
Tito moat important feedbacks retained In the control system are:

- Inertial angle or attack (a)
- normal load factor (n )
- pitch rate (q)
- gust anglo or attack () and rate which can be estimated by on board compu-

tation.

The system lay-out In simply sketched In Fig. 3. wheroe all the control compensations
and computations are Included In the "computer" block.
Moreover, during the flight In turbulence And in absence or Pilot commands the Altitu-
de Autopilot (llold Mode) Is closed in order to avoid large altitude excursions.

4. RIlE QUALITIES PERFORMANCE

The Ride Qualities of the configurations in term of Bumpiness and CNPL are cumma-
rized in Fig. 4 and S where the limits of Refs. [ 4 l and 13 ) are also indicated.
Figure 4 shows the trend or Bumpiness versus the airplane mass factor P , the airplane
stability (5N) and the traillng-edge flap effectveness (for the aft-tail configura-
tion).
The following points have to,,be highlighted:

- for the same mass factor a, the canard configuration is the "most sensitive" to
turbulence.

- the stable aft-tail Is the "least sensitive"
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-the WnJtebie Aft-tAll is Nore *@inaltIVVwh than Us tAblO Aft-tall. And A MA41gaIVU
TA. flap ae ectixelost woragna the btuhivlour.

rig. 5 shovel tht CIWL trend iVVren the #1404 parbowterg.
This Hl". Q0411ty not"o to "e In go"d agrement with the C~apifilsaa chamcraeeim
Other Ridk sIitllea ouch a* the Digtoorrt Index, art sewm. In Trble III. terq Infor-

atoan can be fou1nd In %ers atm oo-t-*Ma- urs (KNOt) of the Qtrplae otatte bs:

- pitch rate (q)
- 6cro load factor at the Pilot station (nft )

- altitude (h)

]nslcatiom are A10o oupplltd concernnKg

- control ourfUta Actuation r(tv (mxi m value)
- control surfaces lee~ction (asiim Value).

From the data In Table iII isI ezvient that thq canard cooiguration fvAture. t
"lowest attanuAtion1 tapsdility" m" tholm anatlysed. A simple explantion can b4
drwn froo Pig. 6. In the cward configuration It In In fact .M ni t that the AN41n
AttnuAtion ourfAcw" .%hich to the Inboord floptron) getraia it pitching momgot
In thw woog direction, tn the Aft-toil Arhiecture %t ain attenuation ia-foct
(whilch 1# thq Ug flop) can generate a pittiin x*en% in the ihOV direction.
Mother a#pect that chn be noted froa Tablo III concerns the canard control rote
which ropidly oturates In the attmpt to couoteraa& the wrona pitch actlowefr the
inboard flaerens.
Also the aft-tall architecture with C 4 0 1# t'ofetod by the a wn drawback, a"d
the general bthAviour IW not bettor 0 4 -6o cmArd because of tw tail sur'ce lower
control rate allowed.
In the prevent alsoin the following mximm valuqo hvo been retained re;-.t;e control
surfaces rate.,

I CANI. OAX 0/e

AFT-TAIL COMPICUATION

rw,.a 1 400/400, ITAIU..Ax I '0'be*

These valuao are or course lower than the maxlmum values, the current technology
would parmlt, te reason for thix i that have been m4rgin kept. for 4upcrimpoaed
pilot commands mWi dicrete gust encounters.
The response* to a discrete bell-shaped gust (1-con) with a mAximum intenlity of
*% a 2.6 dog and wave length of 306 m. are shown in Fig. 74 for the canard configurs-
tfon and In Fig. 8 for the tail configuration with C 30.
It In evident that the control surface wmaxImum rar.11 art within the daired lisita
And the control surface. maximum deflction* are within the limits or known airplxnes.
rvm the airplane attituto (s) time history It In easy to draw the preli mnary

conclusion that the designed control law han a poor performance In tera- or target
tracking In the proounce or discrete guat.
In order to deonstrate the attenuation behaviour or the two configurations In the
frequency domain the Power Spectral Danlitien are nhown in 7i. 7b for the canard
and In Fig. Ob for Use tail.

S. PILOT COMAND PERFORMNCE

The responses to a pilot command (Stick force Input * 10 lba) are shown In Fig. 7c
for the canard configuration and in Fim. 8 for vto tail co-.flguration with C )0.
Tie reference 4odel In built according to the MIL-Y;8785C with the following characte-
riatics:

"SP,140D a 1.0 for the canard

CSPNOD - .80 for the ,tail

CAP . for both configurations

L I
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ThallytiQ ualitieu Or thq controlled otrpl a t Are In terms of:

T 'imeqR~fA p.aotfr (T.R.t'. as to Nrt. (51)
- wivalonk ;i (on in 11r. (6 )
-¥1|bit pah WWI*edelay

The obtiied performance in shown in Table IV And Indicaten thAt the control low

Oktignid for %orbulmne attenuation purp@eAv prfor s well also in prmonce ot pilot
commands.
The rooponqea Are well d4aped and the control surface rates ar well within the limit#;
the doalgng h, 4refro ta, 4Smn to bet %mll bolone-ed for como4flda Ad turbiulene fttentzA-

The Vrtquoncy Npontsa to a pilot stick force art hovn In Fig. 7d and 84 wn.4 arv
In good r oont with those nuggested In Hof. (01 for good pitch tricking.

6. CON CW 1j ANI FU"WMT1I WORKS

A compi.rlon bttwoon a canard configuration And An art-tal confiKurotlon Ia
been prascnted in tmen of ide Qualities.
The trade-of'f donatrAt a that a clooe-toupled canard I# more avositive to the
ntaospheric turbulence thxn a close-coupled tall.
The hirpl n atability has wn important Impact on the parfora nce aint the stable
tall lleviates the turbuncoa ffects better than the utnatable tolm.
the ^ao parameter (P) to the leading pormqter, but other Important paraaetern arv:

- stability xargin
- pitch omyn of inertia (Jy)

Resaults nor reportod in thin paper Indicate that an Increa; In the pi.ch radius
or inertia (V ) has a posltive Impact on lhopinand If the configuration in statically
unstable.
Ttv hidq Quality criteria tnday available rtpresent a good guideline in U preliminary
design or a boern airplane. It the basic configuratlon in statically unstable then
uc imp ct or tiv. automatic control oyatem beccesa viry important and An Integrated
dosiKn (aerodynamics plus control system) i netcesary.
The control law doaigned for turbulence attenuition tgneraten good airplane response
to pilot coem-ndi. Thin aspect obviously requires more atudy because the aindling
Qualitiea shou)d be anaseaed also in ters of other tanks. Nevertheless the control
low dalgned In thin study should allow the pilot to perform a pitch trAcking. tank
in presence of atmospheric turbulence vith g ood results.
More work of course in needed in thin field.
Adding structural flexibility and unsteady aerodynamics should Improve the design
model qualLty and generate more credible Information In terms of effective allevia-
tic" and more realistic v4luon for the maximum control surfaces rates.
In toers of control lavj it should be necesaary to demonstrate, with NAn-in-the-Loopalmulations, the real tiackirf capabilities In presence of turbulence. The airplane
poI tability In presence or discrete guat also io An important problest and -hovld
be addresned; but the attitude time hintory In Figs. 7a, Ba demontrates that the
denigned control law is not well sutted for Air-to-Air Cwmery or Strafe Mode where
a tighter control of the airplano attitude in required.
Therefore, a special purpose control law has to be designed for thl task.
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TABLE I ' DISCOMFORT INDEX (UERlS GUIDE NIL-F-9490)

RIDE DISCOMFORT LIGHT PHASE DURATION PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING
INDEX, D1 (EXPOSURE TIME) RMS !URBULENCE INTENSITY

LONG TERN 0.30 OVER 3 HOURS 0.20
REQUIREflENT 0.13 FROM 1.5 To 3 HOURS 0.20

0.20 FROA 0.5 T0 1.5 HOURS 0.20

SOT TERN 0.28 LESS THAN 0.5 HOUR 0.01
REQUIREMENT

TABLE 11 - CREW-MISSION PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS (C.M.P.L.)

CMPL AIRCRAFT MISSION PERFORMANCE
ACCEPTABILiTY £CREW EFFORT

.07 ACCEPTABLE FOR UNLIMITED MISSION PERFORMANCE NOT AFFECTED
EXPOSURE TIME

14 ACCEPTABLE NORMAL OPtRATION WlSSION PERFORMANCE ADEQUATE

.21 ACCEPTABLE NORIAL. OPERATION', ADEQUATE FOR MISSION SUCCESSs
NOT EXCEEDING ALLOWABLE REASONABLE PERFORMANCE REQUIRES
EXPOSURE TIME CONSIDERABLE CREW TENCENTRATION

.28 Ut&STISFACTORY FOR NORIIAL A~COUATE FOR MISSION SUCCESS, BUT
OPERATIONS: UNACCEPTABLE REQUIRES MAX i AVAILABLE PILOT/CREW
WHEN EXCEEDING ALLOWABLE CONCENTRATION TO ACHIEVE ACCEPTABLE
EXPOSURE TIME PERFORMANCE

.35 UNACCEPTAJLE EXCEPT FOR INADEQUATE PERFORMANCE FOR MISSION
EMERGENCY CONDITIONS SUCCESS: AIRjRAFT CONTROLLABLE

WITH MINIMUM COCKPIT DUTIES
.2 UNACCEPTABLE, DANG'_EROUS AIRCRAFT, JUST CONTROLLABLE REQUIRIN6,

MAX. PILOSKILL: MISSION SUCCESS
___________________2IWAIRED



TABLE III -IDE QUALITIES PERFORMANCE

CONFIGURATION CANARD UNSTABLE TAIL UNSTABLE TAIL STABLE TAIL
PERFO MNCE (,, 4) (C, ") (C,, 4)

ATTITUDE
(Dcc) s15 .09 .1 .1

PITCH RATE
(oC;/scC) M.3 , .1G ,12 .48

NORM LOAD FACTOR
(6) A~ .3 .21 .23 .19

ALTITUDE
() n.s ',5 3.7 5.2 '1.2

FORWARD DEFLECTION
(DE) MAx 6:5 3 4 2.75

AFTERWARD DEFLECTION
(vcc) "Ax 2,5- .7 1,42 ,9

FORWARD RATE
(oraeScC) MAX '7.5 40 42.5 '0

AFTERWARD RATE
(D/sec) MAX 17.4 12.2 21.5 13,56

'HlI2G lumpsslik 18-20 "12-.15 21t2l! 5-7

DISCOMFORT INDEX .24 .21 .23 .18

C.M.P4. J .2 .A7 .2 .15

TABLE IV - PILOT COMAND PERFORMANCE

COIIGURATION ANRD UNSTABLE TAIL UNSTAKE TAIL STABLE TAIL
PERFORMANCE (CK#Ft +) (C 4FL -) (C M4FL +)

CONTROL 'ANTICIPATION .512 .5 .51 .46
PARARETER

rimE RESPONSE .13 .11 .15 .13
PARAMETER

DROPBACK .15 .12 .16 .15

SLOPE TIME CONSTANT .25 ,20 .17 .19
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The Interference of Fllghtmechanlcal Control Laws with txse-of Load
Alleviation and its Influence on Structural Design

by

M. MOtlOW ,H#ad Of SlrCturut OynamIcs
R. Motbosl.He d o Loads Departmrlnt

MUS OmbH U.Taispont. u. Vorlkhrsrliizougo
Dynamic Deparrne.nt.E 24

P.O.Boxa 050100
Kreetllsa tO

2103 Hfamburg 95
West Germany

Toaymodrn AIC designs use fly.by-wl(e together wlth control laws to make the NC comfortable for handling In service. In
addtion, this Implie$ an attrallive chance lot 1t0 Of proltecions and limitations with the aim to Improve handling quality
characterlstics or to pro fect the aircrafl Against overloading. E amples ar*

* Oversp"d protection

SLoad factor protection

0 VlaIl protecltion

Another chance Is the Implamenion, cA Load .$Wz-,",.n Functions (LAF3,

To optlmize the overall NC design a clc.t jeramfot. i fOawon the different disciplines like

H tandling Quality

* Aerodynamics

* Loads

* Stressing

Is needed, not to cancel the benefits In one discipline by handicaps or additional weight In others.

This lecture describes the different problems. which have carefully to be watched In rolation of Intoference to eatn olher to
roach an overall optimum.

_______________
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Abbreviations
Abv!e, Oescrltf*'J AME~vathM, Deaceif Uon

NC Atrcr~ ¥.flt

CiSl ed11T Horiotl! Tarlplsts VMO Maltmn operating
FSlatsJF!apa MMO M~nmt ag

FI,.W Fly by Wks
V0  Div* Speed

iCl Electrical Flight Control
Systems • N a, O W

LAP Load Atlevlaoin O €  044 AgleM Command

Functions of NC - Roll Velocity

OLA Oust Load Alleviation O-€ Rolf VeIocihy Command
NZ NC - Vertical Load

MLA Maneuver Load Factor
NZO AC.Load Factor Induced

CL Control Law by banking

HQ Handling Ousllas A NZ, Load Factor Cernmand
a AJC.P; h AIIltudel

SF 9a&fty Factor AIC.Piich Vetocity

LL Llmit Load r NC - Yaw Veoaciy

UL Ultmato Load 11 AC - Sldeslip
Failurel State AMX Reduction or Increase

F f Bending Mp nent

rezlative to
p Failure Probability def nod Basis

1.0 Introduction
The progress In electronics and computerlechniques and the decaoise of prIces In this field lot the designers In the civil
Aircraft Industry start thinking about the attractions the tsbgO of this could have In civil Avlatlon.

Based on the experience In the military fighter area and suporsonlc civil transports the came to the conclusion that there Is
a big amount of attractions, If the Standards of

* Reliablllty

* Safety

Inspection Intervals

usual In civil aviation can be at least guaranteed or belter Improved.

Further Investigations showed that 1lI4 would be the case If some conditions are accepted. These conditions result mainly
from the extremely high Interference between different technical disciplines designing an NC with electrical flight control
systems (EFCS), control laws and possibly load alleviation functions (LAF).

The competitive situation In the civil AC market Is such, that an NC design must be an overall optimum to be successful. It
Is therefore not acceptable, as it was sometimes In the past, to have an optimum In one discipline, say aerodynamics and only
suboptima In the other fields.

To have an overall opalm ,m requires a close cooperation of several disciplines from the early beginning to have a chance to
meet this target.
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3.0 Design Concept

3.1 Handling Quality
It I easy to undersland, nearly obvious to regard EFCS. FMY, and conti ol laws as a chance to gIv* an MC attractive handiing
qualities (1,01. b"cuso the control law gives nearly no limiatlons In doing %o.

The first step In the Overall control tawlysto:en layout litefooe will be to peclfy an attractive N4O and establish a contlol law
concptl. which has a chance ol trlliation In soet- snd hardware. This filst concept will be emttblished wlhoui being Influ-
encod by the trOuctures discipline. One handicap already arise (torm the (act, that the gains. time constants and lime dalays
are highly dt ndlnq on the aerodyntamic data used. which' will be not very wettl i t Ihl erly stage Oihe program.

It was found to W0 rec iiendble to Invoilt as a referenco lasis always the NC without co.trol laws (reternco NIC).
Futhermore It was !ound necosary to undertake zensitivity studi s *w Vivo all Involved disciplines an Idea what mirgins of
vailton ' uld arise ftrm development of HOrequirmients and what lhis moans as Impact on structural weight.

3.2 Structures.

The situation of Ih rructural design must be rgaldled from the history. It has to be reminded, that static design of structure
was done In the past based on statc design loads resulting from alific~al sevetr design condition as NC response In

*62 Oeig usts
* Delgn Maneuvers

* Design Lvidlng Cm ditlons.

In those calcullons the NC was modelled precisely In

0 Geometry
* Muss.i

* Flexlbllity-

* Aerodynamics

and responding due to a defined excitation as function o limo or frequency In Its rigid and flexible body modes laking Into
account steady distorted and unsteady aerodynamics. Non linearitlos wnro taken into account as far as ralovant for that
problem. This shows that the NC reaizilllon Is vary realistic, which had to be validated by filight test, but tho artificial part was
the excltatlon Input. This Input normally defined as

II
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Thereforo. we hd to IrO with the airworthintss authorities about a stick input as function of time or froquoncy to be used
for design maneuvers for such an 'unconvantional AC. This was done In I85 during the design phase of Attbus A3.0 and
Is 41d down in special ,npdition (SC.A2.2.2) as roptacament of JAR 25.331(C)(t) and (C)(2), and addition to (C)(3) and to-
placement of JAR 25"4 (s.

With this now situation we were faced with modified needs for establishing design loads. Now It was necessary to increase
tho A/C modelling by

* Systems Archltedurs and

• Systlms.Parameters.

Hare it is felt necessary to say that with liis development a totally now way of Interdisciplinary work was (equested.

Figure 17 on page 1410 shows In a flow chart the deveiopnoent-cyclos of an 4irclaft.

In the design philosophy of a zonventional A/C, it was acceptable that thn different disciplines worked nearly Indapendent from
each other In parallel with l.".oar models.

The syntem controlled A/C requests because of the high Interaction of

* Aerodynamics

Ha nadllng Qualilfis

* Systems

* Structures
a close cooperation of these disciplines In all phases of design. Taking Into account the different nonlilnearltles Is now a
'must'.

06.
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On top of that let's say 'normal depndency* betweeIn systems and sltructure* we encounterfed the

•System Failure Cases
as Inluencng fet effec rom systems o structures and vlce-vorst.

Using the system behaviour for reducing, design loids makes necessary to have a systeoms reliabilty. w~hich In Casa of sstmilureos doe n ea lhe onefils. It this Is the C8as of not depends highly upon th sstm failure prohi helrlloo fr whic a so
the dtructure has obe designed. Therefore again In the design those of he ? ,wo worked out Mother with Ili
airwrtlhiness auChotnis a concept *How to handl system failures. w Ich have sluctura/C Impticalions." s s rolltod In a
speals condiilo~n.SC-A2.1.1, This p org defines the $:fely factor i5 function Of system flute probabillty floeo igure 21 an
page 14-12 and F-igure 2 on page se.11.

The safety factor, w~hich for non failure conditions Is SF a. 1.5, to transfer Limit Land to Ultimate Loa d
* L 1.5 -L (non failrm: e)

UL L
can under special circumstances become SF < 1,S depending upon syaot ilure probability using SC-A .. philosophy

\\ 'NmnIgi

Ni eileIgi
~''-3NsminI ge
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L 1l) * SFI(P L 11j) (faLlure state)

Where L a lead quantity
SF I safety factor
LL I litat load
U. ultimate 1load
j a (allure stat.
p I fallUr. probabIlity

This relationshlp shows the high 1lun9 of A systems L.youi with rfspeto to failure probilites on the ultimate design load

01.5

Ilel slle

I.'s

rliew 3t. Saisrt acst at ttw 1tawsi I Ato,* F fw* flw•. Sale 5 I,'.r Aqi f ivre I P6i,, Flw$

Figure 23 en page 14.13 to Figure 25 on page 14.13 Illustrate the loads situation betwoen .oci filure envelope and System
failure envelope achieved for dilferent coaimponents alter a strong Interdcilinary work between handlingl quality., systems-
and 1oass-0r1. The work latted with tho system failure dellntlon but for systems side this Is a deflcl of hardware,

" What does this defect mean. for Instance, an deflection rates of surfaces, behaviour of control laws,

and so on?

* Does the pilot know about the failure and car he do anything to avoid critical situation%?

" How In detail, the special behavlour of atrcraft In system failure state can be transferred Into
loads7

Always, f the answers could not be given precisely a conservatlvo estimate had to be used In this process to ensure aircraft
safety even In System failure st4t0, but very often It was possible to reduce the consoqutice of a failure by axtensIve rig
tosting to an accoltablo level froM structural point of view.

So II can be sean that at the wing (Figure 23 on page 14-1,) the fatluro case level Is at'out the same as ilie non failure en-
velope. This was achieved by careful layout of gust alleviation system Including possible f1llutos right from the beginning of
system design.

For the fuselage (Figure 25 on pago 14-13) the failure lovl Is well below the non failure level excepi for ilia attachment area
of HTP(horlzontal tallpisne). This Is produced by unsymmetrical rx.naway of elevator and has to be further treated as a design
case because It was no possible to avoid this case.

A1l for HTP (Figure 24 on p:ge 14.13) It can be seen that the failure level in downward direction overrides the non failure
case loal by about 10 %. Alio here the reason was a system driven Mnaway of one elevator which could not be avoided.

The cases producing higher loads for aircraft failure itate were covered by structural margins available by chance from other
reasons. However, the structural optlinizatlon might reduce this chance In future A/C designs fulther. Therefore. the system
failure caiscs have to be controlled vory carefully right from the beginnIng of a now design.

IIx -1
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The tar,. s a( the#* ptolotelons wo.,

* The NC shill seNfecer Agains full plilot Input.
* Tlhe NC cannot 1e btoen In pitch nenuvers.

* The AM cannot be Slled, l,0efete l toss of control UP to maxsmum sa e ot attaCk.

4.1 Ovespeed Protection System
The objective af this system is to protect the NC against speed ov tsho above VMiMOMMO. The overspeed will be lmited
by an automatic elevator recevety mar4uvr. which kisds to a VO "otecl0d) of abOut

VMO + 3 2 kit

Thlis margin Is about hadf of that between VMO and VO for a coen tonal NC.

The system further limis the maximum bWt angle above the overspeed wotning to a defined value. The slick tree ban k angle
will smoothly be reduced to zero.

Besides this positive aspect In handing. there are further banilts In demonstrating (lunaer Ihedom and In toads In cases.
where normally VD-cae: produce the critical design condlions.

Figure 26 shows the architclure of such an overspeed protection system.

Vilas W"40.11S~

4.2 Load Factor Protection System
The objective of such a system Is to minimile the ptobability of hazardous events when from a handling point of view high
msneuverability Is needed.

This means In reality. that the pilot Is free Io act In a ctilcal situation m, he fools he should, without the need to care for an-
other problem as In the conventional ,.C.

This Is regaded at a big mprovement in safety, becauso It can be shown by past experieno, that AIC's were broken by pilot
actions during recovery from a cri-t.l situation.

Such a system could for example ensure that the loadfactor Is limilod to

* +2.5 0- I g for clean configuration

0 + 2 g0 g for laps Wxtended

It can be shown that a rapid pull to 2.5 g knowing the NC cannot be bro',en leads to a more effective NC reaction than a
Cautious pull to higher oad1!actor and taking care that the A/C will not b. broken.

These facts are demonstrated In Figure 27 on page 14,15 and Figure 28 on page 14-15.
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4.3 Stall or Low Speed Protection System
Trho objective of this system Is to

* protect the A/C against stall in high dynamic maneuvers and gusts.
" give the A/C the possibility of t high lift side stick full back without exceedina a defined maximum nr-le ef --!lack and

without thb,;isk of stall

" give the A/C a good tolling maneuverability

* rmprove the windshear survivability by reaching a safe l1f0 In conjunction with early full thrust availability under Alpha-poor
command.

A scheme of the settings Is given In Figure 20 on page 14-16.
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5.0 Amirraft with Load Alleviation
Besides the Improvement of the Ho a FOW.C Inclusive control laws Implies tl big chance to Implemt1 dIferent load at-
llttlltlfti funti1ons,

Depending upon the AIC category (shodi, medium. long range) the critical wing design condition can be gust ot maneuver.

Svnstutrochanging b critical design loads which In prlnciple can be done by

n GurctLra to ad Alleviatidn A iLA)

or

Maneuver Load All. natnon (MLA)

or both.

Moro or loss all these systems tr aiming at reducing design loads at the wing and not IncrosInllta the sane lie tb. design
loads at other components to maintain a positive overtall weight rductlon balance Including dditional weight for systems
Instllation.

Tbe philosophy and the expenses 10 be spent are vary ditferiint as shown In Ihe following subichaplers.

5.1 Gust Load Alleviation
The target of aLA Iis to destroy parts of the gust Incremenial load l thl wing. Depending upon the wing design conditions
In gust the system must work on

0 Dlscrel Gusts

• Slochastical Gust$

both has te be demonstrated.

Realistic margins of reduction have the ordor of magnitude up to 20 , reduction of wing root bending.

The GLA works per syout for upguvts because tho higher gust level Is proJuced In thal direction.

As controls In this function generally the symmetrical use of ailerons and spoilers Is possible. High deliection rales of about
200 deg/* are requested, therefore additlonal hydraulic power Is needed, It has further to be ensured that there wll be no
uncccoptable Interactions during pilot demanded maneuvers.

* i



Such a system wit normally opetato under

" ckan cooftyratk"

" spq Mteor than a Ow"d Val&*

* beyo.d a defind lead lacier threshlfd

A scheme of such a LA Is given In FNgure 30.

As montlo ed under tom 32 also such a GLA.Function can fail for several syitoms tOesons ar therefore it the structural
design of the wlro Is opRim!t~d to 150 reduce.,d loads produced by the s~ystem that f1tuto ca st* hosve o be carefully watched

light from the begIrlnog of the systems dovolopmont.

It - Nz f

III" 1"""pit ""'"I* -t 40 " Ot"+
'i ' * ** I "I ltllll Ii, ll ller

1wetill W IN HWl

fleue 50. CoM Le.4 At tytMIen

Figure W1 on page 14.18 to Figure 34 on page 14.18 p esont the effect of GLA on wing and tilplano compared to a conven-
tional AC (mechanical link between pilot and surface) and to a FOW-/AC which has only.ft control law Instilled.

To wing upbanding In Figure 32 on p3o 14.18 shows the oxpocted reduction versus span, whareas one cannct distinguish
conventional- and FOWAIC. The effect on wing torque of GLA Is adverse I.e. torque Is Increased duo to the surfaces used
for alleviation.

The HTP.bending In Figure 34 on page 14-18 show2 that one has to distinguish the load directions In Judging on the system
effect. For downward tallplano load the FOW-A/C presents the highest toad level. this Is than reduced by additional use of GLA.
However. the lowest level Is presented from the conventional NC. For the upward Io+jd direction the AC with CL and GLA
presents the highest toad level, FOW-A/C and conventional cannot be distinguished.

In 'his example the absolute highest loyal was obtained In upward dliection. What can be said generally Is that duo to System
Effect (EFCS and GLA) the HTP loads were Increased and an exchat-go from vertical ma.iouver to vertical oust cases has taoen
place as already shown under Item 3.2. This certainly effects the rear fuselage too.

p m .e~ m fp
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5.2 Maneuver Load AllOvlaUon

The 4ilm of a MLA hv to !W.dlitibu;c for manouvelln POCOSSaWy lift to the Inner pant of the wing aind by this reducing only the
wilng banding, In doing So the aoall AIC-bllance will be disturbed and has to b fr a~gslnood by elevato reaction. Itis II flly
to be soon thatl by this the MLA lm~uances the tlplsne- and tear fuselJgo loads Ic.

Realistic wing roow bending marirns which can be gained by MLA have tthe order of 10 ,. That means Inao MLA Is less efficient
compared to the GLA. H~oweverthis efficiency Is achieved by far lost complicatied system ad needs no addiional hydraulic
power Le. It can be realited using th1 system patformaac-,, aftoady available fr NO at ain EFCS equipped AIC. TheroreoIt I s
pf inclpstl~y possible to add thlis fatuf' a o such an A/C for further deoveopmant vasons.

A scheme of MLA Is given In Figure 35 on page 14.19,

it cain be seen that the ilrons. ooter spoil aind the elevator are used. In a siymmetrically sense nstut~o and that there
Is s certain threoshol.d In elevator demand and lend facto.

The reduction of 'wing bending versus span Is pfesenid In Figure 36 on page 14.1e

However this reductions has to be balanced with possible higher loads for Isllplane and rear fuselage. The MLA lends to mak~e
the AIC sluggish In chocked mneuvers. This could make II necessary from HQ point of view to modify the gainsl il such at
way to regain ho AIC maneuverability without MILK. The consequence of this could be an Increase of tallplno loads up to

l 00%.

~Again hoo It Is an clear Interaction of NO, Loads, Stressing to find a from all concerned disciplines acceptable compromise.

*
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6.0 Conclusion
The prosentlaion has shown that there re oadvantages and disadvantagos avalilabl from the syslom offocts on struclures as
It Is summarized In Figure 37 on page 14.20.

The tarqol in future developments shall be t* avoid the disadvantages as fat as possible whItu keeping 'he advantages.

Because of he Istrong nlteracl:on between

* Aerodysmics

H handling Qualities

* Systems

* Loads

* Stressing

In today AIC-Doesign a5 presented here, the only future solulion can be an itaonsivo cooperation of tho before mentioned dis-
ciplines during tha total design phase In a cosod loop'.
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DOWg o0 AIMc~tft tonW-trol, ajeas ron c norAtion of smjy tatoers Including Mov4rjn;;
riA-&On hAAdling qAvlities, aasbility autxttcAnd controt power roqoirtunt' s 41 Vl a 14"ral
uthiri. Ali.the Ctl 0e f fttc.#o twtfir, Aro Stronly AIMOlUtMn4 br'h 4tv .elo tt#wbYuene

@flv~tvnom Lhrwau~wht ths aircraft stuxt fly. A unified mMaytcl cesig, method to doscribed Vh~ch
ayatoswtcslly lkscounta fci" ttroQ-Co*WQApsont vel.ocity OpAtAIl dit.rIbUtlaf tto-cta, hfui0i11 Alloos
In ttras tit needed cocai-Wap atabilitt au~al~sy'stea, and the merintIg And Stsiliution tlree-
kxo can trol pqu r required. These t actors are tll in'erel.'vd. 3tato vAriblIo foroulAtlonS of modern
*ates I waory are usnd for Lbs Aircraft 9An turbulence dynamic les sAd in satllIty aupentation ayatO4
aynthoa~a. 3ath h ous end httero oua tubuence Are onzidtrod. Hoonoous odlls are doscribed
In a istltisl aenit. heq.c urimwlvnto 14 dlw;;to dto z wrwe patterns generated ty obtacule
such As trees, buildings, anwmtaim, 40n, Wa has beenm tno.4n to result In aircraft mpsets And wtrcurbl
flhbara,

An airplene WkS ix ri(td-tbdy dograec of tredoz--vrt coil, forward, Anq sideways translation of the
center at gravity and'yA, pilt and roll rotations. These are u3ually refcrcncd to an rM Og l AXiS
sytes fixed At the eqnter at gravity. Ihe overall cetrol froblea io conveniently divided Into the
vidAnce fuctlen. concern*4 with contrt of linear position and velocity of th Airplane to caUs# It to
follow a deitred flight path time history, and th attitude control or Stability aupstnttlon function. The
guidAnco a~yatom obtains position and velocity Inforoation from the navig:ation ays and Utz's tWel ata to
geeate veloaty coands, which In turn ea implemented by maneuvering the sirert Lrough displacement

of appropriate aircraft control. In order fo r tidwne function to be csrrl*O out, the airplana must
be *table along Its flight path. In other t.- it must not exhibit divergent oscillations which would
cause It to depsrt from the desired flight path. All VTL md most CTCt high performAnco Airplanes require
such &tability ugatntation, provided by either an autwonatio-cmatm, or by the pilot worling harder ;o
atabilin tly control Inputs AS well as saneuver the vhiclo ith Additional lfrgit* from t .sano controls.

The quality of the attitude stability Is refterred to as -.t) "handling qualities" or "flykni qualities"
or the airplane, and there has been much research devoted to 4eterminatin ot what thoe should be for
various classes of airplanA In various flight Conditions. The tandling qualitle 3poalticlatIo43 tor CTOU

airpla n re given In Aet. I and YSTI ailrples is In Rot. 2. i'll? opinio, ratings obtained In
simulations cr from actual flight test are always used In assesslng whether the airplane does hWe
satisfactory handllnr qualities,

Trse Aource of turbulence-gencrated arodynasio fcrC'e and monenta acting an aircraft Are the three
orthogonal gomponents of wind relative velocity rateronced to body-fixed oordtsino System. The
coponents oonteln moan wind values U.0 Vo. Us and turbulenme a - es u , v , w , whicil Are ftnctions of timeand spatial poition relative to the airw ft; (Fig. I). The toces an momens are ested by (I) Kutta -

Joukovsky lau ot circulation and (2) Moret% trantefr .twe., the turbultec-isd t"e ilfrNe.

For aircraft In oonventional flight, circulation lift ix predominant. For winged ViTc:aircrart In
hoverIng flight, moentum transfer beoone3 significant. Th turbulent air 13 of two tyea ill Homogenvous
and (2) Ileterosaneou. Homogeneous turbulence is that which can be described statistically." '

O
leterognenou Is oai-tatiatical turbulenct and reters to discrete 'gusts such a thunderstrM downburats,
wind shears, and vortex patterns art mountains-, buildings and other obstacles. The-mcnentto transter
approach Is appropriate far vortex sad aiw Inputs to the aircraft.

9  
FIgures 2 and 3 salow a pessiclo

vortex model and velocity prottlo tor use In momentu tiantcsf caloulaItons. A nas-to-till traverse would
* cause rapid pitch and yaw reversals, depending on the orientation of the ,ortex axis relative to. the

aircraft. itkewlso, a wing tip-to-wing tip travaesi wr -U in rarid roll od yaw -vcrxmls. Severe
disturbanoes '-of this type put extre me d mands on i6 'ntrnl system . ' Rleference 9 dose vibes adetailed application at thi vortex motted, cd i'oa4l .,, Ct LO - -,
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A numer of VTCX. ashes ht" Won Attrlt..td to a lAck of uffrictf. control potl' to stabilize the

alrraft t rtualonco. Control ;0wor I aat. often deftid 44 tt* w .lir clteation prodmcd4 by &
control Input. For *Mpls' Imi.en oo~l)yao cantrol 0p6r_12 gItvn by

CMlt) N6 *it) (X)

"hors Mt Is the yi-i coairo1, usalty rudder derloctl4n or ILse~iA mn In terms of' reactiort jet
thrtIrn, and At.. I the control |srastivity (eh.grq i6 yawing sament due to unit S divldd by aIr rart.
YA- asa atet OEInrtia). SZjm W.s~ ,x*irfl*on 8gve control poar t.n roll And pit,!. Thin eriwon
apllies to the control rc 4r n#46d.for znmtuvoring m4 that nw. m too atabIitty Augmentation About a
triMod flipt condition.

There I* a novo" or bettor methods or. de.tk*Anga the atinmun levelsato control par nfasAry to
provide adeque otabilizatton and foreuverab lity for YT0. aircraft. An Insuffclent mount Is unsafe and
an on#$*4 r*4o*** th avlable lift entine-urt, asco.ntrol power o obtatned by bluding alip or
oodviliting trt fro the propulsion *rat. The woont needed for seuverlng Is generally Independent of
alrcaft siz4 And dynamto terta lc. le vtr. trAt needed for stAbiliTation is atrondly dependent on
aircraft *I%*, c~Nr-1oop 4ynxaes, the typo AN Mount Or l~ stillttY AUPnton Providd, And the
turbolonot iuivirrnment. An snalytical design xthd i0 avAlle11 Which sructyr the stobility
aupent ti'on ystem requirtd for sattiactaory aircrait handlK4 qualitie, while .amultmouily ytelding the
6lwnlmi ret ttrod vAlues of MtabltliA . control power. Rde q tual t ,r stn Or rigidbsody and
elastic maos am 4134 be o pote n the design method.

ttie littraturt and the CTC. and VTCL atrcraft built to date have not rg riizd the iapkameat ot the

typo o* ' food ek control system used on the rtaulting control power raquir n L. sotztreA= s tability
oulaentAtICA iyatOMS have esplayed conventional attitude and rzso ftqdback loops with no regard for Wihat
this control la astruaur me ax In terms or a tblgtion oonitl power lev4e. For extimple, m0ot vehicles
In a hovering mode have nitmint a Suase Arn sf cion and require unn"o. sartly high control pvow,
l2evsls vu in stabllzed by colventional sarv on aly sisIgn techniquos. t-h Wn shown that modern
linea" iate variable control synthtesi methods wes be utui for dtrect synthsis of stability augentation
systems yielding proscried handling q lies And minlak-stAbllxAtion Control POxa

1 0

IFIgo MISZ(X I*TmOO

An easily for0aulsed And ow.-nent eorm or atroraft,-4iynkistequations or motion Is the vector-matrix
form

x - 52 -- n. ()

Where x 13 i (nv-x-l,) mtrlx rg'th physicalaircrafNt varlaita , u is an (ax 1) control Input vector.
nd n Is nLt<-x i) matrlx *'4 the gst veloctty state varltbles. A, 8, And O ar in x n), (n x a), and (n x

it) coltficl-nt matriris, respectively. Elastic mode daxd n or freteo can ti Included In x.

The variables In the gust matrix qs ti'y the ifctor-sstrtxequatton, Where coefficient
ma,.niis A and 0 "n be e:tmPed frIm t;'yden gust velocity paver spectral density math model*s r, Is
sola', z* 0 mes4 unit vhite noise

,- Agn6 * Oi94 (3)

It gust spatal datr tion effects are Included, n- .u, v.v r, q, p , UherO rq q p are

equivalent rsv,ottch and roll onrlar velocities dJ to [& s til eftec43. aty auggentigg & arcraft

state vector x with the Su t tates, an alternate fom of k. (2) Is

r~r 0 1( 1 n I 0~

For almost bI1 stability augmentation system (SAS) control laws, trim simple rate feedback to full

state, the control input vector u can be expressed as

u - -Xx (5)

there K isar (a x n) matrix or reedback gains. BY use Of Eq. (5), q3. (2) and (4) become EQs. (6) and

. x ", - KZ- Kx 0 C (6)

4



9 r. if 1t

u.,4to I lKno th

To asoplify th rotation in v AL follows lot xe, D, Ad r no W ud to Irolto th1 aupotod ata

of Eq. 171, or

* Fq (8)

8iany conventional aircraft sLAI1LY auvaontAtlon control philoaophlv* u~t A *Ingle control Input,
traually olovator In 04~ 1oagttts4nal ca* And rul~dor In the@ latoral-dirmelonal coo.. 31mc tho rice
qvAlitr analyala can We divieoa in~to aqw*at, IvntItu4IinAl And lattfal-dirootiQial cAla. ttwnt the (tdtao'(
giln atrix K In 94. (5) Wmt3 ( x n) raw a4trix.

In t04 5olar Control InpLt CasO, A ipovrful 40t0d (o otting tM foodb ck jair to achleo specified
ha;%djIng quAliolc 13 first to trraoor the aircraft *LAta to phmao variable canonical (coapanion)
fom.II If th ayata In Eq. (1) to cosploely atAtt controllable. t hn there xata a transformatlon
atrix T In x -Ty, uhitah 1Ilds A phutO varliable canonical form In the vqctwr y.

Tj 0 0 ATY. .. . (5

45d

.. (T1
AT)y - E(T1111u - ('T'0]n (10)

where
0 1 0 ..... 0

0o0o a .0
000 I ..... 0

".o.
0 0

0 -L dO d I ....... ... "In- I

The d coefficients In Eq. (11) are the coeffilents of tho broe-uartr.o ch-acteorat.o equation (13).

jat -A -a dn.I * * 3a , d 0 -0 (13)

The (n x n) natrix T to formed as folloI
1

T - Et It 2...n  ( )

uhere

tn  -b

I Atn ' d.ltn

The scalar SAS control t Is

U -Kx - )Ky (16)
and Eq. (10) booo5

- I' [A-D3]Ty [ ('1Gn s - A'y + [Wt Oln (17)

4



A* Is given by.&. (18). r * 0. 0 1
1 0 0 . . ]

('do Yl) ("di ' k.) ..... itd! *

The last raw of A nans the coefficients of the desired 0102dl(p chArscferI*tIo aqution. lsnuling
qualities are strongly Influen.d by the roots or the chracteristic equa.ion. Therefore, If the desired
closed-loop chAractristio eqation Is specified by selecting All W the root* fr od handling quIlites,
the coefficionts 9, as In r4. (19), then awe known And Ae related i o those In P by Of. (20).

n o I , " , y - to ( 0

*0 -0 •1

-4* -d ' (2

* S (20)

n-I ."-I k n

The 'e then re calculated easily, given the d's and *'s. The k row matrix I obtained from Eq. (21),
using r4. (12).

-7 -1 (21)

I k 0].k

IK - (CXI K 2  ... X) - (-k i , -I;s,,.-ntT'l3 (22)

Calculating the OK squ ae matrix allows determination or the augmented 0 matrix in Eqs. (7) and (M).

Since sensors can measire only combinations or hysical output variables, which are usually less than
the order of the state vector, ue have

- - Cx (23)

where the % outputs ae a (p x 1) vector, C Is a (p x n) matrix of numbera and p ( n. Each row of C io made
up or the efficlents of the transfer function numerator polynomials of each output variable In tM, a-to-u
transfer function . t 0  Since matrix C i not squre, Its Inverse does not exist, And the control lail given
by E4. (24) cannot be rtalized.

u - -Kx u -X . 1  - uO (24)

uO it the scalar maneuvering control deflection from pilot input. flowaver, by forming additional equations
by using derivatives or the z states and a technique described In Ret. 10 of using roal-valued let half-
plane transrer (unction numerator zeros, C can be made of size (n x n) and the Inverse In Eq. (24) can be
obtatned.

A block diagram of the SAS is Implementation of Eqs. (3), (6), and 124) is shown In Figure 4.

I4BItt QUALITY ANALYSIS

Once the SAS is desgned for good handling qualities, the ride quality can be considered, although
there are some trade-oa to be made between handling and ride In any design.

12

The commonly used ride quality parameter Is the vertical and lateral normal acceleration rc responses
at selected fuselage ntations. In terms of perturbeition or rignt path angle '3 pitch angle O roll-angle
*1 yaw &ngle #; sideslip angle 01 sya-trio elastio mode jhape and generalized coordinates # and C ; and

antisymzetric mode shapes and coordinates 4 and C, the vertical-and lateral normal acceleration load
factors as a function of' funelar, station x (poit.ye forward of the o. g.) are

__ ________
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wihore Tx 1''31 It~ a symottric isquare (n s 10 x In 1gt) state vowantmc matrix, shlth cAn be dotorataed as
fC1oM. rc V4. (6)

Also,

COV ,FP th 'o X *90 nor$(3~
and

Ets';") E* It *&)Dl # EIt')P (m

It can be shoin with tuidaiental stocheottco nal ala that, for a linear ayatm a rlvom by unit. white nolge,
so Eq. (6). 04e correlatlco betV'een X and q 13

and

EE1)- F/2 (3b)
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- esribdtExs 0n E640 9 1NO4 (8
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C.523E~x~]1 
(

re elavater i3 the pxrssry control. for evpeniting the longitudinal dynamics and placemev. at the roots

ot r4. (19). "he rudder 13 the primary control for Impementing a yam dapr tunction and placeent ar the

latrl-dtrectional- dynamics desired'roots ot E4. (19). The method ot scaler control and exact pole
placement can be applied separately to both, perturbatton equations of motion, with the usual *33enPtIOn.'
that UMO*UPIe the tMo .C or oquations. The matrix of pi~ns X In Eqme. (4B) and (51) would be a (2 x n)
esatrx vhen aand 6. are the SAS controls used. Each row of K cimos troo rq. (22) tar tht two sets Or
dynamics.r
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SMARM

3ased on the Do M3S regional airliner, the improvimental passnger tutort p-ovided by
the gust load alleviation system OLGA under Advorse weather condIins Is shown. The prob-
lox of excited structural vibrations Is solved with an active structural damper, which
eliminates the adverse effect of the gust load alleviation system on structural vibrations
and, additiovally, diminishes their excitation by manouvrs and gust loads.

OLCA Open Loop Gust Alleviation
OXO ride discomfort index
so active structural damper
TNT Tragflfgtl XNuer Technologie (Advanced Technology Wing)

XOflECLATURE

A syatem matrix
A) frequency response
a angle-*t-attack
I input matrix
C output matrix
Sfeed-forw&rd gain matrix (OLGA)
f frequency (Hal
9 feedback gain matrix (SD)
L coupling matrix (struct'sral dynamicirIgid aircraft)
n load factor
R disturbance matrix (gusts)
u input vector
v noise input vector
v noise atcle vector
x state vector
y output vector
a vertical displacement

1. INTRODUCTION

For regiosils airliners and general aviation Aircraft, flying under adverse weather
conditions has a dimensionlng infl. scc on the st"uture and is a significant measure of
passenger comfort. further improvemon,.s to the economy and flight performance of future
aircraft designs constitute exacting requirements to aircraft configuration and, in par-
ticular, structural weight paremcters. Structures become inireasingly elastic. Commuter
aircraft featuring modern wings of high aerodyn&7ic efficiency are sensitive to gus
which is inconsistent with the also requested improvamnt: in ride quality. Additionally.
on account of oxcited elastic codes of wing and fuseleo the problem has spread to a
higher frequency rang,.

The degree of ride quality achieved by means of a syeto improve the passenger
comfort is indicated by the so-called ride discomfort index-(RDI) (1). This Index is based
on the 'von Xarman' gust power density spectrum. The acceleration reactions of an aircraft
to this gust excitation Are weighted and added acrordint tuefrequency. In rig. 1, the
weighting factors of vertical acceleration values are shown.

Studies have shown that the ptssengers' susceptibility to airsickness does klot only
depend on the intensity o gusts, but to a high-measure also on gust frequency. In Fig., .
this fact has been taken into consideration by the high veightirg in the frequency range
between 0.1 Hz and 0.3 HI:. Unfortunately, there is also a maximum for the vertical ac-
celeration intensity caused by gusts in this frequency range, since the oigenfrequency of
short period motion varies between 0.3 Mz and 0.6 Hz. depending on flight-altitude and
speed.

Medical studies have revealed that the eigenfrequency of the fundamental mode of
man's vertebral column is approximately at 6 Hz. Therefore the frequency' range from-4 Ht
first wing bending mode jenerally-is within this range.

The aia is to .educe vertical accelerations for the two'hetvily weighted frequoncy

.9-
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rang*e by mns of control measure. The gus alleviation syatem OLGA wiil be employed fmr
the lw grequency rante o up to 2 -s and an active strutal dampar tot the frequency
rnto above 2 Hz.

This-p p r provides a briet dccrlption of the OLGA systom and the achieved flight
tost results and a sore detailed description o thi System mxtnded-by fn active structur-
al damper.

The design teal for the overall sys em to to combine the advantAgs provide:d by the
OLGA aystts (based on a rigid-body model) with those ot the structural dOrer Ibased 4n An
elastic maod*).

2. GUST LOAD ALL&YIATON SYSitU OLGA

thare are two gust load alleviation principlos

* Open Loop Gust Load Alleviation (OLGA)
SC o sed Loop Gust Load A levIation

With the "open loop" principleI which is primarily considarad in this paper. th* ties
history ot gusI (gust antl- -tach) must be calculated directly from the sensor si*
nle. Depending on thi gust angle, the litc-changisn control surfatces must b d1flected
so as to compensate tor the litt-changint effect of gusts (Direct Lift Control, Di). The
advantae of this principle L that handling qualities temain unchanged While thi dis-
advsnt ag Is Its complexity and, by this. limited accuracy ot gust angle calculaion.

With the "closed loop" principle. not the custs are measured but rather the aircrat
responso to lusts. The sensor signals deflect the control AurtAces to "inimlz this to-
spponse. The advantage ot this principle is that the gust angle is not calculated while the
disadvantage Is that this system changes sircra t handling qualities. Ulth this system.
the Aircraft responds more sluggizhly to flight path changes Initiated by the pilot.

fig. 2 depicts the functional structure in line with the folloving deign philosophy

Calculation at the gust anglo-ot-Attack from the sensor signals (angle-of-attack.
pitch attitude. f'ight path angle)

* Symaetrical ailoron deflection to compensate for the changed lift produced by gust%
* Siultaneous detlection of the olevator to compensate tor the pitching moment at the

symmetrical Ailerons
a Delayod defleoution o the elevator to compwnsate for changed lift on the horizontal

tail pzoduced by gusts.

ixcellent results with respect to systems ftticiency were expected on account o the
extensive inveosigations in sytems theory and wind tunnel tests. The reaults, however.
also revealed the imits of real systes (ncasuring Accuracy, delays. limited deflection
speed).

The expected efficiency ot the OLGA system was tasted by sImulation runs in the wind
tunnel end by numerical simulation at the rlid aircratt uodal including hardvare-in-the-
loop (actuators. sensors). The reduction in vertical acceleration Above the frequency
range produced by gusts is used as ovaluation criterion. for the simulation runs, the tire
history ot gusts WAS deternine by the so-called Pryden spactrum In flight direction.
which defines gust intensity as a function at trequency eand, by this. simulates to a So-
tistactory degree of accuracy the natural conditions. As the stochastisebehavlour of gusts
could bo reproduced accurately. a cost-eftective optimizatiort f the aytes parameter; wa
possible. To simulation runs shoved the eftects 49 non-linoaritieos, but not o( the elas-
tic modes of wing and tselagoe, because of th0o rlgd *Lrcraf mnodel.

The tirst flight test showed an excitation of the first wing handing mode at 5.7 0:
and a relatively slight gust load alleviation in the law trequvncy range. fig. 3 depicts
the power density spectrum at vertical;4accsleractnn in this flight with the OLGA system
switched on and oft. The clearly visible oxcit &J1un ot structural vibration at approxima-
tely 7 4d was provoked by the piase shifting botween the gust sipnal and thl OLGA ailaron
deflection. In the eitentrequeny range of the first wing nerdIng mode it achieved 180'.

Flight testing has al shown theS, by reducing vertical sccoler.t€ona in the Itm-
quency range o up to 2 iz, tht passonjors' susceptibility to airsickness In the trequeney
rant* between 4 and 4 Hz seems to be incroased, sinqe the latter range nov represents a
dominant portion ot the, frequency Spectrum.

i To solve-this problem, tachnical etaipmntn mod~icetione (reduncion of phe ahift,
notch tilter), had to be performed.

Flight testing of-this new configuration revealed a 3arked isprovmnont is :yton per-
tornance. Fig. 4 shows-the vertical wolOjetinn spectrum after modification in-too of the-
flights and demonstrat 4k

a ati factory gust load alleviation.li the loy frequency rassgmby approximatly 10 41
negligible excitation of structural--Vbritins its the 3-4 Hi. freqtncy range
picsive syvtan behaviour in. the higher.fr~juincy raige.
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The description of the OLGA doveloxnt status has Shovn tha the, rwqzcey- rang
including the first bending *oo4 of wing and fuselage. must be taken into Account, in or-
der to Improve passten er comfort. This *Aen$ that the freqvency range be tVMe 0.1 ft And
11 Nz must be considored, To attsa this go,. A Structural vibration damper must b4
dqsgne In Addition-to the-gust load Alleviation System. for tis purposo, the dynaaice
of th OlAsttc aircraft must b# 9odele4 .

Is -INATMgiATLNMODIL 0r A$ LASTIC AiMCAT

The dyaMICs Of sn-a1~LCAeifc crft is being 4§ACtibtd At first In tWe Steps based on
tAtn1s istllt-rlj~id Xethod'.

In a first step, the Aircraft is considered as *A rigid body with its : 04# concntrfit-
v1 in the Centre of gravity. The cmnr4 of gravity nvel on the flitht V A, At An ar-
bitrAry point of tho flight path, the -calle steady stAte, the eq ations of notion of
minor defleCtion, of the rigid Alrcrsft related to the *tability axes Can be indicated in
lineAr torm.

In a second step, the structural vibrations o the elactic dgreea oft (:#o4oa ot the
airtrane ore doscribd In the-Corta of aircraft-ftix4 coordinates.

Via the unste*dy Aerodynamic forces, the rigid aircraft nodel Is than coupled vith

the structural noiq1.

3.d Rigid z&'cAft Mod41

The rigid aircraft model to generAted for the longitudinal not.on o the to 224 *it-
craft. In this cie, the frequencyApacitn betven the short period zotion (tf', * 0.3 N)
and the phugoid mode tis a 0.0 N:) is so big that, by A proxInetLon, both mw.ionx can be
considered As decoOp'.4d.As the static longitudinal stability is detroln9d by the Air-
frinc design and the requen#ny spacing is-very-big betveen phugoid and mtructure bondiag
modes ( a 5 Ms, t7  a N:). the phugoid notion can be neglected.

The bubsyste charActoeltd by the short pario4 motion is-described by

;I 0 Al XR 4 i Ul (I)

vith the state vector x1 - (op q) in state raprasentation.

3.1 Structural Vibration model

The mathematical model four structural vibrations of the Aittran is generated in Air-
craft-fixed coordinates for the position on the flight path uhtch Is described by the
equaticna of notion of the rigid Aircraft.

The aircraft structure, which novat treely In the Airspace, is studied nov. its equa-
tions of notion are based an the (olloving assuptions:

* Conpared with the dinensions and notion of the rigid aircr4ft, elastic dotornation is
Sal21. and OOM's liv i applicable. Then, the olsAtonochanical behaviour can be
Sescribed by means of linear equations.

* 1he ass&e d structural vight is invariant (fuel consumption. for IneAAnce, is not
can~ldarod).

* The elastic structure vith an infinite number ot degrees of freedom As replace4d by a
s:stn vith a limitoe nuzebr of degrees of freedom.

Tba udcl of the *l4stic degrees of freedon Is generated by means at the dunbbell
model aykpo!ch by dhormticing the airfran into ILve rnsses (fig. 5). The resulting sub-
modol t wing And fusela&ge comprise tee rigid body notion 'hoxw' And the first toy%-
netticrl) and socond (aiynsetrical) natural banding uod .

As 04n rig1d-otion has Already beon discribed by the rigid-airtatft nodel, It oust
be ollninated from the oatucturAl nodel. The elimination of the rigii-body notion leads to
sta ir vibration oquations-uhich are used for the studfes of dynanic V:aponse by structur-
al nechtnics. Wing And fuselage vibration frequencies are known fro static vibration
test* conet,.ed on Do 226 Aircraft. In the frequency range tf up to 15 Ht, which is of in-
terest here. the first bending nodes of vie; 0 f 4 RN) and fuselage (fF " 12 91) bave
been identified as a oajor influencing fattor. horoLar, the structural nodal can-uloo be
reduced-by the other vibration modes included.

for this purpose. the tollovLnt proeaoding vas devisedt

let steps Calculatibn-of the eigenvalue problem for the undenpenod subnodele
2st xtcpt Order reduction of subxodels
3rd xteputsuperinmpostion of subnodols
4th stov 1inInatioi of the risidrbody notion 'heave'.

Yet the tvo subr=gils the calculations of atop 1 provide the natural nodes and assign
the" definitely to the eigenfrequenctes. As-s atructural dyna,cs nodal is reqnired ohich F
coreety reproducos the first bending =44ie-bf *jing and fusoiago. it is important to

N



pr#6erVe %halt 4igenffrejqsenc~t*e4spep1 thel reductiLon.
In atp20sirnrqo s fulM1lle by An order reduction wthich corresponds to An

itesploz* 2odal transr ction. condition*% ewnetions for the Toquirad coordinate traos-
for*4tons ca be dace:,ined t*c-theorogoe*biUY relations at chag cosby taint
of the dionoal m4sa mazrix of atchs:fcal sY~t*s~. The reduction by the -nd ban4lot *ode
tot the indivI4d Subtadi. can be perto % d in this tp.

The rigid be i#eeion ca only be *eliminata4 ieA tor the stodel superinposed in
At*? 3, *Inc* It i?: this coordinate tronsferoaeion that. couples win& and fuselate motion.

The s~tctural-M-4#41 V'Urid to the coordinm oat 04t 04#4 *aca s 'f nd tail mas xTr

x i~g IGt* s

3.2 11041 at VAS10edy AttrodyaiC forest

ybrixim of the Vint arecit e bi*4y unsteady AtrodynAmit c es(q 4A4b
gUMt). They A4e claSzStie 4s 4 Ste-Oxtd, non-linear. dynamic 44CiL111tor. Ates i
clov supplies the energy. SpeciAl, tlov self-ou c stilo. ar M@ at

lnc:44az flow to Considered es constant. Litt changes, thereforv, dp~d on the lift
eoofficient which. In turn. pimarily dopends art the anglo-of-AttAck. WL:. t4e ritid ,ir-
craft. the tint-vAriant ongli-ol-attack is ;4#uxod to beq tonstant over the caomplote Vint.
This does not apply TO 4 vthraing wing As a result of. tho, deforxxion. 14, the Uattar
CIA*. tho 4ftslo-of-Atec c or directly the pressure diottbution must be consideredt a4
%ime-variAnt And dependent. on location.

At regords the test aircrfti 00 2:4, A method auztt eChowa for the 44c'alcution of
the Unsteady rotdynsoIC forcka to the subsonit rant* which acribtt the be~Laur of the
xerodynsmic fore** with A Satisfactory 14easure of Accuracy And Comparatively 14V calculai
tion W6fMt. The 4AsieSt way Is to AAsu*1 qu4si-StationarTy Atradytamic force*$. Tne equa-
tions of motion atq then lHow.

As the discrete masses ok the wing move independently, only tho castes moved down at
a Certain morent generate additional lift, while %t others decreAse lift, This to record-
ed by x 40s of euptrI2 osition In zhe chentlag overAll anglo-ot-attck which Is distribut-
ed acCorang to map* discittilation.

'The rigid airtraft model Is then tuperimposed with the raductit-strccurAl %*del. On
account of the zdditionsllY-rocorA*4 vertIcal Acceleration of the ving. the structural
dYnee1CA Is Coupled to t rigid-Aircraft, xodel via the changing overall angle-*of-tttach,
AMi 1$ coUpled VIC* versa Via the Unat4Ady Aerodynttc fores.

Any Tvansformacion related %o the Vint model 'lust, therefore. Also be applied to the
aptodYna41tc Model.

Teresulting model (including additiv* toises) represents stable dynamics:

*Iti 'jo 1 At [2 t ~ j 0

JI LLJL Alt~ Litt x al e j joej o

[x I _14R At xJ[ ~ 83~ RIDi
3.4 ll?.stic Aircraft Situlation

Linoor xiaulAtio.% is Intandod to verify whether tho-otathematic I nodfll approximates
the vertical acoleration spectra (fig. I OLOA OFF) recorded in1 flight cetig with a a&-
ftafactory mnhure or Accuracy.

In hardwre-In-the-loop simulation, veritcl excitation gusto veto determined by the
uathematccally asiear Dryden spscerum In flight direction* as there-is only a minor dif-

Givn~to nisequantity-v-- 4G ant! the noise input v ar, the -following noiase model
1' In state reproxtntAeiozi-iisulti
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The following result Is provided 'ren (3) for the overall syatm:

0 10

The calculoted fcrquvncy reseone A(t) cf)/o(0)J) is depIctod In fig. 16. In con-
jde:r4tien of the heevily reduced meael And ) location of the vertical accelerometer
'hich Wa 1,0 as aIt of the contre ot Iravt 'in the test aircraft, A comparisoh botvoen
4Ossufgd and calcUlated power den6ity app-.. (fig. 3) revealed sAtisfactory agree4 elnt.

INe *OA tot4-forwarC control

In contideraton of the ole¢tretsehanicaI ac acors (fA0 * S N:) for the symetdcil

YAD A XAD

I5) oefther with o l f ta uao SL N f tO lda a

1 rAR Rg X RAD[ 1 F0
L'ADJ 0  5

AD X AAI AI rxAD] ()

A closer, lo at the system matrix in () expleins the (light te results accordingto )hich thr OLGA system h s firac excited the aircraft sructure. 7hi inevitable effect

of the OLGA feed-forward control arn the structural dynamics corresponds to a positive
feedback. vhich baronet apparent only above the (requency of 2 1a, because, the elgen-
frequencies of the structural dynamics are in this artier of magnitude.

A campn'aus betwsesn the calculated frequenoy response A(f) (71g. 7) and the cor-rspondin reuls from the first flight tbt Co(Fig. 2) € arly shows the explained cen-
plin o stl o betwsn the OLGA g a t system m rlit it) s l desvi ns d fo tho rigid strcreft and

tos whaic thlOC y stmhscrsaxctdte icft structure.,*it

fthe clcelnad - requenc responlss a onfrm that he y a thematical model reproduces the

effecZ; to inwoa:tato to a satifacstory .egroe of accuracy.

, 4. DZSXG * 07 Th ACTIVE SThUCURAL OAIfZK

GtA -k. citcd attuctur l vibr t ons shall be suppressed by an active vbrao tion daeper
in the oanvs.u? the cialncqunciys of the firs bonding odas of ring nd uhelage. Thc
frequcutcy respns A(jw) om the load fl ator o the central mas is aain selted as a 4

seasue for the vibration isyttemy. The passenger comfort can be measured directly by
This loclactot response. The control target thus consists in reducing the amplitudes of

this frequoncy response within the range from 2 Ut to IS Us.

In order t o minimizethe technical eans it is intended to mke use of cnt.ol sur-
fius that eist alredy on the aircraft as far as this is possible With a view to n es-
greting the OLGA system. sytet rical ailoioe and an elevator are planned for utheg T8.
Since thee. controe surface are decoupled as far as the actuator influenco on the truc-

turul vibrations is concerned the vertical speeds of wing and tail mass can ho e d-bck to
the associated control suracs . o h controller states cn be sured with h acelero- f
meters, which ars the ost suitable aonsops for this purpose.

The tontol law to be calculated reades

u - UAE - - O yZ - " e CE xE (9)

with the output feedback mtrix

0k
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And the measuring matrix Cz 0 (0 1).

in order that the control parameters can be opti&ized directly towards the target
mentioned above the deviation of the frequency response A(JW) froM a given, optimal fre-
quency response Ao,,(Jw) is mininized In the form of A penalty function.

Another penalty function of the oignfrequency deviations between controlled and un-
controlled systo Is to avoid that the algorithm aakes the oigonvsluee wove tovArds in-
finity. ever. t~o calculation has to be carried out in conjunction vLth the overall
mathematical model for the aircraft (5). In principle, all dynamical portions which nay
occur (e.. Actuitors) can be taken Into account that way. The frequency response values
ate computed dizctly froo the state representation.

The dynamics of the structural damper actuators compared to the aircraft movement
cannot be neglected since the aigenfrAquencies Are within the model frequency range. In
principle, there a tVo possibilities of solving the problem:

* Application of quicker actuators.
* Suitable signal feedback via the actuator.

The effect of the Actuator dynamics on the presented control concept has to be vor-
ftod ip any cse. for this purpose, the dyncmica of the Actuators is expressed as second-
order time-lag elements

XAS AAR XAS * BAR "At (10)

YAZ * CAR XAt

Inclusion uf the coupling u - YAS results in the model

rxa ~A 1  A CAR 1: 01*'

l v 0 1 D ) 0 0 a l ( 1 )
8g RD At as AR XAX 0

XAt][ L11  0 -OAD Ka C I AAR AJ 0

For the preliminary assumed actuators vith & proportional behaviour (Fig. t) the
amplitude reduction for the eLgenfrequency of the first bonding mode Is 7.6 dl on the Vint
at 5.4 Ifz and 7.5 dh on the fuselage at 12 Ii:. This corresponss to a reduction of the load
factor to less than halt the value. but has to be paid with a small amplitude rise in the
1roquency range Crom 6 H-: to S Hz.

Investitations shoved that consideration of the actuator dynanics ,groatly influences
the results. It is, for Instance, possible to prove by way of the OigmnvAlues that the use
of actuators with a cut-off frequency of less than lOut= results in instable dynamic
characteristics. The physical reason for this phonoenon is the higher first bending mode
of the fuselage (f, v 12 Hs).

In case actuators with an elgenfrequency of N0 N: are available, the amplitude of the
fuselage eigenfrequancy can be dinished by a 5 dB according to Fig. 1.

With a structural damper, a slight amplitode reduction of approximately 2 dB is ad-
ditionally achieved in the frequency range below 2 Hs.

This represents an Important inprovement with regard to the acceleration veighting
(rig. 1).

5. COMBINATIOM OF GUST LOAD AtLVIATION AMD STRUCTURAL DAHP:XO

On account of the results, obtained with the OLCA gust alleviation system in the fre-
quency range from 0.1 Hz to 2 Hz and with the active structural damper in the frequency
range from 2 Hz to 15 Hz. a combination of both methods is aied at, which offers both
advantages.

Based on the state equations (0) and (11) the dynamics of the complete system can be
expressed as follows (Fig. 9):

xxi AR RRD LRE OR CAD Sit CAR' R 0[ o RD 0 o 0 ] v] ,
x11 LE1  RED AS BE CAD) BE CAR 1X1  + ] v (12)

XAD 0 BAD7 0 0 AJJ 0 xAD 0

LXARj -BA K CE 0 AA XA 10J
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since te feed-forvard control of OLGA (6) excites the elastic dynamics ot the air-
frame (2), and, in turn, the structural damper (9) dos not take the OLOA feed-forward
control into account, simple addition of both systems does not load to the desired te-
suIt.

On the contrary, experience showo that a two-stage optimnation strategy - nealeiit-
ing the actuator dynamics - is the right way. Here, the

first stop is represented by the optimi:ation of the feed-forward control with-
out the structural damper, while the

second step consists in the optimixation of the structural damper with tho feed-
forward control being fixed.

fig. 10 gives the resulting frequency response AMt) for the assumption that symmoetri-
ca% ailerons and an elevator are available a control surfaces for the OLGA system and the
active structural daeper. The feedback signals which actively influence the structural
vibrations are Ixed with those ot the feed-forward controller of ihe OLOA system. In the
frequency range between 0.1 H: and 2 R:, the control concept results In an a plitude re-
duction between about 5 dl and 15 dl (refer to paragraph 2. Fig. 4). With reo.cd to the
etgenfrequency of ving and fuselage, the frequency response is reduced by 7.5 dt. As tar
as the load factor is concerned, this corresponds to A reduction of between 40 a And 80 Z
for freque'ciei below 2 It%, and up to 60 % above this frequency.

The first bending modes are completely eliminated. In the frequency range Above
15 Ha, which has not yet been included In the mathematical model, the amplitude peak In-
creasen depending on the actuator frequency of the structural damper and due to the feed-
back gain (see Fig. 8). Every increase in actuator frequency by 10 Hz entAils a reduction
of the amplitude peak by 5 dl.

Consider able improvement of these results csn be expected, if separate control sur-
faces can be applied to gust load alleviation and structural damping.

for this purpose, additional trailing edge flaps are used. The control signals of the
OLGA feed-forward control are coupled to the trailing edge flaps and e eevator, while
the symmetrical ailerons and the elevator remain the control surfaces ol the structural
damper.

The frequency response (Fig. 11) now shows the expected reoduction of the amplitudes
In the whole f(oquenry range from 0.1 It. to 1S Ms. Below I Hz, the reduction is alnost
constant at 15 dt (60 %). With regard to the eigenfrequ ncy on the wing, the frequency
response is reduced by 10 dl (70 %), and on the fuselage by 7.5 d (60 I). The problems of
the actuator frequency of the structural damper, however, remain unchanged.

The design goal, which consists in combining the advantages of the OLGA system in the
low frequency range with those of the active structural damper in the upper range., Is thus
achinved.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For regional airliners like the Do 228, bad weather conditions represent a signifi-
cant measure of passenger comfort. The achieved degree of passenger comfort can be in-
dicated by the ride discomfort index (ROI). For the calculation of this index. aircraft
acceleration reaction due to gusts is taken into consideration by applying certain voight-
ing factors which particularly evaluatw the passengers susceptibility to airsickness in
the frequency range between 0.1 and 2 Hz, and the fundamental mode of man's vertebral
column at frequencies from A to 8 H:.

In the present contribution, a system for ride quality improvement has been present-
ed, consisting of the OLGA gust load alleviation system foc the lower frequency range up
to 2 H:, and an active structural damper for the frequency range between 2 and 15 Hz.

The OLGA system was doveloped applying the open loop principle (2pon loop iust al-
lsrlation)l it was subjected to comprehensive simulation runs and flight tests.

Gust alleviation is achieved by direct lift control vie the smmetrical ailerons and
the elevator whose deflections depend on the time-history of the gust angle-of-attack,
calculated in the digital signal processing unit.

The OLGA system improves the passenger comfort clearly by reducing the gust-excited
vertical acceleration in the frequency range from 0.1 11z to 2 Pt.

Another flight test result was the finding that reduction of the vertical accelera-

tions in the frequency range below 2 Hz caused an apparent increase in the sensitivity of
the human body at frequencies between 4 Hz and 8 Hz. This problems caused by the excita-
tion of structural vibrations were solved with the design of an active structural damper.

To keep the order of the required mathematical model low the model of the elastic
degrees of freedom was reduced to the first bending modes of wing anu fuselage. The un-
steady aerodynamic characteristics were greatly simplified and assumed to be quasi-
stationary. Accelerometers were used as sensors in the wing and tail. The control signals

4 of the active structural damper were mixed with the OLGA control signals.
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The aialation shoved that the frequency response of the model corteponds vail with
the response measured durins the 0o 128 T9T tet flights and that the f f ct of the first
bending odeo at ving and fuselage con be suppressed completely. These preroquiaites in-
clude the availability of highly efficient actuators with a high aigenfroquoncy () 20 Is).
but vith lov anplitudes.

A kurthor considerable Inprovement of the passenger comfort could be reached in the
whole Xr:qIency range from 0.1 H to IS H: by ualng trailing edge flaps as additional
control Lut aces.
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11101. 8: Elastic Aircraft Model vLth SD (syn. ailerons, elevator)
frequency response of the vertical acceleration
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Aircraft gesponse and Pilot ehavlour During a Wake Vortex

uncounter Perpendicular to the Vortex Axis

by

Rainhard KUnig
Institut (Ur Flugmochanik

Deutsche Torschunganstlt fUr
Lutt- und Raumfahrt .V. DR1)

o-3300 orhunschweig, PostfAch 32 67
Federal Republic Of Germany

Vortex systems can be hAzardoua to trailing Aircraft which encounter them in
flight. The greatest hazard occurs in areas where aircr4ft from a wide range of classes
operate and where the flight paths are closa to the ground. Upwaoh velocities induced by
the Wale VOrtices can be equivalent to the design gust velocities. lurthermora differanc
types of hazardous effects exist when encountering the vort4x sySteir, such as Imposed
roiling and pitching moments, a loss of rate of climb. a lose of altitude And structural
load*.

This paper dtscribas An investigation of Aircraft response And pilot behAviour
during takeoff when 4 wake vortex is encountered parpendicular to the vortex axis. The
aircraft response is calculated by nonlinear digital almulntion with a mathematical
model of a wake vortex system close to the ground. This real-time vortex model t Also
used In the Boeing 0737 simulator of Deutsche Lufthana4 in order to examine the pilot
bohaviour. Close to the ground, h wAke vortex system induces Additional horizontal
velocities. There exista a critical flight path uhbr* vary large g-loada are induced by
vrtical and horizontal vortex velociteo and normal vorticl accetleration shortly after
takeoff. Often the pilot will Attempt to counterAct these g-loada, but this produces
only a smAll effect,

List of Symbuls

b wing span
C lift coefficient

CZR of rence lift coefficient

Cza lift derivative
DR vortex rotation direction

a aircraft weight

It Aircraft Altitude

k lift distribution factor

n U vertical 9-load

q pitch rate
%& relevant aerodynami* pitch rate
1W rotation rate due to distubances

R radium

Rc vortex core radius

N aircraft vertical location from vortex center
Rx aircraft horizontal loation from vortex center
S wing surface
t time
uVg component of tangential vortex velocity along flight path direction

Ug component I wind velocity along flight path direction

V flight velwity
V reference flight velocity

Vvc tangential velocity at the edge of the vortex core
VVh horizontal component of tangential vortex velocity

VVH vortex notion velocity

VVt tan~antial vortex velocity

VVg vertical component of tangential vortex velocity

w.g vertical component of wind velocity
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a angle of attack

r circulation
rC  circulation at. the edge of vortex core

A variation
V1 elevator deflection

0 pitch attitude

0 air density

tndices

C core

V vortax

t tangential

h horizontal
- infinity

g geodetic

II height, altitude
R reference

X horizontal distance

1 . INTRODUCTION4

ivory aircraft, generates a pair of counter rotating vortices traoling f(os the wing
tips which can be hazardous to other aircraft encountering them in ilight. The greatest
hazard occurs in areas where aircraft from a wide range of classes operate and where
the flight paths are close to the ground. The existence of wahe vortices restrict the
number of airport operations (takeoffs and landings) to an increasicg degree. Release
ior takeoff can not be given before all potential encounters near the ground or* ex-
cluded. Likewise during the landing approach, the aircraft must be separated from etch
other to avoid such encounters. Reduction of the distance between aircraft during the
landing approach, better utilization of parallel runways and specified release for take-
off. require precise knowledge about the vortex intensity, shape and movement. Further-
more, the aircraft's and pilot's behaviour is of interest during the vortex encounter.

A vortex encounter can be classified into one of the format The encounter along the
vortex axis direction. which impose* rolling moments, a loas of rate of climb and A loss
of altitude: and the encounter perpendicular to the axis, which imposes pitching moment*
and structural load* ) (Fgr .

The second focm can m possible near the ground, when the airport has crossed run-
ways, ana when a takeoff occurs shortly after a landing (Figure 2).

The Institut fUr Flugmechanik of the Deutsche IPorschungsanat t for Left- und
Raumfehrt (DILR), in cooperation with the Deutsche Lufthknaa (01,I), carried out investi-
gation of aircraft response and pilot behaviour during taleoff when a wake vortex is
encountered perpendicular to the vortex axis. The aircr&%ft response was calculated by
nonlinaar digital simulation using a simple mathematical model for a wake vortex system
close to the ground. In order to examine the pilct behaviour, this model was used in the
0737 moving cockpit simulator of DLII. The pilot inputs and the aircraft response were
monitored during 43 simulated encounters.

2. A SIMPLE MATIIZEtTICAL MODEL OF A WAKE VORTEX SYSTEM NEAR TO TIE GROID

2.1 THE SINGLE VORTEX

2.1.1 COMPARISON OF MODELS

The simplest vortex model is the potential-vortex well-known from the fluiddynam-
ics. The circulation of the potential vortex is described with the following equation

r - 2s Vvt Rt

The tangential velocity VVt decreases to zero as the distance from the vortex
center increases to infinity. In reverse Vt increases to infinity as the distance de-
creases to zero.

VVt 21R

The potential-vortex assumes that there is no friction in the flow. This model is
not valid near to the vortex center because the friction can not be neglected.



Another sim~ple mdal is the WAIC wnoel 12) which daiteribea the tangential voleo-
city within the vortex core in a linear tom. At tho edge of the core the velocity has
the sam r-gnitude an the potantiAl-worta. Outside the UnRtino and potential vortex
models are tonticAk.

rc

U%, T-1-

r€ - 2* VVC RC

VvL" " vVc K R<I c

V Vt aVVc~ R -tVi

Other models. exist such as the a nential LhP-wodel and the logarithmoi K :/
1t1LSt11-podol which will not be deacribed in detail [2. In the repreented investi-
gtiton an eamrical todel was used. The tangantiAl velocity of this model hoe the
following forms

2 VVC PC R

The diffrent vortex models are shown in Finuro 3.

2.1.2 TIMT VOKTeX STUZNGT

The strength or circulation of a wake vortex depends linearly on the aircraft lift
which can inturn be equated witha the aircraft weight when the flight path is level.
Ther"fore, heavy aircraft generate Intonse waice vortices. Generally the circulation is
a function of lift distribution, air density. wing span and flight velocity.

In order to have a disadvantageous condition (worst case) a U747-200C was selected
as the vortex gonersitiog aircraft. Under landing conditions with maximum landing weight,
thu induced circulotion was 642 m2/s. To determLne the core velocity VVC and core radius
RC which are required to calculate the tangential velocity as a function of the distance
from the center, one equates the calculated value of the circulation and the generalexpressions

r. a 2 rC - 4v VVC PC w 642

Vr. m

Vvc PC U

To separate core velocity and radius from each other, it is necessary to )ave mean-
urements [31, [4), (5), (6]. Table I shows values of measured velocity as a function of
time after vortex generation nd"t-u calculated radius with the assumed circulation.

vortex ago V C r C
(a) Q 1 (a'/)

(measured) (measurod) (assumed) (calculated)

5.4 43.2 641.6 1.18

16.8 34.1 641.6 1.49

25.6 31.1 641.6 1.64

47.6 25.9 641.6 1.97

Table 1: Measurod vortex velocity and calculated radius
with an assumed circulation

i _. .
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2.2 VLOCITXS Or A MKS 2 VORYU $YOMf XZAR TO M" otn

The simulation of the Aircrafft reonse to diaturbtncea requires knowledge ot the
vertical a-4i hricontl disturbance velocities. Normally a vortex system consists oa a
pair of wakte vortices, but near to the gr~urA It IS neceseary to asst e a Amirror pair (A
counter rotating pair of the Sa* distnce ntd height, but under the ground, 4).
ror each point of h.ht And distance that the simulated aircraft can reach, tl voloci-
ty componesat o the four vortices must be calculated And applied against the tircr ft.
Toe ailest. way to AccompliLh this Is by takling the dot an4 croon product . uing vector
algebra. t 3hove the decomosition of the trgent ia velocity into ta horixont4l
And vurtic-Lcoponents. The vector dot product yioldsi

.~ ~ ~ ~ C0 g v _1I.~ o- o - o

J ,x ,'v , WNg e 01

In a left rotating vortex, one obtatins the folloing vector cros products

X 2 . 0

The absolute value of the now vector Lot

lB x Vvt1 " nx vg - "it Vvh

" I IYVvt sin 90'

w,- Nt1 V~ - r

Now we have two equations to calculate the components wVg and VVhI

S-D "OR - It left rotating

T-DR Vet OR a -Is right rotating

VVh -. VV9

2.3 THE VORTEX MOTION

Wake vortices have a limited life cycle and do not remain at the place of origin.
Pirst they move downward and then they come apart. It is possible to calculate the n0-
tion using a numerical integration method (simulation). Additional conditions such as
horizontal winds or boundary layer influences can be considered in a simple way. In
order to simulate the motion, three induced velocities are a4ded in the center of one
vortex. The resulting velocity is then numerically integrated so that the center becftes
a new position. During a short duration (less than one minute) one can assume that khe
circulation remains constant. Due to friction the vortex grows while the tangential
velocity diminishes. The following equation can be used to estimate the vortex core
radius as a function of time.

Rc(t) - -,it2(t-O) + S-lo- r(t-o) t'

PIures 6 and 7 show the results of a simulated vortex movement. During the simula-
tion tMe of ao , the vortex pair moves downward to about half of its i.titLal distance
and then comes apart. The core radius grows from 1.2 to 3.5 a while the maximum tangen-
tial velocity shrinks from 40 to 15 m/s. The velocity of the voutex core was 2.3 0/s
at the beginning, 1.3 m/s in the middle and again 2.3 =s at the end of the simulation.
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te aVO44At. .p1 l strofnly Or the OWrLIn ctrclAtion A . to dqcrease durtrq .he
vogtex le t .I. vortx dhape does not Influence the Potion. Croloswinds dIsplac
the vortex oyatot hev n In 1ilturo 0. If the tAnitudq of the croawind hba the 0aM4
vAlue As the horiontA core v--city rir to the grouand, an of the two vortice To-
~isins ,iealy st.ioary.

3. KlICHr .OLATlO11 Am Vo= Z3V~IRMW

3.1 MICMT WIOUVZ~X it WX0N DZ#ZUACU

Aircraft boehvlor in win ftelds is chrecttrize4 by an l.x I ctten betwm n the
flight. path an4 the wind diasutbtncisa. The wind disturtbs the Cight path and the now
resulting p4th to thtn affectod by other win vlocittes. A oablated flight; throuth
horizontal uindphr Itrouro 9) cAn be used to d4ewstrata this effect. A daeaaing
horttftl wind during A at ppro.ch induces on increase in tha vatlcal op2ed of
the AtrcrAft this then intrieAd* the tlm- pnqrent ioheAr graMdint resulting in An
@Ven grter increase in Aircraft Vrtical 4e.

4t, oil at

Voke vortex oyotexi are Also loetlton-dapandent, velocity fields. C¢oeprod with
horizontal vindsMar, they have even roator sheAr qradients. torqfore the Aircraft
rosponoe strongly depnds on the Intit t flight path thro#gh the vortex e,tem.

3.2 IMPIOVin.. OF AIRCVrt SIULAT.10 )OtLS HOD= Ht0- "PLICATION or luTATIno GUms

In most aircraft adel used in simulators, toptciel.y trnAning simulators, the
Aeraidynamnc forces act upon the Aircraft center of gravity. When the disturbance wave-
length AVpCo4Ch*O the 41Crf~f. 14ngtho the#e ModI41 Are no Iongqr Valid. The distubqdA oroilyn~lte forces oust then be separated Into wing and tail forcos to properly colcu-
late th total lift AM pitch moaent. An itprovimnt to the snle point model t nAlso
be obtained by applying rotating gustp hich are approximated (oo th difference in the
velociLiae t the TVng And tail locations (l'iura 1O).

q, q - qW

dvf

f

The influence of this Improveuent is illustrated in PFlur. It. Without such a
"rotating gust', the simulatedi aircraft dacreas4s in pitch -tt4ifudo ahortly After enter-
ing the stop gust since the aircraft Is statically stable. In the ca e with the rotating
gust. however, the Aircraft initialty Increases In pitch. Once the aircraft tail reaches
the stop guet, the pitch Attitude than decreasoe in A rmnner similar to the first case.

3.3 AIZCPAT DIWAVIOU IN DZPEDAC ON INITIAL FLIOHT PATti

To describe aircraft behaviour during a wake vortex encounter perpendicular to the
vortex axis. a athe4mtICal model of a 11737-200AV was used. The initial conditions were
taleoff configuration, t4 eoff weight near the minimun (1 tons) And initial stationary
flight path. ZIevator And throttle settings remained constant during the simulation. The
vortex parameters used ware tose mntioned above. Under the assumption that the vortex
lifetimo aounted to 30 a, the core radius was 2.5 m and the m3xinum tangential velocity
20.4 ars. The vortex aystem location was fixed At a horizontal distance betwen the vor-
ticea of 52 m and a hlght of 50 a.

The aircraft behaviour due to the following initial flight path conditions ware
consideredt

1) horizontal encounter
a) vortex center
b) core radius belov vortex center
c) core radius above vortex center

2) encounter during climb

a) directly through both vortices
b) through the Canter of the left vortex
c) through the center of the right vortex

Due to the interaction between flight. path and wind disturbances thaee desired
paths we re not obtained exactly.
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lour. 12. sho is the emulation results of an encounter -.1ring horlontAl flight.
The =aQem vertical vortex velocity is narly 20 V/6. Horizontal vortex velocities Are
quite smell. They Appear due to the updraft of the left vortex which prohducos a pouitiv
rate of climb and c4uso the aircraft. to fly through this vortex halt of a sete: abovi
the vortex canter. The downdraft between the two Vertices leads to a loe of attitude,
but not bofore the aircraft p4oses through the right vorteX. The horxolntelo vortex velo-
city disturbs the flight velocity, the vertical clponwnt disturbs the angle, of a ttACh
both leoad to additional 9-loada. The sximun of the lift coefficient, ia reached and the
Additional 9-loAds are between -1 g and 41 g, owever the changes in flight pAth bre
small and aven at lo altitudes not criticl. This is also the case with pitch attitude
(lhS degree).

A horitontal encounter of the tort radius below tha vortices height -suites in
large chang s of (light velocity. The idcrease In speed and angle of attack produces
addtilonal q-Uads up to 1.3 g while crovoing the left vortex (ERIure 13). In the case
of an encounter of the core radiua Above the vortices height iW9nxinux g-loads
occured At the right vortex (Lt _ure 4).

A sIMULated clinb directly throuJh both vortices xt shown in Plours IS. The initial
climb gradient is equal to 10 degrces. since the aircraft encounters the Laft vortex
below the center And the right vortex above the center, the flight velocity increases
twice. tot the disturbances to the angle of attack Are saAllar than In the case of the
horizontal encounter. Further m, the left ortex produce A dovnward pitch of 2.5 de-
gree which is recovered when the right vortex is nearly passed through. Climbs that
pass nvarly through the center of the left or right vortex lead to the largest values
of Additional g-loads (Fioures I1 and 17). The results show that the additional I-loads
delnd strongly on the Slith t ath, and on*e can search for %he critical path which pro-
duces the largest loads. A nunerteal method to determine the extreme of a given function
is helpful for analyaing this problem (7). The vertical 9-load Is coaroely described
with the following equatL*n,

n - Nit + AV) 1  (C. [ eCAG)

ror higher irequency disturbances, such An turbulence or wAi vortices, one can

AV - -AUvg uvg " VVh

eA * - -VR+A &W Vg " WV

The vertical 9-load then obtains the following forms

*a (V - u) * AV Vg)R V u 9. T 1CZR - CZ0 V - iv)

The results of searchifig the maxima and tinima of this function inside the velocity
field of the vort~x systeom are shown in !iqurea . There exists respecukvuly two loca-
tion of extrem value which can be reache d uring climb. An updraft of 16 m/s and head-
velocity of 9 P/s are produced at the loft side below the canter of the left vortex,
where the additional g-load is 1.7 g. The additional g-load minimum occurs above this
vortex on its right sides the value is -1.9 g. 'or both cases a combination of vertical
snd horizontal vortex velocity is responsible for the extreme values.

During takcsoff rotation near to the ground, the pilot. produces further additional
g-loads. Figure 19 shows the simulation results of the rotating phase after liftoff
while ncounoeriwn the vortex system. In order to determine the initial conditions lead-
ing to maximum g-loads, the Above-oentioned numerical method is again uaed to search for
extreme values. The aximax of the additional g-load is about 1.5 9. so that the g-load
safety limit of 2.5 9 is reached.

4. PILOT DZIIAVIOUR

Simulations with fixed elevator and throttle settings during encounters with vortex
systems have ubown that the deviation in pitch and aircraft altit-ide remain small, but
the g-loads van nearl., roach the allowed limit. Unforeseen changes in pitch and g-load-
ing, particularly near to the ground, can lead to either deliberate or unconscious pilot
reactions. 'rhe question is whether the possible pilot inputs can be dangerous to flight.
In order to describe pilot behaviour and its effect on flight safety, a moving-cockpit
rtudy on DLII 0737 trainiag-slmulator was parformad (8], 191. Pilot inputs and aircraft
response wer ,conLtored for 43 oimulated-encounters. AdditLonally, pilot questionnaires
wares coopleted.
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The roat Important result of this study was that the pilot 'as unable to ccunteract
the I-load within the two s conds it took to cross tho vortex system. Partial elevator
inputs were oomorved Shortly After the encounter aimed at Itab'izing or docreasit.
pltch attitude. During 41l encounters, the pilot Inputs did not threaten the flight
safety with conditions such Ad stall or significant attitude loss. On the other hand,
the &Aafty limit of additional -load (1.5 9) WAs P4se4d over repVtedy. ?Iuro 0
ahos t~a nwbcr of vortex vn.monters with spici41 tmximu" or ninint 'j-loads. nqe n-a
counters Vets V%1Ove 1.5 g. A pilot reaction dUrinj and After A vortox encounter is shown
In Plouro 21. After A time delay of About 0.5 s, the pilot push the elevator dovnward to
decrease pLh Ottitudo hoWVver hO coUld not avoid Additional 9-1od0 of Around 2 9.
Disturbance wiLh vwavelengths near to the alrcraft d10ension could not be pnoAtad by
an elevator input, even if theta wore to time delay In pilot reaction, or if An auto-
pilot were usqd. Only the use of direct lift control tchnology can c. ,nteract theas
disturbances.

The aAt*;hAtic4l modl used in the traIintr7 simulator does not contain Sections
that dsucribe the elastic bahaviour of the aircraft and inotationaty aerodynamic af-
fect#. to assore that the c4lculatlon of g-lo4d it valid, thves ef ects Should be in-
cluded.

5. COcwso104s

Wake vortex systems can be describe with simple PAtheo-tical modele 'hicht Are a1o
valid near to the ground. These Simple models are A Iaic rqquirdemnt for investi'AtLn7
the 1rcrbtt And pilot behaviour In A realtior environment.

The presnt inveatLgation leads to the result that the vortices created by a B747
at maximum landing weight can prodace g-loada highear th4t. the safety limit on A 11737
during takeoff At. minimum takeoff weight. Nevertheles, it is necessary to observe a
specific flight path through the vortex oystem. On this flight ,ath a special coxbina-
tion of horitontal and vertical vortex valocitle Affect the atrutaft. As expeuto. the
results of a simulator study have shown that the pilot Cannot counteract the g-loads
within the Phort time of passing through the vortex system. Fortunately critical flight
states did not occur during simulations with either fixed controlo or with pilot inter-
action.
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A STUDY OF' THE EFFECTS$ Or ROTATIN0GFlAMS TURBMEC5 (lRVT) ON HIIWCOMTR

D.P. Scdin't JAMI. Pr"i
Schoo Of Acmpse &&dng
Gcor&i lrmhiuw ofTedmolo~
AtlMntA Goi&l =2,3 USA

MtRa.~ Adu~tic UoV41%W9y
Dlomi fNoa# FW#4 3431 USA

Th4 turbm .4wnAlly capttence bor eiot r 'e t ~n ty fra iti 14S
Wfto, (rw--phcri tu.-Wnce. Th4 19i1rbt4nC0 N~ tha- rOf di*h reqUirt 4 fr ~iPIvn~ WfiplQ

dt Jrpd 4o rotAtiol fnun, of reenco It, bs cfrred tjo m the rotin;Th fr1mw 14 lukiW or R
which Wlli a "trkifig phcomenon. Thft FT~ spectra deltjily morx#* fr.ioq 44ptws high PeAl
%'AhI{c At. IP, 2P. 3P, te-. fre~uenei Tht en?,ra In is at i~eopoakl~sit W=0~c4 by An
deoAot pthlffAt at. h lo.vrthanlP ftttvwy rangp RvPnw-mlrly for low ilitude fligh rc~itn't-
of puro 11cojners, fmch "I the flAp-d-d*therf1 nictm the mawntionAl qp w~kmt dmapton Of

iubileeo Ih not A good npjuiwfintiou, imw thv truo rxnt lngth c~n h4 'ralne mpmArbl
to the rotor radi*4. Ac rlinl~tb flight whne hrcrsk ihRT iua r
with thos 14"14 on the coniln sp44*1imd turbulcnce iltsription. The rtgults d~aoontp tha
thp, RFT qwAitAtitely tod quuitnilvely Altcts tile Pridic" of helic0otr rlightz mocXA- ctrnetrig.
dots In uuce Such cmwn gm-oa shou.ld PlAy n iot Oti roIO in 111?- new dvopolent of Winlling

O~I11I~Sspeillntonsr Wopwmr.

INTRODUCTION

lerooera elic erian 1n Mcra mW us4 orsmplo mnimO whmr tnyish~i~n-hl
1* rtqiml~. Tho lheoptmr wr eme- lInAsigy fnicd with munpkn ra 'ionA which pW'h the 14mcalt,
to its 64lesn litnim Oise emerging t~qimenL~ i$ MAtbliNIAl lght. through moderatt, Of even $4%-0
ntowplirie turbileuce to om11PlIs high workknd missidon task.

Rotorcrmft both elvilimi And railitary, now coipte an a conmecial basi with amAny other formi of
fantpomd-on "nd have often showna ttr relirliiy mid poiciiyIn misson fmnc.For
CXATIIc1, M5 StAtd in III neatly aU Of the lighthOuseS nd, llght~sbipS around dig British co.Utline Are
now relievd by I cfopter.Tfils i becaus they have deosrtdhigher udsson rediAbilty, that Ks
complct the specified milsson oos sis, than the former relitf boats, which erev ofteA "Ptoseen d-qs
lWt. lie cersare also bes"d Ion oltshore Oil platform in tha North Sm to provide dally ro-itine Inter-

rig support twid to provide rmnce sevices These hliicopters comonly operate to "nd from 1ilng p"ts
With resoiced ACC in erelCy (trbulent, A4110pheriC winds1 AS 1high AS 0 knots. Military rotorcrmft
of the U.S. Navy tnd Minie Corps opmrtiag from ships frequently e outter harsh torlwitan winds.
Thms rotoreraft, are required to pcrform milson s uch m hovering over- And landing on moving Alips,
in moderte or severe turbulence, at speets up to C0 knots while stormy seas induce ship motion tip to
1$ degr"e yielding oscillations on the landing deck in exes of 20 foet (2). Given dims flight Conditions
which both militwr and civilian rotoreraft encouniter routinely, it is essential to Acurately predi1Ct
rotorcmAft performance In a turbilent. Atmosphere. Tis capability would allow both p&Wsve and Active
methodls of control to be considered early in the prellhninaxy design procems Thus, rotorcraft designers
will he able to addres dhe influence of astmospheric turbulence adequately.

We now addres the Ll- of nn Adequate low-altituule turbulence model to umssm. helicopter flightL
mchanics characteristics, loads and vibrations. In fact is lack, particularly for the nap of-the~eartJ maneuver, has been identified as a critica H. p in the recent NASA/Army study to develop new ban-



fling (plide sprcificatiogx for holicnp~m There Are two mat to modeling~ turbulence In thb rotor
(It*. The Ath4 one Is the spcefied buhkce rnodeL based on tho studti Ly 1hlylor, vonk lam,
Df)1n0 I{MinW A44Otd Dwrs[6HG. Here, tile TUOdeU0 AsumptionS inclUde StAtionarity, hliogtety,
isotlopy M4 and iftorily tit wis fro= enrpt of the turbulence firld. In r oorAf APPiCARiOnS,
thms wuwptions Arm, rckAincd. Airthtr the wuminption thAt s'dfinduced tutbidon in khe rotor disk
Is ntgligi~e Ax ctillarod to thea fro' atoaphie tubtdcai Is roquired As well, for det~xlR arefeences
t3j1[6J. Recent tion btwi.* OMthe redic d dMeasnredI baec xial nWind turbines
AhCW thAt S4, approuarh to niodcliq lit thoe rotorplana is fairly %vAlid It", 8J.The weonti one is the
SwrieaL dlifff "4iwen the Spa e-fixtd turbUII Mee na eperieC2I by A fxed point In the rotor disk
And the t lotecw that Is Actually Cxpffitaced Ly a rottin blad &ment. ThIS 'actual' turbulence in
Aa f r tA~i~evhr taet requirtg a rotAtionAlly sampled suld non.Euiltdsx t ciption and is referred to wx
the rowings 4tn turbulctce (JIFl' (6). The impact of R"T effliLs on high "Ice compound rotorcmft
i forward igiht APA wind. turbines Is well explored In the UltrM I For eXAm-ple, reference 0
txplils tht t-w eqtmcning flinigr neglioble infloenc of R ie4t on compound rvtorcraft during
high speed fligt - 'ine (61, Andi the doinihanit hI nflut of RIFT effoits an wind trbints 17, $1. Refer-

IM~ 6 AL.WsShMS thAt.fOr PiWre Iow.$pfed lhiCOPtMss'RET AM*.t 410o1ld bW Incuded while Diodtling
turbulence hI 1he roror disk.

A iiottowordhy kfnre of wmi turbine tudies is tle concotpdtit corroboration of predlictions Il
tot 44 Ca.~-1 turbl'iice Ocitationg And trbuknce In-lowcc vibrati~ns And loads. This ind turbine
eXptfirift~ abiS tWa AtMOSPheriC turbulence can contribute decisivly to the life-time load1 spectrum
anti thAt the RI'T effect cannot, be neglected. Conctrniog low speed conventionAl or pure hlicopers,
the past Studica of turblence elts on Rlight nwhaniox hv all n %tdtd the RET effets. It has Ime
xssuiacd that, tile entire disk expotiences A ~a. ytdon lurlulence velocity field IdettIcal to thnt
felt At the roor hub ctnttr. Outide cte em's lioundary 1.yw where the turbulence lenjih scale ks
000 fee or more ms compared to a rotor dianteIcter whtich Is 80 feet or les, this n.isumption semed to be
rasoftAblo. With thiA assmilption, randosi lomds AndI r'bration were found to be relAtively niiicL
As compAred to the detininistic tlyUUInC loads and vibrationsg from steady And RUw ivring ftIhts.
%Whn the earth's boundar layer And depnding on the ground tcxtuie, the turbulence lcngh "0al h&s
VAlUeS thAL Are com0pable to th10 rotor diAMeWo so that theowuiption of space fixed turbulence Is wot
a V. od Approximation, Therefore, the treatment. of turbatence effeft~l for low-altitulde flight regixnes itch
As the na-f-h-erh aeuvers require inclusion. of UiT effcti. Accordingly this study widresses
the RET effects on low frequtacy helicopter response wii partictilar emphiAsis on handling qualities.
Such a Study O.I'ould serve ast a valuable rtfemece point for tile future dt,; 4opmnt of handling qualities
secfications for heclicopte". in turbulence

TURB3ULENCE MODUIS

For helicopter aipplications, the vertical turbulence velocity q(t) i-, thle most dominant component.
Therefore, in thea pcisent ireatmntt, the fore-io-aft And side-to-sideo turbulence velocity components in
the rotor plane are ne~kcted.

In the stochamstic trament, A. stationary verticAl turbulence velocity 9(1) is described by (auto)
spectral density function St(w) or autocorreltion. function R,(r). There Are mny forms of Atmospheric
turbulenice models quotedI In thle Iite~Ature. The tok widely used models are the von Narman and the
Dryden models. Tile following equations describe the pouer spectral densi'ty function for the vertical
turbulence velocity component acordinig to, von Karman anti Dryden:
von Kazinan:

2L I+I(1.34Lw)2

Dryden:
2L 1+3(Lw)2

Ss (w) a~c ,x [1+ (L w)212 (2)



In eqinitions I mid 2, . Is tep eiocrlafeqey hnbyw m 2x~k, wherek Is ie wavenanbxr
per unitl imlh, Anti L Is the scAI length of the (oWmea-.t-t em ongitudlinA turbulence component, This
turbulence Mle length L Is given by

L B$(x) dc (3)

At bs mniloned in p-wing tI he cIN ktlt of thle vrtical turbulence vdeociky Is equal to L/2.
The o nni poNr tvmmto 1) 6- glnffAILY Prferre but tile Analygilt 441lnil-C COn-

sitdermldy when the r11401t brk model Is uCd Vithont apprM:Able Wrifft In AMur'A of rMsult,.
In this wvork, ite Oru t.-Uniknb,-ck nod is usI According to which

OF,7(4 + (Ltop (4
In the developmont, of the lFT mode4, we dlefine tie o llving rotorerat parmn .

n -
C'r (7)

Cr

In equation 6. 0, ad 7 1i Is the udvace ratio, A 1.1 the total inflow, rild At is the Induced inflow (soo
F'igur 1). For hoer we ha , or A 0.0, V = 0.0, A = A,, mit T s I V. Tius, we can shmply compute the
thrust coeficient, downuwa.h vlocit; ai the inducl inflow wing the following equatiois.

Cr = V(6)pAI

= fl r (9)

Cr (10)

Then, ms done in rfe.n (6), the out of plane velocity through the rotor, to, is approximated s

w = tK,\flR (11)

It hover, we set I = 1.0. Thus, in the preent eploratory study, we neglect the role of mem turbldence
velocity aid rail flight velodti. Then, in non-dimensiontl forn, to is given by 0l.

= A( (12)

Using Thlnr's hypothesis, i.e. the frorll field concept, in conjunction with the Ornsteiln-Unlenbeck
power spectriun, we cmn write the autocorrelation function .s a faunction of the spatinl seperation between
two time interval. Co sider the rotor disk shown in Figure 1. At the 0.7R blaule station, the blaule
Section encounters the following velocity componeat.:

l- = 0.ifRsinfilf (13)dy = 0.7flRcosflt (14)

dl
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Integration of quatons 13, 14, and 15 from tj to t reilts in the following equtions.

) = 0.7R(=n ( . -Sinf)tj) (17)
= wQ 2-t,) (18)

In equation 18, w rtpresets tho toWa mm Mnirflow perpendlcdar to the rotor dIs In the %direction
duo to dM fllht Mocity) mn vertical gist velocity and downwh wlocity From the frotn field
convpt, th ,11:blCe nutoCorlM .Won fUnCtion is AmpLy I fuinction of the Spatial seprtiton for tllsed time (t2 - )

RqQ v.194(r) On-)
Uing the Ornsrin.Unlonheck power spectrum the vertical turbulence %utocorrelation function At the
.1R blade station L-' now given by (31-4$]

In euation 20, r is tho spatial Pptatlou of the 0.71 bWe station during the lapsed time (t2 - (1) *nd
Is dimn by -~i)

2 ~1

Substituting rnatlions 16, 17, and 18 into .YAtign 21 w, got

In Ien-. of non.dirheaional time, . fit, non.dimensionrl flight, velocity, it = IVs(0)/fl1, and
nondhtlensioald total mean airflow, U1 =n/IR, we can define the following monstwnts.

= t' am(() = 11
aM f(L/2)1 R LI A (23

-= A l, (24)L

C = 1 (25)

Abm, for simplicity of notation, the following definitions are intrlouced.

r = T - r, (26)

+ ,(27)
2

Plugging into the exprcs r o ln by equation 22, and dividing by L/2, resulLs in the following
expression after trigonomet . ,ificAtion.

- uL- rVid b)T1 r in t s1 +~r 4 2 n (28)L / 2 2 2
"

Substituting equation 28 into equation 20 yields the final exprestior, for the nonstationary vertical
turbulence autocorrelation function accounting for the rotating frame effiects.

1?(t 7 =0 +bl r +4arsi Isin1 + 4r' 5; 12 r (29)R~(~r a expi../0 +b)'+lc s0 2 2
In a space fixed turbulence formulation, the stationary model for the vertical turbulence velocities
simplifies to

R,,,(,,) = o _ F ep V-721  (30)
In hover p = 0, hence a = 0, and the stationary rotating frame vertifA turbulence model is given by

R,.t,,) = aeP[- r2+40sin2L1 (31)

The corresponding space fixed vertical (url)ulence model in hover is simply

R0,(7) = exp [- OP 1 (32)



TURBULENCE FILTER. TMPLEMENTATON

The mAin goal of the prewn. ro.earch is to invettigate in hover tho effocts of RFTin flilht nechAnics
chca:stics and COmpare them with those b.. tl on space fixed formuhtion. For the hover mec, the
autocorrolAtion function of the RFt, l?(r), Is SlatioNu.y (G, 4, S. 3) and hence, the simplicity of this

lyss ttailitatesa improved appreciation of the r rth.S.Vi, Conventional spae fixIe turbulence.
li order to effectively as.ess different aircraft, turbulence models, a combination of pilot, gust and

helitopier ale1 neeLi to be chon such that all three mnodtls are of the &.%ne rtv r. or lhv of detail.
The hWllcopter iodel us e for this Invelgtlion is the UIIGOA Mack lawk helicopter. A generic blule
elesinti. a4-slot flight, simulation progri (0) i uel for respone simulation.

The usLn model ued In tls invmtigation Is thQ continuous stochastic turbulentc model approach a s
previously decribed. fl ically, we begin with a poyor spectrmn for the %vrtical atmospheric turbulence
tsing the Orntein.Unlenbeck model given by equation 4. From the vertical turbulence power spectra
denslty functIon, we seek to derive a turbulence fdltr sysrent driven by white now.

Conilder, the Spi c fixe! turbullence a tocrrlatlon function given by equation 32. The poetr spec-
tra denoity function or Fourier transformm is asily computed analytically. The spue fixed power spec-
truln is given by

2b*

TIe turbulence ilter is alio tmily detuced by decomposing $(W) Into a complex functio-a multiplied by
its conjugate. The turbulence filter is given by

F ) .L. (3"4)

The final flter for the space fixed turbulence Is obtained by nomnalizing the power spectral density
function. The nonnaliled filter, in transler function for, is given by

F(s) A= ()

where A is the nonalizatlon conitant.
For turbulencf modeling tho level of power must be paametric. The level of power s given by o

where o is the Standard deviation reprmenting te intensity of the turbulence. In order to compare
different turbulence models, the total poier spectrum must be normnwlzed [10]. Following reference (10],
the normalaio tto requirement is:

IF(fi j)I ' = - (3)
where T is the sunpling time. The normalization requirement for the first order filter becomes

A2TA2T (37)

MTius, the constant A is given by

S=38)

Consider the RPTIautocorrelation function given by equation 31. The power spectral density function
of equit5Wn 31 is difficult to compute malytically. Thus, a numerical technique is employed to compute
the power spectral density function using fast Fourier transforms. The nature of the power spectral
density function has been investigated in several papers (7,6 , and all find that the power spectral densityfunction for the turbulence process contains spies occuring at integer multiples of the rotor rotational
speed. For handling qualities work, IP modes are most important. Ifence, when approximating a power
spectral density function using the REI approach, it is most important to accurately model tha frst
two peaks in the power spectral density function (a low frequency approximation). To capture the first
two peaks in the the power spectral density function a third order turbulence filter is emplo3d where
the natural frequency of the turbulence filter is chosen to be the frequency of the second peak in the
power spectral density fimetion and the damping of the filter system is given by

2 (39)



In equation 39, Q is the Amplitude of the first SPIke0 in the power spectral density funtion. The filter
oan is chosn to inatcli the dc'.gain characteritics of the numerically computed, power spectrum.

RESLWMS

ThIS section prinwily compares thle helicopter response results obtained using tile R"' model And
thle 1114CCAfIx turbulence modeL

Figure 2 shows tile spectrAl, dnSity Of Vertical turbulence as eperieniced by A. 0.711 blAde station
According to RFT And spacc-fixtd formnulaU ons for L/R=4, that is; when the turbulence scale length L 1s;
foutr times the rotor rAdius. It Is significant, that the turbullence spectral dlensity hasm sharp peaks At I P,
2P, 3P, t It i equally significant that thle conventional space-fixed distribution falls to capturia thes
peaks. The consequence of the presnce or absence of the se.Aks onl an LIsolAted rigid blade flping
respons is shown in Figure 3. Theo blade is flexibly hinged at the bull center and n, Lock number of 8 Lit
use. Since tile rigid blade cast respond only to IP varation, in the excitation, the strong ptA At IP in
Figure 3 for the case of RFT1 Ls noteworthy. Equally noteworthy is thle fact that the occurctice ol'such
resonse peaks can not hW captured by thea spac-fixed turbulence model.

Theo effect of turbulence on the* lnck Hawk helicopter rspons is consideredi next using a generic
blade elemlent analysis flight simulation programl 10). The helicopter Is initially trimmed for uro wind
hover. Then with thle controls held fixed anti with the flight control systemn turnedl oft, the hteliopter
responset due to turbulence excitation i obtained.

For the B~lack I.Awk helicopter, the rotor diamecter i4 5.60 ft And ilie thrust coefficient (CI-) in
hover is 0.00532. Theo turbulence scal lenigth to rotor radiux (L11R) is set to 1. For tit me values, thle
power spectral density function of the liFT is obtained by taking the fast Fourier transforin of thle
autocorrelation function of equation 31 ri thle samue is shown in Figure 4. Ast expected, the IFT
spectral density function Isas sharp peaks At IP, 2P, 3P, etc. Following thea procedlure Clescriboed lin the
previous section, a third order filter is dlesigned to Approximate the first tw o peAks in the power spectral
density function of the* lFT.

With turbulence intensity set to 10 ft/6rcthe sample functions of the* lFT And tile Spame fixed cMWe
are obtained AnI the samea are shown in Figuire 5. It Is interesting to note that, in general, the samlple
funtion for the lIFT exhibli muclh larger peak-to-peak ainplitude As compared to that of the space fixed
case. 'The helicopter response to turbulence is obtained by assining that the turbulence is represented
by the sample functions of Figure S. Theo effect of turbulence on Lte flap response of a reference blade is
showni in Figure 6, wherein the change in flap response fromt trim i plotted versus time. From~ Figure 0,
it is clear thot the blade flap response for the RflT case is significantly different fromi that of thle space
fixed case.

Thq body accelerations aind normal velocity in thle body Axes fraie of reference are shtown in Figures
7 through 10. It is to be noted that the body Axis systemt used in this study haus its -,-axis to the front,
y.xis to thle right, MnI the z-axs Cdown. Theo effect of turbulence onl the bodly normal Acceleration
response is shown in Figure 7. Theo body normial acceleration response is strikingly different for the liFT
Case as compared to that Of thle Space fixedI case. The peak-to-peak amiplitude of Lte normal Acceleration

jis much larger than that of thle space fixed case. The iference in response betwveen thle two case, i.e.,
RFT anti space fixed cases, highlights Lte necessity of treating turbulence in it rotating frame of reference
for helicopter applications. The body longitudinal and lateral accelerations% are shown in Figures 8 and
9, respectively. Though the general level of mnagnitude of longitudinal anti lateral accelerations are small
compared to the normal acceleration response, it is clear from Figures 8 and 0 that these accelerations
Are quite different 1or the liFT case as compared to the corresponding Accelerations for the space fixed
turbulence. The body normal velocity response is shown in Figure 10 fronm which it is clear that the
normal velocity response is significantly different, for the lIFT case as compared to that of the space
fixed case.

Iii. order to assess thle effect of turbulence scale length, on the helicopter flight mechanics, the Black
Hawk helicopter response simulation is repeated for a turbulence scale length (Lfff) of 10. The change
in flap response frorn trim of the reference blade due to vertical turbulence with LIf = 10 is shown

in Figure 11 and the body normal acceleration response is shown in Figure 12. Though the turbulence



lntensitw is thle smvil", tile gener H. nugntiusd of reso for thte 1./U R 10 cVa11 it euce colnplmed
to 1114tt of the LIRZ m I a,%*. AWt, fron comparisn of Fignre 13 AndI 14 of thcA1/I? = 10 mae with
the corroponding igure of 14/It = I cwe (Figtr 6 and 7), IL i cloAr tha lte differnee in rc!spowqe
between the 1W? And the space fixed ce Is minuced m~ LI/f Nt increwsd. As nott~ .tite Introduction,

Iha been known for a long time that, mvcar-thgrondt homeing In turhidlnce CAuseA A lOMs Of
* pierfem~~inanc r Mlitg greAt pilot skill gittI It cAusc4 Mddonttl 1at.s and vibrations A troAtmnt of this

phenomenon using the Concept of MtP denton trAtis thle followifi
1. ble repons As well as lte body respows to turbulence excitAtions is strongly Affcted by ftPT,

And
2the conventional space-fixed description fals to ctwro those effxts.

Titus, the preset twitnicat of turbulmnc ilt the rotaing frwmi provides a mmas of desribing
turbulence clfects on lowv frqciey bMade respons tuid helicopter hanmdling qualitics both qoialiively
Anti qnantiiaively.
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N~aluw'4avits of llortirniul Visibility in the towtst X* 4

t~r~eeor~nie A.R. Simcr
Wtltt fr 14torlce114ntd W14aole der Unieitli, eNrimo

14erenn 5tralt Z
04000 Rannt'ovtr 21

Federal Xevvblie Of CeiAMUY

In order to *esblIsh a Climatology Of the vertical struture of Miztatl visibility io tilwlandt
of Hortlhera orw G4N41r ,"VP *44vr~4ts Vieov l#d ol. on 4 radi0 towr aTt ic iffrant 14,115s "
to 300 n abe,. thei gvrwa for two 44d A half yVar botb44en 1142 r4 Ili$. TeA ainute es vsluet of Wlr-
1044l Vii bility, toVe rAtVVe 4&4 de~gOWn 4t CWh 104el ware rtareM AutonaticlC~ fit Vot aS the CoMd
ceiling up to 1500 %4 ao#e grh.'n. for selected weather itvtien an addlitilnel high resolution vtrtical
soubdint systgm suppiad port dtailed data on N therticol stroeute,

A statistical 04111 yasOf the twapefene shv Ng t thefteI it rtIatI ;ship 1between tnmICAl
palterns of the 4titgil variation of the vertical Visibility PrOI ftil the larp scale vtAthor sitv~ti-
OAS In 111441t (Ufo~a 4lassified acordin; to sc"ems V01l established in "steoroiogy.

U-4041 casest htre etnis -IAZAI to study t0M varistion of the verticall visibility pr-ofile dvring fol
formtionf. during; the 0ass4ge Of AtM#rprIC frots 04d In Casts Of rAPid Visibility increases an4 decree-
We.

The physics of visibility

first of all, an object Is only Visible by Its contrast to t04 ;Orroondeegs. Howtver, 11470 It a
difference If,4,4 object. radlies light by Its. 1f, but those cases are net considerd Wee.

ly dtf inittont the rJane of horizontilV visiblifty is the distance up to which a black object *hich Is
large ev"h aftd situated just ibove the Moriton 0hova a contrast to t light which cones from the sky.
Since the radiationi of the sky Is built up by sctterod solar light the contrast between sky and Object
decreaSes as a function of the anount of light scattered within th* coltoi" of air botienn the object end
the Observer.

'The scatteringf 0oeAett for the visible light In the atasosPhere Sri the mo~lAcuIet of 03otaje. vitre.3c
an other gaes of the air as Wl as aerosol particles. The first scatter according to the scatter law of
Rayltigh AjIc the second sCatter in & different manner described first by Hit. Rayl aigh-scetr shmr no
,specie I vaati according to the snhoptic weathvr situation. It only limits the ranpe of horItntl
visibility to 4bout 350 La. lio..scaturinj It far moreinltorestingo becaVse tho aerotol coacentratioo
within the atmoSPher IS highly Variable 0 andt s&ae IS true for the mterial these particles are built
of and the slit they have. So witkine coitianntl air masss the aerosol concentretion Is usually higher
that% within #Aritixe sirnasses.

furtheron t sZe of the aerosol particles shmw a relation to the relative humidity - at leasit In
the range between SO and 100 1. In this rango of the relative humidity the slie of the aerosol particle%
intcreases duo to the aggregation of wator and lbortfore the visibility decreases. Sioct aeosol particles
have a far larger density than the sorrounding air they show another distribution with height than the air
itself. Only In the rase of a vell mixed planetary boafndAry layer (PIL) the vertical aerosol gradient will
be relatively small. for acre details of the aerosol physics and the theory of visibility reference is to
be stade to classical textbook%.

By these facts It is slear that weather effects the harixontal visibility as we sll know. The wist
effective influence on the Villbility is exerted by the condensation of water vapour. that Is the fonaati-
an of fog and its dissppearace.

The scatterometer

Since the aerosol concentration nay be as high as seeral thousand particles per ltre and since as a
first approaimation, ve may assume t0at the aerosol concentration and its spectral distribution isainly vary
with height and less In the horizontal dire'ctions we ay make the assumpition of horizontal hooeneity.
Therefore the horizontal range of visibility can be cstured locally In*a rather small scattering volumeo.Ibis may be as s=all As a few litres and by measurements in this smal volumie visibility ranges up to 50
ka can be measured (1).

In Fig.l the scatterometer designed by Ruppersberg is shown. Additionally to the commercially avail&-
ble instrument the heating of the optical system was improved so that there were no difficulties to opera-
te it during wintertime.



Tk sit

st ift ntts f t hnt or we"t. vod to m4AWr e a verticl profile 11 t l%4rjOtdI visibility at
4 VV41 1i14 ttrtrw4. XVr,% M ichtl t vr I t .C4t the htls ltj of Z. 9, to. 1$3. ZZ) Inj
,1 to m the prorud 4t 4 mAn of a radio traseittgr staio. th'eN cotintts of t st nerIh .
vill ra of S 1 atimelh re O 414' A v4nd 10 3ol i. f1a loca ln of ti site is gi. n f% rigt rod 0e
cre s etuV0n CfiM ) i tWn the 'Might f tk WIN lcttrr',$ aboe Sqa Ivel aP the h.ht of tM %"r dqnb
stracs t4e rtlAtIl,. flatP41s of the area,

"I r eeO to the visibility SA5WV'nets %rhirh oet Aniuity 01 e re **As r at theo sac Lqights.
usfto n speal obervtAio n Is eriod , t h troffi of wind. tper lulo a h dstry wen) &I* 044tusw
in $ fA vntcl IWTrAll by 4 tethered 5 h Ist" oprate with 4 cabl# lift ("A the t*P of the *Alt
94,0l to Vth battn. tN hNerum'.4a distaene of 011 syat fse o r h twe vwa% for the eost 04rt of tho
etiWrl bluwkv4 rag gnotougqf~ h so that NTh4 w*s no signi1ficant infivence by 04e towr Itself. The,

IMt. t he 440 6405411i SYltte1 a4- thl sv*t of 0Ier vItath on are v is ib 1s Inkil by Pitner

TM data

T tine of opqrato of the systoo iot (roa S$"I' until Mte4do . I'M scinrat 4e th tin s within
10 sinuts Wn the M4 wore di sit il mediately. Kcua vauts foe each 0-on period mert rec44r &o .
U n411 -* etutl and olx. (wrtmeee afeor each dta block. coeirigh 140 the cot 1ing of clicds lover tha
150 a nt recorded. both wefavls on actonstoid

The 44t vtre PrprneC0ss At the n00asurif Site 0 etai st Of the dta 4qulistIon syst' V41
cotoced via phone and a modec, The phon also served for the dat tronf to the intitute at hAo-r.
Jo rid racy Nite s 11 she oate vuest were also print. at the ery %upri site.

Isvlts

first we %ll loo itr typical vertical profiles of te 6 s ssiAnt visibility. in F2.4 the profiles
Of visibility. teeth re ann rela.tv nildits witAin a well 40t YtiM plAtary boua4ry lIar are
shmw. and in contrast In FIg.5 Aighttiat Profi e% ICA a stubl F*PI. are Preted. to the first CAs* the
el'ive NOMIdity ncrtms with WiNt and balnces trefort the only slightly decreasifng Perosol c-
centration Pi he well Iota pltary boutnry layer so tt th effect on th visibility i s only very
s0a, I.e. the visibility chaneq only little with helght. o f og is nist with clear sky she visibility
It strongly affected by o th higt of sthe ony which atnds within the locest 100 u. relow tho inversion
the relative Io idity Is rather high and to the visibility is low tad even fog 4y forn. PAhl e thllnvtr-
&ion the relative htiity s very low due to subsience (in case of high pressure ystos), in adition
Nhe sublidw rate of Aiot I c1t *eans that duri, the lhttie horS air which original.1ly vat SItUa-
t a fo hunlred etera above wilt Ci down to tN toP of the invtrsion ler. Therefor# the daytiMe
a.ronl g rdient Is ireaonl above the invrtson. or this reaon the visibility Increases during the
night In the layerz abov. the Mi. This ca%4 is typical for clear nighti.

sustoe t setie the vertical esttsion of the Iar with low visibility Is last than 100 0. tbe
gron can be teen from an airoln flying at heghts wel above the POL. However. when doscending to land
she Uhennaul visilty isay be so poor that the landing operetion is possible only by instrottcnul
Vvidwne. In one of those nights a pilot could %*e an airfield over a distance of woe than 50 1^ wh46 at
the sane tine he was told that the visibility was too poo for landing.

Beneath a low cloud Cover the visiblitty &ay decrease right fra* the bottoms up to the cailing level
as shw;% in Fig.G. 24t this only happens if aerosol concentration within the air is rather high. At high
latitudes above water or sno surfaces situations ay be Observed# whtere th visibility is very good In
the wno vertical range lotween ground level and cloud ceiling *van it the relative huidity i,. very
high.

for a night with ground based fog the developmet of the range of visibility with time Is shown In
FIgI.l. Haert ag4in the Increase of visibility above th PIt, can be seen very clea:rly. Lateran In the Par-nnC when the imixing start& again the visibility in 300 ok height decreass whil zt- the sane time it
increases in lower heights. In Fig.$ a nighttime situation with clear sty Is shown %,hen fog has formed.
t'ero the subsidence is well documented by the Increase of the temperature &ad the docreasinq humidity
above the PIt. tetron together with the formation of fog the windspeed Increased and therefore the whale
pattern changed.

A Statistical analysis fOr the oftset and termiation Of fog IS presented In 1 19.9 and 1 1g.10. Sinn
these cases sa not all the very %ace only the basic features of the typical structures are to be seen.
Above the fog visibility increases during the first hours after the formation of fog, while visibility
decreses well above the fog layer when the fog vanishes by surface heating.

A Statistical analysis has also be done for cases of weatter front passage%. The results are shown in
Fig.ll (vans fronts. 7 caes) and 1 1g.12 (cold fronts. 17 cairs). In Fig.13 an exaspla. i% shovn for a
situation wn the Spraktnsehl site was vithin a tfar. sector. I.e. the area between the warm front and the
cold front, for a few hours only. Again the typical structurij of the visibility records during afrontal
pssage can be Seen.



Kett the results of 04 oldralI stAtistical analysis of t0e diurnal tie* behailour of the 'rorticAl
dittributio of visii~tr In rtlation to suuw (01.04.40,019.) and Winter (01.lQ0-41,03.) 144son 444
typical sypoptic P41torn is prmsettd. The large sca w~kitl~ patterns vera ct oorizo4 After a scheat
suggetta by Nis Wn $u -0:@ty (3). The corbnation of sevorsl of thtse synoptic w.eAthtr patternts into
classes his bean Om alter a very careful invatitae of t4 4411y variation of visibility. of the
vertical ",adieIat of visibility And at the *#an rangy. In Tab.1 and Teb.2 the groolung according to the
srottc v..athar conditions is given. For each group the rtferenco to tht figures wnro 04 comosittu are

stov I Wd. The tibles aI%* indicate the 40ber of Cast%. The vind directons In YAM~ a"d Yab.? Aa
only to givt a rogh Mde4 of sho situation. The indi a or i stands for AntIcyclonal of cyclonal gtostro-
phic winds. TMe mai structure of the results presented ink the F19.1liab to 234,b Is suarlid to TAb..
the 69.14.t; to 234.b preset the c00tts of t04 daily vorltaloo of the horilontlA viibility for 114e
hoigi~ts givirn *ay*. For osch of thase c0.potti also the ceiling of cloud~s below 150 a is addd

Nh 94terial prelented here IS the Only UA14i~blf fOr Vertical Profiles Of horIxontal Visibility for
hiarthern Uemuny on 6 mealy clisAtological basis. The statistics showvn tiolkin thAt the range of horizoh-
tal visibility and its vetictl profile ay veIl be grouped according to the synoptic situation and In
relation to moisae strvuts suh is froots. IMe question under which circuftstances either fog or dew
Vill form fit clear. Igts V4% not, Invostrtted up to nov. llowver. there are some hints that this may be
controlled by the divergence within t;heIL. which is related to the goostrophic Yorticity. tIopafully this
;roblen can be Investigatedi int the future.

(1) upprsbegOi.: egitrierung der Sichtwtito alt 44n Strtulichtschreibor.
loitrge zur Physit dir Amiosph~rt, 37, 1964. p.252-263.

(2) Plitr.B. ON. Verslstniktur der Nirizontalsicht to Mo8hebereich bis 300 a
Ober GrundA in ftorddeutschland. Berichte dos Irnstituts for situorologto uhd
Klmalologia der UnivorsitIm. ilannover, 26. 198M.

(3) Xis,. r~~xyI. atalpjo? r Gro4wetttrlagen. 8erichte des Detuhan
Watt rd fnstes , .M.l. 19.

Tab.la Definition and Statistics for Typical Visibility Patters (Suwuer).

Rusher Synoptic Situation Number of Casts Shown in Figure

I 411 Ii S.TB(Vinds) 111 14
2 Th,4, 1, ta (w.-Winds) 72 Is
3 U... WA (W -Winds) 44 16
4 TN variable) 29 17
S N~ iNN-VAdinds 12 In

Tab.?: Definition and Statistics for Typical Visibility Patterns (Winter).

Ruaber Synoptic Situation Number of Cases Shown in Figure

I Wi a ~ IWWnS) 0319
2 Sill 4.WS~a 9 SU11-Winds) 34 20

4 B Sa S -Winds) 24 22
S 14h i(1 -Winds) 16 23



Tab.3: Typical iqaures of the Visibility for the Classes Civen In Tab.1 and Tab.2.

Croup
S nmr wintr 14r1atia of the Horizontal Visibility ilth Ti.m and IWot

i 2 Vifbtlty rapid)$ Increasing with height during the nightti.,
v**% Increase during daytim.

2 4k vertical gradients, but highly variable range btvttr day
and night, 4boot sinunildal.

3 1 iVtak vertical oradlents, range strongly Increasing during the
the morning, slyly decreasing In the fternoon.

4 Vca. vertical rardient during the aight, during the day
dcraOng range vith height. low visibility.

5 5 Vis|bIlity highly variable due to convctiv, activity and€ouds,

3 MtW4ee increase of vistuility with hight, nearly no change
with time, f(Air visibillty.

4 hnakly increasing with hoight. no change with time. poor
visibility.
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* he~#litert 1ilot0 U41it flight vision %Yst@A hAVe a JW prctiAjIlIty @f *"eIPA the Neat V191a 41 o
thAt Art 1IVAIIA41t fW (light Oi'tt~l. tven with Item' vlowl, TAgOt, the toW4dveVV of curs~t night
vision mystp%* lOPkW Vhere vit"Ii cI~ are xometticAllt takeoitivt to chang.0s In vehicle 11tstaw AMd
ootifos. At. terrain f lighlt hMight*, Vou it s CW*IIt4 VtWetin "hick *14144 44d 5.KiOOA At* located
4itecaly below the h6l1after. A* visual, range AtiOAOut, the boot Vie4" Of IhM terrai rttvat
towArd the §AAA Pangl elow tW helicqutr where the best filtgh, control Ctes Ate toWe.

log firte01tc cues of night viiolt oystosa bath proclyde ofo sev %0 of stRO4l 1yAtt4ia-atien
0@VWnr4 v Awing displAy concepts ahoud * los ua1l Apatlal-eti vidion to fntto effectiv-ely,
resulting 1, "aor v-e*ttcti*n in 11i1ot V@4lo4 AMd training seuIretag MWd s044r flight Control wth
poor Yiolulity.

At trf4ln flight hights WOt tACticAl Vis64l cuts Ate vlyally cotpressed In t1 vacl* anglej vit-In
J04t 01 few degrqes At the hesison, but are widely disprsed4 In ieuath. Terrain 4I*IICA to 04fe flight
ore ao located within A few degrees of tIM hWr1mo, but are well dined In azimuth by the velocity
voctor. It is cascluied i ght vision sy it cold t be Rrowid by dOigning to better e-lalt geaoerlic
charactrirltics of visual cvts a4 normAl pilot aI-tiIn vlsal pr oaoioo.

Kelicopter pilot iht visisoysitens enAble terain flight 14issiowl In 1141Wd visiblitty conditions
tAt re not feasible with direct %Paid4d viaien. However, chase @.ygtgu* 1"gt high pilot "1llA~I0,

trsA MWd fatigue, and requir VAtrestv training to d.velep aQd intAin proficiency At levola asrurlng
cOba& vffectivness aol flight safety. Attalining iolin QffctLvVnsA, vith 4(ctr Is fptcllly
Jd021041 of pilots ORn Visual. r4age bfomev severely unt y A on h eitf att"tnutitv.

0irrent helicopter night vistn syseain repreont 4delgn corow =lmo g the Pislsi visual
rvqucoewnt@ for flight control, tarqt etquistion Anl tArget 40 A012n. nt c€ rcaloao hAve resulted
in systm With characteristics ViiCh Are not higly effkCtIVo for Any of tht e quirepents. The systtm
designs sugAtt the deVIlOpers were net highly Aware of either vloual infomtion requirenents and
Characteristics, or the visual 4#n mtal proesses ofl thE pilot# who will Apply the system In combat.
Visual range attenuAtIon. In parLicular. opeArs to hie rtcilvod little consideration In night vision
systes deAign decisions. Consequently, flight control cap4billity can be lot entirely with *ub t*ntlal
vliul rafnie attenuation, even when relatively Aoo vision of the terrain still oxists for IstV
Angles 01 view.

XC¢ept (or the imaging richV*elj, night vision s ystl designs rtpfosent a Clos0 approxtuntigo to
Just A 0l000 trtAnsfr of A hM4 televison picturt to the pilot On A panel 0t helmet display. "a
sensor and display characutriptics that would best stslfty atch of the Pissi n visual roqlr onts nood
to be defined, without Item IV constraints, for each of the oajor envirnets of day, night And limited
vlsl range. In addition. evaluatIon criteria need to bo defined for analysis And assessment of hew
well a given .iesig satilsfie the alstlon visual requirvuets. To ti author's knowled o, these best
characteristics and evaluation criteria have never been definod and used 3s guides for the dslln and
developoent of night vision systes.

Developers of helicopter night vision systean anl their laproitonto need to understand ths
relationships between vehicle states And Pation$, and the related changes In inages for various sensor
directions And ild..- of view. It appiars ,velpers hzve focusad on the "f'or" aspects or night vision
requirements, and virtually ignored the "spatlal-otlon" information requliments of pilots. Under-
standing is needed of the effects on acquisition probabilities of angular conprVostn and dispersion of
tArg§ts and threats. and effects of the Interactions between fields of view and the limited duration of
viewing opportunities for many tactical cuts. Tll report will address soon of those types of relation-
ships. effects and aspect$ that nay not have received systematic consideration in the design decisions
of prior night vision system 44volopmant and Improvenent efforto. Bettey reflection of such factors in
night vision systel design% should havea a potential for major improvements in their flying safety, ctobat
effectiveness and associated tranint requirments.

A thorough ergonoic analysis of night vision systems is not feasible within the allewable length
for this paper. However, a few of t ir Pore significant ergonomic issues will be noted that relate to
eoffective vision with end Pse of night vision systems, and to the effects of the extreme psychological
stress of comat.

The geometric and ergonomic Analyses reported here resulted from an effort to determine the causes
for, affects of and approaches for reducing, the high pilot workload and training requirements of night
vision systems. Hlaintaining a sof flight control capability with severe visual range attenuation was
a rajor concern. The variables of line of sight orientation, fields of view and agniflcation, and
sensor mountin and slaving will be considered in terms of effects on probabilities that pilots are
provided the best visual cues to support their flying and fighting tasks. Typical night vision system
characteristics are assumed. Finally, the conclusions reported apply equally to both Intensifier and
infrared Imaging technology night vision systems.



The bssie "wrRp t of hlicopter nIhi viso Aystq" A4 alit are to provide pilot* V" taging
CAiP41it 4rlas d46k es that will enables

logt tctil aod navigation
avIAdJa* Of ocltaC1
VIsual ACqgiiition Of targetA thret*t 4a friendly aleneatM, 444
*4%AAeVWt of 't~gqt 4954 threats.

Thor* a wide Variety of factora that are isorta4t to dsigning an using night viltto systqss
thy will setve their purposv In the most efftctivo xamur. These lnelud the etermel envirtowt,
night vision syith r oarltica. vehicle chasctorloticl the plot's visal *. " pntal character-
Istico, an tscticl c€6idrations. In this section a w of these fActors are briefly rviewed 4a
An t ritation for the rvader who may be unfAxtilar with night visilo systo heltcoptr "perations Of
ergonokic attcts of their applic.Atton.
-Cauceof tee r VishIitt. Throe Cau4* Of por VIbility tXIt that NAM UIA*tAAlly differen

tat Cerrain flight opiratoal capAbllities M4 night vision pyatego reqirm-
fts1. *We 10 44414##a with little Of DO At"Aei4pttic' aktc9UtOn Of Vis~uAl rAnge. This forcesd Uas
of night vIsion syata,. A secCod I* attwytion Af visual r Yna by COMIIL r1,Cin &t h4ril
patticulatea such 44 clgas, ogi, rain, dust, snaw, 6 4 1$=e an nist. They occur And Vill
adversey Affect, operational CAPabilitItA In bath dkYlight MAd dArkneSS, but. have A greater advese
affect who night vlaisio toen ate used. A third torm of por visibility pecullar to helicopters
is the sudde often cMPleto PASkin of any vision of the terrirs that Coin result from cloud of dust,
"AW or RIsC rai0d by the OutflNOg| rotor dewnuash A. the helicoptOr nears Or selatOIiA A hw wr
In ground Qfc. It often forces 4 rapti switch to InstryoM t flight corel, or continuin a
lIndin with no. or very poor. visual rtetofrc to the ground.

hAract rivit~ t qt 'lht V1isI! Syrea Thorn Are twO basic types Of night vision systs: IMAg
i Imagers. image IntrnAlitrs use a photon amplification procts over uav-

lengths cowerig" the visual sAd near Infrared, With pOak $esitivities In the (at r Ur infrared
Just beyond direct human visual sensitivity. WmagR intensificstion can be built Into or coupled to
A TV cara, b"t in helcopters t Pot often found In th for(m o night vision gorilos attached to
the pilot's h4a4 or helet. Infrared imagers ara more Complex systems that detect taetrature
dtfernces between objects. Thvir sensors uAsuAlly are unted on the nese, top or Past of the
hlcopt*r, aWd thl imtge provId en psnel displays, telescopic display units or hvlnet displays.

enSorS PAY be manually i19-d9, sa4vd to 1o444t anles0, or Autonatically stabiliRe4 In one or Dere
Axes. Ihe pilot night vision syst n n the US. Al-4 Apache helicopter use nos mounted infrared
sensor slaved to pilot hel4t Angles In pitch and yav, but not roll. Offset of sensors fre thi centdr
of rotation of the helicopter can produce anasalous imale chanes with vehicle state chansg*, which the
pilot has to lean to recognize and %.ospensato. Typical fields of view are circular diaLter of 40
degrees for nisht vision goggles, An 30 by 40 degrees for other pilot sensors. Thls fields of view
block most of the perlphoral visual cu s helicopter pilots believe they use extensively for flight
control with direct vision In daylight.

Visual 0% i in In very si.plified tema, a helicopter flies because of lifting
R nt roduced by the turning reora. To Accelerate or change position the lifting

forces are tilted slightly by varying lift of the vouor at appropriate aisthn for appropriate
durations, to produce a lateral or longitudinal componet to the lift vtctor. Direction can be
changed by either antiterque forces at tlhe tail rotor, or by banking when forward sped exists.
Large pitch or roll attitude changos occasionally may be used for short periods to produce large
translational acceleration or deceleration forces, but much smaller angles are the norm for most
"aneuvars. For hovering, pitch and roll changes will usually be only a few degrees or loa, with
changes, on average, to shift or maintain a position often involving only a fraction of a degree.
Perceiving such small attitude chAnAge angles are unlikely with night vision systos, and also
unlikely vith direct vision in daylight. It Is probable the pilot keys on trAnslational rates as
his primary visual hover flight control cue, but perceiving these rates Is difficult in the typical
forward vleving night vision system image.

Visual Processes. ?Norlu. human vision combines three different perceptual processes Into an into-
grated whole porception(I). These are:

(1) a spatial and notion perception process,

(2) a color percootion process, And

(3) a high resolution form perception process.

Encoding for all three processes occurs in the retina of the eye In a besic form, with no workload
or attention involved (1, 2. 3,). Spatial-motion color and forn encoded signals are sent via the
optic nerves to several midbrain nuclei, where they are relayed to visual areas of the cerebral
cortex, or linked to motor neurons. At the cortical visual areas there are relatively direct links
to motor areas and pathways, and also extensive ties to association areas of the cortex. Processing
that extracts additional informatic occurs in both the midbrain and cortex. These basic forms of
visual process encoding and their anatomically direct links with motor actions should involve
virtually no workload, and be quite resistant to t0a adverse effects of stress on visual-otorporfore-nce.

Spatial-Hotion Encodins The spatial-notion encoding that occurs in the retina consists of a
variety of differunt types of information. Included are nerve signal encoding reflecting the fact
of notions of external objects and notions of self, and the directions of these notions. otions
not germane to survival of animals nay not be reflected.



For ?abiiA.ThAk fWwo-lise toeoipg tb.t ocwiA* In the fettm a ood i rat,, cottor cwAit #1
4l;oit.a fei dere), 41tvittirnoll reolved (tooA fais 44gev), sot[ol T~ftr uamoefrs

oeit~tat 411 (stints.i *f odvo 0sim 151*4*0seo foroos with 0.sIlAr 0PA1ti owle~iri t aM:'fotvA Vill tb
4ittrllt to 41i11tiit~ih. Comntiaed #%rWovr o A 4 t, lopseioly btriJAt or high conttrast tdtw, wi11
mokt or tWoct; #enitIivity to # s1011Cr 054iby form. This has the pAttcI ctwSeqcfe~ that cttW4n
E5xotto to 'Cot" 140Aol o femi ta tit I s gt Vinton 014(to lisgy. will s0oA or (teio senstivity
to adfjAccnt Inag*s Ojects kaviat similar osooo @V edlgoetientmop. Of Mitliviar rrcet# i15 il
tARsOW MA# of hetiskeAIa A"* WorIWI 40-4. is 11Yabele, whied t04 JoMIsian t~t44I13ICS for

riinof 0#l#A AF44 targe* ts r also hrizot,0l a#4 vetiJCa (W9411.

fareW-Itt"A reuses veful"Ad 11resa SMt~ NMMtAdo. YOMe flregntIom 10 fe00A Only Ift highr onisl
qries ti Ws;oa'oa orjitoOtno (filter onebXIsa) to tha form i01 Coshisetlos with
to-cory (later VdWoebAn) en. sesto degree of hillher fental r setoing (Infer wibleod4) involVIRA Aro'ct-
Wtien with, ornery. form r9coPgnit ill '41 nlVeI the Aoaeetl tree 11aSt the lilghest l100l Of the
central nrvecO4 sotst, the trebrol ilfosi. koc olvnotm In the orobology of 1114ht tloIon #Yst*
inoigiJtist 4 ftam wttloIn proess, 0 vtFAdO of 1#41tt144 VAlt* Vit), Pooey (fo tie 4901ind VAlue,
And Otoft" IinteAtifif vit), ethr olewi tot oflrCrect Inltfflattiei of vehiclez gtat@ 4nd nb#"4
control otim. Fors rongaitioa I. got 40*qstal for Masic helicopter flight cootrol In 4Ay11lit.
but It teolrofti for flight ciotrol with night VI'Alof ocslsow *aa doe to thei #X411 field Of Vito.
The Qxtreowe stress of Actsm)l coshat sheold 04versly affect the* form, rocegfoio rmvtrocrs tidlly
Its oaevory and higtoer "etol proCcosig agcta.

"tti~-4alon hrsressAe tlktJItcdNIVnt Vlot, i4rma. Nletcopter pilots feparvt they tiq reriphrA
spatil-notoniropt~o pro e xss sontivoly tot lichI control with direct Visioti. 1hey *ls rvport

the liflt0* field1 @f view, of "liot Vials. *Al-te5A procludllanormal UseG of t4Ano FW#40r, k"d tfocvg
it"e to opovt Altenatve tiochniquse for vxtActINg Cho InforsatIon they teqotro for flight rentral.
Pilot* *00t th4t AlIf~nsbnt# and t!9latV "oions betwen feregrou&d and bconhecn objecto4 (tllix)
Alie gajor cuts ukso In flight control with diroct. vliit. especilfly for hovering. Tdese 4K440 If* loot
Owen Ifisitti visual rtngo noos tht backgrouad objectsi from vbov by rosiucing their contrfAst "oe
visual thresholds.

:ee.PeWore icon to Sroive. Tactic* used #y alil t."rs of ilittary forces include atirteting to reduce
elsty pperenq ir drecingaol observing thoer acions, %tdel IsProving their own khaonces for

detectisg msd observing the oneny. A large percentage of coobAt caotietr probably rtso1* frw
wc,40s o eplication of this Tactic. Avee It often eneiso tineoos aut~c with verl high pr4bbility
of 04CCON: , tighty Percent of W0 I oir-ta-air cINbtat kill Are reported to be the tv~vlt of Mach attaki
an ianaWare victims (4). It Is logical to prvsoW Mxnwao victi. Vill tonilue to accotmt for A large
"rctntogo of casualtios In both ground and Air Combat, including helicopterit. To mintnan chAiite5 af
boc-imng unawar victims, helicopter night viio ygsea owed to assure A high proebability of rapid
44tM3tio4 Of both run00 And air threatsf. laho sea whMe first wi111 have major Impact on Qutco*e of
eisebat veata. Wliars of All ranks fully U04tlr*tond thisa tactical tros, Anad weigh It heavily
In their tactical decisons. fesigners of night vision Iysteas should &lAb %iveav WA ight to
prottalitty of detoctineg the eneay before he detocts eta.

puration of Tasctical Visual Cuies. A majority of the ane critical tactical visual cueis ate ntMentary
or ofimiuat~s aole nld usle flashto. issiole firing and burn pluoa, short Vehicle
expotiume for Observation or weAPon firing, and short soldier or Vehicle eaPowrost an they quickly
move from conccalant behind oe object to conctalaent behi another object. le-fhaat flying
contributes to short viewing duration* becauise of the m~asking of vegetation And terrain. A viculing ap
mSust exist through the raskInt for any possibility of observation, slnd most will be quite ohori. (5).
Vantage points with god views will be used often, but any bamant, behind the o~ok will result In
short viewing pipea having nearly random directions And durations. These viewing gaps represent
opportunities for theoenemy to observ us, s well as for us to observe him. If our oasoca are not
looking In the direction of the cap whle It fit opetn, the opportunity foar observation will be lost.

RSULTS

Tite results In large Part derive from straig~htforward rgeometrical consideration of locations and
changes In flight cnntral, and tactical visual cues In night vision systec:4, for terrain flight hoights
with both good and iited visual range. To ainiaize complsexity it will be aasumod that visual range
Attenuation In poor visibility iso a co-nstant linear function, and that the terrain In a flat surface.
The actual variation In visual range attenuation and terrain relief characteristics will produce only
minor deviation fratm the results obtained with these 4assptions.

Ceomtric aharacteristics. The fundamental geometrc relationships that form the basic for most of
theresults Are illustrated In Figure 1, and a net of pertinent. Values1 are tabulated !" Table 1.

In panel "A" of Figure 1. a profile view of elevation angles io shown, uhich applies to any relative
direction of view. on the right side Is stketched a typical night vision sensor 30 degree elevation field
of view that is centered on the horizon. It may be noted the lcaaar edge intercepts the terrain surface
at a Point "I" at a distance several tines the viewing height. from the Table I values for IS degrees
dip angle, It may he found the terrain distance In 3.73 end the* sightlino Is 3.86 times the viewing
height. On the left side of panel 110 are lines separated by 15 or 30 dexrees labeled A through Z.
It cay be noted these equal angular separations result In uncqual distances on the* terrain surface
(corresponding to A tangent function), with the last angle to the horizon Impossible to represent due
to Its Infinite value.

Panel "b" illustrates a plan view :orresponding to panel "A," but Illustrating the typical 40 degret
atimuth field of view of a night vision sensor. The lover edge of the sensor Intergects the terrz5~r
surface at the line "I ," but the top edge of the sensor and all Angles near the horizon will he Indoter-

jminant for this plan v..ev. On the left the points corresponding to the 15 or 30 degree angular Increments
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figure 1. Angular represetation of terrain attenumton will be 386 percent of that for
viewing Angles. angles directly below.

HOJSavn tn A helicopter pilot does not fly his head,4 he flies the holicaptet. tn view
of ci livs f t. one nay wonder why he to given sensors slaved to or mounted on hie bond its the
SOUrCC Of inOfrmatio for Controlling the helicopter. Although am* advantages result frm head ulakvlnz/
munting, ajor disadvantages result for acquiring flight control InforatIon, Fli ght control requires
knowledge of locus. or nrr accurately change in locus. of visual cuas with respect to helicopter axes1.
Head ulaving/Dountlng has the effect of adding a largo source of noi$e. or uncertainty, In the locus of
visual cues with respect to halicojfter axon. noe amount of this noise or uncertainty for head angles
appears typically to be on the order of 2 to 4 degrees. although at times It msay reach 10 degrees or nmr.

The uspitude of this head angles noise equals, or may exceed by an order of magnitude, the rotational
changes required for controlling a helicopter in a hover. It exceeds by one or two orders of magnitude,
the anguolar change. that occur In a forward viewing Imae that correbpond with the typical "hover box" of
a helicopter.

i
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IsateOMWO. Yhere atV tag types Of IVA&* Chainge that result (COO roattIona A roati~on of tilt vf
Cho antic* Isago. and displacement of objects across the display thcat lucraas withe spration irs.
the astia, of rotation. Ihla 1=4 ch.Angs resultlng, firm vehicle or Aasa rotatlonk Can b14 Wlired by
a set of general change rules aced by forteas. Weo privary Lhoge rules and torikula are:

Sto Ralative Chp Zule: It o relative changes occur Jn Cho visual arrAy of the world with just sonsor
rotatio0ns 6). Miatlvo positions of all altAmat In ties away rcn1o fixed. Th5@ affect of senior
rotation Is only that It saaolaa a different part of the fix"d visual array.
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Wf ol angle Ig the 41iff nce betleteft tho rolta Ais *,tJ rSt1 of 104N.
#i1ttm ald IA 41fteroico Wbeen t"o folttIo itt of vyhtclq or #qAfr.

fr pitca a-A fal. rattima, zgulAr chis.14 directly VbOIM h vehicle VVMIs the MaXInw choingo found
at ay other VtWitag4 analoq. lth Lnt of aniular imAG chag (fo vehIcle pitch a"d roll rotations In
a W.onin mr, will N' Id-aticl to thaotfor vehicle pitch a yan .angaa0 with the oa o
pointtng forwAril, Thi a guArAI% cangge V41k th vehicle for yWt, hoWtwor, at roatimn arund the Vertical
AXIN that Prewid 1@00 AAAwlar chtago th An the VoaX*U* YOV Anularf Changv# Uhich a found at tho horiloo
I% aY diretion%. for thi change r4l40, YAV aoguIlar iMGe are tero On the pivot AIS, and Incroawal with
diA(acc froo the pivot Axis. Thea. 'Jill IM perceVed osAIly At .j0ierate dittatIC41 Iron the pivot, 0"d
ha" WAxiseas di~Aplanet Change At the edgel of the dtgpliay. shoot AAAular ChAR1es with yaw beloV At*
dirqectly 06Al0Ous to the changes at the forward horizon VI.lAst With 1oll. At the forward horizon
vtoi tlktt the visual 1'AJ PIvot4 around t0e roll AXIS. To# "iual gain" for yewau a e~low $a the
ais4 Am car rotli loolking forward. It 0"14 "e noted the maximmnr Angular M4d displackmrst change for roll
at the horlsoo, v-jual w t0at found fer roll Weow, will be found In the Waorst (10 #^d 27O degreo)
directions. for each moation, masIaae angular Chag is foound on a Plans perendiculor to the Axis of
rotatin, for y"w, Itherr, Viloft angular chasco ocurs at All poiate on the horizon.

?raxlasima. aao thnggz sauitg from vehicle traslattons cian be dvtitwd by S Not of Kcneral
40JR i-1 b forwoat In kither rtctatular or polar coordinates. *air two uaya of defining
translcatioangular chago c"#Lidere most geroane to flight control visilon, have been selected (no"
the 0"I available, Figurq ' illustrAe the Angular chuigoa meulling from translation that will be
coneldeird. (stIY A few Of the say related equietalvat forasas have been selectee. The prinary ruales
AnA foroAulAt troes

Ito !eiAtIVsO MAtadfr No points (or Angles) af no rolativt chag, of null points,
exist In taST viMuAl rray for say Don-curvilneAbr translatfona.. change (1). 0ne of these represents
the velocity vector or #patial "Agle of advance, and the other the angl of retreat in the opposite

Raltie Mn-o) u lst for inar translatton aslong a vectort
- Aare iiioihago of vioupoinit prodoco# angular reilatve change between the foreground

and background eleitt composing the visual Array of the world. e"car[tafr the two no-ithas poitt
on the velocity vdctor.

-A small part of the visual array may, or ay ot. contain changes in visual coe effective for
cavneylx^ changes to tot or more vetcle translational states.

- Kagnitudo of relative change for oach element, In the visual array Us lnversoly rropmortoal to
Its distance. for alcents with 1l1111 angular separation from the angles representing the velocity
vector null points.

- tero relative change exists betveen elements in the vi sual array falling on the vehiclea velocity
vector aneles, ad relative chag betwe visual Array elements incrtease with soparation f("m this null
point In accord with a function invoIvivA both dist~nce ad angular $oearation.

Iha eorMapas Aaxular change of objecte In the visual array for unit of translation along
a flight at cor Ar; defined for rectangular and polar coordinates by formulas (2), (3) and (4).

Change formula for wnit tranalation; rectangular coordinatest

Angular change B2 -'H T01 + L (2)

Change formula for Unit translation; Polar coordinatos:

Angular change - it (Azimuth angl) ,'R(3)

Angular change -(sin (Dip angle))Z & (4)

Whlerem Angular change io In radians, and the torms are s defined in figure 2.

ror a pown directly beow thesQ formulas reduce to angular chango - I / It. If their solutions are
multiplied by velocity the result will be angular velocity, and If multiplied 'ay units of translational
change the result will be approximate angular change for small translational chanas (fqr zzct:lutu,
compute angles for start and cnd positions and t4.e diffardujces). it follows logically from these

fomlethat the axznuk perceptible change for longitudinal and lateral translations will occur between
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Mim I height. The nine~ PqtArqd fuenctiona sta ACV
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wjith larger dip Angles am the sine values
3 opproAch unity. As the dip Angies WeOO&

large, range to terain *urfACO intercpt.
betC4* #hot *8 It oPProaChOOs uIMMUInsa
tqUAl to heitht. At CSO lover otIgO of A
typical forwtard avansor Indicated by the
dashed line at IS d,*Arees dip Angle, It ay

tO MtSCI be seen that only 6.7 percent Of VAXIau4a
putdtla i0440 angular change Will OCCUt
(for heIght 2, Angular chasgt of 1.9
versus IWAIXUAt change at 90 degree$ dip of

o -~-~------.28.6 . AL varo typical iovsge visual use
U 34 46 0s i 0 areas of 10 to 3 dogrge dip agles, the

~ ~ ~ ~Imago angular cangmii Are, ropectivoly,

VIguri & 16140111 object Angular change
with axle th difference from translational

figure 3. Mlvoa angular hage of surface velocity vector for constant oightiu
objects fron level unit translational chag, ranges ot 10, 50 anti 100 distance =nIto.
for dip angles and vitving heighto of 2. 5 and Difforent-ex batucen the sithtint range
10 wilts. ca3rveis ref lect the inverse reiatioinolip

between Im~age Angular change and range.
For a constant range, ilia changes showin are
a nine function of tha angular difference
frtm thu velocity vector. Theseq functions
have zero valums at zero and ISO degree

6, angular diffurencus. Small angular differ-
ences from &or* and 160 degrees could be
vertical, lateral or Any combination, but
larzt Angular difucomce would have tt'
consist AIAly of a directional Azimuth
coaponent. It should be noted thu widith
of thu reduced change area s fairly ide

Q In compario to that 40 degree azimuth fild
Of View typical Of night Vision systems,
Iidicated by thp pair of dashied vurtical
linets. At thor kdgo of ouch a semnor for
ak given range, iPAte arygular change Is7, ~ ~~~only 34 percent )I The itcheo

L ~ ~ t~#~ that axists l n itractioot mtvndicular to
the tranalatioutt vtox.. 'AC a. iro typical
vieving Angle -if M' degru from vector, thu

.1" .6O 0 0 to 120 4 cag would bo ookp 17 prant of maximum.

AZUIN!AOU WLOCIY VMCO In both Figures 3 and 4. thu powerful
effect an angular chage of rantu or height
In evident. It In the mur-h longer ranges
to objects seon In a forward View lwa that

Figure 4. Angular change resulting from unit will haye thu major adversaeaffect an per-
of translational change, for azimuth from calving angular changes reflecting vehicle
velocity vector and slant ranges of 10, 50 ttanslational changes. For azimuth, the

and 100 units. moot severe effects of the angular offsets



from the q n in vectof ?.TV TA telte Za vithIls just 0 fev degriles Of the vector. fifty rercent
of isaximom thange exiats At 30 d*fA ;tes ofst, an4 M0 Vsr.nt at 4S dngrees. Along tht forwardi terrain
bllow a level taninAtml vector vbero the site squareid functtion applies cVigura 3), *ngvlar thage
ilikgOXCIOPtIanIQ41Y **All to Ceprien to It* 94XIMum In the 4iVnV4rd View, ,,nj3 %pretale .11. *04le

exists. from I,.7 rtccant of s"xlo.* at 15 degrees dip, It riches 2S percent fuf maximum at )0 degreels,
and So rcenilt At 45 degres dip angle.

TatsreAMW~ttsie tt # Ase aML Pitpc*!MI4. OW900ttC A4gl0s An4 disIpersins In locations Of utare ond
~1~I4AtJ* I~J~tt (hr(*11CT4t lt; VspateAl to have substantial t f lc, oM p.6bablIcaE14 of

detection At,4 idvntifIcstirn.

v~inAae. At poftearhviouang heaghtio of a 1eW "Iterd to a CCU tons it net, Ago-
metric r vctive resnakts in ceportision Its elevation agle af all Objects, from, a fey hundrod aelers
04 out to the h~on, Into Just sevvral degrees of visuail angie diectly below the borilea. for exarpbe,
by multiplying Table I difta.~co Tatoo by 10 to reflect viewing Cre* A hei4ht of ten 3meta, It It fOKnA
that Cirycliang to a flat su~rface (I@" III 0acera to thin horizon fal! A vithan juAt thmv degres of the
horizon. Similarly, everything from. 573 roters to the hotion will .411 within Only ame degreei of the
honison. P"e to the relatively long ran~gos I,~vOlved, actual terrain tela*( seldoe Vill locreast t4*se
angles by "Ire thn a dgreet Of two for COOPIAte elevation caorage. Duo to torfain flight and lot level
prof ile# usedl for survival, virtually all Air-to-air thuvata will Alp* be foundl an thin hand or an a
co"Apalek bind JUSL abov the horizon.

A very high probability exitsa therefores, 0Chi nearly al1l targets 4ed threat Vill '40 lOCated
ge4mtrIcAlly In elevation Angle within just 4 few tAgree Of the horizon. $preading the Vertacal field
of view' above or boloo thesea few degroes an on acquisiltion sensior, will only reduce acquisition prob-
01biatica through correspooding, re4uctaons an resalutio In the4 few deogreesi at the horizon uliere tArgots
And throatst are located.

Azixtftut 101. CeosetniC loction Of targets and threA In azimuth approachs a 4COMplegtely randM
ditr iio. Amajor intnt Of tACtic4 is to reduce tl10 uncertainty in axistuth of targets and throatis.
$410d n this 'ncertainty, hefvvr, redlucedi toa leas then a 90 degaree quadran4t. UsuaIIllyauth lacation
uncertainty for targets and threats Vill %Q About 140 degreesi, and Of tan It will be clode to 360 degrees
(such as in dee1p penetrations). A tatitcal requirelMent also exists (fo avareneSs Of locationa of the
elrownts of frnisly forces, and such owaneresa Vill no'ally require 360 degree haimuth sonstor coverage.

A lay probability exists. therefore. that a so.vsr mitts narrow fiold of view In azimuth will be
VOinted At Only One mOet In time, In the directi941 required fOr deltection and iden1tifitAtion Of tOargt
And threats. Vhtin targets and threats Are orientedi In almost any diretction, It In ot likely at nArrow
field of view sensor will be looking In t0e right direction. noe enemy attempts to avoid detection and
Identification, and we attempt the Asnme thing, through exploit-itatio of cover and coaceaisent. loth the
enem's and our n efforts result In clear ltie of sight, essentia) fur visual detection And iWantifi-
cation, being of nhort durations In most taetical engagement rituatcns. Also, many of the most signifi-
Can'. tactical cues, auth all Muzzlo flashes from weapons firing, are noaentary. The momentary and short
duration Of many Of the Cues irsquired for target And threat dttionU1 And idetilfICAtion, in coebsinAtioo
with A narrow sensor field of vitu In ainurth. v01 result In low probability these cues will be deatectedl.

Poor Visibility Fffectu. As visual Tange Attenuation increas, it is evident the Angles for target
acquisition vievi.:g OMUsti shit downward to shorter ranges where Image centrast ts sufficient for discrin-
mnating targets froo their background. As Indicated In the fourth TAble I colum of terrain distance for
sightlino intersecct, however. the angular shift Vill bet quite small until attenuation becomes quite
severe. For examples to center a sensor on 2000 eters vieving rangea at 10 meters viewing height
(multiply table Values by 10) ould require less than 0.3 degrees downward shift from tho horizon. five
hundred meters would require only one degree. 250 meters only 2 degrees, and 100 me.-irs only 5 degrees
downwardl ahift.

Ul'en sejvere viousi range Attenuation to tens or a hundrvd moters or so* eistas, than substantially
larger dounloot MAles will b4 required for hiphest probability of target detection. Such targets will
be very close, and blur will become A significant factor even for fairly slow speeds.

Fla.king by vegetation And man-made structures, when their density approaches one percent or more of
the terrain on An Ares basis, Impose a different form of visual range attenuation that Is very similar
In effect to Atmospheric range attenuation. At terrain flight heights these objects Vill mask all but
the closer targets and threats If their distribution approaches random (5). Consequently, large down-
look angles similar to those for severe =t~sphe&rIc visual range attenuation vwill result In best prob-
ability of target/threat detection. tMhon tarrin veaetation/structures ePAskinX reaches tn Percent or
more. nteep davulookL anglqs of 10 tv 60190 degrom.. wiil afton Rive heat detection probAbilitieu. Ranges.
of course, vI-S be very abort. Although distributions approaclhinst TA0dom ore CoMIon, for moat terrain.
dintnlhutlosis of both nutral, and -an-cadt rAsking ob~jects have touiclc characteristics, Tactical
visntae ?*lnta o faqxpilti thnse alator~tip ararterizt~cs can incr#see effetive visual range
significantly.--

D1SCUSS106

It Is esstial to look forward along the velocity vector to avoid obstacles. Hlowever, the results
illuacra-.a thatc m forward view, geometrically, Is an exceptioneily uninformative direction to look for
vehicle state flight control information. The angular uncertainty resulting (To rnSensor head Slaving
or Daunting compounds the difficulty of acquiring good flight centrol cues froms a narrow forward view.
The resulto indicstu a downward wide angle/panoramic view will have maxiatum sensitivity tc, and clearly
convey. all ix degrees of freednAi of vehicle notion. These result. suggest Incorporating a downward
view should have potential for major improvements Sn flight control visual discriminations In night
vision systems. Such a vieu would also astute maximum potential In poor visibilit.y of seeing the
terrain, and teeing It in a form that could be used effectively for fllght control.
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world, anid force the pilot to mentally build up over Ctn the eresi picture of thv terraini 4*4
battlefield he requires fvr flying ssfety And fightingl efetvns. Thi poseg 4staottal 4onlttz
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It wouldl be ost dootrable for nighit vision s1ystem design chara':teristict iv provide t~tv PIlt wits
All the inturmation he osti for both flying anid .ighting in) a single fully intwgrated, oe r. %n a f
highly relate,44 display formats. The display fuomtteR shouldl oatch we closely cof.rA with the .tni-
tive "fras of referecec" nortally odopted by pilot* for battlefield And flight cotitrl spiAtial oAvares*s.
Ito downward vertical centered aaimuth-slevation polar plot (Pael C of figure 1) used In this repourt
should represent a close Approximat ion to this normal pilot frame of reference. AnAllses of the
ergonoic characteristics of such a dimplsar fort suggest excellent powtcIial for AuhstntfAl reductIvns
In pilot workload and errors In flying with night vision oyatemit, and for reducing reAction tims tor
reonding to tactical cues. The natural vis~al-motor echaracferistlis of this kind of frAt should
have ouch better reistAn:e to the adverse affects n performance of the lievare psycholvgicol actroc of
conbat, and of the stress of poor visibility during terrain !light. Such a format would atcda&to
direct Incorporation of the clearest visual terrain cues for flight in poor visibility.

Inteiraed Nor YIsIbIItqDis~laM5 oF. The display concept outlined below io basd on tho premtie
that sesosantdslas hUi provide pilots with the beat visual cues tiechnology can provide for
flying and fighting tasks. It AsslUS4 Independent sensors each designed to Frovido the best visual cues
needed for flying and fighting tasks, rather than a compromise single sensor for providing all required
cues. These separate sensors should provide redundancy desirable fromi a systea reliability standpoint,
and would not necessarily Increase complexity and cost since each could be relatively simple in design.
A1 combinationi of both panel And helmet mountedl displays would be 4sed similar to that now used In the
AlI-64. ltowever, the panel display would be prinary for JlIIht control uid target acquisition, and the
helmet display primarily for weapons aiming and obstacle Clearance.

Sensors. ibsrez different sensors are required to convey to pilot% tne beat visual cues they need
for theitr flying And fighting tasks:

(1) Ilia first Is a downward pointing panoamic sensor fixed to the airfrazie that would convey the
primery cues for flight control. It should be located beneath the hol-coptor and near its Center of
rotation. It could use refractive '*fisheye" lena optics, but primarily reflective optics appear to
have advantages. A center opening In the reflectors would be used to provide magnification near i
to I directly below. A larga optical aperture focusing on an I=&g* intensifier is envisioned. with
intensifier output imaged by a video camera. This sensor has mtininal resolution requirtzentst It
just needs to convey otions, and the objects it images will usually cover large visual angles. The
display of this sensor requires a vertical reference (attitude) symbol for maximum sensitivity to
vehicle translational state Changes. This sensor will assure maximum probability In poor visibility
of imaging effective terrain cues for flight control.



(2) The second sensor At slavved to the vvhicle i'ulacity voctor for the primary purpos4 of qbstaclo
detoction, ad would napwly be oriented In the foruwird direction. It would have two tot five power

magificaetions and ptaforrbly should cochlena both isage intensifior and for infrared imaging tehoolgilre.
An alterosta Application for this %4fnsor would be to couple, It with the pilot's helmet for size In weapon
Aiming, creW coordinaton and C16414-111 target AcqUISition.

(3) This third would he a hith rusolution lons range target acquiition men or providing constino*i
340 ddgrqv scan of the targot-rich area at the horizon, to which It would be slaved. It woulik provide)
updating at 10 to 100 times per second for each direction to aissure limging at short duration and
MosentAry CUes,. P"rCOAsarsS ead dsplay$ foe sorting anM convoying to the pilot the relev-at cues and

information frimt the tremecndouit 04isst of Visual Content Contained An such * sensor will he a challenge,
but should be feasiblo with emerging technology.
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TIE ASSM HE OP VISIMI3TY FROX AUTOMATIC COMRA3T HEASUREMEMTS
by

A V irott
Plight anaxonet eAprt tn

Royal Aerospace Eat blishmont

St4HARY

This paper discuss** the acesamont o visibility and hence runway visual range
through the passive and automatic =atsuremnt or contract reduction in a dark target.
Though linited to use tro dawn through to dusk the method otters lignlricant
advantages over the more usual trAnlsmiaslon, or scattering approae. The advantags
Aride not only trom the measurement process which Is intrinsically more robu t than
that or the tranamisnootor, but also from the ratiom tric manner in which It can be
implcmentoed, The result la e olat-ompenoating system which virtually abolishes any
requireont for temperature and long term stability in the Instrument. Unlike
conventional seatter-=eatrs the method may be used under A wide range or obscuring
conditions without doubts in respect or its constancy or sensitivity.

Initial compareiaoa with a human observer have both produced good agreement and
contirmed theoretical oxpectations or behaviour.

To overeome the night-time deficieney, ouseastions are made for ways in which
conventional meaoureomnts might be integrated into the system. The relaxation in
design that would result trom night-time only operation show this to be both a
practical and economic alternative.

I INTRODUCTIONZ

The regulation or atirc'att landings in reduced visibility conditions requires
that an asaessmenn be made or the visual range on the runway In order to ensure that
qdequate visual cues are available to permit a sate operation. There are 2 basic
methods tar asoesing the Runway Visual Range (RVA). A human observer can gauge either
directly, or indirectly through a TV camera the greatest range Along the runway at
which the runway lights, or markings can be seon. The alternativo method utilis
automatic instrumenta to aseas Atmospheric transparency as one or the parameters from
which the pertormance at the visual aids and cues can be modelled. Ioth apprashec are
noat without their probloms but automatic instrument* have An attraction tor the
operator, i$ teram or their round-the-clock availability and vigilance. World wide,
there are perhaps in excess or a do:on ditrerent types or instruments used ftr RVR
assessment, so why Invent "a better mouse-trap"? Ideally, such instrumonts should be
sAmple In doesgn as well as construction and with V low coast or ownership in toerm ot
capital expenditure and maintenance. In addition, tbhey should make measurements which
are both accurate, reliable and robust. In practice, all these gaola are rarely
achieved In a single Instrument.

This paper describes the results or an Investigation into a method o
meiourement which goes come way to achieving theoe goals under daytime conditions. It
utilises an instrumental assessment ot the reduction or contrast in a dark target, and
suggests possible complementary mothods for night-time use.

2 METHODS FOR THE ASSESSMEIIT OF RUNWAY VISUAL, RAHOE

2.1 Human asesment

The runo ntal method O Assessing the Runway Visual Range relies on a human
observer estimat *g the number or rinway centroline, or edge lights which are visible
tram a position on tne runway centrellne adjacent to the touch-down point. Such
observations, when taken from an appropriate height, are o close to the situation
experienced by a pilot as can be achieved. Even so, the observations cannot
necessarily mutch the eye adaption and dyn-mic viewing conditions ixperienced by a
pilot. Further, at buoy airports, the observationA must or neiauicy ce made tram
outside the confines or the runway.

2.2 Automatic instrumental assessment

Automatic visibility instruments are generally designed to provide round the
clock assessment or atmospheric tranamissivity, or extinction coerticiont. They do not
in general produce a direct measure o the visibility or the visual range or lights.
These are obtained by calculation and, In the case or RvR, require measurements or
Assumptions or other parameters.

The calculation o the visual range o lights Is normally achieved through the
application at Allard'a Law

2 which implies knowledge both or the etrective source
Intensity and the eye Illuminance threshold. This latter is not directly measurable
and It usually assessed through a measure or background luminance, either by a
subjective assessment (le day, night, twilight), or by a photometric measurement made
adjacent to the runway. This data Is then used to deduce the appropriate value o eye
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Illumination threshold through an aosuzed relationship. The method may be subject to
significant errors, nevertheless a useful assessmot con be made where the visual range
of the lights Is substantially greater than the visibility.

By comparison a good assessment of the visual range of runway marking* In far
more difficult to achieve, duo to the complex nature of the visual acone. In this case
recourse Is usually ade to Koschelder's LAW which can be used to relate the
reduction in target contrast to metoorologlcal visibility. In these circumstances it
In however, usual to employ a fixed value for the threshold eye contrast ratio. This
approach would be expected to give a good assessment or the visibility or An Idealised
dark target agalnst a tog background, but is quite Inadequate in describing the
visiblitty of markings or undetermined contrast viewed against a runway surface.

3 ULST4US LT IITIIINIQUES

3.1 TrAnnminsoneters

One type of Instrument which to frequently used for the asscssment of
visibility, or visual range Is the tran=lasometer. In Its post rudimentary form this
consists of a searchlight producing a narrow beam or light which Is aimed at a
telephotometer some distance Away. This In turn has a narrow field or view and is
aimed at the searchlight. The fog, or other obscuring media has the effect or reducing
the amount or light fro= the searchlight arriving at the photometer. A good example of
such Is the tranamiometer or Douglas and Young'.

The behaviour or the tranamIsometer can be Adequately described by
Douger'a Lawl. This LAw assues,, however, that light once scattered from the beam
plays no further part in the measurement. Thla then is one potential source or error.
A further type or error may be Induced by changes in the ambient light level, causing
the detector's working point to change and thus Interact with any non-linearity. In
practice moat designs attempt to eliminate the orfecta or the natural light field.

In visibility terma the output characterltic or a tranamlosometor will be
logarithmic (Fig 1). The sensitivity to error In visibility may be seen to be a
function of transmission and to Increase with visibil)ity as the slope or the
characteristics reduces. The same In also true, to 4 lesser degree, at low
visibilities where the meaurement value approaches any zero offset, or nole level.
As a consequence there are limits to the useful measurement range cor Any single path
length, apart from any limitations In the electronic or optical engineering or the
equipment. Any restriction In dynamic range can to some extent be overcome by either
utilislng high accuracy measurement* with a shorter path, or by changing its length to
suit the prevailing conditions. Where long paths are employed a further problem which
will be encountered is that or scintillation or the source due to atmospheric
turbulence. This phenomenon Is not generally signitficant during the foggy conditions
which It In desired to measure, but rather In the clear conditions which are neceaary
to the periodic calibration or the instrument. Analysis suggests that the minimum
error tend: to occur at 37S transmission And that the optimum path length will
therefore be one third or the significant meteorological optical range.

One practical aspect or tranmissomoter design Is the need for a periodic
calibration. This requires that a measurement be made or the transmission value in
clear air. This is then used over a period (or up to some days) as the referoce for
the readings In fog. This need for long term stability has a significant impact on tie
standard or design and engineering which In required.

3.2 Scatter meters

Another type or Instrument used In visibility assessment is the scatter meter.
These call Into 2 broad classes which may be termed polar And Integrating. In the
polar type, a narrow beam or light is used to Illuminate a small volume or rog, the
light scattered from this being measured at a particular angle, or over a range or
Angles. Typically, these angles may range from 20" to 50' In the forward direction,
or to approximately 180" in the backward direction. This scattered component can then
be related to the volume scattering function and In turn to the visibility. In this
case it is essential to choose the scattering angle to minimise the sensitivity or the
eaourements to any changes In the size distribution or the fog droplets. In the

integrating scatter meter an attempt is made to assess the volume scattering function
by measuring components or the scattered light over the full range of 0' to 180'. In
principle this ought to ellm!nate any sensitivity to changes In droplet size
distribution. The configuration or the Instrument Is such that a distributed volume or
rog Is illuminated over a wide range of angles by a discrete diffusing source, and then
viewed parallel to the surface or the diffusers .

Scatter meters normally have the advantage of a compact single unit
construction. This enables the relatively easy monitoring of tie intensity of the
source, compared with the case of a transmlsometer where the 2 head units may be
separated by some tens of meters. A further advantage is obtained due to their linear
response to the volume scattering coefficient. Consequently the error sensitivity at
long visibilities might be expected to be less than that for a transmisometer
operating to the same level of measurement acciracy. Experience however, shows that
the advantages may be more than outweighed by residual sensitivity to variation In the



droplet sait distribution, or by aerodynamio xodiflcation either or the dropletc
themselves, or through their selective presentation at the sampling volume. This
underlines the necealty to expose sensors to a variety or conditions, or to have
available moans or modelling their response.

A further difficulty encountered with scatter meters is that or Achieving a
sennitivity calibration. Sinee In these instruments an infinite viaibiliy produces a
zere output this cannot be used for sensitivity dcaling an io the ease with the
trAnsminsoneter. To overcome this problem It is necessary to use an artificial
scattering volume which reproduces a dense rog. The Angular scattering characteristics
or this however, are unlikely to match those of a real fog, no that It io not possible
to provide an absolute calibration. Thus, unlike the tranamisoometer whore, given a
basically sound engineering design, the error model goes a long way toward* describing
the behaviour of the Anstrumoent, this io not true of scatter metors where sampling
errors are likely to predominate.

3.3 TV gZat.em

Until recently the only known example of an operational TV system we used As a
means of obtaining the remoto asoeasmaet o RVA I light by A human observer6. it is
understood however, that this has now becA cuperceded by A system which make*
essentially the a&-e teasurements with a non-imaging sensor'. In principle the video
vaveform of a scene con be Analysed to extract inrorzatlon on the contrast from either
natural, or man m de objects In the scone and to use this to determine visibility and
or ecurse RVRN. The contrast ot an object however, depend# greatly on the way in which
It and ta background are lit. It io alno dependent on the nature of the surraces
Involved And, for Instance on the extent to which they are wet or dry. 'ie*e factors
suggest practical difficulties In the lplesentation of such A technique.

ohe essential laws governing the apparent contrast or objects, or lights are
those of Koschmelder and Allard2 . In the ease of TV systems however, the design and
perrormance of the camera will provide a major component In the error budget.

3.4 Contrast reduction motors

Another means of assessing the visibility In daylight, which In the main subject
of thl pp or, io to meaure the amount or Ambient Illumination which is scattered Into
the eight line of a human eye, or Imaging detector. This I* the mechanism by which the
apparent contract of a dark object is reduced In fog.

Automatic contrast meters are not seen in general operational service, though
visual Instruments ouch an the ED Inotruments Visibility moter (a form or flicker
photometer), and the GEC Disappearance Range Oauge (based on Waldram's design), have
been produced. A suitable model to describe the behaviour oO such a contrast moetr is
Xoschmeider'n LAw. As with the tranomissomotor this model gives a fairly good
description of the teaureament technique, though unlike the tran3mlsometer the
measurement includes variations in both the apatial and directional components of the
ambient light field. Like the tranamissometer It would have the same logarithmic
response (Pig 1) and as a consequence would be expected to obey the same error
sensitivity function. There is however, an Inherent advantage In the way In which
these contract measurements are made. This can be best Illustrated by considering the
a~aesment of a visibility which Is many times longer than the measurement path. For a
tranamiasomater the transmission factor would be calculated from the ratio of 2 values
which are similar In magnitude, whereas contract (the analogous parameter for A
contract meter) would be calculated from the ratio or greatly differing values. To
demonstrate this, the errors for both types of Instrument have been calculated In terms
of the Meteorological Optical Range (Mol) (range for 5$ transmission) for the same
conditions (FIg 2). It can be seen Immediately, that there are significant potential
benefits from the contract method, since the rate of Increase In error with visibility
1i about half that for the transmissometer. The break even point In this example being
at a visibility which is about 5 times the base-line. Even at the lowest ranges the
tranamissomoter Is not oa good as would appear from the figure, since the effect of
zero, or orraet errors would cause the error In visibility to Increase at low
transmission values rather than to diminish to zero. A further henefit to the contrast
system lies In the fact that the measurements are used in a ratiometric manner. Thus,
even though a clear air calibration value is required to establish the contract datum
for the target, it Is formed from a ratio or readings taken over a short time interval.
This means that unlike the transmisomaeter, drift in the contrast system over the
medium to long term (ie minutes to day') is of no consequence.

3.4.1 Dark target design

It might be though that in the ideal situation a dark target should have a
negligible reflectance. This Is by no means essential however, if the system
parameters are sensibly optimiad. Consider the case where the calibrating MOR in
numerically 100 times the instrument baseline length and the photometric accuracy of
instrument is 1%. Using these figures error curves can be plotted for various values
or intrinsic target contrast (FIg 3). In the case of an MOR eor assessment which is 30
times the baseline and a target whose reflectance is 0.11 then the error In 1OR is some
6%. Should however, the reflectance be degraded to 3% the rise in error Is only 1%.
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in ordor to mnliaic detorloration And spctUlAr reclections it is beat that the
dark target be closed. Ono ncano of AehiuvInG this Is to use sono kind or box with
and aperture in one aide to Allow viewing. Care, I or course, nted*d In order to
Avoid providing a perch, or nest box for rurred, or feathered creaturea. The choice or
matrial for the dark trgut depends on Ito degree or exposure to the elonncta. The
apparent contrast or thu target may In prActino Appear greater than Its Intrinsic
rfleoctance would indicate. Thin io due to the restricting strect or the vieling
aperture And the reflective losses within the box.

3.4.2 DArk tArrcet Pht=motrZ

The Moasurmeont or the luminance or i dark target is not A4 atrlght forward As
might be thought duo to lens rlare. Though the main part or the nentarlo renpon** may
be arranged to 11t within the dimensions or the dark target, any residual responve
outside or this will respond to the backgroundt . Consider for instance, An unheeded
camera luna. inilo the Angular response or thu senor outside or the target may be
small, the aolid Anglo exposed to the background is large. By comparison, though the
Axial response or the sensor will be very much greater, the solid Anglo Is small and
the luminance or the target I* loaa than that oF the banhground by perhaps a factor
or too. or course when the target In bright In comparison to the background this
offeet Is lIon significant. In practice thu *trect In not disastrous, but make# the
measureent or low reflectance targuto more difficult and points to the need for
carorul choice or optics.

4 PiOld evAluation Or eOntrASt Syotem

.1 iporimental sensor

The Instrument used In our research to make the muaourumenta was manufActured
specially (or the purpose by Aeronautical and General Inctruenta (AOl) under contract
to the UK Civil Aviation Authority. In eassence It takes the rorm or A camora with An
optical fibre pick-ofr In the Image plane which Is capable or being positioned anywhere
In the picture format (PIg 4). The position or thin fibre within the 'picture' In
controlled by 2 luad screw* at right angles which are driven by stopper motors. Thu
resolution or this motion in 0.01 t=. Thla when coupled with a 100 e= focal length
lens, gives an Angular resolution or 0.344 minutes or art, or I slliI-radian. The
total range or 60 mm In each Axis is equivalent to 32, or 0.56 radian. The imediate
field of view Is defined by means or a =3l pinhole Aperture fitted to the and or the
optical fibre and Is 1.9 minute or are, or 5.5 millli-radlans In radius. The
photodetector 1s a Peltier cooled and stabillsed photomultlpller tube operated
at -20"C, with a measurable output curren; over the range 101-9 to 101-5 Amps. In
operation the working range or the tube Is normally constrained to lie between 101-7
and 101-5 Amps. This compression 1s achieved through the use or selectable neutral
density filters, inserted between the optical fibre and the photodetector. One or the
filter positions In fact selects a blanking plate which can be used to protect the
detector from exposure to excellve light levels and also Allows any dark current to be
monitored. In practice this is normally well below the i01-9 amps of the lowest point
on scale, but in a uaorul Indicator or (allure of the Peltier cooler, or an inadequate
warm-up period.

4.2 Dark target details

The prototype target used for these trials consisted or a wooden box 0.75 n high
by 1.0 m wide and 1.25 m deep, painted matt black on the inside. At the end (acing the
Instrument was a hole or 0.3 m diameter which was viewed by the telephotometer from a
di tance of 100 m. This primitive model wa3 used throughout the trials, though its
deficiencies liter prompted the design and manuracture or an Improved model.

4.3 Hethod ror contrast measurements

The layout or the trials site an seen from behind the sensor and looking towards
the dark target It shown In Fig 5.

Essentially the method or operation was first to meoauive the sky background a
little to the aide or the target, then the target itself and finally to repeat the
firat measurement. The first sky measurement was solely used to establish the optimum
ensitivity range for the Instrument, the second being to establish the contrast. In
practice the co-ordinates used for positioning by the computer were obtained by visual
observation through a sighting graticule in the Instrument. In order to mlnimloe the
effects of any change In alignment the sensor was always ximed at the middle or the
target, though In practice this was rarely found to vary by more than 1 or 2 steps
(milll-radians), )inding the center or the target (with a non-imaging system) was
tedious In the extreme and was generally accomplished by means of a specially developed
centring routine In the control computer. In general, measurement cycles included both
ditfering types of b Iground, as well as of the dark target. In addition on some
occasions a distant ..ep was Included which could be controlled by the computer. A
further feature of the system was to enable a point In the cycle to be aynchronided to
a particular time (ic on the minute, half minute etc). This was Intended to reduce
timing uncertainty and skew when making comparison with uther measurements, or
observations.
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The basic assumptln made In the 4assessmnt or contract, is that it io
unaffected by Absolute light levels over the normal o ratinj: range or the equipment.
This was demonstrated by comparing the luminance of the target an A local background
over the dawn period on a day when the sky uas overcast, but the vislbllity wan good.
A correlation or 0.975 was achieved for log luminance over come 3 decade. This was
very good considering the mismatch between the path to the dark target and that to the
point or visual equilibrium for th buckground.

4.4 CallbrAtoen or target intrinsic eontrant

An previously discussed the contrast reduction meter needs to be calibrated At A
time when the visibility Is substantially in excess or the required operating range.
This procedure enables the Inrluence or errors In zhn calibration to be significantly
reduced when applied to the nominal operating range. In principle, a calitrating OR
which Is 50 time# the baseline and han an error or 209 han the sA*e effectiveness an
one which io 25 times the baseline And has an error or 1(S. The problem i# one or the
choice or a representative background and the performance or the target rather than or
Instrumental stability. Con idor the situation where thi vielbility may be some 30 or
more kiloeatres, but where the dark target in situated at a quite modest distance or
a rew tuns to several hundreds or metres. As A concquene, the illumination or the Air
path to the point or visual equilibrium in the background may vary quite considerably
from that to the target. For example, the conditions overhead the Instrument ay be
overcast, while the background may conziat or ounlit clouds.

An Alternative rorm or background which was tried was a matt white board placed
in proximity to the target. It Is readily seen however, that when conzdering n
stronGly anie-tropic light field in relatively Good visibility the illumination at the
board may be far from representative or that at the dark target, or the Intervening air
path. In particular, where a simple board Is concerned there appears to be no way or
achieving a non-specular response.

An expedient which was employed in order to get the system calibrated and to
overcome the shortcomings or clear air calibration was to utillse a period or good
uniform overcast conditions In m^'drate visibility. On a particular occalion the local
meteorological office reported * ',nibility or 3700 m with good precision for 3 hours
In succession. The analysis ' ht t-segt and background data from the censor
confirmed the stability or the ctndlt'1=i and gave a mean reflectance or 0.08 for the
Instrument. This resulted In 4 IrJ.ta intrinsic contrast for the target or -0.991
after allowance was made ror mtv ga-wea .baerver's contrast threshold or 21.

An alternative callbrti un bat';r.utd which was Investigated was the use or an
Integrator placed In the viclrit 6. ' .h target. The basis of this method is that In
Good visibility the angular scwe k*tn function Is not strongly dependent on the
scattering angle'0 . An a consequence, a su=atlon of All the angular components or
light Incident At a Given point should be expected to give a representative asaeasment
or the total light Incident along the measurement path and hence the scattering veil.
A simple implementation or this technique took the form or a hollow white translucent
Glenn globe which was mounted with its mouth downwards. This was viewed by the sensor
looking Into an angled mirror beneath the globe. By using the sa=e censor to view the
Integrator as the target a ratlometrie mode or operation was ensured, thus tending to
eliminate any erfects or drift In the sensor. The level or signal obtained from the
device was close to that obtained In conditions or moderate visibility under an
overcoat sky. Though the principle appears sound, the errectiveness or the prototype
In summing the light components did leave something to be desired. This was evidenced
by the fact that cloud structure was still visible In the mirror when viewed from the
position or the Instrument. An alternative method which might be adapted to this
purpose Is that or viewing an externally rerlecting spheral

4.5 Comparison techniques

The evaluation or any viuibility sensor poe a fundamental problem since there
is no primary standard. It had been planned to make a comparison with an Erwin Sick
SH5 tranamiasometer but, In the event It was found that the one available had
inadequate stability for the purpose. This left human observation as the only
available meas for comparison.

The problems encountered in using visual assessment am a means or comparison
relate to the difficulty In calibrating the observer's effective contrast sensitivity
and or atandardising the observational technique.

The method or comparison adopted was to use the name t~rget for both sensor and
obaervpr and to vary the distance or the latter. The variation or distance was
achieved by the observer driving a small van which was Initially backed away from the
trget until it was no longer visible and then driven slowly forward until the target
achieved a certain level or conspicuity. The criterion used for the trials was that of
'clearly discernable'. This represented the greatest distance at which the shape of
the target was unambiguous. Inevitably, there must be a tendancy towards persistence
in observed distance Ile the observer knows the position from which the last readlng
was taken). fleverthelosa, with care, a good degree or precision and freedom from bias
was achieved. The experiment was blind in that the observer had no way of knowing what
the Instrument was reporting, nor whether trends were being under, or over estimated.
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The distance from the target was obtained from a locally dealenod and

manufactured micro-processor booed distance measuring equipment. Thia equipment was
attached to the speedometer drive or the vehicle and produced a display coaled In
metres. With reasonable care in driving, the slippage in position over A period or
20 minutes was no czore than I a. The ba4ic Accuracy or the distance measuring system
was or the order or U5. Although a high degree or repeatability or observation wan
achtaved the observer's contrast threshold wa unknown. DifFiculties were exparlenced
in making observations in excese or 600 m, duo to the temporal and spatial varlability
during the rormatlon and decay phase of rog. Limitint visual resolution and an
obscuring hump in the track also Added to the dirFiu 1ties in making auccaeaeul
observation* at the longer ranges. It wan expected that there might be some
non-linearity In the comparison, zinc* the Instrumental syste calculates range using a
Fixed contrast ratio, whilst the threshold contrast ratio for the observer might be
expected to change with range. Application or the Blackwell datai1 suggists that over
the range or 100 to 600 p the observer's threshold ratio might change by A factor
or 10, the angular subtense or the dark target being insuFricient to ensure a eonstant
threshold. In practice, the results *how no obvioua signa or curvature, ouggeaning
that either the observer was using the box And supporting Framework as the target at
the longer ranges, br that name other effect was coming into play.

4.6 Cozorlson RarAotera

There are a number or parameters that should be tested In the course of field
teeting an instrumental visibility system.

These aro:

I The reliability or the functional relationship.

2 The minute-to-minuto correlation.

3 The day-to-day correlation.

4. The repeatability ror all type* or natural obscuring phenomena.

5 An understanding or the mechanism3 oF comparison Failure.

The large variations which can occur In an observer's threshold contrast ratio,
both day-to-day and between observers, sugest that item4 3 and 4 would only be
achieved through a large otat ,stIcal tria. tIeverthelens, with the techniques and
resources discussed above, It should be possible to demonstrate itCM I and 2 on a day
by day basls IF the observer's contract threshold In sensibly constant during the
period of the trial then the application or Koachmelder's Law loads naturally to a
linear comparison in visual range. Under thee circumstances the level or correlation
achieved will apply regardless or the actual values or the thresholds employed. The
slope of any regression line will not necessarily be unity and may well vary from trial
to trial, though the line should pass through tare. The actual value or correlation
which is achieved will depend on the spatial and temporal homogeneity or the rog as
well as any averaging in either dimension which Is applied by the measurements, or
observations. One outcome of the comparison is that If the Instrumental contrast
measurements can be relied upon, then these could in Fact be used to aseass the
observer's contrast threshold.

4.7 Trials logistics

The conduct of trials such as theta, which are dep.ndent on naturally occurring
phenomena, pose severe logistical probleam. Even today, the forecasting or tog is by
no means certain, as small deviations From the Forecnat meteorological conditions can
have a marked eFFect on its occurrence, duration, extent and density. As a result
there were numerous occasions when the site was manned and rog did not occur. In
addition, there were occasions when malrunctions or the sensor, communications, or
controlling computer prevented data being acquired. Further, when Fog did occur It
was sometimes unsuitable in nature. So rar as rog conditions are concerned there is
little point in -aking comparisons between systems when the rog Is eiher spatially, or
temporally variable, because or the implicit assumption that both systems are assessing
the same atmospheric condition. For instance, on one occasion the visibility along the
track varied so rapidly that the observer simply could not vary the position or the
vehicle quickly enough to achieve the necessary visual criterion. Other sources or
difficulty to the observer were the extremes or light level which were encountered. On
one occasion, although the light was adequate for the instrument, It was insufficient
for the human observer (I Hlit). On another, a trial was ausndonod because the light
level was so high that the observer could not regard the target without watering or the
eyes (5000 Hita).

4.8 Trials results

The number of occasions on which successrul comparison of Instrumental output
with human observations were obtained, proved disappointingly small, being only 5 In
all. The results obtained, however, give every encouragement to the use or the
contrast reduotion method. In general, excellent correlation was obtained and where
this was not so, the departures can be explained.
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The cozparion shown In Fig 6 was nde an the earning or 30 Novcabvr 1955.
Although the range or the data was =411 (125 to 255 a MOR), a very high level or
correlation was achieved (0.A9) an the point* were well distributed about nd along
the regreaslon or, 'bent fa 11ne. The implication or this high level io that only 2s
or the variance about the regrealon line io unexplained. 3iilarly the 'stndard'
error in the #lope or the regression line i only 1.5$ or Its value and that or It#
Intercept 3 a. Furtharo.ora. there it no apparent tendency to curvature.

0.9 Discuftaion at trials tachnIque

The weakness or the trials As conducted i 34en to lie In the lack or A
calibration for the threshold contc sat ratio or the observer and the abince or
information regarding the variability or the rog.

3e rat as the first aspect In concerned, one techniquv which may be capable or
providing A field aessoent or the observer's threshold i OinAbvrg$a Vision contrast
toot oyatea'3). This Is a variant or the sIne wave grating technique and provide* on
a board a 2 dimensional Array or gratings. Th'es are graded In spatial frequency in
one direction and contrast In the other. Though this metho4 doe not directly yield
the contract threshold rot 'real' targets, it would allow the observer to be calibrated
in the field rot the current Asblent lighting condition*.

Addressing the second deotielnuy, a method which might be used to nosess the
degree of variability in the dWferent roas io to compare the spectral content or their
a*sessed extinction coefficient tice histories.

Although the method used to make humn observations hA- been seen to be capable
oC excellent short tarm repeatability, It Is nevertheless slow and limited in duration
to about 2 hours. Thl is due to the level or concentratIon required In the visual
task and the fatigue or making repeated driving mAnoeuvres.

4.10 Discussion ortriala enulinont

The experimental sensor used ror the trials does not retlct the approach which
should be adopted rot an operational system. so far as deployment Afainat a single
target io concerned, then the aim or the telescope could be fixed, with perhaps
2 detectors side by side, or a single detector with a rotating. or comutating stop
which allows the target and background to be viewed in turn. Patently thin Is
unsatisfactory 4here more than one target, or A hybrid aystem is involved (se
section 5). A method which in round particularly attractive in thin instance is to
position the telescope vertically and to use a mirror steerable In 2 axes to select the
appropriate point or regard. This would have the added attraction that apArt ream
relaxing roquirements on target placement on airports, the system could at the least be
used tor making asaessment* In both directions along the runway thus lzorovin4 the
sampling coverage.

The other element or the system, which Is the dark target, has been given some
thought In the light or trials experience. The hortcoming3s or the simple box
construction are many. In particular, the lack ot barrios means that oblique
illumination can reach the target proper (the back aurrace or the box), without
uigniticant attenua ion. A particularly good example ot this occurred when driving
snow collected on the tlor or the box which then reflected oblique ras onto the
target proper. In addition, birds have perched both an the front aperture and Moor or
the box, In the one case obscuring the target and In the other providing a aeeondary
sourec. The basic deign principles which have emerged are:

1. The box should be battled, beth to prevent internal rotlection3 and to
restrict the field ot view ot the target.

2. The entire Internal aurtace should be coated with a road weather proor low
reflectance paint.

3. The front entry should be Unife edged In shape to prevent the accumulation
ot snow and the roosting or birds.
4. The front compartment or the box should be equipped with a sump and light
proor drainage. Thus enabling any foreign matter which enters to tall tar
enough so as not to provide a secondary source or illumination toe the target
proper.

5. The targsit should be at a low reflectance non-specular material mounted In
such a way that It can be removed roe Inspection and maintenance.

An improved dark target has been built with these alms In mind.

5. ALTERNATIVE METHODS POR USE AT HIOMT

The method or contrast reduction as described is limited to daytime use and
cannot readily be adapted troe use atter dark. In order to achieve round-the-clock
operation it would be necissary to employ a hybrid system, preferably based on the
hardware employed roe the daytime use.

I. ___



One ca.didato technique for t*h* nlcht-tm4 coontnt, of tho 41$otoato the loi'
cost tr~noalagoomotr. Thla could be Achieved through the ua or a IIht. source purthpo
avunted within the dark target. unit And occulted by the dark target plaque.

One or the punitive Aspect* or tr~nnlooometcr *ysato design Is the nood to
overcont and reject natural 4yllght from th mesaureisnt. In Addition, A system which
Is geared to the reporting or VAI over the range 50 to 100 a Pay well need to measure
MDR* over the ra44 10 to 1500 m. By rtirlcting the use or the trsn n14#ometer to the
h+ora or darkness, the need to reject dayllght io rsemoved. In Addition the upper and
of the requirci M rAro 4Y be redlc-id toome $30 a,. iminating the need fororror sucoptiblo maourownc a t h~rh trAn olutca; values. Thi trsna-alocoftor
howvrr unlike the contraot niter would not be aelf ocoznating In respct to dritt
In source output, or dtuctor censItivty.

Another method which hba received some attention 14 the design or An integrating
nopholoetor which mllht; bi Adapted to ue the hardware And configuration or the
contrast mqter. As d ocusa*d previously one or the major criticlems of the Integrating
nephelomter is t Inability to Include Poasurements of scattering component* at small
rorwArd angles. The configuration or the contrast m ter however, au oat a fore of
open extended construction Cot an Integrating nephocater which might overcome this
preoile And yet yield a reasonably robust, calf coopna*Atn syyet. -,his would use a
circular, angularly weighted source placed in front of the Mirk target to illuminate
the alght line over * wide range o angles. The circular nature or the source being
used to cozpenate for any displacement in &im. In order to Achieve A r tlomatric mode
or operation It li necessary to measure the erroctive scurce Intensity. In the once or
daylight hes was the background. In this case the Annlar weighting or the source
moans that only a sall proportion or the light i4 directed towards the aencor. Ote
way or obtaining A roproscnt-ative monaure of the light output would be to interpose a
tr4nluc ent difruring scren l=ediately In front or the source. A preliminary
analysis shows that this Allows the coapanzation or the trAnamlasion losses Involved In
the 2 measuremnts and gives an appropriate functional rolatlonshlp.

6 CONCUSIONS

The method or contrast reduction described in this paper, is an Adaption or the
natural visual proceca or the daytime asosoont or visibility ror use by an Automatic
Instrument. As euch t makes use of a well eatablishd law due to Koachmeoldr relattn4
the apparent contrast reduction In a dArk tArget to visibility. Olatinot trom other
methods, It has the merit or being both a p#aslve And a robust measurement process. In
thin respect It has been demonstrated that the process compares ravourably to
tranaziseomntor tochulquan which Are irequently used as a otAndard tganst which other
methods Are asessed. Again, contrary to other methodo, it incorporates those Aspeets
or the viaual environmint which are not normally considered. In particular, the
rorlect4nco or the surrace About and below the moasurement path and the directional
qualltle or the mblent lilght in the direction that the mecurements are mde. A
rurther 4ignitricnt Advantage In the self compensating nature or the measurements,
whereby variations In source Intensity (in this ease the ambient light) and, or system
sensitivity are automatically eliminated.

Another advantage or the method I* that the target does not require accurate
alignment And that the length of the measurement path can ba varied widely, without the
more usual restrictions srlalng from limitations In source power And detector
sensitivity.

The comparisons made by a human observer to prove the technique have been highly
successful over the range or expoaure, Although this range was =all. Undoubtedly, the
process or evaluation by tield trials does pose problem:$ particularly In the longer
visibilitles, ao It does with any method for visibility tasesment.

An area of difflculty concerns the calibration or '-he system In good
visibilitics. This Is due to the effects or spatial variability on widely difroring
path lengths. This problem also occurs whenever unassisted human observations are used
!o calibrate an instrwuental visibility system. In this ease means or making
background measurementa which are more representative have been suggested. The
greatest Ahortcoming lies In the ract that the system Is ror use In daylight only,
though In twilight conditions the relatively mediocre sensitivity of the prototype
Instrument outstripped that o a human observer. Notwithastanding, the mothod Is
unsuited tor u3e ater dark and Alternative methods have boen proposed to operate In
this regime. At least one, it not both or these approaches could result In a round the
clock -stem which would compare very tavourably in accuracy coat and comlexity with
exioti. systems. While the pren and con aot the contzant reduction system are
summarlsed in Table 1, more detailed results are to be publlhed at a later date.
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Pros ,n: 4nsi of th ContrAt Raeductlon Method

AdvantA~es

1 rPAusvAe IZ0urzetnt.

Imlproved accuracy overt equivalent trnamaotr.

3 Unliattod length of measurament path (ae below).

4 Compensftes source/detator drift, no long tr= stability requirement.

$ Tolerant to deterioration In target reflectanco.

6 Insensitive to al$-alignatnt, pftrticularly or targat.

7 Elinntes scattering defect* In measurement.

8 Incorporates #cane ralectance and liiht field Anisotropy.

9 insensitlve to dirtying or optical window (*to A abovo).

10 Potentially saple optics and electronic*.

it aally Adapted to use In rAny direction*.

D013dvantNA63

1 Daytlme to twilight use only. requires Augmentation for night-tIme.

2 Clear visual path required to 1.5 times highest reported HOR.

3 Slant metsurenents must be made viewing upward* (#ee 2).

4 Requires means or sampling local light environment to aid calibration.

S Dark target measurement requires optics with low velling glare.

Large total dynamle requirement.

II
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"A"S W=ROOM O( ICING SF)r.ARC1 An TCOOLOGY
John J. NalnmAnn. Robert .3. Shav and Richard J. Ranaudo

National Aeonautics And Space mministation
LewiResearch Center

Cleveland. Ohio 44135 U.S.A.

This paper reviews ASA'a pogram In Aircraft Icing research and technology. The
program rell sheai ily an computer cod#* And modern Applied physics technology in seek-
in !oin9 solutions on a finer dcalo than those offere tin earlier programs. Three
041% goals of this program Are (1) to offer new Approaches to ice protection. (2) to
improve our ability to model the response of an aircraft to An icing encounter, and (3)
to provide Improved techniques and facilities for ground and flight tosting. This
apr revies the !alloyinq progrAm olements (1) now approaches to ice protection;
2)nwm rical codes for d ael analysis; (3) moasurmzn and prediction of ice accre-
tion and its effect en aircraft and aircraft componentes (4) special wind tunnel cost
techniques for rotorcrAft Icing; (5) 1mprovoeonts of Icing wind tunnel# and research
Pircra t; (6) ground deicing fluids used In winter Operation; (7) fundamental studies
In icing; and (8) droplet izsing instruments for Icing clouds.

IWtODUCTIO

The icing problem ig receiving more attention today than it has in any other period
of the last 25 years. For example. at the NASA Lewis Roaarc Center. tostina activity
In the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) hai increased steadily over the pact 10 years. and
in 1988 the IRT logged 1330 hr of toct tire. which is the highest annual usage on record
Ainco 1950.

There are many reasons for the current Interest in icing: (1) the more efficient,
high by-pass ratio engines of today and tbo advanced turboprop engines of tomorrow have
limited bleed air for cO protOction, so the airfrmoru are suoking more efficient syn-
tems; (2) airfoil designers do not want their modern, high-performance surfaces contami-
nated with Ice. so they are intensifying pressure to develop Ice protection systom that
minimize residual lce and thereby allow the aitframor to keep airfoil surface area to
the minimum; (3) now mllitsry Aircraft requiring all-woather capability are currently
under development: (4) som. existing military aircraft, "ing used primarily for train-
ing missions, are experiencing foreign object damage (;OD) due to icing conditions tbey
would not normally encounter in combat: (M) designers of high performance military air-
craft want to avoid burdening the aircraft with ice protection, so they Want to know
where and how much Ice will build on the aircraft ar.4 whether the aoroporformunce penal-
ties are acceptable; (6) designers of future high performance aircraft with relaxed
static stability need to know how their aircraft will perform vith contaminated aerody-
namic surfaces; (7) little is known about the affect# of ice accretion on the operation
and performance of advanced turboprops. and whether or not ice protection will be
required; and (8) the FAA has certified only one civilian helicopter for flight Into
forecasted icing. which implies a strong need for support of helicopter icing.

11ASA's icing pro ram was first reviewed in 1983 (Rof. 1). Many elements of the
early program are still in progress. and they aro brought up to date in this paper.
Some now elements have boon added, the most notable ones being the fqllowing: Ice pro-
tection systems bated on electro-mecharicAl impulses; offecto of gr nd deicing fluids
on wing aerodynamic performsnce during takeoff, upgrades and onhancoawnts to the LEWICZ
ice accretion prediction code; applications of viscous flow cos to the icing problem;
experimental observations of the ice accretion process; and structural and cdhesive
properties of impact ice.

Other review articles have been published on parts of the NASA aircraft icing pro-
gram. Referonco 2, ptbli hed in 1984, gave an account of our aircraft icing analysis
activities (analytical and experimental). Several review papers (Refs. 3 to 5) were
published in 1988. Reference 3 gave an update of our icing analysis activities for ice
accretion on unprotected airfoils. Roforeno 4 reviowed our analytical modeling, wind
tunnel experiments, and flight testing and showed how they support our goal of modeling
the effect of icing on the wholo aircraft. Reference 5 reviow(d the numerical codes
that model the transient performance of olectrothermal deicing systems.

This paper attempts to present the full scope of VASA's extensive program in air-
craft icing research and technology. Throo major goals of this program are (1) to
offer now approaches to ice protection. (2) to Improve our ability to model the
response of an aircraft to an icing encounter, and (3) to provide improved techniques
and facilities for ground and flight testing.

For several years. the Federal Aviation Administration (PA^) has contributed finan-

cial support to the NASA icing program, especially in the areas of ice accretion model-
ing, cloud Jroplnt instrumentation evaluation and calibration, and icing scaling.
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Since the mid 19501s, jot transport* have kept their critical lifting surfaco and
engine Inlets completely clear of ice by e-p laying hot Air antl-icing systems. but
more recently, as jet engine manufactucr have begun increasing engine by-pass-.aeioG
to achieve higher efficiencies, the engine cores have become s:maller and the amount of
hot bleed air available for anti-icing has shrunk significantly (Fig. 1). To cope with
this loss of blood air. airframors are (1) eliminating ice protection from selected com-
pnonents, or (2) developing the more energy-efficient dqjgjAnq systems that revire soo
buildup of ice before activation. lelicopters. general aviation. and light transport
aircraft., all with relatively small payload fractions and low power margins, have always
relied hovily on the more efficient deicing systems.

Always In demand are nov ice protection systema that can offer any of the following
improvements: lover weight, lovwer power consumption. more effactive ice removal. more
rollble operozion, more easily retrofitted to existing components. smaller aer* penal-
ties. lover maintenance cots or lover manufacturing coots. NASA has selectively sup-
ortod the development of ice protection systems. vth emphasis on the more efficient
4cing systems.

Next to pneumatic deicer boots, the most efficient mechanical deicing systems are
those that em loy electro-mechanical impulses. Typically. the power required for elec-
ero-cOChsnica deicing Is about one percent of that used fOr Ovaporative anti-icing.
Electro-rwchanical doicorn use about as much power a the aircraft's landing lights.

Three deicing systems 9-ploying clactro-mochanicAl impulaos have Leon supported by
NAS ;A. These *to (1) the Electro-Expulaive Separation System (ESS), (2) Electromagnetic
Impulso D oc4 MIDI). and (3) Edy currant Repulsion D*Icor Boots (ECRWID). All three
of those systems are onergitod by rapidly discharging a capacitor through electrical
conductors whose currents cot up oppesine magnetic fields that force the conductors
rapidly apart. The short discharge polse, a fraction of a millisecond in duration,
iMparts an impulsive force to the ice that shatter:, dobonds, and expels it from the
surface. Tho required power supplies and switching circuitry are nearly identical for
the three systems.

The LESS system was invented and patentod by Mr. I. A. Ilaslim of the NASA Amos
Research Center. Moffett Field. CA (U.S. Patent No. 4.690.3.t3; September 1, 1987).
Though it has undergone only limited icing tasting to date. it appears to be an effec-
tive deicer. It som to be especially effective for removing thin layers of ice.
Thus the EESS can be activated after very thin layers of ice have built up, which
should minimize the aeroperformance penatios caused by ice accumulated between activa-
tions or by residual ice loft after activation. Because it can be easily manufactured
as s thin boot and easily retrofitted by bonding to the outside of any component, sev-
oral companies are interested in applying it to both civilian and military aircraft.

As shown in Fig. 2 the MESS conductors are arranged as a series of U-shaped ribbons
such that the current flows into one log of the U and out the other. When the capacitor
discharges into the ribbon, the opposing currents In the two logs create opposing mag-
notic fields that force adjacent ribbons rapidly apart. The conductors are embedded in
the elastomeric boot aa shown in Fig. 3. Slit* in the doicer boot allow the ribbon con-
ductors to move rapidly apart and then they quickly collapse back to a thin layer.

The B. F. Goodrich Company tested the EESS system on board the NASA Twin Otter
icing research aircraft, and Data Products of New England teated It in the NASA IR?.
and on the Twin Otter.

Through a compotitivu bidding process, RASA has granted limited patent rights for
the LESS to Data Products of Now England. Wallingford. CT. Rofocence 6 provides a dis-
cussion of the Improvements that Data Products of N w England is currently carrying out
on the ESS.

Data Products of No v England offers blankets from 0.040 to 0.080 in. thick, smooth
on both slios, and capable of being feathered into the surface on which they are
installed. Thickness adds durability, but reduces blankot efficiency and may affect
air flow. Blankets weigh between 0.7 and 1.1 lb/ t'. Each rfictangular area of approxi-
mately 70 in.2 maxim= is connected to one Blanket Driver Assembly (i.e., a capacitor
and relat" switching circuitry), Five separate blankets were pu sed for a total of
50,000 cycles, with greater than 10,000 cycles being the highest on one blanket, with
no discernible degradation.

Elo.tomaqnocic Imoulse Deicer

NASA recently comploted a devoioamont program on the EIDI system that began in
3982 ReferencO 7 is the final EIDI report that summarizes the program history, test
results, technical accomplishments, and analysis and design procedures for the implemen-
tation of an EIDI system.

The physical form of the EID! method is shown in Fig. 4. Flat-wound coils made of
copper ribbon wite are placed just inside the leading edge of a wing's skin with a
small gap separating skin and coil. Eithor one or two coils are placed at a given span



wise station, depending on the size and shape of the loading edge. Two methods of cup-
portin? coils are shown: support by A front spar or from 4 bem attached to riba Is
genera ly used, but mounting to the skin Itself Is sometines u:od.

Energy Is discharged iron a capacitor through the ED coil. The rapid discharge
create& a rapidly forming and collapsing lectromagnotle field which Induces eddy cur-
rents in the mtal skin. The magnetic fielda resulting froo current flow in the coil
and skin create a repulsive force of several hundred pounds magnitude, but 4 duration
only a fraction of a millivecond. A small Amplitude. high accoleration movmeont of rheakin amt to chatter. deband and expel the Ice. Two or three such -hits rt oreforvodsequentially. separated by the tire required to recharge the capacitoro, thel co i

, parmitted to accum-ulate until It Again approaches An undesirable thickness.

; Dei1cing has boon successfully Accomplished In the icing wind tunnel And In flight
f or typi ca? general Aviation And transport wing: And inlet nacelles under a wide conga

of velocities. angles of attack, icing rates and tc mpratures. Teting consisted of
eleven sots of icing tunnel toat and two flight tst programs. Fatigue toa: vote can-
ducted for the wing skin and the SIDI components. Testa an elactromagnetic Interie-
of (Ent) with other aircraft systoma was also conducted. 116th fatigue Hito and EtI

lc~ssions can be made acceptable.

EIDI Major advAntage is that it does not alter the external surfaces of the air-
craft, and therefore does not lmpose an aerodynalc performance penalty. Its limita-
tion is that It dooa not adapt readily to retrofitting, since in most casec it must be
considered a part of the original design of tho component. The fundamental technology
for ElI S now established, and it Is up to the various Airtrazort and engine nacello
fabrigAtora to adopt it. Those who have workad on the SIDI program ate convinced that
it is jut a mAtter of time until It makes its way onto a next generation aircraft.

The ZCRDID contain: electrical conductors in an olastomoric boot that is bonded to
the leading edge of a wing. tWhOn A capacitor is discharged through the conductors.
eddy curront: aro induced in the skin of the wvng, just a: in EII. Opposing magnetic
foie d repel the boot r4idly Away from the wing, we say that ECPDID io EIDI applied
on the outside rather than the inside of the wing. (9=18 differs from MSP In that
£ESP does not Induce eddy currents.) NASA has a small contract with Electroimpact.
Inc.. Seattle. WA. to fabricate several ECRDD Units and cost them on a large-chord and
a sall-chord wing section in the RASA VRT.

The ECRPID conductors will bo fabricated from stacks of thin. flexible circuit
boards. with a coil conductor pttern that allows current to enatr and exit the edge,
rather than the center, of the circuit board. A sheet of elasromaric material wi2
cover the circuit board: to form the boot. The inventor (Ref. a) ha: calculated that
for the a=e pulse of energy, the ECRDID should dolco about two to four times the area
an EESS vould dolco.

The SES8 and the ECRDID systems are e-beddod in elastomeric boot that are applied
over the outside of the airfoil. A: with the pneum-atic boot, these olastomeric outer
surfaces will tend to got pulled away from the airfoil skin in the region of negative
pressure* or auction pressures. I.e.. on the upper leading edge of the airfoil. This
would cause upper surface distortion and an attendant aorodynamic porformnnce penalty.
Designers of pneumatic boot: pull a vacuum on the inside of the boot to prevent the
boot from staying nflated after the boots are activated. Pulling a vacuum on an EESS
or ECRDI seas Impractical. and some other meant must be found to overcome this
problem. Data Products appears to have solved this problem for EISS.

The other issue with olastomoric materials is their ability to withstand rain and
sand erosion. Erosion would be most serious near the outboard sections of helicopter
rotors. Perhaps an acceptable solution for rotors would be a hybrid system consisting
of EESS on the Inboard sections and olectrthocmal on the outboard sections.

PREDILTIONS OF AIRFOIL AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE DEGRAOATION DUE TO ICING

A major goal of the NASA aircraft icing program Is to develop and experimentally
validate a group computer codes that viii predict the details of an aircraft icing
encounter. The flowchart in Fig. 5 show: the many codes required to form such an over-
all icing analysis methodology and indicates the codes currently under dovelopmont by
NASA. Once validated, those codes can be used for (1) preliminary design studios to
ascertain component sensitivity to icing. (2) performance predictions of proposed ice
protection systems. (3) computer-based certification or qua.ification studies to reduce
the amount of required Icing flight tasting, and (4) more realistic icing effects
inputs for use in flight training simulators.

This section will review the progress on one goal of the overall activity, namely,
to produce codes that predict the ice bu~ldup on an unoprqotected airioll and the result-
ing aerodynamic degradation. NASA has given the name LEWicE t overall ice accre-
tion code. (This section is a condensation of the material in Rof. 3 and also includes
some more recent material).

Figure 6 illustrates the aerodynamic performance penalties caused by leading edge
ice: (1) increased drag even at low anglos-of-attack; (2) airfoil decambering due to a



thickened upper outface boundary layer: and (3) reduced Clmx And promatuco stall due
to ep4raction of the airfoil upper ourface boundary layer.

Oveall Arn'roch

rijure 7 shown the key physicl processes that must be adequately modeled in any
Alrfo icing analysis methodology. In the LICE approach, ice is grown layer by
layer, where each l oar reprosnts the leo accretion car one user-s;pciflod time I cre-
cant. Tho overall Approach for LZhICE ts an follows: (1) A potential 1flov code c4lcu-
lates the flow field around the airfoil: (2) 4 droplet crajctory code. using the
invitcid flow velocities. computos the local water fl',x Around the airfoil; and (3) an
ice accretion code. using the local water fluxes and inviscid velocitios, calculatas
the local leo grovth around the airfoil. At this point the code can loop back and
re-run the potential flow analytis to determine the now invicid flow field around the
iced airfoil. Then a now droplet trajactory calculation and a nov ice accretion calcula-
tion can be completod for the second rire step, and so on. The looping roceas is
repeated for as mAny time inctoonts a: required to roach the overall icing encounter
time. If aorod naa.c performaneo lost*% are required for the iced airfoil, then a via-
cous flowfild calculation is performed for the predicted ice shape.

It is highly desirable to replace the separate inviceld and viscous flow calcula-
tions with A single viscous flow calculation. tiowver, we have not yet made the
replacmert because A viscous flow calculation requires far more computer time than
des an invicid calculation so the total CPU tim to calculate an ice shape would be
impractical for routine calculations. Obviously as the ice shape grown and dominates
the airfoil loading edge flowfiold, viscous effects (boundary layer sepsration and roat-
tachzent) will become so important that the simplified invincid analys will no longer
be appropriate.

The following uoctions will look at the modules In more detail.

jjWicd FvfedDo lgosmj

The inviscid flowflold code is a second order panel code. Droplet trajectories Are
obtained by Integrating Novon's second law of notion using a predictor-corrector
scheme optimized for stiff systems of equations.

An experimental droplet impingement data base Is being obtained for us* In validat-
Ing the droplet trajectory prediction codes (Rot. 3). aoparisons between analycis and
experim nt are shown in Fig. 8. The comparisons show that the prediction. when using
either Inviscid or viscous flotiold velocities, is quite accurate for cases *( small
Ice accretion, but not as accurate for largo ice accretions that have mamive flow
separation Wth unsteady flow. Figure 8 shows that while the predicted collection ofi-
cIencion wiro lover when the viscous flow velocities ver used In the trajectory calcu-
lations. they were not as low as those observed in the experiment. since the Navier-
Stokes codes overprodicto tho velocities near the separation points, the next logical
stop eoms to be to replace the actual model goometry with a geometry that follows the
outer boundary of the soparated flow region behind the horn:. This geometry should not
produce the higher velocities near the beginning of separation, and should begin turning
the flow further upstream, thereby reducing the droplet collection efficiency. We plan
to try this in the near future.

The ie shape modulo predicts ice shapes by solving the continuity and energy equa-
tions for differential control volumes on the surface of the airfoil as depicted in
Fig. 9. The code determines the fraction of incoming water that freezes in each con-
trol volumo. Any water that does not freeze in a control volumu is asscuMod to flow
back to the immodiatoly aft control volume.

Figure 10 shows representative comparisons of prdic.'od shapes vorsus actual ice
shapes grown on a 1NACA 0012 airfoil in the NASA IRT. Tht agreement in predicted versus
measured ice shape for both the rime and glaze ice wax judgod to be acceptable. Typi-
cally. LEWICE predicts rime ice shapes very wall. but it can have difficulty with glane
Ice predictions. Other comparisons with in-flight icing are given in Rof. 9.

The deper.onco of airfoil drag on ice formation temperature is sh:own in Fig. 11
(ief. 10), Notice that at the warmer tr/poraturos the drag is extremely sensitive to
ice formation temperature. Also note that the mass of accreoed ice stays relatively
constant ,intil the -temperature approaches the freezing point of water, and then the mass
drops off presumably because the runback water blows off t,.e airfoil. The cutrot NASA
ice accretion modulo does not account for water blowof:.

A key part of the ice accretion module is the method usnd to predict heat and mass
transfer convection coefficientu. The convection coefficients are calculated !y the
integral boundary layer method (Rof. 3). The ability to mdel surface roughness as an
equivalent sand grain roughness is an imnortant feature of the integral houndary layer
method. The predictions were compared vith results from a heat transfer experimnt in
which ice shapes grown on a cylinder In the IRT wore replicated in a wood model that
was instrumented with surface heat flux gauges (Ro. 11). The predicted heat tremsaer
coefficients shown in Fig. 12 do not agree favorably with the exporimental dtta.
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Figure 13 comparo the oxperimental datA with predictions made with a Navler-Stokes
code that salvos the *negy equation and uses a distributed roughness model (Rot. 12).
The agreem-ent botween analysis and OxPOriment is goo.

The icing process modeled In LERICE follows cloceol te modol given by Xessinger
(Ref. 13). The eossinger model. as depicted by Olson R. 14), ia sho n In Fig. 14.
Olnon took closeup movles of the actual ice accretion process under A variety at Ice
form4tion conditions in the IRT. And his observations load him to propose the n*4 model
shown in rig. 15. In this model. water flows along the surface only ducin? the initial
moments oa exposure to the Icing cloud. After that, the water begins to form beads on
the sur at* a: shn In Fig. 16. Ice form in the base of the boada And impinging
water accumulates at the top o the boad .

114nsan (Rots. 15 and 16) later tollowed up on Olsen*# work and basicAlly confirmed
Olson's observations. H1ansoan observed several distinct :ones of surface water behavior:
a smooth wet zone in the stagnation regin with A uniform water Milm; a rough zone where
surfacr tonsion effects caused coalescnce O sCurface VatOr Into stationary boads; a
horn zone whore roughness elements grow into horn chapes; a runback zone whore surface
water ran back as rivulets; and a dry cone what rime eathers (ormed. The location of
the transition from the smooth to the rough zone was found to migrate with time towards
the stagnation point. The behavior o the transition appeared to be controlled by
boundary layer transition and bead formation machanlsms at the Interface between the
smooth and rough :ones. R4glons of vt Ice growth and enhanced heat transfer ware
clearly observed with infrared video recordings of gla:e Ice surfacot.

lantmAn formulated a throe zone Pmoel and tosted it by forcing the LEICE ice accre-
tion module to havo three zones. A zone near the stagnation region was modeled by the
original control volume approach, A second zone was modelod as freasing all the water
that Impingod on it. A third zone was modoled as a transition zone separating the o'her
two :ones. If. the transition zone the control vol,'es had treeing tractions Chat var-
led linearly from the value it the edge of the first zone to a value o unity at the
edo at the second none. Figure 17 shows hew an experimental ice shape formed an a cyl-
inder compared with the prodictions made by the unmodified approach and by the 11ansMAn
approach. lHanr.=nls model gave results far superior to the unmodified approach.

Decsuse this new multi-zone model holds promise of being moro representative. NASA
, continue to conduct fundamental experiments on the dotails o the ice Accretion

Frocos. such as. closeup movo: In natural icing clouds and Infrared studios ot vho
surface o the ice (Ro. 16)

As noted earlier. It is highly desirable to replace the potential flow coda in
1LE5C£ with a viscous flow code that more accurately models the flowftold and also
allows a direct calculation of lift, drag, and pitching moment. To this end. NAS is
developing two viscous flow codes: (1) a Reynolds averaged thin layer Havier-Stokes
code (ARC2D) (Ro. 17), and (2) an interactive boundary layer code (01) (Rot. 13).
Both of those codes were designed to handle clean airfoils and are being extended to
handle iced airfoils for which low separation and rottachont at lower angles-of-
attack is not uncommon. The 101 coda is attractive for inclusion !n LEWICE because it
utilizes a potential flow cede which requires far los computer power Lhan the Navlor-
Stokes Ode.

A comprohonsive experimental data base for validating the viscous flow codes is
being developed as Fig. 18 illustrates. A NACA 0012 air oil model was modified to have
a loading edge ice shape that had the gross cross sectional feotures of an Ice shape
?rown in the IRT. but also had a geometry that could be accuratoly digitied to allowInputting to flow analysis codes.

Figure 19 compares the predictions of the ARC2D and IDL codes with the exp*rimental
data base described by Fig. 18. At lower angles-of-attack. both codes compared well
with experiment. At the higher angles-of-attack the ID code undorpredicted the meas-
ured drag levels. At those higher angles the ARC2D node predictod unsteady flow.
Although the I1L code appoaed Inadequate at the hioh ilpaas for this case. Cebocl
(Rot. 19) shoved that the IL code can do a good Job on clean airfoils boyot1 stall.

NASA is supporting grid definition studios (Ref. 4) and also developing an adaptive
grid generation code that should prove useful for generating a nov grid for each now
time stop in the LEWICE ice accretion calculation. Another supporting effort for the
ARC2D code is the testing of various turbulence models such as the Baldwin-Lomax model
and the Johnson-King model, as well as a model developed in-horio (Ro. 20).

Work is continuing on improving the two-dinonsional viscous flow codes and on con-
ducting experiments to validate them. The next stop is to begin work on three-
dimensional codes for application to modern swept-wing aircraft. To this end, NASA
is conducting wind tunnel testing at the Ohio State University (Ref. 21) on three-
dimensional rectangular and swept semi-span wings with and without attached ice
shapes. A data base similar to the two-dimensional data base (see Fig. 18) will be
acquired. NASA is also supporting development of a three dimensional Navio-Stokes
code (Ref. 22) that will be validated against the experimental data.

, iI



Although a great deal of research still needs to be done on .e accetion modoling
and adroporformance penaltlos. the Codes presonted In this section ar* representative
of the best available at this t ime. any organizations in the U.S.A. Are using these
codes as research codes and Ara relaying their experiences with them to NASA and Its
grantees and contractors.

AIRPLANE Pk=xAINC8 A" STABIILITY AND CONTROL 1IA=R = ITO ICING

Sinco ice viii accumulate on selectad surfaces of modern aircraft, And since fail-
ura of any Ice protection system will result In Ice accumulations, IZASA has a major pro-
gram olement to study the affect= of Icing en aircraft perforMance and stability and
control. The approach employs three Interrelated ele nt.: analysis, vind tunnel
experiments, and considerable flight testing In natural icing clouds.

In the previous section, we reviewed NASA's research on the effects of Icing on air-
foil aerodynamics. In thin section we viii concentrate on flight toating in natural
Icing clouds.

The NASA Levis icLng research aircraft shown in Fig. 20 to a modified Dollavilland
D1I-6 Twin Otter (Refs. 23 to 25). The aircraft Is equipped with electrotharmal anti-
lcers on the propellers, engine inlets, and windshiold Pnaumatic dalcor boots are
located on the wing outboard of the engine nacelles, on both the hori:ontal and verticalatAbllizors, an the wing struts. And an the roar lending gear struto. The pneumatic

deicers located on the vertical stabilizer, wing strut:, and landing gear struts are
nonstandard item: that provide additional research capability for measuring compont
drag through solotlvo deicing. The aircraft Is oquipped with several standard intru-
monts for measuring Icing cloud properties (Rof. 26).

Wing loading edge ice shapes are measured in flight with a stereo photography a-
tam. Wing sect an rag is measured with a wake survey probe counted on the wing behind
the region where the stereo photo: are taken. A noseboom Is used to measure airspeed,
angle-of-attack, and sideslip.

A complote flight test syttem in being built up to measure flight dynamics along a
flight path. The system will Include a data acquisition system and an Inertial package
that contains rate gyros, directional gyros, and servo Accelerometers.

Wjing IceSh sand Dra

Cne purpose of the Icing flight research program Is to obtain Inflight data that
can be used to validate computOr codes and to confirm that the NASA Lewis Icing
Research Tunnel adequately simulates natural icing. We have flown numerous flIghts
through natural icing clouds. In which Ice was allowed to build up on the wing loading
edge. The aircraft was then flown out of the cloud into c'ear air. where stereo photo-
graphs ware taken of the ice shape and a drag wake survey probe was moved acoss the
trailing odgo of the wing behind the ice shape (Rof. 24). Figure 21 shows the Ice
shapc derived f-on the stereo photo: and Fig. 22 shows the increase in drag versus
anglo-of-attack.

Later this yoar, a section of a Twin Otter wing will be mounted In the IRT
(Fig. 23). and Ice shapo and drag will be measured under the game conditions as in
flight so that a direct comparison can be made between flight and the IRT.

,hrcraf& Performance

Airframe icing degrades aircraft performance by reducing lift and increasing drag.
This results in higher stall speeds, lover anglos-of-attack for stall, lower climb.
lower cruise, and lower power margins for engine out porformanno. Thojo jf.&umancO
degradations wore measured on the icing research aircraft for a wide range of icing con-
ditions. By doicing one airframe component at a time and taking a set of performanco
measurements after each deicing evvnt. we obtainoe lift loss on the wing and relative
values of drag increaso for each airframe component. For some cases power required ver-
sus power available was measured to assess the effects on engine-out performance
(Ref. 27).

Results from a flight In glaze icing conditions (Rof. 27) are shown in Fig. 24.
The most noticeable changes in the lift curves due to Ice are lower slope and reduced
Cimax. The test aircraft has a Clmax of approximately 1.4 in the clean, no flap config-
uration. with ice. Clmex is reduced to something less than 1.0. The loss in lift that
remains after deicing aly components is largely because the portion of the wing between
the engine nacelles and fuselage hs no ice protection. Another factor, more difficult
to evaluate. is the contribution to lift loss made by residual ice loft on the wings
after cycling the deicor boots.

Figure 24 also shows the drag increase due to airframe icing. To a pilot, this
translates into degraded aircraft performance, especially in the event of an engine-out
condition. Figure 25 shows the relationship botween power required and powor available
under the glazo icing conditions. The increase in power required m eans lower climb
rates, altitude potential, and cruise speeds. These factors become essential for the
pilot to consider when planning his options under an engine-,out condition.



1 i4to formulating o methodology that will predict the effect of ice accretiond enthe sttility and control characteriotica of Aircraft. This methodology will be usefulin aircraft design. safetY and airworInes analyed. flight control system dusign forrtlaxodistatic stability 4ircrat,. And possibly In providing simulator software forpilot traInIng.
Rather limited flight toots have bon conducted to far. Theose tests were agtt.rodto determine whether the icing eWfcto wore measurable. And It so, what their Vz41UOwere. The stability and control flight tomt investi 4ted only the longitudinal char-cactistics (olf. 25 and 20). For those toots the is ng research Aircraft wAs cnt-gured with a Styrofoam layer of simulated ice bonded to the loading edge of the fl-horizontal tail as shown in rig. 26.
The flight test manouvors and data Acquisition wero designed to provid A statiati-cally significAnt onsomle of data points that could be analyzed Ay a odifid stpwis-Regreooion (JSR) technique to yield estimates of the stability andy n trol doriva-tivas. The aircraft was flown in the clean (baselino) configuration and than laterwith the Stycofoam ice' on the horizontal tail. Forty fivO repeat M Veflown at identical conditions for each configuration.

The PiSR technique (Roi. 20 and 29) accurately estia tod the Iongitudin#1 otAbilityAnd control derivatives throughout the flight envelopo of the aircraft. Figure 27 thowshow elevator control power was dograded over the angeof. Attainable flight spoeds ot Aconstant power setting. Note that the etimated vr a tions. or prodictedl bAns ofuncertainty, weto los than the measured changes.
In a supporting analytichl effoct, the Icing research aircraft o a pAnoledup for input to a three ditmnslonal airflow code vAMe). The d gtal d criptionincluded propollers and both the baselino and iced-tail oott The A (Ref 17)code was also run to obtain a modified gotric dt in ton of the Iced tail for Inputto VSAERO. The Initial VSAZ EO calculations predicted nearly the taze decreane instability due to ice as the flight teat did. Homwever. the calculated results alto indi-cated that the nonlinear downwash due to the propeller must be better modloed In VSAROto obtain the correct power *facts.

ROTRCIAF? IC INO "SlM.RC
tHllcopter companies use the NASA IRT and other Icing tunnels for toting engineinlets, rotor Ica protection systems an A stationary rotor blade (i.e.. no centrifugalfacco). ~ ~ ~ ~ o saiaosexenltad weaons systems. optical systms. e~ocity sen-sor. and other vulnerable parts of a helicopter. However. a full-scale, rotating mainrotor will not fit Into any known Icing wind tunnel. Therefore, to prove that the mainrotor and tail rotor can operate successfully in icing, manufacturers have no choicebut to fly their helicopters In Icing clouds.
Because helicopters are slow and have a short range, they must wait for the weatherto come to choir home base of operations. This dependence on local weatr furthera9yravAtes the most difficult Icing certification problem: finding clouds that coverthe wide range of natural icing conditions required for certification -- u range thatoften seems unattainablo due to the low probability of some nf the conditions. Thus itrequires yeats to acquire enough icing data for either FAA certification or militaryqualification. Since U.S. hell copter manufacturers want all-wcathor operational capa-bility and want to overcome this heavy dependence on flight testing NASA has beon work-ing with them to develop an icing test capability for sub-scal holcoptor rotors inthe NASA RT.-

we have recently completed an icing test of a rotating O1-$4 tail rotor In the IRT.The 011-50 tail rotor has a 13.3 cm chord and a 1.57 m diameter. The primary purpose ofthis test was to develop the techniques for oporating a model rotor in an Icing w1n1tunnel. The -econdary purpose was to acquire data for use in developing various com-puter codes that pr dict ice accrdtion. ice shedding, and rotor performance degradationdue to ice on rotors.
Operational concerns addressed in the test program wore as follows: model and tun-nel startup; coordination of model and tunnel operation; model and tunnel shutdown;observation and documentation of the rotor Ice accretion and shedding; safety and emor-goncy procedures; reaction of the rotor to the accrotion and .hodding of ice, and the

control of the model under those circumstances.

Video cameras recorded overall and closeup views of the rotor ice buildup and shed-ding processes. A remotely controlled 35-mm camera was also used for detailed photo-graphs of the Ice formations during the runs. After each run, photographs and tracingsof the ice shapes were taken for each blade. For some selected Ice shapes. molds weremade from which castings of the ice will eventually be made.
A substantial and unique rotor ice accretion and performance data base was acquiredin this test. The rotor blade ice shapes were found to be quite repeatable for agiven set -f conditions, and corresponding iced rotor torque values were also repeatable



up to the onset of ghedlding. When lea did shed, the Inboard :adial extent from which
ice never shed was relatively repeatable, but the shed times, locations. and quantities
of Ieo shed varied substantially from tun to tun. Although cons idered pcelininiry,
this data will be useful for coeaparisons wiith the prod ictiona of Ice accretion codes,
rotor porfOrmnco codes. and Ice shedding models.

figures 28 And 29 show photon of the 0(1-58 tail rotor rig and of ice accretions an
the rotor. and Fig. 30 shows rotor torque versus ticie during A tyglcal Icing encounter.
A derailed# report of those toots Is In proparation And will be pu lishod at Ref. 30.

The ouccossful test of the 041-54 tall rotor has prepared the way for A more saphis-
Cated made! rotor test that will be run In the 114? later this year. In this rest, a
scale model ort ho U11-60 4lachhav (Fig. 28) will be testot! ;Ith four NACA oo12 rotor
blades, and data wiil be acquired with a aix-coebponn 'area balance. All four major
U.S. helicopter c**mpanion will pArticipeto In the test.

AZDVAM TU*OPRtOP ICING STUDIES

NASA Lewis Research Center has been the U3.S. leader in %arging the daveloprnt of
the nov high sped high efficiency Aircaft propulsion system. called the Advaned tur-
boptop (ATP). TeAPcan opertet efficiently up to About 0.85 Mlach numbers. one of
the ATP tehnoloVyIssue: that requires research to ice protection (Raf. 31). Although
aircraft e~uoid with Advanced turboprops will cruise at Altitudes Above the FAR Parr
25 ApnenfdiX C cing envelopeS, they Are expected to encounter Icing conditions during
groug~ operation, rake-off, climb, descent, low Altitude hold. And they may cruise witrh
accraed Ice obtained At the laoe Altitudes. Of primary concern is the potential per-
formane degradation of ATP'a In Icing enivironments. Advanced turboprop$ are built so
ruggedly that It is unlikely that asy.mmetrical ice shae vill pose A serious vibration
problem, If any at All.

Whether the ATP will require Ice protection io not known yet. At warmer Icing tem-
,rtos, It Is likely that the ice can be shed from the turboprop blades by simply

incteating engine r 0. But tho ice may not shed at the coldest Icn czpeaue
vher@ ico adhesion fknownto be stronger.* Even It the ice cnan be hed Ptaht hecldest
tempei'Sturoa. some residual ice may cling to the blades and cause a loss In lift and an
increase In drag.

To study the effect of ice Accretion on ATP performance. NASA. Hamilton Standard,
And Pratt & Whitney jointly conducted an Icing test program At the Fluidyne Icing Tun-
nel (Rof. 31). The testing consisted of evaluating the ice Accretion charactorisrics
and resulting aerodynami: degradation for two thin, two-dimensional airfoil sections
that yere representative of advanced turboprep airfoilb- The te~ts were cond,,cted over
a wide range of icing conditions, angles-of-itttack. and Mach numbers (0.3 to 0.8). At
each test point, the acreoted Ice shape and weight were recorded. Airfoil drag and sur-
face pressures vere measuted for each run,

This data can be used for several purposes: (1) to compare with LEWICE predictions
of Ice shape; (2) to compare with lift and drag predictions in the literature. (3) for
predicting ATP ilerfor=ance In icing: And (4) for cons tructing a composite ice shape
that could be bonded to the leading edge of ATP blades for measuring performance losses
during flight.

Other p reposed efforts under consideration tor rho longer tern Include testing of a
scale-model ATP In the ZR?. The goals of thece tests would be (1) to measure perform-
ance changes due to icing. (2) record actual ice accretion shapes. (3) observe sheddinig
character isties, And (4) use rhe o reutn ata to validate prepeller p#)rformance codes
and Ica sheddIn codes. it Is unlikel~y that satisf actory icng scaling lawa will be
found for relting aul.)-scala model testin to full-scale. But If the sub-scale data
can be used to develop fundamental computer models for predicting changes in perform-
ance And ice shedding characteristics. we mabe able to bypass the scaling question
and use those models to predict full-scale reults.

GROUND DEICZNG FLUIDS FOR WINTER4 OPERATION

The Boeing Commiercial Airplanes opany and NASA conducted a joint test program In
the IR? to evaluate the Typo I and Typ 1I ground deicing fluids that are used by the
Association of European Airlines (AI during winter operations (Ref. 32). Several
experi mental fluids yore also rested an possible candidates to replace the then-current
Type 11 fluids. The object of the tests was to assess the aerodynamic performance Pen-alties that result vhen an airplane takes off with ground doicing fluids on Its wings.

Type I fluids are propylene glycol, vhich have held times similar to those of the
ethylene glycol fluids used In the U.S.A. for removing Ice and snow from aircraft prior
to takeoff. Typo 11 fluids are non-Neowtoniain (rhixorropic) fluids whosea viscosity var-

los nverelywiththerateof hea pplied to the fluid. The Typo IX fluid Is also
called a thickened fluid, because it has the viscosity of a gel vhen sitting on the
wings of a grounded airplane. Bur during takeoff, the air rushing over the wings
exerts a shear stress on the fluid,. thus reducing its viscosity and allowing the fluid
to flow off the wing.

Prior to the IR? tests, the AEA and Boeing had conducted a joint flight test pro-
gram on a Booing 737 aircraft to evaluate the Type I and Typo Il fluids during take



of. noe results of those test vote as follevsi During tAkeff, as the 4iraneed ever
the wing Sncreased, the flui0 surface became wvy? and thq fluid began to run off the
wing. out it alge Accu~mulated near the trAlinj edgo. The waviness toughened the upper
airfoil surface, And the fluid accumulation near the -trail Ing, edge 4z74mrd the Ai r-
foil, Doth of theso effects Caused A l0ss in lift. an Increase In drag, and a reduced
stall angle-of-attack. The last affect wtas obcorve* later In the wind tunniel toots.
but not in tho fliiht tesas becAuse the Aircraft was not flown Inc* stall wthile to
close to the 'jroo.i.

Tests wore conducted on two emodels In the IRT: (1) A 0.021 scale 3D half model *I
tho boaln; 73)-ioo A7V aircraft. 4nd (2) a 0.14 scale 10 airfoil section at the 45 per-
cunt upan of the 737-200 ADV airctaft Q19i. 31 And 32 respect1vely). Wind tunnel tost
objectivo. were As follows; (I) correlato wind tunnel And flight teat measurements of
aeodynmic effects of do-/Anti-icing fluids; (2) evaluate fluid effecto that could not
be saialy perforood during flight toots; (3) expand flight ract results for parametric
variationa of temo rorure. air foil configuration, and flid fercul oo: (4) contribute
to the data bWOO or etablishing aerodynamic acceptance standards for ground do-/Anti-
Icing fli and (S) obtain data that contributes to a physical understanding of the
lift loss mechanism.

.he data obtained fma the wind tunnel tests includedl (1) model force data from
internal balance:; M2 sutface static pressures; (3) Initial fluid film depth from a
gap gaugle. (4) fluid film depth froms A relationship between depth and potograpltd flue-
rescent inconsiry (A fluorescent dye Added to the fluid and illuminated with ultra-
vicict light): (5) video recording* of fluid flew-off characteristics: And (4) boundary
layer velocity profiles.

Typical result: are shown In bar chart form In rig. 33 wthere the percent loss In
lift At 00 ang b-of-attack and Alvo at atall :re presented forithe Type I (labeled 1)
and Type it (laboled 3) fluids And eight oxperimanral Type It fluids. All af the expor.
imenta1 fluids thowed lower lift to*# than the then-current Type It fluid, And the lose-
as for the experimental fluid# were comparable to tho losses for the Type I fluid.

An Important outcome of this test program was that the experimental Type 11 fluids
tested In the IRT In April 1900 have now become the current operational fluids In
Lurope. Another significant outcZOe is that these, qantifiablec teat results showed
that these now "yp It fluid: d4 not degrade takeoff Aerodynamnic performance anymore
than do the Type I fluids. The Type It fluid: have been shown by the AEA to have far
greater holdover time: than the AlFA Type I fluid:.

HASA also it funding resc'. by Dr. C.S. Ylh at the University of Florida to
derive An Analytical model of the surface Instability that cause: the fluid waves on
the airfoil. Dr. Yih has identified the Instability a: being driven by tho large fluid-
to-air viscosity ratio, Ieo has also derived dimensilonless parameters that should be
preserved during scale pmoel testing to Assure that model test results wtill repjresent
full-scale reulte. A paper en the Analytical formulation And mathematical solution
'till be published later.

DROPLL'r SIZING INSTRUMENTATION FOR ICING CLOUDS

Very accurate droet saize data is needed to validate droplet trajectory coda:,
such as the one used In LEWICE. And Automated droplet sizing systems are needed to cal-
ibrate the IRT in a shorter time and with far fever personnel than wtore employed in the
earlier calibration program of the 1950*:. IIASA'a droplet sizing effort Is divided
into two parts: (1) research to dcvi;z methods of calibrating and checking rho Accuracy
of existing droplet cizing instruments: and (2) developmeont of a new Instrument that
promises to overcome some of the known problem: of tho existing instruments.

GA;,!bratlon Devices for Exit ne Wind TunladEjqbtj 5

Reference 33 p resents a detailed review of the droplet sizing research conducted to
understand the calibration and operation of two Instruments manufactured by Particle
Measuring Systems. Inc. (PMiS): the FSSP (forward scattering spectrometer probe) and CAP
(optical array probe).

A rotating pinhole device (Fig. 34) was developed (Refs. 33 and 34) to check the
calibration of the FSSP. A calibration curve of the FSSP using rotating pinholes is
given in Fig. 35. The value of this device Is that It can be inserted into the FSSP
probe volum'o at anytime to check whether the instrument in scattering light into the
correct droplet size bin. This device can uncover misaligniment of the laoor or itt
optical system, It can measure optical parAmeters such as depth-of-field and oprkipa
collection angles. It can detect dirt or other contaminatin en the lasoeoptics. and
it can detect preblems with the electronics systems. The device has Proved Invaluable
in the recent calibration of the IRT, where it was demonstrated that such a calibration
devics, is absolutely essential to the proper field operation of the FSSP.

NZASA has checked the sizing accuracy of the FSSP by three methods: (1) pinholes.
(2) glass beads, and (3) awater droplet generator. The results of these checks are
shown in Fig. 36 where it can be seen that at the mid to upper range of the FSSP, the
measured droplet size begins to depart significantly from the actual size. Thus in
clouds with large droplets, the FSSP would undersize rho median volume diameter
5 to 10uPm.



The Optical Aray Probe (OWAP) is used to masura droplets from 10 to 620 im. OAN
has developed a rotating caticle Calibration disk for the OAP that provides Absolute
calibration over the entic* size cango of the OAP (Refs. 33 and 35). Figure 37 how*s
tho calibration curve for the OAP using the rotating reticle.

Vhen calibrating the icing cloud in, the IRT. both the FSSP and the OAP veto requited
because the droplet size range extended beyond the range o the PSSP alone. Thus
rcults from the OAP and FSSP had to be spliced together to obtain a continuous droplet
distribution. Unfortunately. the splicing prcCeos is n0t exact. And since the modian
volume diametor (WVD) of the cloud is oxtromely vonsitive to the nu-or of larger dcop-
lots, the measurement of the larger MD'c has an indeotrminate uncertainty.

A newer instrument developed by Aeromotrics. Inc., named the Phase Doppler Particle
Analyzer 'PDPA). shows promise of eliminating so..e of the limitations wo hAve in cali-
brating the IRT with the FSSP and OAP (Rof. 36). NASA has worked very closely with
Aeromtrics to upgrade the laboratory PUPA instrument. Those upgradoo which center on
the oignal processor. will result in tho following improvemtita: (1) masur*ont of lar-
ticles with velocities representative of flight speeds: (2) lncraose in dynamic cime
range from 35 to So (dynamic si)e range io the ratio of largest particle sIOe to small-
esat particle sieo)t and (3) greater st:e accuracy at high speds and dense sprays.
These upgrades, vhon compluted, should allow us to uca single Instrument for measuring
the entire oporating envelope of the IRT clou..

Currently. the PDPA is A laboratory instrumont that can probe clouds up to about
2 fit in depth. But in its present form, it cannot be used in the IRT. whose test sac-
tion iW 1.82 by 2.74 m (6 by 9 it). NIor can it be used In an aircraft to sample clouds.
To convert the laboratory PUPA for use on aircraft or the IRT. Aeromotrics was awarded
Phase I and Phase I Small Business Innovative Research contracts. For the flight ver-
sion. a sm11 trantmittor and receivor unit will be placed in the cloud and the laser
light will be cant to And rom the unit by fiber optic cables. The Phao I1 contract
is for 2 years and is just getting under way.

'XPERIKETAL ICING FACILITIES

The NASA Icing Research Tunnel has for several years been one of NASA's most heavily
ncreduled wind tunnels. with tests scheduled up to two years in advance. In 198, the
tunnel logged 1330 tost hours. which In the higheut a:nual usage on record intco 1950.
The IRT I* the larg0t refrigerated tunnol in the world. The test section is 1.02 m
high by 2.74 m wide by 6.09 m long (6 ft high by 9 Lt wide by 20 ft long). Its maximum
airspeed empty is 134 /soc (300 mph). and ito maximum airspeed with a modal installod
depends en tho model blockage. The ZRT can provide tunnel total temperatures from 0 to
-35 *C (*32 to -30 OF). Two different sots of nozzlOs are available for producing
supercoolad icing clouds that cover most, but not all. of the FAA Part 25 Appendix C
icing evelopos.

Two years ago, the IRT underwent extensive renovations aimed at improving its relia-
bility and productivity. The Pmajor improvements are as follows: (1) a now spray bar
system, which has eight bars to provide a more uniform tioud than did the original six
bars; (2) a nag 3.73 MW (5000 hp) drive motor; (3) now solid state controls for the
drive motor; (4) a now distributed process control system, which provides programmable,
digital control of the drive motor, the refrigeration system. the spray bar system, and
other support systems; (5) a rhroe-times-larger control room with vastly improved acous-
tics; T6) now electrical power supplies for operation of aircraft tolt models while in
the IRT; and (7) replacement of all wooden floors with concrete floors.

Figure 38 shows a schematic of the IRT f~ow circuit and identifies the compononts
that were rehabilitated. Those Improvements not only have increased productivity, but
also have provided now test capabilities. For example, the Dooing/NASA ground deicing
fluids test program, which required ramping the IRT airspeed to simulate takeoff, could
not have boon done with the old drive motor and controls.

aecalibra;,tinof the NASA Icing Research Tunnel

The purpose of the IRT is to simulate a flight through natural icing clouds. The
quality of that simulation depends on its calibration for the following parameters:
the ;orothermodynamic variables of airspeed, temperature, and turbulence level; and the
icing cloud variables of liquid water content and droplet size. Other simulation
issues, such as scaling, are resolved by analyces and experimental technique.

The recent calibration included all of the above parameters. Figure 39 shows a pro-
limfnary droplet size calibration for the IRT "standard" nozzles. Figure 40 shows the
IRT operating envelope for both the "standard" and "mod 1' nozzles at a tunnel airspeed
of (112 m/sec) 250 mph. This vas the first recalibration of the spray nozzles since
1956. One improvement over the old calibration is that the upper limit on calibrated
MVD droplet size has been increased from 20 to 40 Vm.

I



Flow turbulcec lovf 1 is Alwa an element of concern in An Icing tunnol becAuso
both the, physical blovki,)a of tpray bars and the water And ir that cove out of the
spray bars should affect ztbulence. Cince turbuleoco level In the ZRT would Affect
both the Ice accretion process and the evaluation ot thermal ice protection sysems.
users often want to knew About the IR' turbulence level And Itit adequately
simulates inflight. conditions.

The turbulence level In the ZR? test *ection. as =.%4curftl by Vonrossen (Rat. 37)
with hot wires, is about 0.5 parcont vhen the water and Air to the spray bars #to
turned off. ObvIousaly. the turbulence level cannot be measured wtsh the cloud an
because the vater droplets striking the hot wires would Invalidate their readings.
Bus we have tied to m-easure taie turbulence level wish the hot (160 'F1 spray bar air
turned en. At first It appward that A valid hot wire reading was possible. but After
careful study, Vanftossen decided that flamonts of the hot spray bar "r may have boon
hitting she hot wires and giving incorrect readings.

To addrear tho heat transfer question tortshe ZR?, NASA measured heat transfer per-
formance on a NIAh 0012 airfoil (53.3 cm (21 in.) chord) In the IR? (wish hot spray bat
alt turned on) and cczpared It with heat transfer pertormauca, on the same modal In
(light tef. 38). The nodol was extended out the ovarhead hatch of the Twin Otter An
shown In Fig. 41. Figure 42 shove a plot of Frossling number versus location on the
airfoil for ',ata taken In flight and i~n the IRT (Ret. 39). Tho figure shove that there
is no disr'.nguichablo difference between heat transfer in flight k.ad in the IRT.

1VNDAWN'.ZAL S1'UIES ZN ICING

VASA maintains a strong effort In icing fundamentals, whic;h it the backbone of any
gogram that Is developing now computer codes and nov .out techniques. We have already
aescribed2 several fundamental studies, for example. In formulating A nov description of

the Ice accretion process. ad In obtaining fnaetlflovfiold daafor flow over
Ice shape: that cause flow teporation and rexstachment. In this section we review work
on tvo important problems: icing sealing lavs, And structural and adhesive properties
of In-flight ice.

Icln9 Scalning La

The proposed or desired test matrix for an Icing test usually involves the follow-
ing variables: airspeed, outside air tooperature. altitude, cloud liquid water con-
tent, cloud droplet si:e distribution or median volume diameter, And model size or
coale. In a.flight test In natural Icing, or In An aTtIflihl cloud behind An in-flignt
spray tanker chances are that.the ex'cs sot of variables desired will be unAttainablo.Zn awind tunnel test, certain combinations of variables Also will bo unattainuble.
eaor example, most icing vind tunnels have maximum airspeeds far below tho speeds of mod-
ern transport or military aircraft. And due to the practical limits on nozzle turn-dovn
ratios and noxilo droplet site ranges no wind tunnel can achicvo tho full PAN Part 25
Appendix C operating envelopes over tho full speed range of the turaul.

if the desired test variables cannot be met, the experimenter must resort to somo
form of scaling. Various objectives can be imagined for Any parcticular scaled tost:
(1) a geometrically similar i co shape; (2) an equivalent drag coefficient for the Ice
shspe/model combination; ( 3) th ame vator flux Around the airfoil loading edge; (4)
the same heat transfer rosult3 for a thermal ice protection system: (5) rime icing con-
ditions (i.e., all water must freeze ismodiasoly upon impact); and 2o on. Scaling laws
have always been used. but never rigorously validated (Ref. 40). This does not mean
the tests wore done incozroctly, for icing has been and always will be part science and
part art. This is why inflight testing in natural ic Ing clouds always wil bea
required part of the certification/qualification process.

Reference 40 gives a good bibliography of the %work done previously on scaling. Most
of these works on caoling rely on an analys is of the ice #cc retion process described by
Mesinqer (Ref. 13) over 30 years ago. Nov insights into the ice accretion process by
Olsen (Ref. 14) and Hansman (Refs. 15 and 16) have led lBilanin (Ref. 41) to apply the
Buckcingham pi theory to the ice accretion problem. Bilanin showed that the normalized
thicknesc of the ice accretod on the airfoil is a funrtion of 18 nondimensionsl groups.
Although many of the groups Are satisfied in,:any acaling test, there exists a problem
holding Mach. Reynoids and Weber number- constant between tsa. i* concluded that the
old Messinger formulation may be inadeo. e, and that ImpJroved Ice accretion scaling
may require a better match in Reynolds number and cona!doration of the physics of water
filmI and droplet splash dynamics on the airfoil surface.

In Ref. il Ililanin concluded that competing physical effects do not In general
allow a rigorous scaling methodology, bit an acceptable a pproximate sesling scheme may
be possible. He has suggested a series of tests on rotating and nonrotating cylinders
to validate the approximate schemes. NASA plans to participate in a joint Air Force/
FAA/NASA program to c&.rry out rhese sL3gostod tests later this year.

Structural-and Adhesive-Proerties of In-Plight Ice

over the pat5 years, NASA has supported a cc, is, but 1ev-level effort to
study the structural propries of Ice formed in 'his work is described in
References 42 to 47. Ice formed in flight or it sq' .Z eL ., -unnol results from



2 .1.1

supercooled water droplets lm?ioting A OUrfACO at il'ght speed ot wind tunnel airspaCe.
we refer to ice no formed go Impact, ice. Impact ica can vary In type over a wide
range, depending on the liquid water content and droplat size distrition In the
cloud, on the outside Air tovmporatura. And an the droplet velocities. The adhosion of
Ice to A surface depends not only ani the typo of ice formed, but Also on the roughnoss.
roeity. And other fundamental properties of the surface. The atatistical variation
at ce properties (res, *o test to the next is a teal phenoweo. An* It must be

accounted for In the design at systems that depond on Ice shedding for cheir uperAtiOn.

the overall objectives at the project are (1) to Measure the 4%VuctUral properties
of Ie~pAct ice. ouch as, basic: tensile properties. adhesive characteristics. and peel
properties and (2) to ddvelop finite ae ennt analytical methods for use In the tnalysin
And design of deicing syptems and Icing testing apparatus.

Tout apparaunes hAvo been dcsignod to meaure each of the three basic mechanical
T opactlest (1) tensle (Young's modulu# (E), And ultimate tensile strength at Impat
e~e in A directi.% transverse to the direction of Ice growth); (2) shear (adhesion); and
(3) poeling, Data has been Obtained on both Adhesive shear s trength at Impact Icon And
peeling foces fOr various icing conditions. Doing studied Are the influences of icey
parameters, such as tunnel teoperatria. wind velocity, water drop size, substrate mate-
rial, substrate aur(ace temperature. And Ice thickness. A finite element analysis of
the thear tes t apsaratuo wAs developed In arder to gain moe Insight Into %he evalua-
tion of the test Am

M4easurements Indicate that surface toughness has a major atfect on the achesivo
shear strength. Additional adhosive gheir strength tests are Planned in which the aur-
face roughness wtill be systemiatically varied.

Fixed Airfoils. rotor blades, and propelleors are being studied. In~ those studies,
the adhesive shearstrength o! the Impact ice is an Important parameter. Surfa~o rough-
nova And the statistical nature of the data must be considored. For rtating surfacez.
not only Is the adtiosive strength Important but also tho tensile " trength of the Ica
IKcrt endi cu 1st to the direction of growth. At the present time. tho finite element
analyis of rotating airfoils is being emphasie. Analytical rozuirs will be compared
to recent data from the OH1-55 tail rotor tests its tho IRT. The statistical nature of
the fracture of impact ico will be considered in the Analysis,

The NASTRAN finite element code was also used to predict deicing of an EIDI iue Sro-
tection system. for which experimantal data Whs available (Ret. 46). Evtn though ad i-
tio;nal correlations with other data are needed. results from thia Initial st.udy were
encouraging.

There in a posibility that a fractute mechanics Approach cnuld be used to predict
the pealing o c from deicing systems such An A pneumatic boot. Data obtained ftr
pealing measurements Is being reduced to obtain the critical stress intensity conatat:t
of fracture mechanics.
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The reneved Intartst In eOvAuti ng the porftrmance ettgradation of helicopters
Sto Icing has resulted qt% the d4veoleornt fr 04th"rodoIgi to analytically

predict the eroldynamic degrAstAIon Increment. The progress In t'nde.rogning tho*
basic Icing technology is r~vIeved citing mAjor references, Te aralyticsa

ethodology is then umssrt zrd wIth respect to perormance degradation of
"polerv, helicopter In hover, helicopter In forwird flight. and the foreatiulr

of itil V.2 Osprey, the XV.15 propulsion *ode(*). The esperinantal st (t ar t04

NA 0012 oirfoil vwSvIthoutcoo orlc Ice and the modal helicopter uair rotor
experiunnte vithvitho'ut goenric Io are reviewed. seW upon these results,
refinoornts are sugeated to the current metho4*1o&Y with respect to 14ar tfea/far

term.
INTRODUCTION

The present emphasis on performAnce degrzation 4f ibll 6cert due to Icing
has resulted becaite of the desire to Increase the overall utilization or the
helicopter with a minimum Of weather associated restrictions. Rotorcraft Icing
research requiremonts have been Identtwtid as earIy as 1981 by ?eterson. ot
al,(I), where the required amlytici-l prediction methods arAi Cest techniques
necessary to deflne the Icea accretion mechanism have been oittlind. hese areas
are related to the discussion of the overview of helicopter Ice protection system
develop4ents by Adnas(l) covering such erea an mteorological design criteria.

flight test objectives, microwave concept, olero.Ipulso concept, pne umtlc
Ofiejg., vbitalory concept, and ice phobic coatings. !hat it , to address the
areas of Ice protection systems, prior knovlodge of the baeIc nechanlss of the
ica Accretion process oust be known before Idecntfying areas of needed research.
The details of this approach have been further enhanced by short and long range
Icing research programis recomended by Xoegboehn(3) to NASA Lvls Research Center

in 1981. These racommedations were a rerult of a survey of vatious Industry and

government agencies to obtain their views of needs for coaarclal aviation Ice

protection.
The generality of these pluns for Icing programs have distinct advantages in

Identifying areas of research, however, the solution must also be provided to a
specific set of complicated problems dealing with performance degradation/ice

protection on rotating systems. As pointed out by Sand(A). aircraft Icing

continues to be listed by the National Transportation Safety Uard (BSB) as a
cause or factor In many aircraft accidents, e.g., 286 accidonts In a recent seven

year period. With regards to helicopter Ice accretion and protection. Cansdale(S)

has pointed oup that the main effects of rotor Icing are alrst an Increase In
rotor torque resulting In an Increased horsepower to maintain a given flight
condition, an Increase in vibration levels and control loads, and a gencral
decrease In the extent of the performance envelope. The rate at which this
performance deg'adation due to icing takes place is obviously dependent on the

atmospheric Icing condition and the particular type of helicopter. In the most

severe caes. both rotor torque and control limits can be reached in less than

one minute after encountering an Icing rondition.
As noted, the interest In the Ice accretion process on rotating systems is a

result of attempting to widen the performance envelope and to assist in the

definition of an Ice protection system. Much effort has been expanded In the



trsit Of vndersta oW& the Ic# actteiif pr0cee* both thorticAlly ArA

Vptl*0inotAi . to ZhiC OrTA. 0A ILAYIC*Il Ani ePArIanttl OXliatien 9t the

offect of Iien circa 0 hs btfn C d In the ClMPI4* * c4n.t Of 8+44h. et
al.(,. laswd by the odr A A tiva Aothrity £tMI in 194) AM refeorred to oe
the. *Icng albl&. Woi jvbl atiot, coetes tte baic topici of leir% da,1ta
srAtietica, Phystcs of it€ collctle, netotw* of protection. app.IcotienM to

aircraft and hellcopters. ice 4doecters. if.4 titection tyi4. mind co* atrIs.

Tis 4#gm*Caon its currently binfi tzwrttten vod ev cntact to te FAA by Cowe
iAAJju. ule, rofloctltl the current state- of the art Ad shoul4d be ovi'oilaloi t*

the Public In 110. FM 4.. which to MV ore v*olo. Vill result In iv#
volusoea ihUn rowlitetn teflectiiA te advat4*% that have ben eade slne the
1190'a. Also, It LIj anticipated thr uptea by sectio" Vill occur every two
years. apin te rtloet the 4dAnco ai l Icing tthnliyw.

tn rhoulh c01011M reble Pfro;ress hoe been 044 In the -r!it4ndir.; Of the

Ito Accetion process. thO C lOXitty of the prebisa t Indicrited by the numAbr of
related dtiiolplirW*. For otaplo otereool y, clou physics. ice (racrutv

bot-hnto. And physice of Ice tollection to sontion A few. Also to paint out the
present lack of VIVrsIOndil; In W2r1 of bacSic, It WAy 11 noted thor the ice
shapes found en fixed vin; configurations have ben cloiestio Into two
cateasirlao. Lt.. rlse AM glae, and the typ# of ice encountered to d0ernt an

the soteorologicAl Ce ttlion and eomtry. Tit forOAtion of ri. ic# It foAily

well understood. however. the for.Ation of glaeo Ice hed lbn Assoclatil vith
*runbock*. Olsiin(?) In a style m~ade In 190' and avAlalel fro* MA.A hao
indicated that tha may not be OC ast and eplane a procesi vrfiled hy frm

enlMargmento of txmprimntal glaze Ice accretion on an airfoll. Ionsmoan and

Turnockil) in a later study. conductld a sarios of exportontot investigations
diailing with the primary factors that control the behavior of onrfoe water during
glate tA ccretion. In this invitigAtion, distinct zones of surface water
bohavior wro found Consisting of a smooth vet cone In the stagnation region, a
rough zone where surface censlon effect proiuced coaleoscerc of surface vat
into Stationary bead. And 4 Zone here ourface water rrin back as rivulets. These

authors have suggested that existing Ice accretion oeleo could be improved by
dividing the surface Into tvo :onea which reflects this surface water behAvlor.
In the first region, the existing *Hossinger.teo" +tle(t) would be valid since
It ropresonts thin film runback, Further, as lianssan and Turnock SaphAiao. the
remainis Ico surface oust bit treated as a *roughl zon. i:oRoeer, when dealing
With A rotating system, the ice accretion process is further cooplicated since As
pointed out by Canadsla and Cent(lO). both ine and glaze ice accretion can take
place on a helicopter main rotor Mlade under one per oance/aeteorologicol
condition.

It In the purpose of this paper to review some of the major developments in
the Investigation of the Icing area with regards to te aerodynamic degradation of
airfoils hence perforaence dogradeaton of rotating systems. This will be followed
by a review of the current nthodologies that have beon developed under NM
sponsorship as applied to specific problems that are of interest. As a result of
this review. the Areas for further research can be defined iu tarus of sugtared
refinements to the current methodology.

REVIEV

Early attmpts In evaluating porfarmance degradation duo to ice accretion on
rotating systts dealt with not only natural itin& encounters but also slatlsad
Ice Corson and haynard(l1) In 19465 used simulated ice on propeller bladas and
measured average efficiency losses on the orJar of three percent, with maximus
losses of fifteen percent. In 1948, Preston a"d blacksan(12) undertook a series
of flight tests in which average decreases of roughly ton percent in propoller

efficiency duoe to ice formation were notod. Tis study was of special
signifwrco since the authors made an attenpc to examino the effects of Ice
accretiun on all major component* of the aircrefc. rossibly the most cepiete and
informative work relative to Ice accretion on propellers was performed and
documented by i'eel and Bright(1l) In 1950. In a series of flight cests In which
efficiency loss was measured during natural icing encounters, observed values of
approximately ten percent in most cases with maxinum losses on the order of twenty
percent were noted. Some early experimental work in dealing with de-lcing on full
scale counterrotating propellers was conducted by Ilaywood and MaJy(lf). The
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Wster ith5ra!4# Veis noted for bath oiirteli vith riot lie accretion*. Ifun. at
aL(tl?'19) 4rod bmw And Ygttlo) dealt with 0*eimn Al masreettS of
performArc slqrA4tion ot 04 t, WOO . .nd 451-212 airfoils. notbly th.
Impingmann *Arittorls. rinclud d In th'ae Irwetiaaione ea A study of the
#ffetes of Aitrol thie noss And angle of attack on droplot Inipstgonl t v4lue.

It was hatitJ sat airflol thiclWeo te*ns to iscrfast the veiwe of water
collected And decre+a, the rearvard lssl of droplet isping.ment. As expt+ei.
ctil tiPIngetDnt. Va IOW to lncrease wit ilcrIeASIP aPgle of attAck. Celder.
lSayars, AnM Von Qlitl) in 19%1 Ii tigttti droplet iaigren ropertl On
several Asirill secions of various 1hicliesA. The Authors conclude4 In pact
that the total and oixtis local collectien offiincls vtst strong functions of
the "odicikd Ititlei parameter. Thia parAmetor tAiO Iento account freostfras
Vlo ity. droplet density Ad diaeter. ailfoil chord. alsoluts air vicasity and
density. thin/ci horld ratio, ad Ahgle of attack.

Those early experrita& programs sevld to provid- vAluable Insight Ito the
Proces and effect. of ice accielion. In addition, a data ba-4 fromi uhch
& .-4lytical ie grouch and perfoMrAC degradtion predictiIn could be developed

WA.I/et veriCed.
o of the early theoretical offortA for rotating systmem vii done by Neol

ad Irightill), "he attboted to predict Aalytically the degree or propellor

performance uicittcy reduction aS a result of ice Accretion. Using blade
elemnt theory aS the basix of Analysis. and relating the change In Airfoil drag
to lift ratio to efficiency reduclton. loses were predicted wicht &ted to the
Nsato order of magnitude vith osperlientAily obtained values. 3erirun2l2) In 1951
offered A whod for docaraining droplet ilpigevtnt characteristics on an
airfoil. SoliVng A set of SimUl~n4nou differentali equations, Ierarun descrtbd
the particle dynAMsIC of a vcer dtoplet moving in An air stram • a principle
vhirh forms the bails for prosent dropl4t trajectory codes. Along vith LWiN in
1t32(33), Rorgrun using probability analysis Investigated th* atoospharic factors
responsible for ice foration and identified thro parameters of primary
Importance In cle i accretion process, i.e.. llqild water content, water droplet
sice. and Ambient ceaperature. In 193,. CrayC2A) conducted an Icing study of the
SACA 65A00 airfoil and Attempted to devolop a drag coefficient correlation for
the Slae ice condition And connct droplet impingement rates to related

aerodynaic: penalties. Using experlimental Icing data, a dimensional correlation
via found wlich s accurate for Angles of attack S to four degrees. in 1964.
CrayC25) xamtned aerodynamic Icing data for other airfoils and modified the
existing correlation for geerality. Cray Accomplished this result through the
introduction of thA airfoil leading edle radius or c ,vecuro In percent of chord.
This modified correlation for the glae ica condition ropresented the only
Available Icing dreg coefficient correlation At that time, and has been videly
used. Only rocently haa the validity of the general lare ice correlation been
questioned, hotever it viii most probably remain in use until a suitable
replacetent Is found.

Ili forxulatlon of the Cray drag coefficient correlation vopremented the
last ijor development vith respect to Ice accretion affects for several years.
Thea Advent and use of the jet engine and turbofan da.esphasized the use of the
propeller as a propulsive device, and subiquently draw attentior avay from the
problem of ice accretion. Ilovevor. ith increased fuel costs and eaphasia on
comatuter class aircraft and all-veather helicopters, Interest in Ice protection
systems and a need to better understand the phenomnon of Ice accretion has

Increased. For exAmple. 1hAa and Evanich(2f) as early as 1910 Investigated
pneumatic doicer boots for application to helicopters. The authors found in this
experimental study of a non-rocetins airfoil section, that the drag penalties of
uninflated boots vero small in comparison to the drag caused by one centimeter of
ice. Also the aerodynamic effect of Inflating the boot vithout ice vi sizeable,
however the drag penalty vms not significantly different than that of fixed vin&
aircraft application. In this study, the pneumatic boot vas shown to affectively



0Ili *V c -14.0C. CAM40(5) has Vaid a Fnen-0Crstatg Airfoil Section to
teat olettrother*41 delelng tyat***. atut has oewn to yield viefil result&
9tasPAra le t T the ebtAIM4 In flight. U111i91(27) hAk 4190 d1#Cu*#4 the bsIlc
design philasap o fo orleuthormel dticing systems #dreossIng such basc
qusttin a awt.Ice or deice In additiona to pover rwfeqirota. ThA Author also
d1sCUS146 a WA**ta Of MIP&n Alternaives Such 46 A Vkbfttay method. PMWuetlc
delco system, ar sillcneo based organkc coepevswA IntA44 to enhAnte self
sihddirng by reduction of Surface 4kd e n of the Io e suAtion AMd Is referred to
40 ICa.PMhbl. lievir. retwat studios by :Uorvat(U) A 4 walt. t t. (U9)
has Ahevn that deltlng bty aft 41ECAlAMI sretsgnac leias hs hown ?tool&* in 44lcing
vogim Inlets. flixed 41rccatt vingo. ortd helicopter bla1s.. Cloctro-lIapaso
4elcing (1101) Io Attractive almc The systemcorquIresk very little energy and is
neafly aei tnco tree. In this joint univitrAlty/ltndvtry project (iAlad, by IPAS
LeVII USASfaCh Center. tWutne 144 flight lost* have 411OW14tt4 OI lable doicing
At 4il flight #Wd Atmospheric condilions.

kowwAihar5 Involv*4 In the frnvoit study of ice acetonf recognire4 Tto
need to Oepand the lited oxper1montal data bs*. pPcially to Il4l wtast of
Ice stcersion on nivr airfoils designed for use on current gonerAl AvIatIon
aircraft. prOellers, AI heltcopter Ctors. This Wolk tarted %a #rly 4S 1917
by the :v Svlit; otrkit% Creep on Scl-itIfIc.TochoIcal Co*.iratlen In the
field of flIght safety. The Initial Study resulted In A Joint report by logeloen
$undber. (IV44n). TCnv ad tvaniho (ULSA){@). AM involved F, results fro,
lIPtC teOts And 4n Icing wind C-.APeI In Addition to a CO"etlenaI, tnnl. Of

particular iterest In this work Io s teaerod"tuie t.Vect of w.aerou
toeblmtto *t It shaps And w g eactlon configurations including advanced
high.lift devlces. This study was llottov4 by another InvestigAtion by InglocAn.
Suedberg And Trunov (1) In 119 snd Involid a wind tunnel i.vsti aiIon of the
sensitIvity to Ica of a hMsb4r of gsometrically different horieotal atAblIlters.
In another study by Trumv and rao( lI, methods for preventing ground Icing on
Aircraft Aro discussd and results from cosparetive tollInG of sooe antl.iclng
fluids Are presented. Shav, Soo,. and Solano(3)) In 1912 discussed theIr
findIngs of aasuried Aerodynamic prformanci degradtlon data obtained for a ACA
Otl.Ml1 airfoil. Close And rise Ica formations vere atuled In both c is and
cl1.b conflguratlons and significant perfortance degradatIon viA noted. AIR*
evaluAted WaS the affect of aft frost growth on Airfoil perforoAnc,. which
significantly Increased that sectIon drag coefficient. This study vas of
lortanct sInce# new data via provided vith which to test the Cray drag
coetfcelnt correlation. Thme Authors fiund that the Correlation Was ACCUrate In

oast case as the orlglml data ws upon vhlch the correlation was developed.
flovver. the Cray correlation becoaws questlortablo for higher liquid valor content
vluts. In 19512. Irag& and Cregorek(3) along vith Bragg, at al. (3S) used
simulated Ire shape* to invaetigate various Aspects of the Ict accretion problem.
A simulated rime Ice shape Vie applied. vith and vithout surface Toughness. to a
NACA 6SA413 airfoil. Surface roughaes via Jaterminod to be an lip4tant factor In
modelling ice shapes affecting drag coIffcleAnt and PAXifUm lift CoeffIcIent. In
this series of tests th feasibility of ualng Vood shpes to model ice accretions
on a iACA R,015 airfoil via s d#aon.rAed. VsIng This techniquo. surfACe

pressure nvasur*esntx could be made In the or&a of the Ica accretion, thireby
leading to a better understandling of the phyalc Involved In the formatlon of [to
Ott airfoils. Flemaing and Lednlcer In 1983(36) teted a series of helicopter
airfoils to investigate tho effects of natural Ic accrition at high speeds.
Aerodymal performance degradation of the airfoils was noted. vith the authors
citing drag coefficient Increases of up to approximately 300%. Also aeccopllihed
In this teat voero better definitions for ice growth and Ice type boundmloes as
functions of statIc temprature, tiach nunbar, end liquid vater content. Other

studios have been performed by LeefI?) and Abbott, at al.()&) concerning the
actual Ice shapes observed on tia main rotor of a 0.1.111 helicopter In hover at the
Canadian Niatlonal Research ComcIl spray rig In Ottav. Canada. The Its
formations accreted on the main rotor were documented after landing through
utilization of molds, tracings. and sceroophotograpbs(39). In a related study.
Abbott. at al.(40) conducted level flight performance Icltig ceats vlth a 111.111
helicopter In an artificial Icing cloud created by the Helicopter Icing Spray
System (HISS). Measurenants of pover required data vere used to doflna rotor
performanc, degradation duo to Icing. and the rotor blade ice shapes wer
docuaented with sIlicona molds after landing. The authors have concluded that
slpliatic ona-dicanslonal Ice shape descriptions are not adequate to predict



r~ace dogladAtln of helicept rters, I.e.. three J1XmlAt#"1 It* shaep
reprasentatlen LA (unction of rotor radius is required. #%It, verpAtbility of
the lct shxape Is dIfficult urta It vye (oA by th authors that similar cloud
ca"ndtto" cAn Proute V1Iy different ice shApas on the ian rotor. Th&
conclusion Is btatn wrCi*id by A thorectcal stud conducted by Twte. #nd
iartlotl&l) Into the Influenc* o droplet sicirg uncertalnty en Icing teat
retUijlt. Is this swAtitlvlty anmlysts. ch se Authors Coun that t#*P r4lt r AM
lIquId vater toeotnt was the critical pra tor In 4kalirg with theresi ati.
ic.ng. ror W.o AccettfIo. I.e., ahapv oski ailp. the voluws median driplet
4laator asl the criaisl factor In Another xpatiAntal otvdy by Truwv And

l~eaanSudbegt&).wind turuie1. nInetSKAtI hew* Wen U44adto the
00ro6yneale effect of Ice on three different talipla. configuratlons. iOr.
flight LWst reSUlts Of Ice effectA Of the t€ltrol charact-ritTiC (or A nuwber Of
trAnsp2rt alrrif are gIvn and discuss4d. 'he authers have lt* udled a
feseber of transport And light AlircrAft acclents Ar INcIdnts with regWrds to
UOiPla41 AMtAtIOft due tO Iing. tlt4(43) Ii a f§C5eIL Study utilled airfoIl
tstt'ons roprasontlng L.l14 and IJ.40A helicopter rotor beAties In both naturAl and
artificial cing condi L om (112S). The teatb4W alcraft yse a JU*2: with a
U(rAVOI over the loft VIng It h414 the Airfoil sections. Alysls of the
resulting Ice shapes Indicated A lowvr than exacted thtckm&An occretion rite for
ortlftloisl icIr.g conditions. IM . t Al.(CI) presented results of prollatnAry
tests CnMucted to mealure Ice growth on an Airfoil rtrin& flIght fclt% conditions
using ultrasonic tm,.,tho beAiur*Wnts. Those thtlutss WCASuremtnte era tl
used to doxumant the evolution of the Ice thxpo as A function of time. The use of
generic or ArttifiCAl Ice haA ebvlou advantsges becAUse Of the controlled

onvlroneant. ltovever. the validity of the Ite AhAp4 on An airfol Is AotevhAt
open to qUeCstlo. In An experImnt4l program. Irs an KhoU64"C&) studied the
errect of A tlnulated glart Ice ACretion on the AerOdYamIC p4rtorance oa ItACA
0012 airfoil. In this study. two Ice ishape voere coetad. i.e.. one from An
sccretion prodsIcted ustng a compter moddl (LLUICCt46)) giver. the same
tieoolcgltel/el~r~or c conditions. The authors hxd found hAr the aerodynamic
performance of the two ShAPes compared Wll At positive, but not negative angles
of attAck. In another tether unique experimental program. Kunjan, at ald(7)
condcstAd a flight and whIt tunnel InvestigAtion of the effects of aircraft ground
dlIclng/nct-Iicing fluids on the stradynAmi characterlstico of a seing 737.200
ACV aircraft. Liquid* teatod lncluded a navtontan end three nomnwtonlAn anti.
Icing coearcially available fluids. Roth the flight test and wind tunnel results
showed t1ve fluIds reatnIng on the wIn& after liftoff caused a measurablo lift
loss ant drag Increase. As paTr of a program Involving the four major helicopter

vAnufActurdr. WAA LvIs Rosearch Center. and 'Texas AMJ L.&v.rsty. Mill1r and
bontiAS) consdoctd an experimental p:ogrAn vhlch constetd of a rotating 011.15
tall rotor In the NASA lAvIs iRT during 19 1. Values of torq%i riso/vibratton

levels as a function of time wera easured tor a variety of icinA eonditions In
Addition to strobe photogrtphy video of the Ice accretion process. This study

also provided valuable InsIght into the Ice shedding process which is Inherent In
a rotating system, and is the forerunner for a serIes of costs %har will be
condocted during the tall of 1989 involvind a Ioerod Force Kodel (?Ih) to be

placed Into the ASA Lewis IRt. The performance data resultin& from this series
of tests will be used to validate existing helicopter parformance codes that
contains rmrlcal analysos of the lea accretIon process, e.&.. as described by
Casba(?) and Johlouw. at a1.(S0).

Much )%as boen learned In recent years as a result of these cited experimental
pro rams. A major contribution of these toats hAs ben In the expansion of the
Icing data base to provide current Information with which to develop and evaluate
analytical methods for Icing related performance degradation predictions. As In
the experimental area, many analytical advances have also heen made. This

progress; has taken the form of Improved methods of predicting drop Impingeent
chsracterlstics. unse of numerical analysis, as veil as accurate aerodynamic
performan e.o dagrodation corraleclons.

Bragg, at al.(5l) and Brsgg(52) developed a computer program In 1931 to
calculate wter droplet trajectories and thoreby determine airfoil Impingement
offictnies and theoretical 10 shapes. Dvelopm4nt of this code represented a
major step toward the goal Af analytical prediction of airfoil performance
degradation due to Ice accretion. It wry also be noted that Canat ale(S) In 1980
also presented a series of calculations of droplet trajectories arousid airfoils In

coprossible flow. In this study, the affect on droplet Impingement, droplet



diasecr, AMd ted ask rolatod, to the M"AC 0012, NMft 140. And, ?tAt 1601 airfils
%Wms thtOT40CAlly SCUJied. CM44e, In this early Wkr~. hot 064elle4 the
th rmQ.nAxIC PrMco of Its Accttolen reslls flov to predict the thap

And rf#itlon of h~l¢ tel rotoer Ice With ACccOptAll| tespalo*4 With #XP* #Rt.
aragg and ctrt)4l&M ba& sltformlated A .Jros cotifflie cerfelatifi for the
f le Ice condition. In 11 s ~eloon, the chnge In ArA tn to lct I Ilvn
in a. function of stttal VAeIAUI fttlat* to flight A Atmospheric ceitltten.
AIttl ge#44t f. sid 44mtioe of Ic* Accretion TIba correlatiolln h44 wn
uidagprM ute rIn"C It* 4levo tnt A bas only ntotly eon Atudied In d4eil
to Wine 0A rAlge of c plocablity. A study 4 iller, at aI51(5) hA aythe,
that the Original correlation ovvqredr#edt the Airfoil dreg Icwr*%A n in veral
ccitt (or IciPr 4ta" vhich ap WaC0 to be rm ornMd. Oa€ntly, 04404)
revited the correlation r'dulttig 'n a ascend function to cover 4 '4der range or
meteorological comnition.. CAk4eAlc a0d Cent In l1ll)(O) detailed the develepstnt
of another tvo.disenaeomli droplec trajetery ntxerlcel AnAlysls. 0hlih the
Arogg coepter code. the effects of ckpresibily, inetic heating, nd Ater
runbAck Are taven Into Account thus mating it oppltcable to both rimend glaie
Ice cfAdRIeoa. kstgn#d to he applied to helicopter cngl ont, the Analysis
**ploy* A het balanc, to calculato the kInetI heasting And runUatk effe'ts, T

Authors have rperted g$0d aroeomnt beten predletd4 and exporlsantAkly otainel
ice ohApes. temperature distrItmitmns, aM, Icing threshold condItion., ?loaolng
and l.*nicar(S5) hoe used oxrorl tal Icing datA to formulate now rime end glase
Ice drag cot.ficlnto currotation. In addition, this data hat been u#ad to
foMlAte separate lift And mom+et coefficient correl ,ttor. These corlations
have Ahown pralce in preliminary Mlliutton($)). NI:or. Korhan. and ShaW In
1963(6) attompted to develop A drag coefficlent correlation for the XlIato Ic
conditle using stastitcal Analysl of Icing dAt,3 as a basis of the correlation
detoreqnt. Althouh As restultIng correlation Vas presented, It represented only
the state of the study At that tIn., ad Indicated a need for such further
uiodication and analysi$. Feasibillty of using such en Analys s as the basis for
correlation davalopment vaS demontrated. The results of Such at Analysis auSt be
Interproted correctly And In Tan3, With physical observation% of Ow associated
phononenon to sae the method truly beneficial. DrAgg(57) has also documentod a
study In which airfoil porforosnct vas predictvd With both simulated rime an
glaze Ice shafas. Various cooputor codes were examind for possible we In
calculating pressu t dittributions on An Airfoil wLth glate ire Attached. The
pot-ntlail flo code of Irlato was 44tqsiOn4d to be suitable for this purpose
After exAMniAtor of Aeveral Airfoil Analyst$ Code4, and provIded good agreement
betvmen predicted and exporidenrAl pressure distributlions. Itfl also
Investigated th effects of surface roughness In the lamnar boundary layer on
drag Incromant, and offered promising results for predicting drag Increase by this
method. rowever in 1956. a state of the art numrical analysls referred to as
LtttiCl(e6) has been developed uhich predicu the general it shape about the
loading edge of at airfoil for rise, mixed, And glass Ice conditions. This
numerical approach Is valuable since It utillzas time stepping In the #.lculetion
of the Ice shape, and a thermodynamic analysis of osslnger(9) And Ttibus(58). An
noted, iesjsingor advanced the work of Ttibus to Include surface temperature
analysis in several lmprtant teprature regimes. end Also developed the concept
of the freezing fraction. The freezIng fraction Is defined a* the ratio of liquid
freaxing within a control volume over the total Amount of liquid entering the
control volume. This Work utilizes an Inviscid flow fisld-u does Incorporate a

surface roughnoms parameter uhich Is a vartable and specified as Input data.
LLVICt is currently under study, and vill contain the work of Cablcl(59) whi.h
Includes viscosity. Ceblo. uses an approach Which Is based on interaction of
Inviscid flov solutions obtained by a panel method and improved upon by the us. of
a finite.differnce boundary layer method. Xorkan and BrittontO) have utilized
LIVIC In a study where couparlsons ate made between the analysis of gragg(52).

dilest(61). and actual Ice shapes as found In flight tests of the XASA Lewis RC
Twin Otter aircraft(62). Scott, mt al.(63) taking a different approach.

Inveacigat.s the flo.field and resultant hoat transfer rates over a series of ice
accretion shapes through numerical solutZAnx of th2 Navlr.StOkas equations.

These authors have achieved good agreement vhen compared to experimental data.
Addressing variations In the satrfaco texture of a fifteen minute, glaze ice
condition, Pals and Singh(64) haey applied a tvo.dimensional Fourier analysis to
experimencally determined surface profiles. In other related areas, aiijor(65)

has developed a theoretical method to calculate rise Ice accretion on airfoils.



11L ct*tICVlar 13tet. thin VAithdr i3 41610 to 4ialti*IRAG the T1104 its ActOin
for tOi5hih4high litt wing; dvicos c~geitg of & Wt wirg profilw
edi eft IIACA 0-2.75 A leadinq td4# ast. 4 uaiilng 044t Vint. 4n4 A trailing

edget flap. In *tor lopertAnt art,%. AIsnin(44) reviews vest scaling tAnlytio
aW bvgests -rcvisien based en rocent oparJtwittal obeatvatiqs. The author his#
eugji#§t% thAt nW4aerCAl analyVes such AS LWICt Vhen U0118404 %n the CIAU It*,
At erion Ygi**. Ay need Otwat to increAc1 t.he Accuracy Of the eSCt at.

let bVIId-vp. As t~ esXASPle at W the present tochn~larl can %.. applied.
ariton(47) hles dl~orlitIC41iy Invottlgetei ele#vAtor 44fiectiolef ftcta On the
IcIn6 prwonea The rqesult* indcace thae the protest to d'pen~knt on #ItY~tor
40flettie At. the. flewfieid If affected by Ch~ttring the CAfthnr Of the
horittent Atbiitr aystom. 1he result* Are presente In tEarn* of total
cel)eotien officitocy and lim mnthits As fumten# of Angle of Attack and
elewttor f2..ectt*- anglw.

A brie ~viw(8 of beth thoorottcAl vid #rise*ntrA work In reger4# to
Win halt beta presente. Obviously. 41% gfrofrnces. to this suljoct. tonoat be
addre&SOA In thin PAPVc oinco it is owdtVAtd that apprositely Mlo exitL
dealleng with All topics related to the generAl category of Icing. iievaver. there
Are xqVerAl Weeronc#% thoc d#al wi1th An evervias. of O~ A rOgrar on icing
researCh end technology );VCh As that Of ShAV(40) AMd RiiV0*01. ot l~ Thee.
P'Apti review the* "4;0 prosama elewi.tS. O.Z., TW~ ApproAChes to ite Prot~ttten;
r~ristil codes. ncA~ AM~ n pre4iLtti of %co accrfatISn sp.Cual AMin tunnel4
cest tachniiqges: taprOv4*ents of resarch tch"1qlnaai lofpreosenz of Icing WInd
tUnnels And researchs 41trrAft; ground 44icing (lIMiS1 (t4WAXenil studies In
icingi and doplet s515mg istruments. There toAls ioen occlltot pverviev gtwo
at the recafnt 9AA-M-AIM.SMt ltCratjonal 4NircrAft Icing TeChnology VftrkshOp
At MUS Wisa KC In Nwosbtr Its). The worshop allt Conteld the TMA
perspetiiVe on Altrarst Icing CsrtiflCatkOn thht hAAalsiCe been "A'Wantod by
AsiAme.(71).

It ha& been the Intent to give the VoAder so"e InrIht into the onjot
published n'ffitoncoC And ciirttologictl Order of the sdvancess *Ad# In iMot
technology -both exptrimiltal and theoretical. To this end. xhe Authors since
1110 have been Invve In the subjet of Icing of rotating xytmns And have
heavily relied an tho resu~lts of the studies that have been reviewed. As a
result, several theoretical And esporieanttl studies were cvaplotoil dealing with
petrforstance dogradeitton of rotating syetems due to cet Accvetio". Thes tudios
vill be reviewed In the following Section to provide ests etAil to the rader As
to the Approach end Ceewitg. lin 60 doing, the limitations And t-eed for further
study of perfotoance dogradation of. rotating systems duo to icing can be defined.

I3XUW( XHMOOO

Utile the study of pvrformAa degradation of rotary oyarcus doe to Icing vas
started in WOfl. the decision w~a mWe to Initially invostigxte the propeller.
Thost meults veto than u1#d to model the* helicopter In hover. followed by a study
fof the helicopter in forward flight. The methodology was thou, applied
collectively to the XlV-I$ tilt'ratar concept to find the mode or propulsion most
sensitive to Icing. Its the process of Attempting to theoreticAlly sodel
performance degradation of those rotary systems. #%perIM4Fntal studies were Mshe

conductedl uxing A )NACA 0012 sirfotil with generic ice and a model helicopter with
generi ice an the maim rotor. tAch of thlese studies will be suamearised! here, and
the reader Is referrea to the appropriate reforottea for Additional detail.

propeller systen(72)

The study objoctives or the present effort vere re artatsh a theoretical
methodology to predict; the performancs dogSr#4ation of prooal%lit an r Aural icing
encounter. only the rise Ice accretion case waft considered to aitorisine the
effect on propeller thrust coefficient, power coefficient and efficiency as a
function of Icing time.

The first step In this study was the developcient, of a two-dixonsional
theotical Icing nodel applicable to propellers. The propeller flo~field with
rotating airfoil sections encovntrr not only the forward but also rotati nat And
Induced velocity components. These velocity components determine the resultant
velocity, and hence angle or attack as soae, by each airfoil section radially along
the propeller blade.



The fIOlIeld encountered by the teAtil' alrftoil sctIon in the disk plae.*.
Athen cwider only th4 resultant veloitty vector doe n t differ to A ;rott

ttr leO, thAt of a 'fixed yin; Ailfil.' Rtwever, r,4e the local inuced
y'locity io A functiona et the proller# radial locarton, each airfoil soctlen mat
We treated sepArately as to th radial variation of the lerrl Mach rWab4r aM
local Antle of Attack.

The ditfOil tItI 0'lyeis Of rAZ, at al.3.,5&l0 Ws4 In this study her

bon ftorslaxtn to Prtlict the fIxed. (.e. newrecatien airfoil Perfersera
degradation due to Ice Accretion. A T raewrsrnreff tranformtien
*40*4 to ujed to calculate the Iiet id fovfield *rouw' thq Airfoil. This

flofield Is then used to coapute by atop Integratlen, the trajectorlee ef Ch
water droplets AM location ot Iingement of the vatet droplet on the airfoil
surface. This Infermation Is utilie4 to predict the local imupiemtent tficiecy

AMn accumlation p.rmoter On the 41riffll surface Ala , -Ote th this study. 4s

dto the method of Arat;, a@mes the rime Ice cApO, I.e.. the ewntire mass of the
rater droplets ft[*el en contact At the point of Impact, therefore no

thenoynamic effcts havs ben included. The analytical method than consists of

the (allowing etps:
(i) n exISEIng propllr oer(Orpmoc pethnd(73) is .eed to obtain t0 local
tach emobar and anlle of Attark as A function of radial location along the
propeller at a precelecte4 9"arAting ztaLtIon.

(2) A volume median droplet diater Is selected. Thlrough a previous study by
Bran and Creprk(3t), It has been asho that by appropriate selection ot -
volume median dreplot dimter, the entire class of droplet dtmters iencountored

need not be considered.
(3) Select the liquidw ter content to b4 consldered.
() Using the Thetdoraenrarmn.Trefftransforwecien method, calculate And
store the Inviscid floufield arovnd each airfoil station at the given angle of
Attack for each radial location along the propeller for the ope.ating condition of

Interest.
(IS) Calculate the sAter droplet trajectories using the volume median droplet
diaOeter in Step 2 for waCh airfoil along the propelle .

(6) O.,4srote the impineenont efficiency And accumulation parameter for eech

airfoil station along the propeller.
(7) (AlcUlate the drag IncreMent for each airfoil StatIOn at the specified Icing

time and operating condicion. The airfoil data bank for perforancoe analysis is
then modifiled by apply~l- the (14AClC% ) factor.

The propeller performnce analysis is aas utilized to determne the
performance degradation .oe to Icing on the basis of q. CT and CP aOt the
operating condition of Interest.

In the calculation of the drag Increent due to Ice accretion, the empirical

correlation of Brag& and Ctegorek(34) was used directly, i.e.

AIC/)-0.i0flO .791 ln(k/c) * 14,000 Aj€l$l. (1)

This empirical correlation includes the deaf incrcenc related to the distortion
of the airfoil loading edge due to rim* ica accretion And & step drag increase

based on surface coughness data, I.e. frost. The constant I is dpendent an
airfoil type and ranges. from 294 to 290.

The no drag of the airfoil in the Icing condition which is used to modify
the airfoil data bank may be obtained from the expression

tice - (iCA/CC)% (2)

where the Cd value is for the no.ice condition and is contained in the airfoil
data bank as used by the propeller performance analysis, or can be determined by
existing airfoil analyses and/or experiment, The aboue drag correlation Is only
valid for the rime ice condition. It is emphasized that in all theoretical
studies conducted, this approach has been used and has yielded acceptable resulta.

The analytical modal Just described was utilized to previd. theoraeical
predictions of propeller performance degradation for comparison with exparimental

flight test results by Neel and Bright(13). Here, the authors conducted a series
of flight tests vith a C.46 tvin.engino aircraft. The test propeller having a
diameter of 13.5 ft. consisted of four blades uith doubln.casber Clark-Y airfoil
sections. Of the 12 encounters investigated by Real and Bright, 5 eore chosen for

comparison with the analytical odal of rime ice accretion based upon free.air

Ceperaturq, liquid water content. and volume median droplet diameter.
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ilelicopter reor.hover(1&)

Ts* anltuIicl a*44l 4A 44stribed by KatkAn. *L 41.1711 at .. pi.44 to the
Predic1ionf per4Cferoentce dr4edt4io Of pfopdt~lrA in A MtureA Icing itn*teTr. t 4j
Ween xa*ln4e to dterin+mm Ihe fa ibility of prediction heW cper pelerao me
041radalon In hoe during natural Icing. The (ront rvesr of the CMID
Ilwiceptor VAX seloct*d for Aalyst# utire the rotor conslits of three bladds
with A rdia of at 0 it. A conatant chord f 32 in, n rotates at M2 rps. The

rotor bla euploy tilh %1t.2 and M.S Airfoils having A sAxims itcknals/cheri
retlo of 13 and SO. rOspectively. The blade transition lnearly from V.W to the
VA-, airfoil At t rotor tip.

1h# flig condition itlecte for Analysis vWa at an aliCtUd of 3000 ft and
a fret.-ir tvvperatvra of tor. The toeing vertol .l helicopter PerforsAnc

Analyls y elded the rangi ot ti thrust coficlint: and horsepower for sth C17
rotor in t4 hover conitlon.

tihe rim Ice condition selectd for amnlyaa coneitted of a liquid water
content of 0.1 C/ml , A volua* oadian droplet dia4mtr of 25 ) And a tr air
ttaporatulsf of 10r. xv in th propeler case. the total collection efficiency arA

the accuMItSiOn parauter h*ve %* n db 4rmined for all radial locations Along the
rotor blade, Th1se velvIe have hen been Usd In t1e rim ice drag CoIficitent
ctrroelaion of iras and Crogortk;14) discused earilir.

V-e factor (laWAC0/), plottod as a function of radial location for selected
tito of 40. 160 and 300 a in Fig. 4. Indicated the strvog dtependene of the
Perfoofnce degIrdation on aCtUlii lt time. Alto, these data can be displAYed
As a function of time for selected radial locations, vhre the groth in drag Is

linar with tim stating froa the frost point which is noted as A step in the

(WAC) variation at tiao 04S.
04en se rlag Increments are Included in the airfoil data U0ed for the

iovr analysis of the C11470 rotor, *,he resulting Increase In required horsepower
neCeSSAry to mAIntaII A tlsruar level C7 of 0.004 %a a funcilon of Icing tilt i

shown In Fig. 7. he approximately 2%4 Increase in required horsepover for a 5
*nn natural Icing encounter for this CT Is evideot. It should also be noted that
If Ice accretion ti allowed to take place only up to tie 5 radial locAion., the
horsepouer Incroment needed to aintain a CT of 0.00 is reduced o approxin tely
12%. This illustrates the sensitivity of the rotor.cip region in the deradation
of the helicopter perfomance in an Icing mncounter, and stress the need to

quantify the nechaniim of both Ice accretion and shedding.

I
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The m' wel~ blehd IOrZI~r to SAIeyIe AMd PtovI44 theoretical VAlu.A
Of Pef 4CAnte 40gtaIAtien Of VOTtiP& ayi'reoe, Ouch .69 Prepellere end helicopter
Iroor blades In heos dering natural iCItig c#Ml4tiona. yl444 p.erforeneo levola
which ver* toc lat@En w'ith thee. e efrlonceji lit .ttw" flight, vtvvr. the
**Ohodelegy to thtecrotIcaIly analyae the jqtfonm et a helcorter In forvarik
flight. tucIuA icing tgoe nAA to be fually eatAbliahe amd &*ent4rAted.

t "'twe of hicopter ferNfii t rfri'omnC4 Aonels U44 to
&ltermeiri the tyrnd fesenceil* here i a $tAtm.ft. the. lit C ottr C04e IkW ISA
Voftol 9.-0) incledits all Wey a e#4ywteIc AMd dynasi effects tmf.nrIhg 0l4s
rtor Hewotaetvifatssot, as v4l cc th4 bl*4e *4tion arA &elai dioctiet At
prtont hovovwr. the oit eea ngfol tvrnds can bo ditn b*y lialting the
t"tt Lgation to Profil($ OraA increAite

Thm Analytical P#401 deAcrIbed by Keoik*o 4t, AL(72) and 4pplld to theo
holicapter hoftr codtliontlk) can toe ecaigftlly toxoended to the helicopter
for Ard-tlght, condtion. As noted In eArlitr '.41cci. for it relatiotng yato* Atth

Am propeller or Wictpter rtor. th*e rotatin& airfoil sectionsa encosntor
verYing ceehitltIS Of forward.MA404 rtto antd 'W49CAtce velocity cectftS
rM.ltir% In local Mtch nvAsbr an4 Anglsj*Of~trAcXk *Xc~teoit Which Ar" repeated
CYCIICAIY A* A (uncttion of bW44 raial Aan eiesthal location The aethod
4eecrib#4 earlier first caitulotil tho 4 tficienfcy A an ctuovlAtion
persaqtet as k function of ra,114l AMd atiam~th~l location iis then the resulting&
dfrg Ircr~ownt ratio. 0COMO~~/). The dragl daItA used In the rotor Peorenfce
Analysie io thon *adified by the local drg fActoer And the parforoahce Is
recelctalatod tor i% fined Icing tine.

In tht Protent stv4y. the eff-et of rico Ito accretion en the1 frent roter
blades of tho CII&0 wilt I"veatiget0d to &oraioe the horsepetas! yeqvlred to
eVsIntain A gtvefl (lighit speed Ai A fwttlont of Icing expeasir ti"e. PU.aIC to the
iothoil Arm the Ass%=ptefa thzt thet futtlagu was not reaoitqeduiring the Icing
period. that o It# Vat allo0"d tft ACCUSaglatO o the f%100lag60 And that Only the
cyclic pitchs was adjusted to oaintnin the flight condition. The* CAI&7. front rotor
cottsiate of three Mlade* with a radis. of 20 ft hevingt A tonstent chard of 32 In.
And rotatingf At 221 CPS orsodn to a rotor tip speed of 41$ ft/a Ilie rotor
blades Utilire the YR.? And VA-11 Airfoils iuc descrlbed by KorhkAn et 4.C15).

The, flight condition scloctod for Analysis VAR At Att tituade Of 4900 ft AIS4
At A forwArd velocity of 133 kn waith A reqsvired thruat of 20.1)5 lb And At
propulsive force of M40 lb (front rotor only). The riad ice condition selected
for analysis consilated A liquid wator contnt of 0.44. 9/s?. volue OcilAn droplet
dianccer of ZS jas, and a I reoair Coaperature of 4 )bar.

Ift APPIvinc th6 Previously deACrit-0d Methodoloy to a helicopter rotor blIAde
In tvArd flighst. It cay be noted that the local ilAch waier And a11&1e Of Attack
At* fntoWOM Of both Cadial And AjIouth~l location on the rotor disk. The
nuftrcAl Procedure has been applied to 13 totor spAnuits ations for each of 24
a:imruthai stctors vhich corresponded to 150 Incremenr,. The alimwthxl variation
of the total collection officiency and atcculation parameter war* 4etermined a.
shown In Fig. I (a-d) and 9 (A-4) for each of the fixed aparwiso ra49al locations.,
ValUe. Of tS a21inUthAl VAriation of (14tC0/Co) were calculatod using equation (2)
and Are shown In rig. 10 (a-d). these drag factors were appliedl directly to the
rotor ausalYsaA to deterairA the peoranc* degradation At each fiXed Icing tine
during the assumed natural Icing encounter.

The approach used In the present study wan to average the drag Increment due
to Icing (14nC6/C0) asiouthally At each radial location for each of the Icing
tine.. The result. are shown In rig, 11 At a function of radial extent of Icing.
As noted. the drag increment due to Icing Is linter with tine spent during the
Icing encounter. MAo. as the radial extent of Icing Increases. the drag Increase
due to Icing rioss ignificantly. Those values were Inrcoduted into the booing
Vertol A-65 helicopter performance analysis to detrmiane the horsepower required
to mainctn a propulsive force of 1460 lb and a thrust of 20,750 lb. The resulta
of theme calculations are shown in rig. 12 referenced to the clean front-rotor
horsepowor(hp) of 1990. The variation of the ratio of hp(ice)/hp(ref) with Icing
cia. follows the sane trend an the drag Increments (Fig. ll), i.e. linearly with
respect to tine. The high sensitivity of the total performance to mnan-rotor tip
mccretion ix also evident.
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FItvra 13. #ofsora~t Vittd with vim# ef Atttef
TIi'are It. vortAtiln of 4rat 1Iftro*41m vith ICIPA to 0eirilnt a Pro~.lalve fatt o .14&0 lbs

!1e4 - to4 r.4tAl lecatie (HO Awerqe *104 thrust of :0.;So lb.4 r)~1-l"b. frot
I50se Powwt). rotor - )t00 A*CA4* * IsO15 v)

Thenumricl poceurePreulvAly tie~tfibed itvIvvA A 041trin of 13 CA41al
IstAtitOM 44fi04 At 24 a nuthAl setorie. AM, vequIme An Intimte coauttienal
task. Therfor. An a'eereqIr "_1We' -"Ai tn*%I44 to dtirsine It a we
vifPedItat end4 still acceptabla yrotrm could We eteblished. This Itmitipetieft
V4# arPto~the in thisi ueye

(i) Sve &An Aver#4* tM velv*e of (IAC/?J AltlW for each ISO
AIsuthAl Aottor Around the AXtIV* rotor diskt (or feAth r441*1 location (or a

(2) $us AMd average the total colltctan officiq (9) AMd stc~wilo
perAeter t(C) (or VACh 15* 4am muth~l seOctor around t~he WEnIre rotor iske. Values#
of'! AMd )z call lawet b# U444 to calculate *tt 4"erCamd "144 of (I'iArDMO) for eAch
radil location at A spectitl% ingt".

(3) Usu and4 oerAt the local 10,ACh ntiabr ArA Allgl# Of atctk values for
wah 150 sia'ahAi ser Around the entire roter disk (or eath radial location,

C"C~p ion of the total collectiont effieigeny AnM AcuAMAltIon ParASetvr it theni
lforued (to* th#Se averaged valUes of .4 and o. The cerrvspoP4tng values el Z
And AC to at. then usmed to talculate an *zisuttA4Ily-AvrA&4 radial vlaaft of

Th# three Awerefir4 wehods have Woon applitd to the case utder limwstipgation
for An Icing time of to a uith ic4 aCCration a1XOV#4 to tAle Pl410 atit" the
entire span of the rotor. The results *oe showni In Table I (or four radial

locatmon along the retor blade. Vteirp th; (i.Zw~v 44 a base. it tan be s*an
thxt averaging t And AC AMd calculating 0*4d%/%) ralaults In a 0.26 to 2,51k
vari'Ation free the value$ of ( l*4CvfCj). umlOver. it the a and mi &V*?efin&
ftowWdur to amloyeii. hence t and AC. the resulting VAlues of (144c./1%) differ
only by -1.12 to LOW& Ito. the Yalues of ME-;for An icing tie. of 60 a.
T1his approach (Ktho 1) resulted In A required bomapowor of IO to maintain A
prippulsive forse of Itl0 lb for ths, front-rotor thrust of 20.750 lb for It*
atrating along the entire span of the blade. In contrat. Owhn unavorAgod va1lues
ver* used In the Uosing Vorcol 5.63 helicopter perfor.4nc Analysis. i.e. "hen 13
sparnvIsA computational bays veto assigned (IfeTII%) valvaes for oath of the 24
aimuthal, sectors for the ranq Icing tin*. 3364 bp VAe required to maintain the

saeflight mendtion. As can bo *ean for this flight condltion. the harsepover
wehen usiqj vilues of the d*atl*d 1344 numrical schem,# differs by Approximately
5.21 from the most steplified method of averaging. Therefore based upon those
results. the tuethodl of computing a and Hi and hence the performance, appears to be
acceptable for the condlitiona under study.
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in eu.v..ry. %b4 lax Of the Analytical fro~it ofprerar
deAr4Ak"4% for 4 epedif 114 "IP h('IIittr Icterwartligh C+Q10e In t0A
pt#1#4 fi T1 It*s tm Vorbt, kVAIVAV§Cd Ut Allit 1etet1ine4 th# horstpovcr

qulttiv4;1 t"%Alstft ilth thoe sIXY41e4"4 In attuel Ol*vi. 114
taiculatlooe tnv*4ve 11 motr 4PAW16is Aticos. khere #"IN C@a uflwmste 1my 'gas
AAIgn*4 a drag~ Inertooot for A Itivon let"g Of-, Incrvet o Letioh of It
411tJ0-1 *IltomtC 1he S4ig Vetl 445 helicoptor rsencMoo e4yats Mao
thatt uted4 for 41e front octet Of thq CpV4- hlitcotvr teifti4ur~aft to 4AeseA tjj

4ddItIenAl ho soeovo required to evarte the Ir4Creesad prefile, drag, The Ctte
cyclic conttrols vere Ch.AP4,. *5 notAce ry to SAiAren the (tight comentii Use
sethN4 ofAci~P hvraie 110 alask b.aIevettiAt~d by 9WI.fIP& O the 4C~t/%) t~f
..alh ISO q4dt~h Atisehally at a ficed r*4141 loction to 9 AMd AC hitm
W1AC 19). * AndI h vagulttIin C. AC %ft4 hears (l4C%) ThFrftf~qte of
aviiato a end hi at I lhad rA4ial I"Ae~ns to eAian r. AC arid hencit (l$4%/% )
YI*l4+4 acCeptA%0le tV*Vlie W1011% * Litc Of tllAC9C) asissothelly (Or each W%

"trot t a Macd radial locatimt. thus V*eAuy asopliing t1W iralulAtief
Process. Alim, tht *xisni of the *pAnviAt Icing has 1heen cheiM to hve at
significant ffect on the horfopousr fequired to viointein the specifid 11101
condition.

XV-15 tilt rotorfiR)

Th* OhjWaIire Of this Study WAs to C44 the CUrrent imthodolugy thAt has been
praVIOUSly establisU6d MAn Apply these4 ieChndqV&. to the XVl) tiltrTOW #SytAS
In A natural icittg *ncounter. the* four %*dea of operationi Are txperiented in
this symne. i.e.. hetlicopter hover. helicopter ferward flight. tilt rotor and
propeller. the ne~thodology did sist ta detersm the effcct o rime kIceAcrto
On horsepower required to maintain A specified flight condition at a function Of
icing tisa, In this Approach. the conclusion can then Ue drawn at to iUhich *ode
of operation esperientes the greatest percentage of performinco degrsation In a
natural icintg encounter.

Th. basic Assumptions used in this study consisted of the was of 4 single CV-
15 propulsion Wnt. theo fuselage wats not reorientid dun 6 the Icing period, no
iet ws Allowed tO ACtrete On the luawlage, end adjUatnent Of cyclic Wsasd to
naIntain the flight condition. The X'J-15 prop/rotor has three blades iwith a
radius of 12.5 ft. uses NACA 64 tres airfoils withs A constant chard of 14. In.
end has a maxtlAms thicbness/chord ratio ranging froe 8 to 27W. lbst aetoorological
conditlin chosen corresponded to time Ica at sea level witb a free-air tbo~arature
of 00r, liquid wcier content of 0.44 9/, and a voluse uedian droplet diantiter of
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Ow-. gt#&E#& ~V a horts'er to PAIntAin tht f1ight, t#6iitian evr th# e10all
at rifiresca v~a he m a~q r tolo- ty'~ th4 ti ilt-rewe W#,s propuller 6*o
and h*eespra t~awor 0#40. Iti* ice cros# only t* 04o 10w raiail l. tien. the
htlicoettar forwACA-flightm. 64t ill, r#fa ts ), LrV..wAat "ftwt of Mrate~er.
ARsA pr#"Ilor ui ha. wm*4 to Cho siptiwA "ohiewt falloed4 Uy tht Istittptty
he 4#s and Ctit-rgter 0#40. It It* 4ectetfs to IM. 40 radial 4CAktion. It it

for *AA t mttat the h*IIt#ptor torvArd-fltght oa4t it new roptot#4 by tht
pyott o. ao tollt Iy wh# o ltqtt Msvt mod.. Th helicepter forward.
fiM& mod. ta now dt"4~a to tho nijAber wtt. 16tALIen 114e10"d %;y vto tilt.

7111X2. t 111s~4@~~?0Nllm

(I) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i Htl~ps frad (I licaptarfervird (1) rtIre1tr
Mot~S v54s flight eds mod#

()ilt-rawr 00 (2) ropetalr "o.j (3) ##Itcoptor

m3 r,~llar we. (0) ##II"tC e Vo .i - (tlicaptaPr forwrd1
made flight sod.4

(4.) tIttCopter hewwr (4) Tilt totor 6ott (4) Tilt roei

Ini Sw=Ny. thef prforowtc &AT4tton &0e to Icing for thn XV-15 tilt-rotor
AttCtAft ieS 14#h OVAIUltAtd in t1rs of horuapowr r. olr*. to uointAin X
sreclfiad flig.ht condition. ThUa study hks b~on candutctod for the time Ice

conditton far the holtcer hover. hlicoepter feard-f litht, tirotw and
pro~peller **-a or OPMAttIen. PUAad On the present rOSUltt, the COnfigerAtiOn
madte mat Offsiot1'r to time Ic# accretlon Io dapon4&Vnt on Cho sawiie econt of
Ito accrtion. This conclusion iXhkn 41%.10 ris# to tho, ne4 for studio& of an
Aithilon fores/centrlfug4I force odel. aerodynaic hatig owdel, and a f-Arther

IIACA 0011 airfoil with toneric ita(77,)8)

VS04tunnel Cotse Were conducted With A tuO-dIXOna1on41i RACA 0i Airfoil
having a 21 in thord to Invostigate, the affect of Iteyoolds numher on t
aorodynsmic perforsanct with and without a generic Ice &hap. attched to tho
airfoil leading ad&*. The Re~ynolds numbjer range Investigated consisted at 0.36 to
3.16 % 106 which covers the operating regime of A model helicopter rotor
tip(77.60). The airfoil experiment alto served to goneral is data bank for the
generic ico shape addition inclvding roughness In terms of Ct0, CL. CL.Ax. and

TMa airfoil tests uttlited the Texas AMf University 7xlO ft lavespeed wind
tunnel. which Is a closed-circuit tunnel with a test section 7 ft hij)t. 10 ft wide
and It ft long. Anty djixired test-section, Reynolds numbtr up to I . 84nl@/fc may be
obtained. Life, drags and foment masurements &re takcen via the sin-cosponent
external balance. Resolution of forcer, and moutnts to accurate to wi'thin 0.1 lb
and 0.1 ft-lb. respectively. Upon travamiasion or the moasuraento to the Fericin-
P.lser 8/16 7. data acqisition and analysis computer system. corrections are
Included for wind-tunnes. interference and model support effects. The 21 In chord
MAA 0012 airfoil section was sountod vertically in the cost section. cantLIoered

to the external balance beneath the wi:.d-tunnel floor and pivoted at the wind.
tunnel ceiling.



Tho geeric ice Shape utULred during the present ratst has bean de#Cqented

by Lo(31) And Abtt. iC &1.(31) * the man rotor of a tit.II h4ltieoptr doring
An t i g flight test prograt. The Ice profile chaen for this atuy WAs bsd e,

tho Criteria thet the shape told IF reasonably *€4104 to the 0edal hetceptar

main rotor including teughnesi (9,10). The 44% radial station of thil ofIN mi
rotor vC4 selected cortes ondlf to A fligh.t-tst condition catt55) iWong af a I

min icin, *ncoontr with a (re.g-r tesperstur* ot -lef And a liquid wstor
content of 0.7 9/u-. fig, 15 shva a projectlo of the Ice shApe as moldod drting

the flight Cost* end thet Used on 11h4 t%%*l airfoil model.

Fi$re IS. (A) ActUAl I t triation As 40csentod during
fligtlh toos of titI hollcoptor. (b) ice Shape
wa~d onl (unn e44 (¢les tough ness). (€) Coasp~rlson
of (4) And (b).

The 4qACA 0012 airfoil te.ttort 4at Initially tested with no gqnrlc Ice
addition to obtein bAtelitto edte ard ostablish agreouenc with Abbott And Von
0orhoff((l) for the cas ur 14-3.) x 10 6 . T *Berle Ice shape ws then
attached to the teading edge of the airfoil and the cost matrix repeated. Iffecta
on the lift. drag, and pitchiPr moment about the quarter.chord as a function of
angle of &track and Ueynolds iysaber uere then examined to determine sarodynaic

t.remnta due to addition of the generic i4 Shape.

In the study of lift uith the addition of th* &sy*tric goreirle ice &hap*
with roughnss, early boundMAry.layer transition Is expected In addition to
leadiog.edgo separation and reotacthont. As shom In Fig. 16 for Re-0.7x10

6
, the

addition of the generic ice shapi does cause promature stall with a significant

reducttrn in CLand stall angle of atrack. Hire it cun also be seen that
because of the asymmetric location of the generic Ice shape on the airfoil leading

edge, the maximum lift coefficient and corresponding angle of attack for both
positive and negactiv values differ, unlike that of the symmetrical alrfoil. Also

due to the asymmtry of the ice addition. resulcIn in leading edge boundary layer

separation and distortion of the airfoil pressure diatribution, camber is

Introduced resulting In a rero lift Angla of attack shift to approximately .0.50.
This appears to be consistent at all Reynolds numbers tested. Also. it was noted

there vas no change in the lift.curve slop* wuhich could be detected for the
Reynolds number range of 0.7 to 3.4 x 106. Hovers, a alight dependence of the

axicuWS Ir' coefficient on Reynolds number Is indicated in cooparison to the no-
ice tao.dmenuional airfoil values.

The increase In the drag values for the airfoil with generic ice attached for
Re-2.1 x 106 is shovn In Fig. 17. Here, upon comparison with the clean airfoil.
it can be seen that an increase of approximately 1201 is found for CDe. ,The CD

values Increase significantly as CL Increases, e.g. exceeding 200% at a CL of 0.6.
For negative angles of attack, due to the asymmetry of the generic ice shape, the
CD exceeda this value (Fig. 17). Reynolds numbat effects Indicated a slight
dependence for the range of 1.4 to 2.8 x 106 w'th an Increase for Re-3.4 x 106 for

both positive and negative angles of attack. The magnitude of the CD Is of the
sae order as that predicted by Bragg and Crelorek(34) and Lee(37).
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locent cefflcients About the trfoil qrtar.chord were also measured, And a
COpraencattIV CoN arlton of the ctitn and g*ne ric Ice case is presented in fig.
%I for 94-2.1 t lot. U4 maent coeffiaent data for the clean conffigtAtion arte
characteritic| of tht s)xwotrk airfoil and are qctaeable within the resolution of
the wind.tunn balance. The 4441tio of th, gonorLicle shape rosultx In two
eff ets on the lsltchlnS momnt Variation 'is A func:tion of CL. A small no$*-d 'o.

pitching tam4nt Caused by the c&qbr affeCt simlar to the 0 0 shift vas noted.
Also. Ila influence of the 01l|st~d ce on dvilct. Is large, vhsr* th slope of

the curv becopps posittvA due to the reglon of incipier.t separation and Its
influonce on the airfoil pressure distribtilon as A reoulc of the artificial
Introduction of camber by the generic Its shape. Tlh effect appeared to be
relatively Independent of Reynolds number for the range tested.

In uary. ld.tunn l tests wera condocte4 with a two.diensional MCA 0012
airfoil having a 21 in chord to inv stlg at the effect of Reynolds number *n the

etodytiu#lc parfoarmnce th and vithout a &*enrlo Ice shape Attached to the
airfoil leading edge. The Reynolds nuaber range Investigated conislod of 0.34 to
3.31 x 106 which Inc l v a tn. operating regime of the model helicopter rotor tip
(79.40). Valu4es of Co. CL. Cax and CC& ver presented for the no.ice/genertic
ice Airfoil configuratitons. And have Shovn that the addition of simulated lre to
the leading adge *I ph- airfoil creaces prOmAture stall vith a cnneidorAblo

reduction In CIA,, And stall angle of attack. An Increase In the drag values of
120 to 200% coapared to tha clean airfoil values was measured In addition to a
signifipAnr Increase In tho airfoil moment coefficitnt about the quatter.chord
rctulting in positive Values of dC/dCL,. The aerodynamic coefficienta of the
airfoil ith the leading.edge generic ice showed little dependence on the Roytvlda
number range tested.

CmCIA 0 go ett

0 Ice

Z.00

Figure 18. Measured pitching moment coefficient about the
quarcar.chord of cn NACA 0012 aigfoil clean and
with simulated ice (Re- 2.1 x 10).

I
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i0el helicortor rtor vith seneri ice pO(7R,10.12)

A radiocontrolled nodel helicopter ves tested In the I i 10 ft oulsonl vind
tuneol at Texa MJI University. Extensivo testing of the helicopter vas perfer*4d
In both the clean And Sero ic[e conftiguAtiom of the main rotor for hover And
forward flight. Data rAAtive to helicopter portotuence wer gathered 4e A
function of freostram velocity. fuselaAe sAt)t of ineldnce, Uin rotor tyM,
rotor colloc.tvo pitch angle, end radial extent of Ice.

The generic Ice geometry chosen for this trlsot irpresentAtive of a shape
that rcsult*d from A 3 mi natural Icing exposure at a toll I.NII heolcopter main
rotor, as previously discuased In the MCA 0012 experimental study. Patural Ice
roughness, because of its relative IMportance to the aerodynIc charAfteristics

(11). es simulated on the generic ice shape using en aluminlum oxide grit. It
has ben previously nted(34) that An Iced surface roughe s k/c of 0.001 i
typical. Tervfore. A grit site of 0.025 In. was chosen to provide the proer
roughness dlameter for this test.

This test progrAu makes use of a commercially available radio.controllid
model helicopter. Te model helicopter has a two blade main rotor that
Incorporates an untvisted ,ACA 0012 Airfoil section with A 2.5 in constant chord
and 5)3.375 In diameter. The #Ain rotor t pftered by an Internal combustion
engine of approximately I hp. Four servoamchankmas gore Installed In the model to
co-trol the main rotor rpm, collective, and cyclic pitch. In this series of
tests, the collective pitch and rotor rpm wore controlled r4motely with the cyclic
pitch fixed at 00.

The model helicopter was mounted on the T.IMU subsonic 7 x .0 ft wind tunnel
six.cospentn balance, vhich Is capable of measuring forces about the three
principal axes and moments about the main rotor hub. The centerltne of the 00o31
gas aligned and fixed with the wind axis. Tvo mountings secured the model. which
consisted of one directly beneath the fuselage aligned with the main rotor hub.
and the second on the nodel tall boom. The taill rotor of the helicopter was
removed to allminate the effect on the etai rotor torque measurements.

ilie nodel helicopter test consisted of three phases with the identical test
suboatrix repeated for each phase. Tare moesureme*;ta gere Initially taken of the
model gith the rotor blades removed since It was desired to ultimately Investigate

the poroans,ce of the main rotor alone. Tare measurements were %ad* at
velo,-tlem of 0 to 40 mph In 10 mph increments. Phase I then Involved testing the
helicopter in the clean or no.1cC configurAtion, obtaining thrust and torque
seASUreMentS As functions of several variables for both the hover and forward.

flight conditions. In Phase 2. the generic ice shape wsa applied to the min
rotor blades to the 85% radial location. and thrust and torque measureoents were
again made for both hover and forward flight. Simulated Ice gas finally applied
to the 100% radial location of the blades In Phase 3, and, once again. thrust and
torque measurements gore taken.

Thrust and torque measurements have been made for the modal helicopter in the
Iced and no.ice configuration for both hover (o-0*) and forward flight (o-.l1°

)

conditions, Fig. 19 shows the offects of the spanvise simulated Ice accretion in

hover for A collective pitch setting of 45o. An increase of approximately 1501 in
torque coefficient is noted for A Kiven thrust coefficievt ghen simulated ice Is
applied to the main rotor 85 radial location. An additional increase of nearly

150t in torque coefficient may be seen vhen the generic ic is applied out to the
rotor 1001 radial station. Using the results of Fig. 19. the large increase in
torque coefficient that occurs when the outer 15% of the rotor is iced can be
shown as in Fig. 20 for a constant thrust coefficient and illustrated the
performance sensitivity of the rotor.tip region to Lce accretion. The apparent

exponenrial decoy in thrust coefficient in the rotor.cip region for a given torque
coefficient seen in Fig, 21. again illustrates the sensitivity of the outer radii
of the main rotor to the ice accretion process.

eI
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Figfuro 20. Increase In rorque coefficient as a function
of spanvise extent of Ice accretion for a fixed
thrusc coefficient; hover condition (I - 50).
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to the SISUIat4d Ire Attrat*". fig. 22 tlluatrarca the loctrease In tot"u
Laefiit &#a to the openvioe Ihe a441cloii for a 9i'oo thrust cvvtfiIcient at A.
ColtCIV* pitch enrIe Of 40. An intreASO Of 4Pprexitaly 30k In tOrque
coffcInt to found going freet th*e lean to the IlW %LoAte@4 ice coofijtratloo,

AMd A J%aap of a "roxiattiy IM2 occur.t In 0t,4 torque ftICIent for the lO01
t444 cond1tion eer the titan comfigp.attAci 4t a ittvn thruat coofticloot. This
Can he attribUted to the VXtent of iedi tdi s eot~ AMd PrettUT, beUnAry.
layer transition that to Induced by the ro goore hApe At the htgher coliwcto
pitch AntI0.

For a &IVOR thrust coofficetm, torqu* coeffIclent ueiV#a Are piectood as A
function Of sponist cin ro xtent at darload Iroo the *xpcrIonte data I" Fig. 21
for a toflatt~Eli pitch of e*0 hRe Apln. as In cme hoer case, the InCease Ii',
rojvIsr4 tort"* coefficlont to dIoplayed. The sonsttvity of the rotor-tlp region
Is cePhAsIt4d, *.A. far 4 Atymn thrmst coefictient of I X I0., the rtquiroid
tort" toaffillent increa ISOW vhtn generc Ite Is Aprilied to the l00% radlal
location. The sensitiVity Of the tIp regiont app*ars to &Wcras, AN the thfust
ctWheNot I* Increased. "lovvr, even at the Wghoxt thrust C#efficient Aho".
An incre*aAe In tOrqUe CeffhICent Of 1001 reSults tea the arpIt~cationt of the ICq
thape to the IAO% rtor radial locAtIon.

tuen A constant torque caffhlnt [it oaIntiained anbd thrust cteftlent to
ploted as a flunction of sparnvile Icing auttat. rig. 24 1& obtained for A
collective pitch of *S0. 1h thrust cotfficlont to setn to decraso sulbotanrally
As the generic ice io appieod go the rtoer 100% radial location. mme *gain. the
severe parfor*aote degr4Ationt aes6C16t,1d '4th Icing& to the rotor tIp If
vephetxed At In the prevImu Figure. tip itositivtty appar to dtctveate In

terus of prmontaoe with Increasing torque coeofficient. butc considerable thrust
dsgradacion *till exists for All Corqso coefftcient VAlUeS InvvsttgAted. Similar
results vore obtained for pitch an$1e6 Of 018 AM4 0, with the decrqtao In thrust
tCOetiiont fot a givan torque coefficIent hecoslng lost sevre with doereasIng
rotor collectivet pitch angle.

a ..

6.0 6.

5.0 SX0*

2.0 - I

C1 - $X1O0 I
2.0 -

20 40 60 so 10

Figure 2). Increas in torque coefficient - ocswIafi
As A function of spanvia. extent Figuro 24. ecrese In thrust coefficient as
of Ice accretion for & fixed a function of apanvlse extent of
thrust coefficient; forward flight Ice accretion for a fixed torque

(- 110. f - 50). coetficierxt; forward flrh~t conditimn



In iss"wry (or this trogrts, is e4d hlicse too to bn U344 to Collect test
4etA end frovI&e A" erraonrAl ew~ *f Aitsdyi helc#pte p~orroe In 014 1
X 10 fc 041A'eIt '4II, CUnnel *ot fAXAL $J.'it~oety. Ili* resent sIvj 2 WA
4#tWtrAAi that 444 of A Oih44 NlitspISi A VIO~D1C *#AM flA procurins' uch
Pat 44AA A #Ie,4At#4 9*MrIC I0' #W** Vol AttAghed ts the Ttor blej..s. Mort
ta, the !S4 rotor lOattion afA *##"onIy t0 te 1004 r~ditl location. and
pet fmntmO 51414 Vvt# oblaihed for litil 1wooe 4o4 fervArd flight. These data
Illustrate #a: If ICA? dogtadstIn in W41iCOept PrforwmAhC Withs respect to
It~f"* And4 ILShlSAI £094f1CCe51 .*heft tho Ilt/t*d its V4o 0"1104d ts iq roter
Ul4des, Tho sooottivity of t0A roltr-ip region VAs 4lto s4""tted 1by fittiog
t)W CocssI4r4'I# adjt*M &4.stTodstIt that OCCUfred Awen AeifC ice VA* AiplIed
to tlhe totrt th0 MN lOt 4Al lOac~iO 5 As COOpAtotl With I$ *It A144 Ice
PeFrfertAnct values.

I1ctly. another otuWy by Tmnetl mrd )Korkxn(12$ Na been coopItt*d to V.St),
Vmnd tWWIno tnAIS hA~rO Alfe U04" tei.10uC# Iis vihs 0N c04ociolly 4y~iIable 00.4#1
helictetr 4uscrI1ed -wati to Invrestigate tho &&egrAion In *Ain rotor fotsied
(light ptriorw~ftne CAUSie ly generic ice A&401W I M he ffeCt Of NRoynoids nuao-er
4m th *orm,4pvyfASjt forces corrospendfig to conditios With, end Witihout gwenei
Ite fott"i lUtxched to th loading 4044 wot also invtttICt4.. This: XEtud
vitllied boths prisery And priflery piti secondeAry reneric ico sApes. Which, -tor
tallor*d Vy rAdially According to t h ri u g~jtP A a of L*()I) end ,Ahot. qt

Itye on MIn chi* study 0*t In generol, (er high futelege indc#e. tho
erts~net of generic; Ice Introduced a noticeable froeottemn And rototionel velocity
dependenrce (rig. 21). It Vol Also dqtgrnined thsr. IN dcalas In redforoaftf
veto cAused by 4leeig edge seperAzlon regisni and i04C0e44d AsurfAc rft~hoes.

ref fully iced. I.e.. priesry plus secondary rgeneri; ice. tse velocity Influgnce
Supeot 11ictoI dreg ratio. thrust coeffictent. AnM trquo coefficient apparently
decteAsl With, IncrVeentm, In blade4 pith Angite.

92

Sw .... I .. ...0.130: ~'v 014 .: 717 1

seerlyafece by Inrae In airfi ogns. Ica~t ld

coetie ngleield bhrsetrs eficencyralue WhcharrIflened by thrset i uee

presence of generic ice. ltovovar, this higher blade pitch Introduegs thrust and
torque coefficient depandence upon velocity changes. as shoin, In Figs. 26, 27. and
this dependence appeas to be severe for clean conditions. L.... no Ice.

t-
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1It#19tt" Wri ttde1ee. it WAS *Atofttn that th,4 ylffef4 of 1a1
iqWAr e* fot gos1~r~ Ats1 1 et tot th# . havier- af Khoa PreA*4vr# MAlliA

in thin Ift.AtItAtion. ThuA. Lb.. "Ce# ty of WgAidAtiP4 4wah fegw~tto.& In t's
avarall ~r*4MVnc &A~t len Promn Is aft A#cad Iopena**e itfW.I legicIt

w ip U .a owa :)I woit accwut 4. Wt eOrc Ox *nOivV 040"oA a of oM~ir
04~ of It Atuttteft fl Atiraft.

In sA.441rea to tht oxjied, duop~t t In At4410%j fOocCO! Itr@Wicd try
vAftuan*S in togt Ity"Ns 4vi t~erA @11a4 M 44t.4 #44r to bA I Iuhirev4 biy
644njvS In ff~tf~teA Wn 001411044 vt01117 IIa 4.0. 1*0 d a~otiA4 of th,
4at " 640h "104ty vrittloo to o7VArently 400tt4 by inteaceo III Moat

chori. t to tiM paca1Iblty of xtypitat forc* Wfi. vwated on1 the 14"s due
to IM o ih aoldity ratio ueeviti from 14440 Chori IFereeenu. any 4Actiac4ti

of the offecc "p perforoMnto inmc#u4 by latiit"#ta1y difere lreynold
MWsArf VAY net Iko V4li4. t"V4wt. It Appeafo thAt th& Ilifas pAfA4tott JVA144t*4
Io tht pfoatfit. tIIW.SAIIO4 fiaOelY. lit t LA tAt fatIO. thNtUt (O4(tCI#APt to
solidity rktio, A44 tgrit etfiltnt ti 0.1dlt rtito Are Advrtty affected b
Tho roet0 In U14"a chdrd.

lto this 1W~Y(S). the *AutNhota baA t4atl10 $,!ifst 4VVA for futf
InVVtlsAio . To roaiblly avold or ref"CO tOrtuard flight d4zo drpeottc on
froeatoa And Vocational Valoetty' a rotor larger In d4eua*t~t aPA b14,R4 r
t ~ loo tow4e. rma prep.r Incivaegt in thao two Meeitu~ homulut* tbtolewat
(r@% solidity ratio. ttspraalblil to iLull #W0o VAtuaa. And scale tit Pact the
1#bIjulfat of the tustin;. facilittos. fiev similarity C"udd Also fb* ochliera by
mAtthing tht OOA1 WOeIitAl tip "Ath tpialher to full #961* VAlues. A ?prCed#te
tosoftly dwe. Tho t# iced 4eutn*d by twit&p suh a coijratIef would Tk#
tharataried 'by A wtr vilaxic beohivior. AMd bttfr tultod for crnop~rtaan.

Flfur* US. Retynolds number effects chli lift to equivalont drag ratio,
clean bladds. a-.?*. *05

lNLA5.7UMNi.?ZM CFlINMl4s or cURU* XZIODOLODT

Alth)ugh the present analytical models does provide reasonable values of
performance degradation for the complicated case of rotating sysbes such as
propellers and helicopter rotor blad., the methodology requires refinement and
firth r exaination. This future work can be classified Into near.:eris and far.
trm.4



(a) 4Q44ttfY ea t / hsn ffects &0o too rit io 4C91"At t04 1o41r
eAg*ato th4 airfoil vith A tosuiIltig4 shift Int the Af-gli at attack for lote lift,

(to) Nvralute ii t of tee actratton oIm the woor.f £oeffictict AS will As
lift coo fittint.

(C) Iftwettl.AKO An AflpropfI.tu o tt~4I44~~ force 04ol AnM Its
relation to the Sftilfit* ba rth al1"4 the rotor blaek.

(41) wstoo the Influence of kile htilg on the PpAnwisa ice growth along
the rotor bla4e And Ito offct an tht comrIf agal/adhohtton force model.

(A) jo.#Xsloow the drag coffijCjint cotrolAtioni for rim. slead, and glaze Ito

* candittn~o).

(4) Ciatbllsh A standstAl:#ro heliooptoir rotor Icing wmoal to beo uaed In
conjunction with an oxistin; p forenca" rotor nue*rricel Anzlysts.

0(b) InvootgAte this dogrAdAtlsn in the M'.r A4 ment otall boundaries duo to
th* Ice Accetlon procfpo.

(c) Stmdy the uostaily offecta on airfoil porfamrmnc* undr the Influence of
Ito Accretion.

(d) Oocerint the Wffct of Ice attrition on the w.o shopos. uodal
froquenicies, and sass distributions of hitllcopto m~tn ze..r blades.

(a) ftabllsh An airfoil 4401411 cAabity to "inlets* Ite Accretion ponaltles
for both ecpter rotor and propoller systams.

VorkhA bCaaE atM ndIS continuing In SVOrAl Of those AreAS. A* these nov
roflwaenta bocome AvaiIable, the current strhodology vili be onhanced end
roprosent Improved modelling of tho Ito Accotion procola for rotating systems.

Tho methodology that has beon davolop4d to predict the performAnco dogradattan
of rotating syatoas In natural Icing conditions l~an boon described and rllstmosot.
UthoreticAl studies of the porformsnce degradAtIon Incremento duo to keing
Involving the propeller, helicopter In hovw. holicoptor In forvard tlitht and IV-
15 propulsion mao., have boon suimmsriod. Expertwontel studies d&aling vith tho
ttACD. 0012 airfoil end bodel helicopter vith/without &tn~erIc ice shaein to pport
of theue theoretical s"tu ha also boon summArizod. In light of the results
of these theorotical Aoia porimental offorta, roftnesonta to the current
metbodology bayo been suggested.
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SUMMARY

A Vog Wn vWin tormnl Inviv5ton of W41 effects of o1tcro-1 grcvd n~lrgtant4dNg Plids on tho adynr*m ierat
of a Doo"n 73720OADV Akrpan has boet onducted, The ftht lost was DoIlmWe In Kuoplo. Finlan. and ft1 wWn tunnel lost
wa cante ouIt ht NASA t*s Research Conlt r in Resarch Tunel. Fluids tested In boh fPohl and IN1 %W iwunel Include a

amcnroing AMui and three "ftiWn5 An mC " flds commat~clall avaiabl durVQ g OtW~1 t IM BMII t MUM~ lost
tesuit 040A WW tunhel 1sults fho that fluid remai on 11s0 wing *ht Wolfw ad com a moswitbto ft Wos and drg IncAso.

ddfinc~ Feor o onwolnfud.tse nyh i idllnl.so ~r~am~ rireard1accoeitc

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABIBREVIATIONS

ALPI-AD Anglo of Attack of body wawfrine
ALPHAW Anglo of atack of wing chord piane of 20 model
c 20 msodel chord length
a Meon aerodynamic chord of 3D half model
Co Airpane draig coot leont
C. Shin Wdcien coefficient

Airplan hit coetfackan
C1  Sectional ON~ Cofficient
C. Sectional pile"g mnoment cooflciont

COSA Dra coatriclenl In stablty axes
CISA UN coo fficlemit In stability axes,
CLSAC Sectional lift coefficientIns.h ae
CPMS.A25 Pitching momont about quarter codof MAC In stability Axes
ft- Dogrees
FV10I Forvwd
ft Feet
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In Inches
It Averag fluid m"v height
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1 Temperaltr
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ftAngle of attack
20 Two dirnensional
30 Three dinionslontal

AEtO Indicates effects of thrust are riot Included

c.g. Cet of gravity
MAX Maximum
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1.0 INlTRODUCTION
The aerodynaimic effects of Wairrf ground delci aMlclng fluids Is a trple that rias bWA receing Increasng entlonI In

recentf years as the use of these fluids tiecims mwoe widespread and $WnuotcAtod. Incresed via a1 those fluids is a result of the
Ne to maintai safety margins luring AM=rrs weather condaiens. The wres e 0t frasil.lta. or snow on an airplane cannot betaoted because of the resultig ad4erm aeodynnalrtoffcts, Use of witlonian do"in fluids ensures that none of theso
contaminants are on an aircraft at dispatch. These f11"s offer protection frco mios, Ie, and snow lot a relativoly Ort lin*-
typically about 15 min In steady snw. In many cas"i,'owovar. exposure times pr~er to tIN beginning Of th-3 takeoff run can be
much longer than this, particularly In adveirse weather cotdllons. ,1lennwiA an Ntclrg fluids were "eined by the fluid
manufacturers, In cooperation wffh the airlines, to overcomeo this probtom: b ptoviilt rtoction for longis periods of Ernc.. These
snt*lln fluids have boon used extenisiel In Europo lot many yeas, t heir usoa i5 ncreasing in the Unitd States. Ilowever.
both the nonnenienlan ant,"n fluids and the navitoniani deo"n fluids can - 4gfiy viscous at low tomnporaluros. As a resuft.
there hAvO bee luestilons raised by Alarae urt1actutots and Airlines About ror completely the flutds flow oft of t wing by
littolt and the magnitude at posslbi resulting afrorse aerodynamnic effects.

Doein conducted A wind tunnel lost ri a sn..i4 tcale model In I93 M fleferonce 1)1 I vestlgal the aerdynamic effects o
anti-Ing fluids. Since the test was conducted In an uncooled wind tunnel, the pnio nw~n aniscin fluids ware modifiod to have
low*terporature Viscosity characteristics ait the warM tunnel temperature. Yho result Of that 10st Indicated that the fluids MAY

Caus a ossrAW ti $M nd regMa ~o.Ho~o*4 he odiicaionof the fluids an3 the small model scale (0.24) deceased
confidence In the valIdity of those results

In 1004 the Association of Euiopea Airlines (AEA) undertook a fotlowup to the BoeinIVesiain Their objective was to
test a larger scala model In a cold wind iunr.-, which would alOwt t use* o1 unmoired fluids. In a Ilrepaoinvestigation that
exteinded through 1907 (References 2., 3. d 4) they found ta Aircraft ground deldrn;snl~rclg fluids tio cause measurable FAl
losss and drag Increases. Those lasts were an lrrportarit stop forwar In undarctanditg the aerodynramic effects of fluis.
Howover4 they still did not overcome allot thN diqwbac'.s 01 the early Booing tests, Although tis model scale wis much larger than
In the Dlng test, It was still onl 0.59, and It wav a 2D model. This stilt lef some quottion about sesi effects and three.
dimenisional elffacts, Also, no data wore obtained on the effect of the flui on the makimum IA coot lkleft

The objective o1 the piresent Investigation was to overcome the drawbacks of these alo lartsts. To minirnixt, questions raised
by =Icale fcts. a Wtiht tost of fluid effects was conducted on aI 737.200AV alrptae. In ilor to ensure Meat the lost would be
conducted in cold weather condt on ad to allow the use o1 unmodified fluids, It was poftoid in Kuoplo, FIand, during tho
month 01 January. The MUNIrh last results werer then correlated with results subsequently otied on * =Aralsctl model in a cold
wind tunneol. The wind tunnel ratm allowed a wider range of temperatures. configuotione. data measutreets, an fluid
formulations than the flh lost. Italso alt.4 the effects of the fluids on the maximumn 61 coefficint lo be determinied. This Paper

peetI"results of the fight test MWd the win tunnel test. Included is a discussion 01 rsults from the wind tunnel that provide
Inih notephysical mechanismrs behind the fluid aerodynamic effects.

2.0 FLIGHT TEST

The flight last was a Joint effort of fleeIng and thea A. with afsiistance from three fluid rnanu'aclurers. The AEA pirovided the
test airplane. gave technical assistance, and hosted the testing at tho European test sile. Bootn; installed the instrumentation on
the airplane, planned and conducted the fight test, anid analyzed the data. The fluid nicomfactweirs provided the fluids and
transported them to the tost site. The flight lest was cwontd from January I1I1t January *'0, 1988. at Kuo&lo Finland.

2.1 TEST DESCRIPTION

The obfective of the flight lest was to determI-ne the effects 01 ground delcinglantl-Iclngi fui&s on the aerodynamics of a Large
lot tansport airciraft. In particular, data on the effects of the fluids on lift, drag, and haridlingl chrteristis wore desird.

Two basic types of fluids were tested-nwtonan deicing - ' _

fluids And nonnewtonlan anti-cing fluids. Nowtonian deicing flu
Ids have a high g"yo corient (minimum 801s) and a relatiely '-
low viscosty, except at vary cold tempeiratures. The viscosity Is b
a function o1 temperature only. These fluids provide limited pro.
tection against refreezing. Ethylene-glycol-basiod nentuntan flu.
Ids are the principal typo of fluid used In the United Stales.
Nonnevitontan anti-Icing flids have a mlnimum g"yo content of
50% with, typically, 45% to 50% water plus thickeners and In.
hibtora. They provide good protection against tefroozing and
atre used uxtonsfvefy In Europe. Their use in the United States Is

irein.They :tu M ir~ v,:oi= --, tow- anar ==m !rlov!
and theair viscosity decreses dramatically as shear stresi
Increases.

The four specific fluids tested were provided by Hoechst
AG, Kiltrost Ltd.. and Union Carbide Corp. Fluid t was a non.
ethytene-glycot-based. AEA Type 1, newtonian deicing flirld. Figure 1. Appl~carlion ol An t4c/ng Fluid
Fluid 2 was a proe.1987 (obsolete) nonnewtonlan antl.Iclng fluid.
Fluids 3 and 4 wore 1887 nonnewtonlan anti-Icing fluids. Fluid 3 was considered to be the *baseine" fiu.d for the test because, at
the time of the lest, It was representative of the most widely used nonnewtonlan anti-clIng fluids.

All fluids were dyed with a 0.005% concentration of Rhodamine 6G fluorescent dye by the fluid manufacturers. This improved
fluid visibility and allowed the use of an ultraviolet photographic technique to measure fluid depth and roughness.

The fluids were applied to the wing and horizontal stabilizer upper surfaces using a two-step procedure, based on the AEA
specification. The 11irst step was to delco the surfaces using a hot 50/50 mIxture of Fluid I and water. The second step was to apply
the cold, undiluted fluid to be tested. Both steps weire performed using the Finnair EFII 2000 deicing vehicle shown applying the
fluid In Figure 1. The only exception to the two-stop procedure was for the testing of Fluid 1. the deicing fluld. In that case, except
for the first flight of the test series, for which It was necessary to del1co the airplane, only a single application of cold 100% Fluid I
was made.



An ocbfoad dfta system Allowed t Important AIrpIane PArMeterS 10 be recordod as a IUWtion of dnr-, Including ,es
woijbt. center of graety, ngine parameters (ot CompUte tt t. velocity. And Atude. In addiliM vidoo and photographic rive's
of Outi POWOU behavio Woe Made, And flui9?O S m lfot nierug theelelal ptoperties *vre ta~n. A niew fluid Ift depth IsSot
probe wa" develo" spoctficatty for this lost to allow the fluid depths At specific locations on ~t wkng to be diretrined As a
function el tinto. iento era probe caibiahon problem limiled the urefutioss of thate data. A Complete description of the inni
menlatlon is g ven ft Poferenco 5.

The flight tt "rplane was a 737.00ADV, 0 was dry leased from Lufthnsa Akni rental Iron behalt of the AA. Tostng
was pooiotmod usn takoo 1ap sottings of FlN 5, whtch has A seaWdt stt, end Flaps 15, which h a ggped slat. 1'h lTfust
find weight of Itte airplane woe vled In t to keep tio tim to et 1oll and the iflotl Velocity appoinx-slely const ant Io 0it
tAkoolfs at a given flap selung. The exceptions to this wi those flights In which the effect of those parameters was bin
studied,

A series of tkioffs was performed At ach flap self," ova a rate of attitudes to establi h it cuves In ground efte-t. Each
takeoff de4W. a $intlo pornio en t li curv Wra g"vn fld Of lot the dry wing.Tits was doam by reatinth m ptane early to the
dlsired attitude and then conttinulg to acc rate At that Attitude through olioto a IAinial cftirbut.

2.2 RESUTS

A typIa set of tilt curves Is shown in Figure 2. The lift is cleatly lower with the fid ont re wing owe iW the dry baselne, And
the m 0tludo of the &i loss increases with increasing Angle of attack. Note that the fagged symbots correspond to *normal'
iAootff (n early 0tatio),

Figure 3 sumrit.es the lift iss result flot ll the fluids at a body attitude 01 12 dn. TrA corresponds, *pp ,xlmatol) to
the n ntn, ot takeoff safety speed condition, The alrpln e.gq. heiht for those data Is 20m (0.5 Ar), which correspond to
tih coMltion when the tires have Just cleared the runway, Due to tinomnay wan wodir condtions, no dta wore obtained at
tempoaturos below about -OC. The i losses for the Flaps 5 configuration ango front about 6% lot Fluid 3 AtT * -10'C to tss
than 2% lo Fluid 4 a-31C. For the Flps 15 cont ratlo, V t Ioms rta., "from about 7% tot Fluid 2 4t -t01C to About 2%
lot Fluid 4 at T a -3'C, Dasd on the measuta t unoetainly fot gross weight, velocity, And angle of attack at liftoff, tI
estimated Uncertainty In the affect of the fluld on Mi Is t ,15%.
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Figure Typkcal ftht Toi Ut Curves 1i1h and Wthoui FAJId. e I Flght Zost nesufis for tr Fds on Lft

A very limited assessment was made of the effect of variations In time to fatoff. srpod at liftoff, and fluid exposuro time The
rosufts showed no measurable effect lot any of these p armoatL One flight was also rr-do In which fluid wts put on the left wing
only. The pilot reported no noticeable effect at this Piud asymFmotry on the handling characliIstics of the airplane.

The effect of the fluids on the average takeoff acceleration drag during the ground run Is shown In Figure 4 for the Flaps 5
configuration. The drag Incroase va ies from about 24% for Fluid 2 at TP -1O4C to about 4% lo Fluid I at T a -106C.

An ultraviolet photographic technique was used in an attempt to obtain fluid depth and roughness data. The fluid was dyad
with a 0.005% concentration of Rhodamino .G. which is a fluorescent dyo. A G.Om.n Hassooelad canura was mounted on the
vertical fin and focused on the 65% span region ol the wing. Ulitaviolot strobe lights located In cabin window cutouts at the wing
oot wore synchrorized with the Camera to obtain photographs every 2 sec. In order to minimiso ambient light Interference, these
flights were performed at night.

Figure 5 Is a &hotoorwah of Fluid 3 at T - -10'C at 8 sec after brake release. Increased fluorescence corresponds to
Increased fluid depth. Fluid waves have just started moving aft and the fluid surfaco has become rough. Figure i is trom the some
flighl, but just afterlflf. This pholograph clarly shows a secondary wave moving aft from the wing loading edge. This secondary
wave was observed on virtualy all flights. It is hypothesized to be a result of the higher shoing stress that develops near the
leading edge after rotation. This lowers the fluid iscosity and "srubs* the romainng fluid from that area. The movement of the
wing loading edge attachment Ene (the dividing tine near the wing loading edge between flow omr the upper surface and flow
under the lower surface) toward teu lower surface as the angle of attack ilnceases Is probably also a contributing ior.tor to the
secondary wave. Figure 0 also shows that the fluid is relatively thick in the locally low shearing stress region ahead of the flaps,
and it is relatively thin In that portion 0f the forword region of the wing that has not yet boon affected by Itt secondary wave

2.3 FUIGHT TEST CONC.LUSIONS

The primary conclusions that can be drawn from the 737.200ADV flight test results are as follows:

I) The fluids catc, a measurable lift loss and drag Increase.

2) In most cass, the lift loss Is higher for the Flops 15, gapped slat configuration than lot the Flaps 5. soalod slat
confrortion

3) The effect of the fluids on the handling qualities of the airplano Is not notliceablo to the pilots.

4) A secondary fluid wave flows back from the leading edge Immeiately after rotation.

_ _ _ F
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Fiur 5. PfleogrPh Of FO aeM After Wke flow:*e Fguto 6. PftOeep of Flui M09 me After LifOW
3.0 WINO TUNNEL TEST

The, wind tunnel lost was conducted at the NASA LewiS Research Center Icing Research Tunnel ORT1 from Ad 4 through
April 30. 1 0M8 It was a jolnt BoanNASAtAEA eoi, with assatanco from fout fluld manuft uors. O r;ng pltnnor PM CO&
ducted Me teat, designed ar buA the model and installation hardearo. AnAlytod the data. and documented the resuts. The
NASA Lewis Rosoarh Center provided end operatod the IRT assisted In fh tunnel modcfication end model Instalation, and
monitored the test and data analysi. The AEA monitoed t.l ost to mIntIain cont nuity with tho AEA doclngcng4" fluis Study
program. The fluids that were tested were provided by four fluid manufaclures-Hoochst AG. Klltrost Lid, SPCA, end Union
Carbide Corp.

3.1 TEST DESCRIPTION

The wind tunnel test had five primary objectives:

1) Oetomlnatlon et the effect of the fluids on the naximum lft coeiciont, This was one of the most Important oblcth-os.
Maximum lift with fluids could noM be InvestigAtod in flight because that would have required the airplane to be started near
the ground.

2) Testing over a wider range of tomporatutos. high-tift configurtions, and fluid formulaltons than was done in the fight lost.
This was made possible by controlled laboratoq conditions and the lower cost of the wind tunnel test rela'ive to the flight
test.

3) Measurement of boundary layer date and fluid rim toughness to achieve a better physical understanding of the ft loss
mechanism.

4) Providing fluid manulaclurera an opportunity to Improve fluid lt'chnology through aerodynamic testing.

5) Contributing to a databaso Pf estoabihing otodynemnc acceptance standards for elrctaft ground delctnglant-cng fulds.

The NASA Lewis IRT layout Is shown In Figure 7. It is a close circuit. single return, continuous flow, closed throat tunnel with
a lst soction size of 1.83n (6 It) tgh by 2.74m (9 ft) wide by 6,10m (20 11) long. The tunnel tomperature can be vated from .27C
to -290C. The tost section tufbut¢nco level Is approximately 0.5%. The nximum tunnel spood Is 171 m/s (50 fIls).

Both a 30 half model and .. 2D model were tested. Figure 8 shows details of the 3D half model, which was a 0,091 scale
model of the 737.200ADV. It was mounted on a splittet wall, which housed the tuntatle and force balance. Tasting was conducted
both with and without a ground plane.

Fgrmn % shows details of the 20 model. The airfoil corrosponded to that of the 65% span station of the 737-200ADV. The
mode' 3cote was 0.19, and thu chord was 0.457m (1.5 UI). Based on commonly accvptod wind tunnel practkios, the chord length
was L iled to on-quartlor of the tunnel height. The model was mounted between two splittor wals, which housed the iumtablo
and the force balances. Figure 10 shows the various 20 model configurations that were tested.
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four Mfls tested InIftt test (PFk~s 1, 2. 3X and 4) wore aWs Tested In Ott wkd tunnt. Afto Included in tiai wintd
lumollost om woo eigt noM0*10Nn -exotimo~r kis dMOWeg by the four flUi Manufactutonats~ Af n h 0

As ws dne n te R l lot. &*s WM %~d Wlh 0.05%W14AnuAtiOn o1 Rhod~rnlno 60Imsotdy yf li
manuflutwes, hswsdn.olp*ofudsbll Wt allow th us* of an Ovtaylotl p pttch"t esr

fluiredn ofpt am'ta tetwaduttvoltnuesan y

Data btaind Intho lst I C10 h WOWAcT.rs

4) outat laor otl posstoprofiles (selecte 20 model configurtions onlt)

5)Wing surface sttcpists(0upper. 10 lowot 20 model only)

Tedata system psvo nieposwithin about 10 min of the completion of the run. Final plots wae availble within an
botThe heart of the data acquisition system was an HP9045 computer, which samnpled each of t 28 tnput channets four times

prsecond The output fo hH985was led ditecIy Into a DEC M.icroVAX mnincomnputer for imdaedt iayi.Otu
wsthen ptod on a laser printer. A typical onllne data plot Is shown In F!;uru i.

The asi tet poeodtoswvotisfollows:

2) Wipe on a thin Mam of WSO5 watetRlud I mniture.

3) Pour the fluid to be tested on the wing. -L

4) Use a fluid sctaper to got the 'deslied depth '

(usuatty 0'5 mm), 0

5) Operate the tunnel at idle speed of 0 m/s (12 koasI 1$isn ON

6) Unearly Increase the tunnel speed to 69 ants (135 keas) 42 "
A 30 '1 114 1.1 32 36 so " 4W 140

7) At t - 25 sec. rotate the model from 0 degrees to the
desired altitude at 380915. gUO1.TpclOieOtePo

8) Continue operating the tunnel for 30 sec past endJ of rotation.



CO P401 t"M CTW 04 10e~k Of the tunne trw cW Or*@ 4 M INam th tnne speed 110 lnceeas Im te k speed of
AMA~s 6 "n (42 kess) to 4 Vpee CA abold 12 WnS (24 kaauL %tiv It rewa1'fl fo *"A sevr@4 di4 The s~bseouen tunne tiew

*4# 0to 0 t*(135 k#3)~ it6W Wo frAPPM4nAM-01 IN nexx 25 s- , As shown in r0e ~II. Thts twwwe r~gcelMOW;

1.2 30 HMFMODELF I1I,

A W~CA 411too e~ornonen 4t41 le the 30 hAlf mopdel is shown In Flgure 12 This Wige shows Ila 'cokivt "tu 1)
body anoo- of A.-wit. 2) eficient an 3 pivi" MMW C*QWticeaf Tew o ory 41 4 ba A a 4 slngf Nit M
srOen The Of U* NOW are C"erl W004ie

o : i 7 I I i I i

h1*41 N.W+ L@IDWI tT *Fr.Wc,*-
30 ns#o~a mo'C

cot~

a. o 4 4 i1 6I4 0,13 Oll oft *I &I a 1 42 43

I~W 13lml ft"O a Umnat of W4 o li ft W-A do to+ h Oll I dS.X)~ In O ys the W Is h) got la t o C, R= t 4 dg

This was one of m4 imoat r im t ts of the tunre teot. Once daia At 4i l o Oe oAiod A l st Tehest
,s. In CWA caes. kuwt* as the tomperatuto dMOs m los arem #Ticainlly Nhighe for tWh Flap 4, C*Ped St

OW00A th ll~ otl the FIV U tvld SWml ofigura!nltiono|.l IS kiroz liftlo. ts is Woi so 1t In I pan Ow aare

sacoidAir I et h tmo b*4 horn IN kodng odge 414tW nwthan Is provint on ft Flap S AW0 on rigAOft
Dat acuracy Is tan " t be ut*A I. I% staW e th 04N inruAa y fth dr win " n ~ th v I Arge

A Ooarimo of te M losses for the Flaps 5 ongWetk-n with umo from the WAgh tost is shown in fIgur IA. The flght teit
results Wre shown W~ a body Wattd of12 dog. This CtOrrSPOnds. APPIAn 0ofY. t0 the or4engiMo inoperatill Llk*4off tAfy !Ped
condition and istabot7541bof .2 The wWnd unl resulS wre shown fOr a body attitud of? dog. whi rsults Ina lit coeotient
whic " tv 75olqcus e W R oynoW utiortoncewen n 154aiivrnc o l, i bo thal

between wintd tunnel and Mght d4ot s within the estkmated accray of th20 e0a4 for AN cases except Fluid 2 and Is vuf0nt to ln
cmrenc 101t20 direct use o h 4lunnaf resuts. In spite of the sm-Al MOMe scale, mao agrement with this ftMh tlost data fot the
Flaps 1Sc5 igrto (no shown) Is sOrfL* to ta of the Flaps 5 configuration.

KAU+, '" tt .

o

not~ ft" #vW rsml 4* h,% I'l~ F% Inl "I rt,3 P1,44

Ftwuo 1 30 Hlf MW.d Lif Loss Due Figur 14. Cwpatson of 30 fil0 Modd I=s
to RF=Ws M''~ Fr~hf Tost Results

The drag increase due to the Ptu~s 15 so< afterot he start of tunnel acctoirtion is attown in Fgure i5. This timeo cortopondv.
approximately. to the Urno during the airplane ground togl at which the average taktott Acceleration drag Oc:curs. It Is Inloirost to
note that tho fluids that h4VO the o west lift Iosn at the takootl safety speed conition, as shown prely In Figure 13, do not
no=1ily hawj the lowest takeoff accelertion drag IreaOse. In po.dcutak for the Flaps 6 confliuration. Fuid 4 results In a larger

takeoff acceleration drag Inretase than Fluid 3 at T a -201C even though It cOsts In at much smallr Uhl loss At the takeoff satfety
spee condition. This is probably at result of the ery tough surface deveope jy Fluid 4, which Inicoasas the showing sitOSS
acting on the fluid. This Makes the fluid flo off mo quickly. irosuting in a cloano+ wing and a relatively low hit loss at tho takoO

Tho drag Inctoase due to t fluids at tho takoff safety speed condition Is shown In Fitguto 16. For most cases. the drag
Incress.,o ar larger for the Flaps IS configuration than lot the naps 5 configuration,
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A sumry of the fift losses duo to the fluids for the Flaps 5. sealed slat confiuration Is shown in Figure 20. The accuracy of
these data Is estimated to be t 1%. based on the observed repeatability of the dry wing and WIh fluxt* data. The data awe shown at
8 dog and at C,_,A angte of attack of 8 dog represents the takeoff safety speed condition lor the 20 model, corresponding to about
75% of C,,.. Note that fox the 20 model the angle of attack of the wing chord plane is used. %hleo for the 30 model the angle of
attack of a body water Eno Is used. On the 737-200ADV. the wing chord plane incidence is I dog relat"v to it body water fEne.



r4e tesis shown In Figur 20 ln4CAt that. IM Many cass. tO hUt loas at CN, Is low*( than 414 M kIM 4o A dog. This kuk4161e
Wh tarlo of otN ets an c@1 . o Cr tho 3D W mQo resulls had higher W1 losso at C tm at 7 dt for

aimt 44 CaaS. fs IS L iteresting to not*Vi ml at A t I4M4atu Of -20C. 0 0I IO o Fi . which IS 1 nowoan Ni, Is
boult 13% at C,. This Is sgnicaotfy hig gt than th4 Wnsti n 9% it oss t I du to Flui d 3. which Is a nonnuvit en luid, At

watt • FWPIXO < li d I has klwtM lss4 "t Fluid 3.

T•tr isno tilas to expect DVgrant In ft aba*lrA lae l of M losses an t i" models. sin t 20) modal Is raprso"
teof only ft otboad portion ofthe 30 half model fhoeer In aopring th " Wi of data 4 efundua m heft Is an
ompl actor ft M be to the 20 "t at a gn cor4ioo tha gis agemen within 2% of t 30 Waf* lift lot
IrAW" for Al01 th ids. Thio Iown L;giio 21 at the Fraurn M conditio n Sinc t os m nd ca accuracy is 11% for
both modelt, theeo tsus indicato very good eon t betwon t IN W cases. This Inticalos that rosis on t 20 modol can be
oem to kestimt M .0 l trends. bu as 0 Mo5m k h W tho 30 Wf omdl, lot Wth i P Wtpo n s o . This 9o cor2. tatlon Iis
ptb a t esulti of ft W OW th 20 model a"t Is badn Ithe otkal Sec orton (oW San, whichthe ocoo that doirt
wing boha 4a at Cr l ,.

in.

Th lrlotlol l lol' nda SsonllFas. In Ft.45O 24 lt,. a1 ('OIvilost rsu' l i ldtI .0 .Itvu

Fkulr 2o 20 MoM Lit Loss Duo to luds Figuro 21. CorparIson of 20 Mod t and 3D Mode L$1 Los at
hlaximuvn Lif

One of tho most Iportando Isulft of the lst was the snifriant rduction In t4 loss lot the Fewtydovloped -experimentl"
fluids, As Corrpated to the basoline 1987 nonnewlonlan fl.d Fluid 3. The orperfmontal IliAds wore ltted only o the 20 moMel and
only on the Flaps 5, ctalted slat configuration. The ONt loss results at a temperatr of -204C are shown In igt 22. The lift los
fot Fluid I and Fluid 3 ae also shown lor comparison. It Is iportant to remember that ite unlactotod 20 model tesultS are only
meant121u to reltalv (f.luldto-flOid and omp eaturd-tosemporatwe), to absluto, Elft losses. Tho tesults show that the fit loss
varies from fluid to fid owvr In most cau s, te experimenta l fluids have Ot loes that ao about 4M lower than that of Fluid
3. This Is tue both at ,h dog and at C".

Th effect of ompatuor on th lft losses o tut fou f expermental fluids at C,. is shown In Figuro 23. Note that at a
tompetira t ci6C the titt loss at C,_.. for Fluids 3.1,4. and 5.1 Is nogligibla; whereas, tot Fluid 3 H Is about 6%.

Tho avtgek takeoff accleration drug Is shown fot Flaps In Figure 24 for all twolva of the lis lotsted at T w -20C. It vas
from a low of 2C% to 25% for ov o m the expelmental fluids t oa high olfovor 60% fot Fluid 2.

ha dtag Incra for Flapsu5iat the takoo t saftay speed condition lot all twolvof the fluds tested I shown in Figure 25 at
T a -20C. Note that at this condition, an of the axperimental fluids show lower drag Incroases than Fluid 3.
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ngure 22. 21) Mode Litt Loss Duo to Experimental Fkuis FRgure 23. Effect of Tbinpmature on Lift Loss Duo to Evdrimnitl

A number of runs were made with Fluid 3 on a Flaps IS, cruise leading edge configuration to Investigate the effect of the fluid on
an aitcraft not equipped with leading edge high-ift devices. For these runs, the tunnel flow velocity Increased from 12 m~s (22 liens)
to 46 mis (90 keas) In about 22 sec. with rotation at 18 soc at a speed of about 41 mls (80 keas). This modified procedure was used In
order to be representative of commuter-type aircraft takeoff speeds. The lift los results are shown In Figure 26. For this configura.
lion, the takeoff safety speed condition (75q0 of C,j corresponds to an angle of attack of 2 dog. The flift loss at this condition Is much
larger than that at Cj,,. The small effect on maxcimum ift may be due to the large velocities that occur at the wing leading edge
without the stat. The resulting high shearing stresses and reduced viscosity of the nonnowtontan fluids result In a wing leading edge
with toss fluid residue than that for a configuralion with a deflected slat, and there Is no noticeable secondary wave.
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34 PHYSICAL MECHANISMS OF FLUID AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS

One of the objectives of the wind tunnel lost was to Invosligato the physical mec-risms that cause the fluid aerodynamic
oetfOIs. Oounday layer measurements were made and fluid surf ace oug!noss was delorminod to l'et achieve this obective.

3.4.1 Elf0<t of Fluid Coverage

In order to investlgate the rolatho Importance of fluid chordwiso lockao two runs were made In which no fluid was appire
lorward of a speocfied chod locion. The rotuhs. shown In Figure 27, indicate that fluid lift loss at Ctum Is greetly reduced If fluid Is
applied only to the aft 70% of the chord. There Is very lttle additions! reduction In lift loss It only the aft 40% Is covered. The effect on
drag also depends strongly on whether or not fluid Is present In the first 30%6 chord. The citical nature of the loading edge area may
be due to the very thin boundary layer In that area and the rosutng higher rato o fluid wave height to boundary layer thickness.

Solid roughness of varying chordwiso coverage was also Investigated n this lest. The results showed the same Important effect
of the roughness In the first 30% of the chord.

Figure 27. Eflect of Chordwlso * 30 hW model o Fkud 3 * In ground otect
Coverage on Fluid o 77.coWADV * FAps 5, soed slats
Aewonanm Effects * NASA Lw IRT * T T .10C
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3.4.2 Fluid Surface Waves and Roughness

The ultraviolet photographic technique used In the flight lest was also used In the wind tunnel to record fluid depth and fluid
surface wave helght, Photographs were taken every 2 sec of the Rhodamine 6G-dyed fluid during each run. A calibration plate
having grooves of various depths was filled with fluid and photographed prior to each run. After the lost, a scanning mlcrodonsi-
tometer was used to analyze the photograph negatives. This allowed fluid depth as a function of chordwtso location to be
determined. Figure 28 shows typical results for Fluid 3 on the 2D model at three times during the tunnel acceleration.
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3.4.3 Boundary Layer Data

A boundary layer rake was mounted on the 20 model Wus focward of the halng edge flaps, The rake had W010tal pressure
probos ranging from a height of 0 St mmn (0.02 in) to 40.64 mm (1.60 In) above the model surface. Total pressure profalas were
measuted Wo each of th four basi fluids and lot the dry wing, as shown In Figure 30, The profiles measured with fluid on the wing
do no extend below a height of 5.08 mrn t0.2 in) above thn toodel surface becausa rld clogged the two proes below ths height.
The affect of the fluids on the profiles Is very cleat This ev.oct Includes no only the effect of th fluid rougness on the boundary
layer. but also the 0Bisplacomnt affect of the fluid Itself. a thown in Figure 31, thore i fair ocolatlon between 4* Eft loss du to a
9tven fluid and the height above the model suit ace, at which the total pressure is 99% olrf te frence freastrearn Value,

as -rG"Ad

0 % -". 014, oi on a" I0o

FO"ur 3X Boundar Layer Rake Data Flonr 31. Correlatbo Bomw Lft Loss Duo to fluk and Height
at Which P, Mr , 99
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TraditinlltY, aircraft li tnifi iritSI hT4 thtt ben a ,ajor aviation safety issue. Novever, the
lnctAsl- vie of toosite farralls wn the use of dlqital avyio, c, (Or flight critical syvstt5 Will
rctre tit we specific lirtAln? protection f 4sres Incoporated in the design of Such aircraftIn Or r to maintin he twielent Igptnthl S0414 record presently eftJoyw by transport aircraft. 11%
4441t!on, 14ct4M r¢tct 1101nAJ bisops, *St notably the 10s 0' '4e Atlii/Crtttgr-7 Wehicle At C4ap
€anavral Air force S 0AtF, Florida in rch lM, ae shown tlie SCsgbtltl Of aircraft An launch

hdles to t4t PA*ornetoo of vehlcittrlStr*4 lightning. The porpse of this paptr IS to review te
tweant findings of 04 NSA Storm ilzrds PrOlr.tJ aS they ptrtIn to the atmospheric conditions c'duclve
to aircraft Ishtolog stirles. Iese iata are then tOVMr to recent suairits of li htftng strikes to
orational aircraft fleets, finally, t ed o nch co it criteria for trigSerd lightning blng used
by SA d the U.S. Difens vp rt~at Ari sovonrleis. The Kim research data shkV that the gatest
prailiity of a direct strike In A the mos.m "Cyrs at Ambient temperatures of About -40:C. tlativiv
preciplition And turboltac l4vels pare chrc tereld as negl lible to )lot for these Conditions.
14,etirt , opkratiel fleet 41t Kave shown that rest aircraft I ghtning strikes in routine oeratios
occur at tqaoratures "ir the frcttlag lee in tt-ttl t clouds. The r0n.thufterstorn
eniirOnotnt i% ot en the Smbject of dedicated airorne lightning research.

Although €ConrercIa Aircraft eaptrience €oe direct strike approximately every 3000 flight hours
(once per year per Mir(rat) (1) e4 U.S. military aircraft *aperIonce W direct Strike Approximatel,
every IS 000 flight hours (tnce ptr Ilfete of each Airframe) 1,Z), aircraft lightning strikes have not
been a major aviation safety Issue. The damage usually Is conflned to burn marks on the skin and
traillng e S (1-31. The minImAl daae teperitnced On many alrraft can be attributed to the
widespread use of 4luanltu (an excellent electrical conductor) o r the Skins and primary structure and
the use of mechanical and hrriulic control systems, which art relatively lnsune (ran the adverse effects
of lightning. Howme even in aerospace vehiclts utilizing these traditional. proven design techniques.
lIShtnlng catastrosI ts Involving loss of lives have occurred (3-61. Also, a NASA T-38 jet trainer
rectntly suffered eitenslve fire dwe from a fuel system fire Ignited by An In-flight lightning strike
1).

Nny new vehicle esfigns Include the use of compo.ite materials for primary Structure and skins and
the use of digital avionics for flight and engine controls and systems management. Although these new
tccholgIts prolse ivfrovtftnts In vehicle performance and efficiency, their use will require that more
Specific It ht1nng protection measures be Incorporated In the design of new alrfr3ts and systems In
order to maintain the eucellent lipNtnln9 safety record presently enjoyed by transport aircraft (1).

Two lightning mishaps In.olvi g IA launch vehicles hive Show" the susceptibility of launch
vehicles (and aircraft) to the pheneatnon of vehicle triggered lightning. On November 14, 190, the
Apollo 1t space vehicle triggered tw3 lightning flashes during ascent, causing minor damage (8). Wore

recently, the AtlaslCentsur-67 urmanned launch vehicle was lost following a triggered cloud-to-ground
elash In Karch 197 (9). T1e latter mishap led ".o a ntw set of launch co nIlt criteria for natural and
trlgltred lightning (10) which are row applicable for all MSA and Defense Department launches.

The risks from lightning strikes to aircraft and launch vehicles can be managod by using th methods
of vehlcle hardening and In-flight avoldance (I1). In the first method, the vehicle Is designed so as to
milnize the adverse effects of the lightning strike on the vehicle and its systems. The techniques of
vehicle hardening are not the subject of this paper. Information on such techniques and the associated
englnetril wavtfor! used for lightning certification of aerospace vehicles may be found In references 2
and 11-15. Research data On the electraaagnatic properties of lightning and aircraft lightning strikes
used to develop the engineerlg anode) are given in references 16-20.

In the Second method, which is the subject of this paper, the aircraft or launch vehicle is operated
In such a way as to avoid thunderstorms and other meteorological conditions conducive to aircraft
lightning strikes. Unfortunately, lightning strikes occur under se conditions which are not
predictable or readily Identifiable using current instrumentation and techniques. These "non-
thunderstorm lightning strike conditions are not easily avoided by aircraft: and for launch vehicles,
Including the Shuttle, conservative launch coemit criteria are required for lightning strike avoidance
and prevention.

Significant Insights Into these lightning-related Issues were made during the ASA Langley Research
Center Storm Hazards Program (11, 16, 17, 21), which was conducted to improve the state of the art of
severe stem hazards detection and avoidance, as well as protect!*- of aircraft against those hazards
which cannot be avoided reasonably. During this program, a specially-instrumented NASA F-!Ow research
airplane was flown through thunderstorms to elicit In-flight lightning strikes in order to quantify the
electromagnetic characteristics of in-flight lightning strikes and to Identify atmospheric conditions
most conducive to such strikes. The purpose of this paper is to review the findings of the Stom Ha "ds
Progras as they pertain to the atmospheric conditions conducive to aircraft lightning strikes. These



data Are compared to recent S040aries of ligtitn strikes to oetrational aircraft fleets. Finally, the
rntv MtS409efense oegartment launch coouit criteri a for n'atural And triggered lightning Are sumed,
This Paper (and otfthrs In this Session) will VpMAtt the eaterial presented in two MA Lecture Serirs *4
04l~ Interaction of atm ohric electricity and aircraft (22, 23).

2. SOI:CS OF AIRCTt~~ LICHIlNil STAI1 DATA

2.1 ok r 41 E4~ia fr" om 1f cii i aol tary arcraft fMets collfe44d during routine operations
are aval he fro Several recnt sumanits (1, 3, 4.2111). The principal sources are som'arized
chronologically In table 1. in which the country of arilin, flee surels). And numbor of s as lor
each referenfce Are she*-% along with selectd flight conditions. In Addition, earlier dsata fron a nvabdr
of swuces halo been c"mile and sv"taize In previous roport (2, 28).

A furthe sourcer of data Is oroeildc4 by tht reports of the formal mishap bords which investigated
each of tM4 principal lightning acclikntsiincideats to aircraft "-a launch vehicles (4.9). The principal
lightning mcidtats dad locidont art listed Chronologically In tible 2, In which the type of vellcle,
opemior, ".r&9hical location of the mishap, and fat# of the vehicle arv Surosarized.

2.2 Thunderttrm kesearch tro ras
19W~ntstrrvitiich idriiia which have collected Or reported aircraft lightning strike data (11,

19, 2140)4ftsueurI Intable 3. to table 3, each program Is listted chronologically by nat.
along2 wih 10" principal Pantc1pa;Ing2 avences, probe aircraft, and number of strlIkes experienced. All
tN pro4rM* listed int table, 3 vere studies of Active thnntrssine# this type of meteorological
activity Is the 40st prolific toniorator or natural lightniwgi Activity. No systematic, long-term researco
program on ircraft lightning; strikes in no-hnesommeteorological conditions has been made to
date, Although there are Soviet data on airborne electric fields In such conditions (41).

One of the first Investigations In thunderstorm research was the Thunderstorm Project, conducted at
the end of vorld War ItIn Florida and Ohl* (29, table 3). Although 21 lightning strikets were
txperienced by the fMet, of USA P-61C *Black Wildowi.* the data were limited due to the limited
operational ceiling of tne MI6 and by the Instrumentation.

TMg next major airborne lightning program was the multia ency (OA, USAF. FM. $andia), vulstiyear
Rough Rider Program (30-33). In which a series of airplanes including a USAF F-iooW, was used to
Penetrate thunderstorms In t0e U.S. idiwest and Florida. Although the emphasis of the progras was In-
situ docuftentation of turbulence characteristics for comparison with ground-based radar data (33)
considerawe lightning strike data Also were collected between 1964 and 1906 (30, 32).

During the Thunderstorm Research International Progria-1976 (TRIP-76), a KAMAntes Resarch Center
Lear 248 airplane listruented by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) experienced a single lightning
strike which was analyzed extensively (34). TRIP-76 wat conducted In the vicinity of the NASA Kennedy
Space Center Florida.

From 1978-1956, the NASA Langley, Research Center conducted the Stora iiuards Program. Following a
preliminary phase in 1978, In which a cocizercially-available airborne Ilitning locator was flown on the
periphery of thunderstorms In Oklahoma and Virginia In a NASA DIM- 'Twin Otter' airplane (35), a
specially instrumetetd and lightning-harened NSA r.10ta 'Delta Dart* air plane, shown In Fig. 1. was
flown through thunderstorms . The thutiderstorm penj rations were made to elicit In-flight lightning
strikes for documetntation of the Aiectroag notic properties of these strikes and the associated
meteorological conditions. The lightning hardening procedures (11) for the F-106B consisted of removing
Paint from most exterior surfaces of the Airplane; Installing surge protective devices and
electromagnetic shielding of electrical poaer and avionic systems: and using flash-point certified .JP-S
(or Jet A) fuel In lieu of the more volatile JP-4 (Jet 0).

The Instrumentation syntems on the F-lOW8 consisted of the following: Aircraft Instrumentation
System (AIS) &Ad Inertial Navigation System (INS) for measuring and recording airplane altitude, Kich
number, attitudes, ambient temperature and position (42, 43); direct-strike lightning inst ryrintation
system (16. 17) for recording the electromagnetic waveforms from direct lightning strikes and nearby
flashes using electromagnet Ic sensors Installed throughout the airplane and a shielded recording system
In the weopons bay, several video, movie and still Caneras (21, 44) for documenting the lightning
attachmient And the subsequent swept-stroke attaciunent patterns along the airplane's exterior; and, a
coomecially-available 2-band color digital weather radar (45. 46) which also could display ground-based
radar data uplinked to the airplane via a VHF radio. A summary of these and the other airborne
experiments Is given In reference 21.

During the 1979-1986 thunderstorm seasons, tho KAUA F-1OGO made 1496 thund~rstora penetrations
during which 714 direct lightning strikes were experienced (see table A). The research flights were made
in conjunction with ground-based guidance and measurements by the NOAM Mtbion Seve storms Laboratory
(NSSL) and the RASA Wallops Flight Facilit.y for flights In Oklahoma &Id Virinia. respectively. Starting
In 1982, the ground-based UHIF-band radar at NASA Wal lops was used to dlrecttjipan to electrically-
active regions of the thunderstorms and to provide data used to determine it the i1ghtning strikes were
randea encounters with naturally-occurring lihtning channels or if the strikes .o.e triggered by the
airplane itself (47. 48).

The thunderstorm pe.,etration procedures Used to guide the r-lOGO in Virginia were based on
observations of Storm structure and of lightning flash distribution with the NASA Wallops S-band and
UNF-band radars, respectively (47, 48). In addition to the ground-based guidance from NASA Langley
(where the mission control room was located (45, 46)) and NASA Wallops, the pilots used data from the
onboard X-band digital weather radar to adjust the airplane's heading to avoid areas where hail might be

e xpected maximum precipitation reflectivity lim t 
of 50 M). These thunderstorm penetration 

procedures



".re developed linle the lGMWhSSI, guidelines used iucctsSfully in the Rough Aider Program and with the
F.-100 In 1980 and 1981.

Wring 1914 and 1955 the FMA ad U.S. Air Force conducted the Low-Altitude Lightning Strike
Chsrsc'.erizts'.om Program 119. 36) In which an QA Convir 550 Airplane was used to obtain direct
light.ning strikes a'. lttues below 6 Lx (to 000 1't) while beneath thunderstorm cloud bases and during

042rstont% Penetrations u~p as 1541 prcipitAtio reflectivity limit of 3S 4111. The onboard
ins.runenta'.ion, provided by thr FAX, U.S. 'Air timce, office or Naval Res-oarch, and Frances OINtRA. was
similar to that Instilled on tht "AS F-IiM ROMn RAZArds research Airplane but with a1 stronger emphasis
on the Peasuri'wnt of static electric fields. The CI-500 airplane esperiesctd 52 direct strikes during
the two year CidmpAIgn In lrirda'(tahle 3).

Thwr have bte thrte French gvran'. In-flight lightning strike programs utilizing a C.160
*Transall airplane ((20), table 3) h French pregrams have 4inhA5icd the quantification of the
electromagnetic properties of the acrt.lightning strikos, nctud ng the static electri% fields, and
tht Associated clOud microPhysics. The oPOWationa Procedures were vey similar to those used by the FM
CY-IJI. In the 197,4 cwamain,. the C.160~ collected data from 13 striter (37). The strike data from the
Landes '84 AMd Transall '83 Programs are still being analyzed.

Finally, the Armored T-28 nail research Airplante (38, 39) operoted by the South Dakota Szhool of
hines and Technolog (0111), and the Special Purpose Test Vehicle for Atmospheric Research (SPTYAR - a
oodifit le gShwizer 45)(0)operatted by the how NXdico Institute of Mldng and Technology (INT) have
been utilized In a ubrof Atmospheric switnCos programs, with each Airplane experiencing occasional
lightning strikes (table 3).

3. C00TI0NS COXWICIVE TO AlR:WAT LIGHiTNING STRitE3

3.1 Electrical MAvisv rl T erad LI inin
-rle ir$ghtn1Fq 4iJis"dc11n1rel !1s RRApeilly Interested If, the mannor In which lightning strikes

occur to Aircraft. one theory states thAt ircraft lightning strikes are the result of the aircraft
simply buing In the 'Wrong Place at. *-No r00t tim., and being approached ki' a natural ly-occurring
lightning leader (2). It such a~leader apprwoae wi thin appro sately 50 M (160 f'.) of the Aircraft, it
is likely thst thte eectric field presented to the Aircraft will be of sufficient Intensity to Ionize air
About the alpcraft s estremities AnM Induce a junction leader to propagate from tht aircraft And join
with the approiching-lightning leader, the second theory states that the airrraft Itself triggers the
lightning flash (31).

Wihen an aircraft flis through an electric field, the aircraft diverts and compresses adjacent
equipotential lines As the aircraft flis bfitvota twu cherge centers. The highest electric fields about
the aircraft will occur around extremities. where the eqi'ipo'ential lines Are compressed closest
together. Typically, these are the vitremities of the nose. wing, and empennage, some enjine nacelles.
and also smaller protrvsions, such as antennas or picth' probes. If an aircraft Intercepts a naturally-
occurring strihe, the oncoainq lightning leader will Intensify the electric field and Induce streaers
from tthe aircraft extremits, One of these strtamers will meet the nearest branch of the advancing
lightning lader and form a continous spark from the cloud charge center to the aircraft. Aircraft have
very low capAcitance,wflIch ineans thht cwoprartiyely little charge can accumulate on an aircraft.
Therefore, 0ie aircrAft mrerly becoms an extension of the path being taken by the leader on Its way to
an ultimate destination at a reservoir of opposite polarity charge, which nay be elsewhere In the cloud
(an Intraciqud strike) or on the ground (a cloud-o-ground strike). Streamers may propagate onward froe
one or more extremities- of the aircraft at the sAfe time, with the branches continuing from the aircraft
Indeper4lently of each other until one or Pore of them reach their destination, Thus, the Aircraft.
becomes part of the conducting path betveen charge centers. Herotofore, I it. glerly had been believed
that large aircraft (or launch vehicles), could case a sufficient perturbation in the abient electric
field to initiate a lightning leader, but that such a leader would nevertheless originatt from a nearby
charge center and 11o'. from the ircraf'.. Such strikes tere evdent during natural icing tests of such
wide-body aircraft as the Boeing 747 and the Nc~onnell-Douglas OC-1O.

The research conducted In the Wk~ Storm Razards Program has provided the first instrumental prnof,
.sing onboard cwur systems and the ground-ba-ted UH-band radar, of aircraft-trigger ligi tntpg flashes

Originating at the aircraft (47. 48). Apprtmwitely go percent of the airplane strikes obserred by the
UHF-band radar at altitude& above 6 In (20 000 (t) were triggered by the F-10% airplane (41). Them
Wif-band radir data Also indicated thut interreeted lightning strikes can occur, with most Intercep'ted
strikes In thursersforms occurring at iltitudes -below 6 kze420 000 ft) (48). Analyses of simultantovs
onboard and ground-bastdightninig elec..R~ionetic dfta have shown that-a high percentage of the strikes
experiv~ct-d by..the FMOISAF 4tivair 0-ilso.er tigred by thak Airplane (19, 36). These findings
.nfirvrd 0h4 triggeted lightning Isyptthtesi divelopoo. during O-h Rough Rider Program (SI1, 32).

Dring the RIASA Sfidrm Hazardls Progra -Mh -bn radar~ d$t also ware used to dtemine a
Prolopbity of Direct Strike (P0S).-dmWinid /'. the ratio Pat 0e nuiior of direct'strikes to the F-1069
and th.' total nuode of lah-oeorpinthe radar resOluWScn Volume crnta~ning the airplane (47,
48). for all altitudes In thunderstorms, itwgs found ~tbat there was an inverie relatioehip between F3S
and flash rate, with the higher P05' values occu-rring In regions of the storms with a flash rate of 0 toI
10 flashes/mmn rathar than in storm region% with flash rates greater than 10 flnshestain. This resultimplies that the greatest threat of triggered lightning may be located In storm region. with low naturallightning flash rates. Therefore, flight in1,ojsn area with few Indicated igqfitntng di-icharges does not
insure that tJ'. aircraft 1:; in argioln with low risk 'of triggered lightning.

The first (ins lndic~itlon that triggered lightning, could be created by operational launch vehicles
occurred with the Ap)Illo 12 aission, (see table 2 and (8)). O0n November 14, 1969, thu Apollo 12 Zpace
vehicle i'as launched through clouds asseiated with a cold front. The vehicle experienced a cloud-to-
ground strike at about 36.5 sec itothe muelon foilowled by, an Intercloul strike at 52.sec. As a



result, many temorary effects were noted along with loss of nine non-essential Instrumentation
senSOrs, Post- iShlp analySeS ShN*d that ig9htnlng Could be triggered by the presence of the log
electrical length created by the space vehicle and Its exhaust plu*4 in an alrborne electric field batch
would not otherwise have produced natural lightning. IN possibility that the Apollo vehicle might
trior lightning had not been considered previous y. Before the &wifl 12 flight, the only
consderation of the effects of lightning on the space vehicle was for the period prior to flight.

On Parch 21, 1987. a triggered clogd-to-ground lightning flash caused the lots of the
AtlaS/Centaur-67 AC-6?) unmanned launch vehicle (%s table 2 and (9)). The AIC-67 vehicle was launched
under weather con4itions of heavy overcast and rain. The clouds originated In a squall line centered
over the Gul of Itxlco which was movin eastward over the Florida panhandle. At approximately 49 set
Into the mission, the A/C-6 vehicle triggered a cloud-to-ground flash with a minimum of 4 return
strokes. The primary cause of the, accident was an unplaned engie global hardover command Issued by the
Centaur Oigital Computer Unit (U), ohich resulted In out-of-limlt dynamic loads and vehicle break up.
The most credible nechanisa for causing the booster engine hardover command was the OCU reacting to an
externally-nduced electrical transient caused by the triggered lightning strike on the flight vehicle.
The triggered lightning analyses perfomed for the ASA Storm Hazards Prograe (49) were relied on
extensively In developing the triVtrtd lightning analyses for the A/C-E6 mishap (SO).

The current NSA theory on aircraft-triggered lightning strikes (49, 50) states that a sharp-eded
metal object on an aircraft will concentrate the WM.'! electric field sufficiently to trigger a local
breakdown in the presence of an dmblent electric fled of proper magnitude and orientation with the
streaters propagating fram the aircraft outward to char centers. The ltiltude of the electric field
In some triggering cases can be much less thin that cxperlenced in thunderstorms. Thunderstorm -odels
49) indicate that triggering should be far more prevalent at higher altituivs and colder temperatures
where field strengths are higher), as has been Seen during the F-10M airplane flights. A comparison of

the NASA data with that from comerclallmlitary aircraft operations (1-3, 24, 27) indicates that soft
lightning strikes to these aircraft in "nonstormy conditions near the freezing level also may be
triggered lightning strikes. A common misconception is that bright flashes which are preceded or
accompanied by St. Elmo's fire are *static discharges.* As explained In references 2 and 11, a 'static
discharge* that produces a bright flash and/or an audible report Is actually a lightning strike.

lhen an aircraft flies through dry precipitation in the form of sleet, hail, or snow, the Impact of
these particles on the aircraft will cause a charge to separate from the particle and join the aircraft,
leaving the aircraft with a preponderance of positive or negative charge (depending on the fom of
precipitation), thereby changing the potential of th* aircraft with respect to Its surroundings. This
phenomenon Is known aS triboelectric charging. It is coavonly referred to as precipitation static, or
P-static (51, 52). The P-static charging process is a different phenomenon from that of vehicle-
triggered lightning, although they often occur in similar meteorological conditions. Recent reviews of
natural and artificially-initiated lightning and electrification of thunderstorms are given In
references 18 and 53, respectively.

As explained above, the ambient static electric field plays a key role In the two phenomena of
vehicle triggered lightning and precipitation static. The strength of electric fields traditionally Is
measured by sensors called *field mills." Typicsl thunderstorm research aircraft are equipped with
several field mills, located on the exterior of the airplane near crossing points of the lines of the
airplane's electrical symmetry In order to make decoupled measurements of the three orthogonal components
of the electric field and aircraft charge (19, 20, 29. 31, 32, 34, 36, 40, 41, 54). Usually, the field
mill sensors are flush-mounted with the skin of the airplane, but have been mounted exterior to the
airplane skin (40). Proper location and calibration of the field mills are critical for accurate
masurements (55). A network of ground-based field mills Is used at the MASA Kennedy Space Center and
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida, In support of Isunch oparations (9). Although the technology
and data do not now exist for use of airborne field mills on operational aircraft for lightning
avoidance, airborne field mills will be crucial for future research in vehicle triggered lightning.

The recent research data In aircraft-triggered lightning explain the lack of correlation between
aircraft lightning strikes and other lightning activity or precipitation static (see table 1). For
example, only 40 percent of reported strikes to U.S. comercial aircraft are associated with other
lightning activity (1), and only 7 percent of the British military Incidents report other lightning
(24). Finally, only a "very small percentage' of U.S. Air Force reports mention other associated
lightning (3).

In the case of precipitation static, roughly 50 percent of the strikes to U.S. comercial aircraft
report this phenomenon (1); the corresponding value from the British data is 19 percent (24). There were
i~o reported instances of precipitation static during the flights o" the NASA F-1068 airplane (11), but
there were frequent Instances during the operations of the FAA/USAI Convair 580 airplane (19, 36). The
differences in experiences of these two research airplanes may be attributed to the differences In the
designs of the vehicles and In the installation details of the avionics system In each airplane, and to
the differences in flight conditions (51, 52).

3.2 Altitude and Ambient Temperature

A plot of lightning strike Incidents as a function of altitude for commercial aircraft In routine
operations is shown in Fig. 2 (from (2) with updated data from (1)). The corresponding strike incidentt.data as a function of Labient temperature (1) are shown in Fig. 3. The flight conditions associated with
the lightning strikes reported In (1. 3, 24-27) are summarized In table 1. (The Israeli Air Force data
(25) do not contain information on meteorological conditions.) Comparing the data In Fig. 3 and table 1,
It can be seen that the majority of lightning strikes to operational military and civilian aircraft
fleets, regardless of geographical location, have occurred within +1OC of the freezing level (OOC).
However, there are significant differences In the altitude data from the different fleets and locations
(Fig. 2 and table 1), with the commercial data fro the 3 Japanese airlines showing a peak strike
altitude of 0.5-2.0 km (1640-6562 ft) (27). which is much lower than that for the other data sets. It
has been shown (1,-3, 24, 26) that the altitude data are operationally biased to the peculiarities of



each Operator. In Wdition, atmospheric electricity studies (18, $3, 56) have shomtAstl 1ightning ana
electric charge formation are a function of #l-45ent temprature, not 4ltitud.. Thos.'fore, Attitue dat
cannot be wed to dct'tmal the- opt ftm hligt at which to mAlomzo or',inflnie Itio proabihit of
esperlencing a lightni ns strike. 1.o particularly INw altitude for peak aircraft 11Sltnlnl strikes 1!
Jipan Is caused by thelow heights of the uinter thunderclouds In Japan, with the hWilht of
the 0%C isothem occurring at stuch loer Altitudes than in storms In other parts of tit world .IE))

the fttotr of milSlions, thunderstorm ptntratIt4% direct Striket to the Aircraft Md nIarb (14ashes
(i1ghtning channels close enog to the airplane to trigstr the onoaird lightning Instrumetation Vit ,out
actually Attaching to the Airplane) for Ot MSA Storm Pazards 1980-1936 seasons art iumrla- by year
In table 4. The data show that th# 184 thunderstorm research missions resulted In 714 direct lightning
strikes And 188 nearby flases during 1498 pIRttrAtions.

Histograms showing the nueier and durations of penetrations, and the number of strikes and nearby
flashes eXperienrCe fram IgO-I9J6 Are shewn for altitude InterValS of 610 4 (2000 It) In Fig. 4, and for
aoblert teptrature inivervals of stC in Fig. 5. Penetrations w re made by the f-10 At pressure
altitudes ranging frm 0.7 Im to 12 ix (2400 ft to 40 000 It) with a man petntratlo altituda of I kA
(22 900 It) (Fig. 4). T" rature data (mean valtue duri" the penetration) were availabl, for 1368
penetrations, with values ranging fron 20C. to -60C, with an overall oven value nf -19C0C (Fig. S). The
distributions of p"etration duration tlot with altitu and abi5ent tmerature are very similar to the
corresponding penetration distributions.

Based on data such as that shown in Figs. 2 and 3, most thunderstorm pcnetrations of the F-lOGO in
the 1980 and 1931 seasons wore made -at altitudes corresponding to a.blent temperatures between *10C In
aupecIAtIOn of receivlng a larg nun=er of strikes. However. very few strikes wore eaperlence4"(see
table 4). Starting 1-1 |98 tie MASA 1at lops UHF-band radar was used to guide the r-100 through the
upper electrically-active regions of tih.nderstornxs (47, 56). resulting In hundreds of high altitude
direct lightning strikes (table 4 And (47)). Starting In the 1984 season, the UHF-band radar Was used to
provide guidance to electrically-active regions In thurderstorms at altitudes below 6 ka (20 000 ft)
#48), the sat range of altitudes studied previously In 1980 and 1981. The low Altitude research efforts
3f 1980-SI and -116 are shown in the lot altitdewiar temperature peaks In the penetration and
duration data In Figs. 4 and S.

The NSA Storv iazards Program strike stast!tics shown In Figs. 4 and 5 differ significantly from
the published strike data for cnmrcal and litary aircraft fleets (Figs. 2 and 3 and table I) In
which most lightning strikes wre found to occur between ambient tomperatures of *1OC. in the ASA
Stom Hazards Program. direct strikes were experienced at pressure altitudes ranging fro* 4.3 k to 12 ka
(14 000 ft to 40 000 it) with s-coan value of 9 km (29 4500 It) (Fig. 4). The corresponding ambient
temperature values ranged from SIC to -&S6C, with a mean value of -30OC (Fig. S). The nearby flash data
are very similar to the direct strike data.

Despite spending approximately 1559 min of penotration duration time at altitudes below 6 km
(20 000 ft) (37 percent), only 98 direct strikes were experienced (14 percent) (see table 4). In fact,
the peak strike rates in Fig. 4 of 7 strikes/penetration and 1.4 strikeslmn occurred at pressure
altitudes betwen 116 ka and 12 kn (38 000 ft and 40 000 ft) corresponding to ambient temperatures
colder than -40C. NrIng one research flight through a thunderstorm anvil at )1.6 km (38 000 ft)
altitude in 1984, the F-lOgS experienced 72 direct strIkes In 45 mn of penetration tin4, with the
Instantaneous strike rate twice reaching a value of 9 strikes/amn. On the other hand, the peak strike
rate near the freezing level (0C) was only 0.1 strike/mmn (in the altitude Interval between S.S on and 6
km (18 000 ft and 20 000 It), corresponding to ambient temperatures of -Sc to -100C).

The NASA Storm Hazards pressure and tt.werature lightning strike statistics differ from the
coemrercial and military data for two reasons. First, the NASA data came solely from intentional
thunderstoix penetrations, while the commercial and military data were derlv (rem a variety of
meteorological conditions, mostly in *nonstormy" clouds. For example, some of the commercial airline
strikes were reported In snow storm or In winter tine nisostratus clouds (1). U.S. Air Force aircraft
have reported lightning strikes in cirrus clouds downwind of previous thunderstorm activity, in cumulus
clouds around t0- periphery of thunderstorms, and even in stratifom cloud; and light rain showers not
associated with thunderstorms (57). In addition, the majority of lightning strikes to RAF aircraft have
occurred in conditions which include cumulus or stratus type cloud (sometimos stratus with elbedded
cumulus) bt no cumulonimbus observed either visually or on radar (24). (The KASA Storm Hazards Program
did not study the non-thunderstorm lightning strike phenomenon.) Second, comercial and military
aircraft will normally deviate from course to avoid thunderstorms which reach cruise altitudes, and only
penetrate when required to do so In the terminal area, where typical assigned altitudes are near the
freezing level. Thereforc, the NASA distributions of lightning strikes with respect to pressure altitude
and ambient temperature differ from the commercial/military data because of the higher percentage of time
spent by the ASA F-lO6 research airplane in the upper flash density center ef thunderstorms, compared
with the low percentage of time spent In thunderstorms at those altitudes by aircraft In routine
operations. However, lightning strikes have been encountered at nearly all temperatures and altitudes in
tI.-Zterm Hazards Program. Indicating that there Is no altitude or ambient temperature at which aircraft
are Immune from the possibility of a lightning strike In a thunderstorm.

Although these Stom Hazards data differ from the commercial/mllitary data, there Is strong
agreement with the results of the other thunderstorm flight test programs (table 3). The high altitude
strike data are in good agreement with the results of the U.S. Air Force Rough Rider Program (32). in
,hich the peak lightning activity was found to occur at an ambient temperature of -40C. In addition,
the Lear 24B airplane used in the TRIP-76 program experienced Its lone lightning strike at an altitude of11.2 km (37 000 (t) (34).

The low altitudestrike data from the NASA Program are very similar to the data from the USAF/FAA
Convair 580 low altitude lightning measurement pogram (36), in which 31 percent of the 52 strikes
experienced by that airplane In 1984 and 1985 occurred at an altitude of 5.5 km (18 000 ft)



(corresponding tw.iie, t ertturts of -Src to -100) although only 15 percent of the flying time was
spent at,Cht altit o. Ihe data ftro the Convair 80. armored T-20 (39). and SPTVAR (40) research
oirplas, and the rviults of the Thur4ratorm Program (29) and of the C.160 fligtts iM France in 1978
(V) thaM virtullly all IihSnhig strikes occurred within *lOCt of the freezing level. Howver.
these dats am biasee due u1 t. loo srVico calling of these aircraft or by the interest of the

erlonntcrs ift-ftights ir the vicintiky of/the freezing level.

3.3 T p g ~~t thue used during the MASA Storm iaxards Program In searching for

1htnlci was to, fly throo tur0rstorm cells which were the bst defined visually and on the
41rorn Vwather radar. Frquntly, kavy urbalchce and precipitation were encountered durinq these
rcentratins, H'ver, the lighningstrt'es rarely occurred In the heaviest turbulence and
procipitation, and octsinnalt there was no lightning aCtIvIly Whatsoever. These firndngs are shown In
Fig. 6, In U-ich the percenta, o direct strikes to the F-100 is plotted as a function of the flight
croavw opinimn of relative tur'le.ve and precipitation Intensity at the tine of the strikes. The ota
are plotted for ti:ohe strikt,, -hii occurrO4 aWvn and below 6 W (20 000 ft) altitude. In both altitude
rtj|ses - st lightning strlts (pproxtitely t0 perent) occurred in thunderstorm regions In which the
crcs chAr acterized the turbulonca and prcipitationis negligible to light. In addition, although A
strong correlation bweaen lightning st~k:s and vertlcal drafts (prWoMInantly downdrafts) was found for
4 %*all data Set In 7 l am 1982, most strong turbulenct episodes ncountered by the airplane werv not
astcilated wlih lightning (S9, S9).

Althnugh the Doppler radar data riom*oNe in 1961 and 1181 using the KS Wallops S-band radar (51)
showed heavy turbulence within the hi h precipitation reflectivity cores of thunderstorms, heavy
turbulence also was found btvi:n cells, near storm boundaries, and In Innocuous-appearing low
reflectivity factor regions. Similar results were fourd QrIng the multi-year Rough Rider Program
turbulence studies (33). Therefore, It was concluded that turbulence and precipitation are not
necessarily corrilated.

Unlike the tnetratum and eltitude date discussed in Section 3.2 above, there are no appreciable
discrepancies between the precipitation and turbulence data gathered in the KASA program and the data
gathered during coaercial (1. 2, 21) and ailitary operations (3, 24). For the turbulence data, this can
be seen by comparing the dta In Fig. 6 with that In Fig. 7, In which the percentage of direct strikes to
U.S. (1) and Japanese (27) cocmercial aircraft are plotted as a function of relative turbulence
intensity. Although approximately 841 percent of U.S. and Japanese cotnerclal strikes reported
turbulence, 80 percent of these strikes were associated with negligible to light turbulence (Fig. I and
table I). Only 20 percent of U.S. Air Force strikes were associated with turbulence (table 3, (3)).
Finally, for the USAF/FAA Convair 580 research flights. 85 percent of the strikes occurred in light to
negligible turbulence (36).

Although virtually all reported lightning strikes have occurred in, or in the vicinity of clouds and
in rain (table 1), very few strikes have occurred In heavy precipitation or hall. For example,
81 percent of all U.S. comsercial strikes occurred In rain, but only 2 percent of the strikes were
associated with rain and hall (). For U.S. Air Force aircraft (3), 67 eercent of the strikes occurred
In rain, 5 percent occurred In hall or snow, aWd 10 percent occurred in clear air.* All the strikes to
the FAA/USAF Convair 580 research airplane occurred in precipitation no wore severe than rain with five
strikes occurring with the airplane outside the clouds being studied (36). Finally, the strikes to the
T-28 (39), SPTVAR (40) and Lear 248 (34) research airplanes occurred in the less severe portions of the
storm calls under study, with the strike to the Lear 248 occurring when the airplane was flying between
two cells. in sumnary, the thunderstorm research data and coemercial/mIlitary operational data have
shown that the number of direct strikes to aircraft do not show a positive correlation to turbulence and
precipitation Intensities.

4. LAUNCH :OMMIT CRITERIA FOR NATURAL AND TRIGGERED LIGHiTNING

Following the AtlaslContaur-67 lightning mishap, NASA and the U.S. Air Force Space Division
developed revised launch commit criteria for the avoidance of natural and triggered lightning. More
recently, the NASA and U.S. Air Force have developed a coenon set of criteria for use during all NASA and
U.S. Air Force launches, Including those of the Natlonal Space Transporta.lon System (Space Shuttle)
(10). The constraints are based on the known cloud types which can produce lightning discharges and the
distances to charge regions at which discharges are known to occur. There are similar criteria for the
Space Shuttle Orbiter landing sites (60). These criteria were developed from data obtained from the
broad spectrum of atmospheric electricity and lightning strike programs which have been conducted,
including those referenced In this paper.

The revised launch comait criteria are (10):

The Launch Weather Officer must have clear and convincing evidence that the following constraints
are not violated:
1. Do not launch If any type of lightning is detected within 10 n.ml. of the launch site or planned
flight path within 30 minutes prior to launch, unless the meteorological condition that produced the
lightning has moved more than 10 n.ml. away from the launch site or planned flight path.

(DEFINITION: The "planned flight path" Is the trajectory of the flight vehicle from the launch
pad through Its flight profile until It reaches an altitude of 30.5 km (100 000 ft). The
flight path may vary plus or minus 0.5 n.ml. horizontally u-o to an altitude uI 7.6 ka (25 000
ft).)

2. Do not launch If the planned flight path will carry the vehicle (see Figs. 8 and 9):
a. Through cumulus clouds with tops higher than the -10C level; or,
b. Through or within 5 n.mi. of cumulus clouds with tops higher than the -lOt level; or,

_____ - 5 mi cmuls coudswit or



c. Through or within 10 n.0i. of cVu'lus clouds with top2 higher than the *ZOeC level; or,
8. Throosh or within 10 n.ii. of the nearest edge of any Cunulonimbus or thunderstorm cloud

Including its associated anvil. (See Fig. 10 for vertical separation of the flight path trot these
cloud types.)

(DEFI;IITION: A *Ctmulonlbus cloud' is any convective cloud which oxceeds
the -;IOCC tezperature level.)

DEFIIIiON: An 'nvil" Is a sttatifo:vt or fibrous cloud produced by the upper level outflow
rom thunderstorms or convective clouds. Anvil debris does not "et the defInition If It iS
optically transparent.)

3. Do not launch If, for ranges cquIpped with a surface electric field aill metwork (9), at any
time during the 15 minutes prior to launch time, the on minute average of absolute electric field
intensity at the ground exceeds I kilnvolt per meter (I kV/m) within 5 n.mi. of the lau.h ste
unless:

a. There are no clouds within 10 n.al. of the launch site; and.
b. Svke or ground fog Is clearly causing abnormal readings,

4. Do not launch If the planned flight path Is through a vertically continuous layer of clouds with
an overall depth of 1.4 km (4500 ft) or greater where any part of the clouds are located between the
O'C and the -0O'C temperature levels (see Fig. 11).

(DEFINITION: A "cloud layer" Is any broken or overcast layer or layers connected by cloud
4.4ments, e,9., turrets from one cloud layer to another.)

S. Do not launch if the planned flight path Is through any cloud types that extend to altitudes at
or above the O*C level and that are associated with disturbed weather within S n.mi. of the (light
path (see Fig. I).

(DEFINITION: "Oisturbed welther" Is any meteorological phenomenon producing moderate or
greater precipitation.)

6. Do not'launch through thunderstorm debris clouds, or within 5 n.mi. of thunderstorm debris
clouds not monitored by a field mill network or producing radar returns greater than or equal to
10 doz.

(DEFINITION: "Debris cloudO is any cloud layer other than a thin fibrous layer, that has
becom detached from the parent cumulonimbus within 3 hours before launch.)

GOOD SENSE RULE:
Even -en constraints are not violated, if any other hazardous conditions exist, the Launch Weather

Officer will report the threat to the Launch Director. The Launch Director may hold at any time based on
the Instability of the weather.

S. AIRBORNE FIELD HILL PROGRAM4

In order to better quantify the atmospheric electrical threat to launch vehicles and to evaluate a
state-of-the-art airborne field mill system, NASA and the U.S. Air Force have Initiated a joint Airborne
Field Hill (ABFH) Program (61). During the feasibility phase In the sunmer of 1988, the IfINT SPTVAR
airplane successfully demonstrated that AUFH data can be obtained with acceptable levels of accuracy and
precision. in the upcoming operational test phase, the NASA Langley Research Center's Lear 28/29
airplane (Fig. 13) will be equipped with five field mills to be provided by the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center. The program objectives are:

a) to 'dld an ABFH data base which will be analyzed with concurrent weather data
b) t, ild a data base for day of launch decisions to use as a basis to relax the current weather

il h commit criteria (ICC)
c) to u iracterize the electric field structure of clouds
d to determine electrical relaxation times of charged debris clouds
e to evaluate whether current weather LCC and Flight Rules for natural and triggered lightning
should be changed
f) to define situations when an ASFH-equipped aircraft is needed for day-of-launch support.

To accomplish these objectives, the NASA Langley Lear 28/29 airplane will be flown In Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) conditions in the vicinity of Cape Canaveral, Florida. in conjunction with ground-
based data and guidance support from NASA Kennedy Space Center and the U.S. Air Force Eastern Space and
Missile Center. These flights will occur In cloud types which produce t..e conditions described In the
launch comIt criteria: cumuli, thunderstorm debris clouds, disturbed weather (rain clouds), and layered
clouds between the OX and -200C isotherms. The aircraft Is being prepared to safely operate In
occasional moderate turbulence, conditions conducive to airframe Icing, and mximr precipitation
reflectivity values of 30 dBZ (moderate rain). Finally, the airplane will be inspected and modified, as
necessary, to safely withstand lightning strikes, since occasional triggered lightning strikes can be
expected.

The knowledge of the airborne electrical environments sufficient for vehicle triggered lightning
which will be gathered in this program will be used to increase launch availability while zaintaining the
level of safety provided by the new launch commit criteria. These findings also may be ued to avoid
lightning strikes to aircraft flying through clouds of different types as well as to provide a reliable
warning to pilots of impending lightning strikes.
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6. C04CLUDING REMARKS

The ciperletae and technical data produced by the ASA Langley Research Center Storm lzards Program
and by other recent research programs have resu ed In a substantial Increase in air knowledge regarding
lightning interactions with aircraft. Those data, in combination with data collected from conrcial and
military aircraft In routine operations, have provided Insights into the effects of lightning on
operations of aerospace vehicles.

The Insights discussed in this paper art sumarized as follows:

o Aircraft lightning strikes occur In both thunderstorm and non-thunderstorm conditions.

o The thundcrstorm regions with the highest probability for an aircraft to experience a direct
lightning strike were those areas there the ambient temperature was .400C, where the relative
turbulence and precipitation Intenaities were characterized as negligible to light, and where the
lightning flash rate was less than 10 flashes/in. However, direct lightning strikes were
encountered at nearly all temeeratures and altitudes.

o The non-thunderstorm regions with the highest probability for an aircraft to experlence a direct
lightning steike were those Areas where tM ambient temperature was between #10C, in rain, where
the relative turbulence Intensity was characterized as negligible to light, and where there was
little or no other lightning activity.

o Most aircraft lightning strikes are triggered by the vtnicle Itself. Lightning strikes In which
the aircraft intercepts a naturally-occurring lightning flash also occur, predominantly at lower
altitudes.

o The presence and location of lightning do not necessarily Indicate the presence or location of
hazardous precipitation and turbulence, in addition, hazardous precipitation and turbulence are
not necessarily related to One another.

o The NASA 6nd U.S. Air Force have written new launch cconit criteria for natural and triggered
lightning to be used for launches of the Space Shuttle and expendable launch vehicles. Ihese two
agencies have begun an Airborne Field Hill Program which will-provide data which can be used to
safely revise the launch commit criteria so as to provide Increased launch availability.
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TABLE 2.- PRINCIPAL LIGHTNING ACCIDENTS/INCIOENTS

B707-121 (PAR AM): 12/8/63

Elkton, 10
Fuel Igrtion - Loss of aircraft - 82 fatalities

APOLLO 12 (KASA): 11/14169

NASA Yzennedy Space Center, FL
inor Damage

8747-131 (IRAN AF): 5/9/76

Madrid, SprIn
Fuel Ignition - Loss of aircraft - 17 fatalities

ATLAS/CENTAUR-67 (NASA): 3/26/87

Cape Canaveral AFS, FL
HMwory upset In Digital Computer Unit (DCU) - Loss of vehicle

METRO III (IWF): 2/8/88

Mulhelm, FRO

Loss of Electrical Power - Loss of aircraft - 21 fatalities



12 TAILt 3.- WOR AIKR, JT LW01OIW STRIKE RESEAACM "00",M

trogr. Mo,
Agencies Airplane e.trs References

XStrikes

Thuftetrtor" USAr, US". P-41C (A) 21 1946-'41 29
YACA, US"S

Rtugh Rider USO$ FAA, r-wor (emC s5 1964.166(C) 30631

TRIP-76 VSAl, NASA, tear 241 t 1916 34
SRI

storm Hazards UASA 0*C.6 0 1918 3S
(0) I'- tOm 114 |19-1956 11, is

tow-AitltWe FAA, USA. CV-SO 52 19584-'85 19, 36
Oirect Strike NIL. ONERACt)

CCAT (CAT C.t6O 13 1918 20. 31
(France)

Landes '154 OXERA C.160 Unknown 194 20
(France)

Trinsall 10 ONCRA C.160 12 1958 20

(France) (tit.)

Misc. SWS tT(G) T.-2 4 (F) 1969-Prestt Is. 39

misc. WIMT(H) SPT AR 11 19IS-Prestnt 40

Notes:

(A) Up to 10 P-I1C *lat, tidow' aircraft were ustd In addition to several auxiliary aircraft.
{6 A C-130 and U-2 also wre used for non-peetration.

The overall tough Rider Program comenced In 1960 and used a variety of aircraft (33).
0 See table 4 for details. I
) This progsra proceeded through several preliminary phases and aircraft (19).
r Strikes with significant damage.

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.

H) New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.

TABLE 4.. HASA STOPM IAZARDS MISSION SUA Y

Year 1980 1981 1982 1983 191*. 1981 1186 Total

Mission$ 19 24 35 40 35 19 9 184

Penetrations: Igh 23 29 191 298 273 2S I 857
Low .6 82 10 26 136 19! 1OO 639

Total 69 Itl 241 32.4 409 224 118 1496

Strikes: IIIgh 6 7 153 214 223 12 1 616

Lov 4 3 3 0 24 41 23 91

Total 10 10 156 214 247 53 24 714

Nearby*: HIFh 1 9 26 110 11 11 0 16S
Low 5 13 0 2 0 0 0 20

Total 6 22 26 112 11 11 0 188
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tncaro"Aawtic Coestibltty

Engineering EIm~to
aegcrtefit tUeCutive

Kantst'y of 02ftnice
Mroplane and Aroaeft.n Espgri nAl 1EAtablsant

Tat9UNg Aircraft (light olsety critical Myotw" inst the effect$tOf elcl*treVoefleti Intrfernce
EEt)Ia to mrslly carried out on thq ground for reona of safety. praticality &A toot. Ihio poer
.ticv*e*q the eiat nd the effecto of rlI en airmft cy st t it rvio-o tho current trd ref test
aqthod* uoked xt the Aer"oan and Arant Uptria~tol CAtableonit (Mtt), includling the ls-
ltetail. ic riatntle e o aA gra5nV M d bfety Art ina. A flight toot method for an6in % the

Weffte on critical sotes ' fron both the o-b loer and oxt rerl olict a t tc environaent Is dercribe
I4sch Ashould *Abti the ground toat results to be fa*cw# thua providing s more pny e o clerance for

oervicl ste without coproweaiii safety.

1. Intr64401 I"n

ZlctlrosaC tic ceptibility IM t onElE is dqer*d to be blish ahen wh no una eqptable Iffcto
occur to the aircraft syetwan from Oration Of the Aircraft's quipant or rrof the extrna l lentro-
044netic eAnVIronmnt that It flies in. With the InhtstinA dqp an of flight iafity critical tVC)
systesc on elctonito nd thq general rise In levels or the Efr envirOMent, the errrs and resulting
limitations 1"i4l by the prent ME ground bA#d teat o thods nerd to be x*elIned In an attempt to
provide a more acurate cleaance without coeproasl.tg 2aftty. Over %be past two yoars MAAU hay* been
involveil with no" of the light toet espets of PCr testing And Myvh recently carried out a aerios of
flight tests to qunntify the arrors.

On military Aircraft M tasting to required to cover Englinering. Arso amnt and Staosion ayetona
%his paper to specifically concerned with engineerinig syotet that Are M~. howver the principles Are
applicable to other systems. A 11C oitea o d4fnd 4a one whore any failure to operate correctly
could result In the las of a lrirev the aircraft or Aresoantv which In turn could Also thrVe public
safety. In *oat military aircraft this covers flight contro. stability *USgsnition oyftss.i *ntltlt
control. guet alleviation, rotor dc-icinT And se flight natruenta. The criticality or those systems
say vary dependin n the Aircraft's role.

The i utceptibility of installed M system to radio frequency Interference (P ) can vary between
aircraft of the sae type. This variltion "sults from the different eiupling paths (to the system) duo
to Aircraft wiring. the Sructure. nl from the variation n the basic susceptibility of the equip nt.
Testing Is normlly caroied out on ono production aircraft and with a fleet of say 200 aircraft a margin
of safety has to b# applied to cover the spread. An Additional safety margin Is also -equired to cover
Use uncertainties of be.eurtmon.c

The sources of tTh are from eaissions within the aircraft (on-ioard0 and from ground. hip or
Airborne (external) based transmitters. The fquency Poctru extends from several hundred kiloherta
to tents of g irt, and can be continuou wave (CV) or pulsed. The electro eagnetic behavicur of an
aircraft hen subjected to F radiation In the high froquency r) bond io similar to a comination of
dipole antanne. currents flow In the aircraft skin which ea then re-raiated within the aircraft
structure. At hIghtr frequencies external onrgy can ponetrata trough apertures In the aircraft's
skin. The radiation can coupli directly Into circuit elements via gaps or holes in the equipmnt. or
Into the connectint cables. Theo disensione of the stvcture nd cabts are Important a coupling It
more .ffin.ent when they are halt of the energy's wavelength. The ai, of a strike aircraft enables
frequencies In the 1Wr bnd to couple more efficiently than other frequency bonds thus causing higher
currents to be Induced into equipment cables. For example An aircraft vith an overall length o f
20 meters would have a half wavelength frequency of about 8 Oir. The frequency where coupling Is

fficit ts termed resonance. Transmitters both on-boad and external at those frequencies are often
high power and range from hundreds of watts, to m ogavatt.

2. EIC Testirng General

ESC testing Of Aircraft systems, requires the measuresent of the magnitude Ad frequency of the
Interfering source, measurement of the coupled energy and observation of the effects. from both the
on-bcard and *Aternal Sources ..f fir interferenco. Energy couples either directly Into the equipment via
hojes nr slots typically above M0 MO~z, or indirectly by wsy of the aircraft skin and connecting cables
at the lower frequencies. Once the energy haa coupled Into the equipments electroniic circuits and If
the level in high enough a disturbance or ever. damage can occur. The Fr energy does not generally
disturb the syotems directly since the frequency Is muich higher than their operating bandwidth. which
for example on an auitopilot Is only tens o~f hertz. However the non-lnearity and hiph gain of the
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electronic towpoanta within the circuits cauae* the tptce of d*e-m4IAton and reatifictlon to
occur. aisilar o the beetc process of * coanmAtications receivr. UA rtel.It or this proc#6a s is
low fret44my cmpont which to Interpeted4 " otnel vA if grt owgth will Case 0 oystea
mlfnction. Kr qmro c.n dirtctly effect it" oyota" It thir operotiA andvidths are high g .eugh,
An 14. Iq bejif4 the Clock in the CM Of 4 digital AyvtVe which C44 Operate up to 20 k tc.

Thu nor4l prfet" in tooling for PC it to uth a i1rcraft's o- troraitters tmbonre) An4 a
reset. transmitter (external) to asoeto e topent ouewptclility. ror the external envirean"nt the
aircrarft can be cleared to the f(tld loll at which the *yotte. "IVt"otios4 'with a safety 04rAn
hplt*,. ror the n-bNr, th aircraft i* cleared If 4 a4rgtn of sufoty isiot* botwen th lovel of
eflrry uuemred en tM qultrnt Colo* and tNe le4)l that oe.e 4n Vuip"eLnt malfunctiotn.

It the I*-I of th4 AnteifernlV 6WurA is ArSufftcient to cause 0 Mlftton A the .inOcilOn
threshold of the equipoent med to bo rl4ttd tO a particular eattiutl field ltvil or or-boord
trosittt r two pa**ttr a b maourvd that together quttniy any diturtance chatia. Those e
the Cwling factor (oftn calle4 the trnifer ftnction) which reltes the lnterferifg source to the
equitront Input am the u AC'tibility factor of thi equtipgnt itself. To qntAify the coupling factor
msaurvsentei s a -ode on the tquipoont roblv. of the idcod Xi currt (bulk Crrat iteAo eaent) that
rtaulto fro the Intorrering source. It the sourfe to externl the field atrtntth (exprV#09d in volta
per teri it *oAsurd And the coullng factor, which It linear, it then deifined 44 the .ettude of thq
curr,"t induced Into th eq i4pnt cable per unit field tramnth xrmased In oill.p per volt pr
metor toV/). The suaceptibility factor of the "ipoont is *eoovred by oither increasing the level
or the interfering mo rce until A diaturtAoe occurs And rcordin4 the bulk currvnt in the cable. or
elteniotivuly lJecting current (luilk Current inJectioi) into th cable budle *Md r4tiln4 the levAl
until a dialturence occurs.

Thu bulk current seosurvaet (DtC) thniti has beta In use in the IK ad 1M4 for atse tim, and
is rvolly the only practical method of agaring the current In a cAblo beAdle. To break each cable to
facilitate "ataaeam, or to meaure individual vire currents. would be extreaely timeo consuming Wn of
course breaking the cable would ify the aircraft Viring and in ame Cases the resault* would be
questionable. CX was develeed to overcome thid AM the technique use* a ferrite cored tronaforaqr
(probe) which it clumped tround the cable bundle close to the connector of the @quipsnt tder taot
(t). Te ir cuent tm coupled Into the prome by tranforer actin. which in turn In connected to
masuurlng equipment for example a spectrum analysur. The technique I also uAed in t.e teat houge
during eTqJuIPnt qualifi ation teats.

Vith the CI technique AF energy i "injocted4 into the cable bundle uting a transformer almilar to
A " probe but with greater power handling capacity Cup to 100 Watts). It Ao pasitioned on the cable
clog to the =9 probe and i driven free A frequency syntheulser with edulation applied via an AF
power aAplqier. Thu forward poter to the probe is Increased until malfunction occurs or until the te*at
"uipoent liatts arf reachcd, the current at malfunction is measured usrg a DCX peb.. This process to
repested On all cable bundlen to or from the r= equipments over the frequency spectrum 0.5 to 400 M4i.
The resulting amlAnction currents can then be plotted against frequency thus producing the ausetptl-
bilitY factor for each cable bundle. As PCX uses local coupling the tests can be perfor"d with the
aircraft in a hanger using ground power oupptitt. The M probes are connected to the measuring
equiprn't (opeotta analyser) via t tomrcial fibre optic link VOL) a conductors attached t; the
aircraft could proJOV erroneous results. fig I ahowe the general arrangement of the W)IJI0 technique.

A safety mstrin (SX) can be dettied (efr 1) as the ratio by which the level needed to upset the
equipment exceeds the level of interference the aircraft rlcet are cleared to oporate in. The normal
practice at AtKt is to test one airc-raft of a given type and provide a clearance for the whole fleet.
5e4eral surveya have been carried out in the M. to establish how the coupling factor can vary acrme a
fleet of aircraft (tNe 2), and a survey to ulna planned to assess the variability of equipment succepti-
bility. he coupling factor survey* have shown that over avles of is and 21 aircraft wore case
variations or 10/1 can exist, 4/1 ts typical. I-OSID requires a anfety margin of 2/1 for 1SO
eq ipaent although no Justification is given for this value. Eqiipamnt susceptibility tests are carried
out during qualification as required by MIL-461 and DEF FAN 69141. these consist of radiated and
conducted susceptibility tests and art essentially for adsesslng tne equipment withstand capability in a
defined test house environent. The clectromagnetit envirmsent within the aircraft structure cannot be
simulatod in the tet house as the field L.ndittons are practically lmpossible to e sure Inside a
strike aircraft using conventional antennas and amcAuring receivers. One point to '.naider to that a
fleet of aircraft with a coupling factor variation of 411 would also have equipmenta which vary in
susceptibility. In moat military applications eofuipaents are moved from aircraft to aircraft, therefore
the probability exists that the air.raft with the highest coupling factor could have equip"nt fitted
with the highest ausceptiolhity. Therefore with a single aircrart test a SX In essential.

VC testing on the ground can not simulate precisely the iR environment that an aircraft in
subjected to in flight. flowever, safety, cost and time dictate that ground testing will continue to be
the primary tout m4ethod. However there Is some evidence, from UK experience, that the energy induced
Into systems and the disturbance effects could vary between the ground and flight condition. Therefore
there In a need to carry out limated flight tests with a view to establishing a factor for future ground
testing. This paper will now describe the present ground test methods used at ALAtE and the limi-
tations, uncertainties and safety margins associated with each method, followed by the flight tet
methods and the initial results of a flight trial on a rotorcraft. The problems of EIC flight test
Instruaentation will also be described.



3. tokaun Test Xith~dd

T. jp ur-e of this test in to Anotso the susceptibility o ?Q aysot4e e to thit f VnllrtAAnt
b y ti',* aircraft' o-n U-snasittrd. rfr to starting xhis teat systeA ftetormsnva 40 uhcse

4ca*id 4Mt. 'L" I 4 t Ara ea reowed roo Ma aircrAft and ehatted; rr oinioun output periv V#hry
f re,. aaWwttter* Ia ar ax%"u 04tput power apeified. O01 preh a or* eias-e4i on the ttaeato w
toeted wO4 Mhe trs Ittmr optratod over thet frequency hli.er. At #4ch tett frveacy wi islat r
Asu Attgule aid tho ssniiews currvnt rgcJr4*4 and1 the 11C oyateMt cer~td and as64Wra fA 1WTiO.
Utho Operationi or th e t Ittgre does not auuto a m Vtlezc a ct teat t i0 4r6 ptirtfrs on Ut.
ts-a cales An4 the levels rosed ot etth frque.c until t ltiontl 0 o A (pM4a#4 vistel 41atuftanz
ocewl a- teat equit4ent halts art ched. N Th e ui pent 1uic*biIity Is thNM c t lor d with I C f
curtew,ifi 2)ad a 51etablishod.

AceaO4 of ro~4oni he 04c.plng conl hesgnfes higher at 09e" freq ncise And it U5 crIterI4
ftv oMt be ret, or eve worse no SM exists Ad FSC syotcaany r diaturbed by te xronitterut. it

- -this occurs therv Are four poseitbl* optionsi 1. F#uIrijit t opisrttion ot the transmitters at theseO
* ~freqencies, 2. Dedoce the paor of the transsittors. 3. iiMrdtrk U4 e SCqIPOt A1. Xhldf t"e

couplinI. fleevewr s~r.thim e twps are txen 1 11k iliasting hlid lq carelel out o th ffrct of
tw grond pIlan* can Infl K*C the results. Optloo .4 boa been used sueewafully Mrticulrily At IT
frrowuoles, but it des Knen that tbe Airborne p4rforsane of tha cosaunreition cysts. has to
re-tostd at reduced po vr befre this solution cSP be ooployed.

On-Mard Vahanced Lovo)

This mchod has the se purpo-se eo the previous test b9it does not use the 4CI tochniqo to deter-
sine "lNbtlon And iO, This oethod in required vtion the Availsble spAco to fit 191 . bCX probtt in
iialted And if the additioml :X requirld for UI/4 to i reptable. With thin nqthod the trAnssittei

output power i increased to oltain the requird $X br iserting a linear pow* soplifier between the
tr n et tr and aircraft Aerial an radiating across the frequocr.c band at this "nhanced" level. DCI
prO.ew are fitted vhtrt po eible to soitor .hv increase in coupled current sJmi if no malfunctions occur
a true 51 is dowimntrAted. This oeas an Ideal ath , however It suffers trio a major drawback as noe
liT dystooA particularly the aerial timing unit cannot cope with the inreae in powvr. For ost V1/FAsp
system the method woris well and the alaa olior apply as with the previoi on-board mthod. Flight
testing Is difficult and in only practical with isrge aircraft.

High 1.6vel Tanticn (Extarnal Inviransent)

Thim in a tatt "til that has been in use at MA C for many years And has been continually
developed to its pro4ott state. 'Me vhlol aircraft ho Illuminated b7 high level lit fields in the
frequency range 50 )Ut: to 9 01a at selected frequencies. Thise tet* Are porforsed in an open site
facility called the tdio Frequncy .nvlronmntal Cenerstor. The testing is sen-autoated under
cop .ter control and can be perfnrmed Pn varlety of fixed aild rotnry ving Aircraft with enlines
running aild rotors engaged. The imin advantage of thin test i that tho whole aircraft And systes a re
Illumlnated aiaultaneosly in a relatively high field atrenrth and system interaction can be studied.
wdlich is not the case with the BCI technique.

Before the aircraft Is positioned in the test site, the area is calibrated using A free field probe
which m asuro the eleoUs-t And rnetic cooponents of the horizontal and vertical fields at specified
holghts. Calibration would be meaningless with the aircraft in position am the field weould be severely
disturbed, it is the agnitude of free apace field conditions that are specified when deflning the
electrosAgnetic limits in %hich the aircraft ctn operate.

DCX probes art positioned on the cables And connected via the fibre optic link to the test
facility. The aircraft in operated In a simulated flight condition however. for flight control systems
(MCS) this I not possible to achieve as the controls and surfaces are in an open loop condition with no
aerodynamic feedbach, Engines that have electronic control need to be operated at *axislsz thrust to
exercise the lmiiterb, or chartles software to artificially limit temperature and RPX. 11ith all
systems opaertlonal the itold strength is raised at each spot frequency until malfunction or the saxius
field is reached. modulation In also applied at each frequency. On ooe engine control systems certain
malfunctions can cause the online to accelerate to destruction and mechanical limiters have to fitted to
avoid this aituation. The currents on the cable loo"s are recorded at each frequency and the records of
any system dlotirbance. A 2:1 Si can be achieved by halving the field lovl that caused a disturbance,
or the moximum field that could be generated if no disturbance occurs.

The major shortcomings of high level testing are, that on',; spot frequencies are available, the
offsets of the ground reflected Ave, the proximitv -1 :13o aircraft to the tran2itter and the non
representative condition of testing a flight control sy.ces stationary on the ground. The later two
cases can be overcome with fliot testing. Spot frequencies can Pis important resonance points and
sos* method Is required to sweep the rrequency bond. 'his cannot be done at high power levels for any
length of ties because of the risk of interference, also there are techn.cai difficulties in designing a
high power swept frequency source. To overcome this problem a low level teat method has been developed.

Low Level Sweep eLLS)

To eliminate soae of the disadvantages of high level testing the LL method was developed by ASAE£
and the Royal Aerospace £stablishaent (RAM). The aircraft Is illumlnated b a swept low level source



ove the r.rwcy range I to-.-DO Mts at field levels of typicAlly I V/iM frm different aspects (both
|e..ca, noa* Oa' tAIl), the Teeulting IndC-ed Currnta on seleted cables are measured using I probes.

The test stie I first calibrated (withwt the aircraft) at a distance of 2N froo the source at various
i ahts for both horzontal jnd vartin cl field* across the frequency range. The aircraft In then
pontdQ t the tet aste and the ourent* Pessured on cables during the frequency 4esop. 7e
aircrAft asytv" ar*, mavAlly wupoverr, during this test as research hos shown that the couplig factor
to control and elcIl liaoe I.a not signif(icatly changed when iystea are powterd, however the coupling
to power %5ply lines can be affected. The covpling tetr can then be calculated in toras of Induced
Ntrrent per ti1t (ield in i si 511 mAn.ner to that used in the high level test. My sharp r .xnco,
.rill not-;-e of 0Its awept nature.

The rv;uite or the US derived coupling factor can then be coabined with the VA auctputbility
results 4.10 with the appropriate :A, provide m RF "erating clearance for the aircraft -.hich Is
in4 endnt ai any ot wr teat oethed. From MXtAa experience LU testing generally produces
esstbtlattc results Aen cospard with high level teating.

The =S tes method can &Io be used to Cco4rt the coupling factor, both bfore and ater the
inotalltion of a odification, to stablish whether tho VC state of the aircraft hva changed. Thio it
4 very cast offttiv solution for deterulning the effqeta of sodificAttns when the aircraft I* in
tervice and can significantly r*4ocv the ro-certifIcAtion teat tine.

If high level testing Ia going to be ptrforxod, LS resulto allow the spot froquincies to be
optiaisvd an the Idontified rsonacemoa n vom cases reduces the need to cover all the available
rrequncies.

A. GroundS esting LinSitAtioe

All of the toot methods described so far are Influenced by the proximity of the crond plane. The
aircraft is subjected to both the incident wave a the ground reflected wave and depending on distAnce
and wavelength these can ad" or subtract which Is not the case in flight other than at very long
wavelengths. Also, in the high level teat It i* not always possible in the IF bond to operate the
aircraft in true ftr field conditions an close proximity to the trmnosittins source is required in order
to obtain high field strength levels.

Flight control systems modify pilot demand Inputs depending on the magnitude and sense or a number
of parameters eg air data, 0, attitude eta. Vith the aircraft on the ground and stationary. cae of
these paraneter ore static, therefore the FM is in an open loop configuration ao that the suscepti-
bility of circuits could be different from the dynaic (closed laOp) condition in flight. So*e
parameters like alrpeed and altitude can be thanced by using ground equip ent, but the proximity of
bulky equipment near tt Ora ft could affect the coupling factor.

Flight testing to data has shown that ground testing is usoAlly wre-case, however very little
work has beoo carried out to establish if a factor could be used to modify ground tost results. The
following describes two flight test methods and the initial results of a trial to identify DAY
difference* between the manltude of currents induced in FCS cables during ground and hover flight when
exposed to similar electroeanetic fields.

S. Flicht Testing O-oard

The "in reasons for carrying out flight tests on the on-board emitters is if unwanted effects or
unusually high susceptibilities are seen during the ground tests, or it the aircraft type has a history
of E I related Probless in flight. In general the on-board flight assessmant is usually subjective,
however cable currents can be measured during flight although on strike aircraft this may be
impractical. A Pethod for aeasuring cable currents during flight will be described later.

As one of the criteria for flight testing Is to assess any unwanted effects the flight safety and
planning (nfr 3) has to be carefully considered, particularly if ordinance to being carried. The loss
of the aircraft or armamnts is always a possibility, therefore testing should take place in a safe
ares. It say be necessry to carry armaments. including external fuel tanks, which are operated by
electro explosive devices. If they cannot be made safe for 'lighz extreme card had to be taken. For
some aircraft there say be a need to provide a chase aircraft to monitor the behaviour of external
stores, as cockpit Indications of their *tatus can be unreliable C they are fired by the effects of
electromagnetic interference.

The ground tests would have revealed the frequencies at which unwanted effects occurred and If the
frequencies and power output of the transmitter cannot be restricted flight testing should be carried
out. This will establish If the effects remain or are modified in flight. With military strike
aircraft the configuration of external stores and wing geomtry slgnificontly changes the coupling,
therefore the flight teat should include the worse case configuration, however the aircraft should first
be tested without any stores if the unwanted effects are on FSC systems.

the flight testing is norally carried out by the crew making voice modulated transmlsslons across
the frequency band and observing the effects on the systems. The teat frequencies to be covered are
mainly dependent on the ground test results, however 0.2 Ois steps across the 11F band are typical.
Transmissions between S and 10 revtnda are usually long enough to enable the crew to assess systems
behaviour. If cable currents bave been moeasured in flight, they can be cospared to the ground test
result. and using the SCI test and S a fleet clearance Lan be provided. Quite often there to an
unacceptable malfunction in flight over a narrow band of frequencies, the only solution if system
hardening is unacceptable is to limit the use of these frequencies in flight.

'1



Flight toijtie a4slai oxwn e Aei rL~ environment At wsully only cenaidered it the level of
ir VICYr-"1tM lhat.LVti lrcra- 1 OoArv4 ta fly to i root iccft/nble. Ode option would be to fly the
eiPCre" ovor a t1llbnete4 $ e.pviri ..t xn4 .tos:z aytcz behaviour. Thin is likely to be prohilbl-
tiveo1y, aestve and %t,4 -. cally 'fficuit . Hevwvqt "-4 limit fliht tcStt he" been cared out
04inst ecific tronnItt" Or t ai e;4 .tll romutroment eistlJ. A lonpl rptil n i to t"O the
cleouranio an UIo gyund teats wiqi t ndtxte Wit'o A limit th imvirWW-%te 4 aircraft aen fly i$, or
for e."wls, ltrh' of Ships trnm ittirs OleA ir aft a"e It 9l1*o VtOialty. This # Mreith to the
problon ham ben in use foi) a Onuxboe o. year% tut is bouOM4 ltr'.ly difficult to ad roltar no

tsinttor operbtion becomes amatd and Muacy ugle,. ade the li or Vital ceautcetion May
Itn oecopt b -t ft J0#al oolution Vould be tt-faqte' the ground tUt results to provde A woie
ocurott flight 0l n.-ce. Tho.following dvacribes a flight toot rothod that haa recently be" o .eei by

eori co.toldoing the aircraft reuireent, UA problem of prQusing a callbrm*td fitld Lt free
space s uOt be drqed. To date AWE have only COOldOV the 1f rr qu ncy spVtetna and usod the tW
fovility in tha-tlo &Mvironaontokl Genrator for rtilhc WrIsls. Th rnqUlrVet A3 to producO a plNW
"o ovne a reseenAV-lo altitude, 100 to W0N iggl. At a alnisu dietAOc* from te tranesltter of 50M.
Mie field Is c alrrnted by sutpending a prrc.co wilt prom. from A Mior'craft *hla, ea "uvea the
*Witudo of the. ilectric and manwtic field in. vhrea xee. The field datti is tonaritte from the
p.robt to the ainvatt via a telemeter/ l'iidt. Yarkera am pl4.e4 on U ground at regillar Intervola
ftrro.ulng to T h E fieo .agnltudif at

. 
the chosen haight of 4oeratlon. If the aircraft vaed for %he

field talibratton-'s to be th* test hlirrot or to shoeoi to be susceptible to DU then ecnettivo aytoms
hould. te inhibited ur Increlifg fidld$ ehonld be appi ached progresively. A safety oeaaeoft Is

al. ays "Aired Wefore the field calibratio,.

flit 3 she" the aircraft Instrumentation used to measura the Irduct currants in two cablta ter
Wth a grtoun and flight tost in a rotorcraft which bud suffcelant cockpit 4pace for a fl.ght oboirvnr.
The bulk cvrrent viobee vra davelopad for ground uAe: they er havy AM need to be auPported on th#
ct.,le l :e for operatlon i% flight. The power oupp..ly arrangemnto for the apt.trua knalyert need to Ce
tonsidered :tawrlly. IdeAlly it 4hould be powered frxf a battery, via An Invorter, as uh-- quality or
the aircraft e*pWly my N inadeq ato for rellablo 2peretion. This ould be the cAe cn 'dome rotorcraft
hotoe the generatoro arT, ti d to rotor speed.

MAsaurlng the, uyntea disturhence coild be achieved by using 4a-mvntion4l instruavntation on control
aurfaces. However although tlis o uld prciLde a canprLson between thi ground and flt 'A't C¢448 Cars

.ould be token when using this hoiho" for cle~rarxe tyuowea a the Iftvruatation 'ietr, could
sinificsntly alter the coupling. Full use Yhould be ade of any suitable parmntrs if' en accident
data recorder le 4 porowlent feature of the aircrrft t :ilternative is to oae an aircraft instrunent.
One vxovlo to the toat aircreft being, the flight control systea ;4oltion and demanl indicator.
ssties referred to a 6 Iito indicator. %'hn instrument I quite auitable for Voiparlwon purpos3*,
particularly if tht'e i u video available for tten fixing events. In adtltion the pilot will probably
be making reference to thins toatrunnt during the flight test.

T•he object of the flight teat li to neasurm the magnitude of current induced in a given cable whor
the aircr: t Is subjected to the sae fIeld strngth level as on the ground, liso to compare any affects
on a flight rontnil eyte.a, in both a elsed ard open loop condition. Wt4orz any high level testir is
carried out the aircraft in subjected to LLW/BC1 tet to establish the main retonont frequencies end
equipment susceptibility tnrp.holda. Vellowing this a full ground hipli level teat is corplated
initially or-ground puwer and finall:v -= sir-traft internal power vith engines and rotors turning. T*ste
can be carried out at various field lWyels to establish syatem behaviour with the final test matching
the levels chosen from the fiht elaJ.%att-.. All four aspects are checked, to fmtablich the worse
eaae coupling profile. The current* er.d any system disturbances nre recorded at each frequency and
field level. A on', hertz modulation vta foulid t/, p.od.ca the worse dtisUrbt.,j on th4 ground on the
test aircraft and this vao achlevd ste ldy by keying the transmitter.

iefore the flight test the ground teat results siclld be Analyzed to dotermine a anto maxlm. field
i" whI.h the aircraft can operate and the proceahtrem to be adopted in the event of a flight control
system or engine runaway. Vith a rotorerAft the fliht t.st proedure %o;a-0 be to hover above the
weakest field ground marker, at a safe actitude with the coerect aspect to the trAnsaitter and record
the currents and system disturbances at each freq-ency, then proceed to a 'igher field ntrcngth, Three
frequencies at the main resonances should be the minimum requirenent. RiahI.ble co=un!cationS with thei
ground transaitter ie essential, the aircraft syatem is usually adequate If vperated At A different
frequency to the RFI source.

Fig 4 and S show the induced currents in a 705 cable bundle for the
r 
ground nd flight case, when

the aircraft is subjected to an external field of 14 volts per moter. Both the nose and side aspects
are shown. These initial results have been shown to illustrate that the t.rt MU,oa does produce the
required data. In this particular teat it can be seen that the induced currents are sivdlar Or the
port aspect when comparing ground and hover. However there in aone difference near the rnscnance for
the nose aspect. Further testing on this aircraft In required before a factor f.r :learo.o can ie
derived. Two areas will need to be addressed: one, to determine how tbo current vnries due to the angle
of Illumination and two, the effects of operating the aircraft in a far field plane Vave condition
(flight) compared, to the more complex field on the ground. If the illumination anile Is the d!he 4-
factor then additional flight testing is required to define the angle and airecaft aspect -..at prod r a
the highest current. The system susceptibility on this test was similar for ground and hover flight at -

these three frequencies but it could vary considerably if the control loop gain var..es wit;% airspeed. ,

I



On this aircraft the control lava are schomled to ,ange and a ltionu #otoro at, Introdtoce4
0 knots therefore further tet* over the opeed range are required.

The toat mth.d detailed above to Ideally suited to ak rotorcraft hostvor a fixed wing aircraft dota
proesent additional problem4. There it no rot In a ,ingle seat strike aircraft fto the general purpose
teat equipaent, thorofore, *p"eIal to type iatruntion is required to rcord the cable currents nd
syotea diaturbancoa If An accident data rtcorder is not fitted. It va mntlond earlier that Instru-

.nmttlan can change the Couling, thtrefore coupling teta with and without the Inatrusetation Is
nvecary It the resulta are required for clearance. Uverti AltQrnat1ve MOethod are presently bhing
cenaldered to easure cabl currrnt§. One is to record the cablo currents on a digital rcording
"yites. The fliht test mthod viii be different without the capability to hover tangential allcee are
flown over the speed range At each field strength value. itovever this method only movere a aide Aepect.
testing noe and teil Nspect* would be difficult and potvntially de~nCroV* And no work bha been carried
out by MAU In this Area to date.

7. CUM11O

The grond teat oethods proaenty used far aircraft M clearance teting are liated by the
proexiaity o the gound plan* and intorfren:e aurce, al aos flight eaftty critical oyat&at are
being tested in a condition which ia not, rpreAtntAtive of flight.

Thia pAper has dlocusted Mhe flight teat 0ethoda that are being develoemd to comapr flight and
ground test re ults to enable a arv pr ieOo clearance to be given and to provide a factor to be uae4
with future ground teats vithout copropasing afety. The initial work with rotorcraft ba ebon
encouraging reaulta, however soe problem need to be resolved with lnatrumentaton And the flight teat
technique on fixed ving strike aircraft before clearance teating uting this "etad can be udrtakaen.

te ferene

I. The deteanination Of atfety for critical myotes. 0 i S ITi11, A ,AA Conference (No 22 ) Subaystet
Teoting and light Teat lnstrunentation. 1080.

2. T" vriation of induced currenta on alrc aft virln. P 4 REVT01. IK4 conoercnce on 98C -
southaaton 100.

t. £lectrootlc Co(/4tib1ity and the Flight Teat Z;Ntneer. 4 D MOW, S th nnual yupoSiua
Auterdae 1087.

'C' Cont oiler. 1ir Xiwtjeata Stationery Office Lodon 1989.
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techniques basdts ot 144ctiot do poti1424 tsiu anits VA III conuctout Connect*i n so% $out '.rdS
offiecocs at iurtout pisttent at ssffrsucbir do caractiro altstair. do Is foodro utrolo & 1& tots
dons hs tgapS at dons lIQSPACo.

IA cossonooti adrosutique dispose almit d'ot, grand Aostro do doundos 3ur It courant do1 d4hbvoo
di foodro at enCt louyoloPP*o do CVS deondots qVt A Perit do dinir It do rilso 1os soltni do
Simulation otilsa aujoutrdbul.

Rappoloas bridagoont Its dilffroats atcanisses *to to jeu dins In dichsrqo do Waore qui sdtollit
entto n~ua;* at So1. AV dtport. on coastddre qu'oist vaut uno idrouci do potential do Vordr. do 10VY
*ntto Is Sol at It va 4oop *ltri& cotta dlitinct do potential conduit i %at distribution do chAbP
4lectriqo dent I& Valoor pout attviedl0'Y.. 50VX t%1 Pat qyolques lO'y.s" A Ilottrioor do pos.
Vast practsdstat lorsqoo to chisp ittolut to o ondroit dona& do ile ay%9tu nues on osltr critique
quva ddbarg4oset luitike "its pout so propoger vats I lv..

Cot I'lndiqo It schfso do I& figure 1. cotto ddchargi "pricurscur" proqttsst par loads.
typiquostat do Voardro do SO a. A wOn vitesso axial* de Ws"' loisque Cette ddcharga p~rwvuet *u
woisiaaco do sol all* indolt use autro dichargo do polarit4 inverse an provenance do sol ; I*$ diox
ddcharval vent so coannoctor at &lnst ktablir on court-circuit into io nuago at it so) clest & cot
instant qul&ppitkit dons ItikOS priolblosant fond4 vao dtcbtrgo ostrkatsiut violtuto qut I'o4 appolle
"ends do retour" ot qui corrospou4 1 Is proslirv impulsion msuto du courant do foudra.

Apris un tamps d'attott qot pout duror plosiours di:414ts di as. on. sicozdo dichargv
*prdcursiur* sdtablit iou gdnlnal cotto stcoad* dichargo at los suimotes out one progression crutioui at
Wid rapid*) condutsant a o second* ourdo do rotoor' Ut par consiqocuat t on. secondo impulsion do
courant. Teut quo 1# nkungo n'tst p4s cosplatesont dichargi, do tols procossos so ripdtiont. sachat
quouAtre diox ispulvions do courant. pert s*Atoblir on rdgimo de courant permanent dont Ilazplitud*
atteint 103.

Lts diffdrontts 'ondosat retour" soot visiblos sor Is photogmophii do Is fivuro 2 itprdsottnt un
foudrotestnt diclonchi artificiollontat sur une structure dd6tude 80 sol : IS tone blanche at diffuse
correspond ao passage dVu courant permanent,

A titro doxtzplt on doan. sur Is figure 3 Vend# do courant ottenue lots Vuo foodrotsert
dicloacbA r~tl ibux 9tats-Unts on 1911 ; Vicbolle do bout pernot141o Solono 16valotion do coorant
poissnout qot denl It CAs prisont doze plus do 700 as at dent l'aspltuds attoint 300 A : l'Acholle du bas
Indique Ins Impulsions dl'ondo dt rotour" qut poovent parfois so suptrpo.or I Ia cesposante continue ; on
note quo Is presitro impulsion atteint lei pratiqoosont 40000 A.

Clest I partir do ces donntos quo IS comninaute atronaotique a Mii no "agrossaon normalivsde
deoaut itro appligodo on essais denavirooaAontt.

5'sgissant jusqu'a aitensut dsavlons A structure essentiellesent sitalliqo. at disposat
diguipestnts dloctroniqutt jugis pou vulnirables aux of fits ilectromagnfiques, 1-4gression horaslistio
a eu pour objectit principal do roprisenter correctesent Its ndes do retour at Its cospossutes
porsistantes do IS dichirge, clest-&-dire los processds .1merg~tigues do phnoosne ; 11 s,&glt tn oflat de
viritier, intro autres, Is tortue aicanigue, des kizents do structure. It cosprtesont Iles r~servoirs do
carburant, ot IS vuladrablit des 6guipesonts externes [7].



Atil dd4tablir do$ conditious A'ossit donnooat dim wAroos i varablt ataffita,,co I1aqraaaioo
savItt. correspond A U# Call do fovdteatt mujorant rolaid d4An 1 % dos cia (1) % ilts C41 do

odtoic~ot r~coC~~s mOt done coulfcts pat Its osauls). gon (0Th# 41obleo apptochdo Ott cello daftde got
14 fiqutv 4 ; file St coaPOSa I
- Ount prczidre impuilion dMn par lca points MRot. dont 14 vjaltor tri t 4.OAat do 1" ot 
PI'lt~orale d'action J t't -. 0$. Go suctout tournie par 14 phase Co

- dung canpasa pqrsistanto MO do Valaur loytaho 440 A at corrtspo*dant 4 111iroa NO0 C
oze acondo4 impula 441ini par Its points Tt~tK dont I& valvur trite oat do 5.1011.

Pluglomfa laborAt~Irei 4a tan mi. so ot qvipda 4o gioraturs 4. puistanc* qui ptrnctent,
daaasuorr VIttikosai di 1& figu. 4.

Cqtcodaot. dopuis Vo., .nostaet do ooav proitt daviorka oia dbdiicoptirts 04 Its
carActiristiquas do hast %vi at 40i 11ignalt plus. Mot At foot p10a wraits. 4 aevoir a

- Its structureos o;adonufa 49 U prochaint qdsdratloA stront do plus an plus Wariquios a portir do
aitdrlaux cositos do typo kaVjar. cosposit carboat, tic... it tactdates It but di Vanaor tit mass* it
on "tOrforasOc A tonut X4C4AnqV1 4quiValQM. ;

- ldl1ottrooiquo do bard duviost Ron stvuloot plus sophiatiglsla as deviat 44aliateat Viale air It Plan
dv Is stcurWt doa yoU :lasr1apl't It plus slignificatit tat ctlut dos coaands at Vol ictriquea. Par
MlIMIr. to rAison d 4, 'olutiork des CosposkAts utiliska. let titctroaniques 49 bord slavdrcnt betucoup
plus VulndrAblos Aux interactions 4lectroasntiguts pailts.

Lot maor.%s do protection A mattto on ouvro Sur Its adroni m"tdeat. at hIvsamying Vttaal
d1tavlronoant A 14 toAnre rour lea qualifier ndctssitent 11approfoaziisstatnt 4. I& connaissance do Is
menate at aurtout )a prime to coupta di to#a let aspects 40 cotto menace at pat soultaeat celut die coursat
dirsct do Ia ddcharg*.

1. LIXTKAICTION tMthR knZowE

it tat clair quo Is but final A attaindre daa us programs* do qualification oat dt slassuror du
baa fooctiontsaeat dos 4quipezents abargods at ccl avac uno %argo dt sicurizA stiisacita. ?our arriver A
cett anlyst do vulndrabilWt, plutieurt Atapos soat A frantchir ; do tAnidre tria etoasairo, ossayos do
d~flnlr cta 4tapts soccosaivea :

a) 11 sgegit tout da4bord do caractdritor V'arastion foudro cohlo-ci dovant Wie oxpriAe Ron soulesitt
to torme di courant de 46charot, wait igalextat on ttas do chamsa ilectrovsagnbliquts : coast Vliadique I*
achtma d# 1& figure 1, Vaironef pout on offat air* souxsa

- Soit A un tfdrotint direct. It Courant travorso &lots I& atructure 'eta un% point denatrdo at un iota
phusitura) Woitts) d0 sortie.

- salt A tin foudroitsat do proximMtd Ilavion tat shors uniquaat affoct6 par Is champ dloctroxagndtiquo
dit IS ddcharge.

Oepuis quelquea &nnoes plusioura programnos importanta do richerchea sun 14 toudro sont vents dana It
toad* : la at apport& de nouvollia connaisasacea 4i base at en psrticultr dana It donalne 4u
rayonnaont 41octrowagnitiques dos dicbarges 11,..0).

b) La socondo ktaPt conslstn A 46tarmaor (figure 51 It "probidse *Sterne" do Vlaion gui correspond A Is
distribution dos cosposantur 4ioctrique it asondtiqu. (to, He.) do champ sur as structure . danas ho cas
dun foudroglat do proximit4. it at mie Sant lot champ& Wnults par It rayonnomont di A i(t) :dana I*
C4a d'un faudroitent direct. mo sort 4o oasentiollostnt au courant. do ddcharge at ro 4u ioriations di
potential de IIAlronef. tn otftt. 11ivion itaut sivu6 intro dos souresa do.vt It diftdnonco do potential

Attoint 104Y. on pout holiquenent admottro do granuis variations dos tornos to on io zur I& structure
pendant la phase do connotion do IVare tictrl4uo. Ai Van connait has pnincipales propridtda Vona
dtcbsrge do toudro. IVaa1plication do ce-des nuxdriquis tr1isnsinanels permot on thkorie do rdaoudre It
'probld e xtorno Sun dto structures cozploxos dlakronofa 1-11 Par aillours, l'objoctif principal dos
ptogrtanos do sosuros -oaur avlons qui saront prdsotts eu perographo 3 a port4 str I& ditormination
osyoAiaetale do cc "problizo *xleirno" do I aqon A pouvoir corrdhon concnitenont, en prdsence do
foudroitmonla r~els. 1* courant do 4itharge at lea champ 61ectrouagnftiquea Sun hs structure.

c) La troloidmo 6tape vise A anxlyser I* 'problha interne". cetst-l-diro A diterainen I& distribution dos
coaposnts El at Hi du champ 6letronagnitique A Vinatiriaur du fusohale do I'adronof .catto
distribution pout tre Mbtnua Par lapplicstion do iverses foatedons do tranafert T tlles qut

(Ni. ti) - TOa (No. Eo)

Cts fonctions do trAnafor'. correspondent A des sd6CAniso d0 pinttration du champ loectroaaftique salt
par diffusion, salt par los ouvertuta Eleactroxagndtiques crdioa par difidnonts 4ldaints do ha structurt.
Les propridtda do cos diffirents 61taents de structure soat ividmatnt esuentithlos pour Vmanalyse du
couplago.

A titre d'illustration, on a indiqu6 sun I& figure 6, lts &Tfits dt coo chcanisses do rouplage
6lectromsgndtiquo Sur uno structure 11 sagit do rdsultats obtenus grice A una exp~rience tr~m -.iaple de

I4



Isbortoiro : 'an. attle cyliudfique o en lisinitan posi& 4n. 01uvortire Cerrit 40 20 an 4t c644 qui stut
Alre. s*it 1810164ou e'tte, Salt tran per un CAspot~ sitelique claSS ; Me cible-ttst III Alaposi
cails#.t A 1'iutirierr do Is asquatto at oat coaotc.cA 61tctriquostnt aux Annx 114squea extriatik 4# 14
VA14cto cyliftdrique. on stsure flob oestat Its WoturbetionA induittv Per dqrgito ont courant do
court-citemit stlecte Uan cAbl4.ttat. W'ecitstloo dt 14 xsqoe4tto *at cr44. per Is dichergo 4100
condoiwtur don&ant u4 courant 11t)de type bi-oxpontotiul mie uAn toaps do sont~o do 30 us at 'nt* isltvr
cr~tt do quolques 101A. 0'aertur# ftrcae 9 It couraent pmralitt sur I* c~bitesot diVAn port do (siblo
eaplitudt a4s 414oloat do leaps do Nouthc 481e: long t it 0*cgit ici A'un xadcsst o coupleot per
diffusion 4giasent nine 'an Mira pssso-bes dont Ia constsha do teaps oat Is costatt do diffusion do
stieu (10 ,'s pour I a d'Auifiul. Oftworturt libro, on eurcgixtra one porturbation bmosup plus
iapor te 1saxplituile Atteiut lei 1S0 P-A). evtc 'a loops do aomttt Ideutiqut A colul do i'sgrtssion (pA
do Mitrage) o n note Amli loappsrition d1un signal oscilietoiro Pmrsite qui correspond a In rdsonsuca
do 14s tructure. ra chAKngeent 1a position doi cible teat, A Iluatritur a cylindro at to I'approcksat do
Pouvarturt. on pout etiduadrt des sodulatioax oseillstoitrea ourcant ddpasaet %, A Crate A crate.

7oujoura A titrf dlocsaplt. 0n Abant sur Ia figure I 'an r4aultat At avsurts Ao coupiago ilictroajniiqao
p~t ouvertmro Obtono cur 4vitn its tot "15dant va Iodrieet TI s it, potr Cat tecaplo. 41unk
*%v*,turt circululee di UA en do AissAto ; Acox captiura mosuront roupoctivonont It CheAp MACnitiquo
Otitutue No tt Io ch3eep X39aittqV4 lntorat It dans Vastc do iourrtturt A 50 enAi 44celo-ci.

on rtasrque. ecome pour Vcsmptrimte do laboratoire, dune part quo No et It oat 14t s-IceJoint A'oudo.
dsu4tre pert 4uo sypitrposIts A Ilispuiaion 11obelo. on vatt appersitro des oscillations ccrsetiriatiquea
do 14thrsoonee 4a fuselage do 114vion. lnas It ca prdcis do Is Hogur* 7. Is fonction do teastfrt 1 Au
ceuphsoe ost 6;41o A 1/20.

41 ratio. Is derni~ra itapo vise, cannasmt Its diatrlbutions inttrus It *t ti. A dritouer Its
ptrtutbetlona sumcptiblos d'affoeter Its Aquipements do bord. Cos ditermluetioas soat rwhircbioa A
pertir des iquetions do lign#. ieqrossion finale tant roprhsett par It eourant do court-circuit Ice ou
Is tensin do circuit w~vtrt V.atfectant liqulpesat. A titro Woaeple. on exasine saintoent 's an s
ridl obsorvi ent vol on prdsonet do taudrtaitat ; it configuretion utilit cortapoad A 'an cAble
court-circuMt plack dens It fuselage At Is4vlan A So ea do Ioucvorturv 444A signelA. pricideasent. On
dispose iel des osurts dos doux tospossutta to at go Au chaup kloctrcagnique estorno A proxialti do
laouvtturo ainai quo Ao cello du courant Icc tmevrsint It c~blq. Los rdsialteta obtenus lots A'un
foudroitoat diret do 11svion jont printis cur 1s figure 8. Lux courbas (4) at (b) correspondent sun
meistions des psrea-tres to *t He ontegistris sur uno piriodo Ao 100 P's : Is courb (C) qut fournit to
courant do court-circuit out I lion* xontra quo eolul-ci a vant orat dondo tris voisir.) 4o it.

Cott* Siilitude pout Atro Adnontrte Wboriquestnt ;ell obbet, on salt quenR prisonco d'ouverturos At
pttitos Alcaians, 1% veltur do Ice *at calculable A pertir 4o It thiorie des dip6iea 6quivaionts. Cott*
thiorlo dannt I& source At tension dquivalonte '0 ot )4 source Au courant Aquiccitut I "*fast quo Its
induetanmo at capacitanes 4quivalontos .,ot C* #q o ccotorto ouverturo-lignt.onai)

P.

A .
I., Hz

L1eat s dis tance dotr Is lion* on la e ral. u o Ice elstbe peti pdi tieonol I cignoste ouvertu e

0 Ic 0

IHHe



?our Its ixpla (2) at 13) 40 1& figurt 1. 0e obtilat Ie$ fdsellsts owiunsetI

Ispulsios ko, lAX 11 IClC414 imvset4I

2 4,2 S' t

3 100S 1.7 1.

I.s cospmrisoa 4.5 walturs do Icc stsuckes at CslCvl4vs peratt slia T4 ider Papplication, dw m@41t
des dipoles 441iusltels pour wet ouverturt 4t petito dimssice. $144414", 40sIwat queet fill* 2444rl4
tv t pout tax &it* adglivA. l'txospla CIOl asst qw'vi Cis psrticasllr .6 1& licwtolst tat fit

coyrt-tircoit.

Wtxaae do latotaction fogdre-tviceow quihect d'Atte Seessireatt ArdA. "Sir* 4 Pdwidoue qua Vate
dos toes proxiere aspetsl A exiutner tat colel to 'prahliat exlte: cc "problds e .terec at pout Wie
quo, puttiollitate ahtirdA of 11oe $1e tiedt avx csrsctdristiqwes des foudtottoonts, d~tecids an tol,
coux-el tit docst qulvaq information 1Hit Aux cefta do rateur.

Li toseissloct coXp144v ds torsts der44ts Wt A $,a .1 A to por us avion to Vol Suppose syccissiweseet
Z'saxlyso dtv phlosles Ills A I& catactioa do 1* 44ckirge 4wec Is structure. cello dos ;AU0oelsti
sisocl~s Aux 44chmrgs ditto itra-awacon doze *e prtaxat pis as compto ifllesce 4w sol it tils cello.
bien tttedo, 4ev phlecadews sasoifs &ux dlchirges ausge-sal. 4%usqv'a 111O. wue oned s004ur aianc
ulitAit disponible ; 4oputs. tfois prograixos IsportAsts sur lot isteractious tovdre-avioa *at 40I
vttvPris to tcssce (11-171 it &us rtats-vais (17-30).

Lobjet du pfothaia paragraph* tat do denser tan spercu des priucipta r~ilsuis obtteus 4v cours do ts
progratats do rechtrchts at 4t satter lloriqntatioa que dovrait prgedre Its nouveaux wayfels 4'vsixis
d~oavirounesAet A Is foodre A partir do 1990 qua cc suit pour Its a4foouds do Is touwale9A400 gddamo
qoe c *selt pour Igo laacrurs ow Avioas spatiaux.

3. C1ZiXCTh1ISTIQ4IE$ 01.1 7O'DIOUIIS OBS11TO ZX VOL

ra rsce. plusiturs caspagues Wessais *At 404 effectuits sur us &via* Iratsall save cause
objectifs essentiels Its sesures dos cosposantcs r4 at me alinai quo cellos dos courant$ do ddcharce

AwX Stats-Unis, aewa prograsac. out 404 Nis as plact

- It presletr par Is NASA 4 pxrtir do 1111 ava e us waion 4o typo 7104 pour des 46t.13. sur
Viestrusentation de lauion it sur let objectis do I'atude. It lectour pourra so reporter au docustat
tit).

- It second par l'usAr at 1. FAA A partir de 1184 avus a 4o, typo COMMA CY SOO : VOEA A 404
aIssoci6 A ce progras* on 113S die% It but 4w prot~dtr. sve sot proprts soyeca do asure. A Is
ddteraination dos champs oxterne (11420).

Tous ccs progrsases out. do fait, awiwi 3. Rise dimarcho

a) teeter do confirar Its paratres sssocils &ux oede. do retour qui peut toujours Wej conaiddrds
Coma4 majeurs pour ha slcuritA des nicen.

b) approcher la glints Splcifiquos corrospondaui A Is phase dsattscheneet do herfc Aur Ia structure.

c) examiner lts conditions critiques dw champ dllctrkque ataosphiriqae, qui coeduisent A Vtah..~ r

I& ddcharve do boudre sur Vslrwet.

3.1. Heaures ebtigwes sow, Paolon IAhSAtL

Le systlac de sesure utihisk set Pswion, Tramsell eit rtprlstt sur It schls*t do 14 figure 9. On
Y distingue cinq capteurs de chap 4lectrostitiquo destiels A cooesitto los coaditioes critiques 4v
dicle:.cheaet aiesi quo la valour du potential 4loctriquc, d. Vagina au moment do h'ispact do ha boudro.
deux capteurs 4o cournt do d4change Ilun 4tant plact sut wee prositre porche situie A lavant do
lasppareil. It second sur la seconde perch# phacdc i l'arridro. call* 2 cspteurs placks A hsoset, sur In
tutlage do lswion, persattaet do sesuror les cospossetes 6lectrique at agetique extecees dw champ.
Cott# installation a Wt coosidtrableaget compl4tte 1cr. d. Is caspage^ 1918.

Lw TV4esall A Offectu4 Cox vol. dessais A des altitudes typiqueseet coaprises etro 0*C 0t
- 10'C. On dispose actuelloseet d'ieborkatioes sur wee cinquantafee do dlcleecheseets do foudre dent 10 en
1988.

Un risultat typique obteew suet we captour do champ so exteree tat d=6e sur ha figure 10. Cat
4vinenet a WI observ6 lo 7 juin, 1984. 1'altitude de Vagioe 6talt 4e 3500 a at 1s texpdrature exttrieure
de - bOC.

On obsrve str Is courbe (a) quo It signal Be *t essentillesteet compos6 dlimpulsices pedat wee

phriode do quciquwa cttin. do a. Pour pratiqueseet teutes he. mesures. Ia forme deonde du pasitre He



compto an ?faster train lotpilsia 11 t434padit so loos coog-Is trof 2 at A K2 4ioaL 1,4plitudt critt
A cilto su-,vonto do qutlts A.10 1414411 100 AW,' : to pteifr train Oat 0441xn vv
VASspo1.ioas looldos (3). (13 Alec At$ huirvIals do tftps coatris Cott,; t0 at 100 is.

wI countc 1b) mAdique. site pbs do di%*i. is - ,rsct4at%qo0s dig ipl$16is X# por4n%. 1*5
4tux prosidros as. Lee inttrwallts dotsp eita at ispi~latis ot Sam P4 toujovs cs%1n% iitk III
roft kndainis do *43to oidro qrsnor. A savoir 421to 10 1% JG "s I apris tilt. fw&**. 64ohs)f
44r4trtwat vae dicroissatco ds cat lnterualh. qoi ptol ottfo~re io valvur staimAle d'usuIrOX 'N0.
Mioo qvo "en rtprdsiitas~ ir Ctto4 fIjurt. 04t ebearo dt*isItIiono do chap 61iritqi. toI*tqt
Aux involsions No ts ix Watt Patittsoas Iyatwroalso). Wsi vAltus crtet A cilto do Is cospcesn%
Ii. risttat sousibbesqat cotails P111dAnt% tot 14 dfiv A* train. Alec %44 Wioof 447vaeno do 100 Wo/.

Wa couIt It) sentro 4CISP440M ispeso o ll pt&44aat tot pdIM6 do I'erid do 1.6 P4 : It op*
doW0 eAtd do polsiot; gat d~If I*"* 10I t on. oliotrvotto at 01lAWio supviP9144 ponda44a 14 0so do
CoUlatico do Vispolslen, ; 1a deni-pdrlodo di to$ oscillations *at W. veSIAne 4o 1.40.10"s velour
corvpodiat A 1* prtailro ctsoanc do 1%stlali di. UansIl.

1.4 V41beof sAMIAao do I'iwlsfon o goi dt 110S A/* ;i at kesiddion40s, dams Cox codhices.
use dtositt d0 coron WAIitt 44104tr doi tusobao dm4# It sent 4'ilplitaI do. C4$?tiir lasXPlItud
cotrspondante do cvurmn Strait 0o M MA. Mt#. qoc 1#4 purat4tros W0 0% to sctioni toseatits Poar
llaaIlyst do copaiv l11c%:sluoss4iv *or Won. on $sitl qi vit ispottast V41141111 A*$ 15aorxatiens
aosof prlcists quo possiblo stIt lots ts d'clo di Ato~ do~i At tkAro.

On rap",%It qvr dwp $a cootilsrAtiot doesisas. I'Awfoo U4141aI tot 4qvipA do 2 pirchts do 4 a dq
longotur tixits Sur Ii radea# at sur Is partie Arire d At 14parel. tin shtat rlutatit tat pltil ontO
chkuuot porch* At Is strsctyro. Cult coa.tggratioA crtto"0i4 A Is situation 14 pigs f(arshl, poor
I'ltit4 Ai corte di ddcharga paisquit Its oxtials ds can porchos iclI. 14 plopart do tosps. Its
:.c 4Aa1%achtt d Pace lctriqowf. tlei not$us lintons 4 Ia prisve14lo ino VI#Stu (cii VISA*
obwog AV caurs di. Cal AV. 2) join 1114 t cttto ferat, gat typiqutt dota$io cotl., qvi Oat R6d obstridos
dorAnt Its ost.. Sur Is figure 11. lots calrbts 1s) It (b) deenrn%. pvndat It *424 iulurwAlle at tems.
161e11tacn d#0 cormns darovitris #at 14 patch* Alm nt.) at Sur Is poncho anriat* Itt). Les volaitki
de cam dtwx corant$ Imaiqutat on point d'onlr4# A I*Striito do 1'appatall 0t on point d# sortie &or I*
rad*so.

tefdant mat pnosire pIItid 4. 30 s. on observo dos aveolioas idtallquo. poor Its does
courvnls : Ao dlpart. o acroisesent Ir~s rApIde 4. a'asplitode AV. caursAt 1% oat soivi Pan wit phase do
courant perasat a c"oiprtant des ispulsions isolits C ; on coastal* In#imlpulsion. isorttito a dlloctav
par Its 2 caplons. Wanrlt du courant I, to Z iot s%%ribuk o& pie an don045 4 e bilapAnt vaiff
loslnds%t do Is poncbo at It toselaqo silks sodifiicsticn do ignal I.. Lot Wars cr~tes poor 1 4. at,

soot suplnlounos A 2.10"A at is valtur do is cosposat cotniw 051doviron JOG A.
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Summary prepared by

J. F. RENAUDIC

Service Technique don I'rogrammot Aeronnutiquan
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General Introduction

Ih attendeea at thLi Symposium Included about twelve pilotr from various squourona
of the Royal Norwegian Air force who could be expected to have very relevant
experience or operating in adverse environmental conditions. these pilot, were
thereoro invited to take part l, 0 specially organised dincutsion period in order to
share their experiences in these areas with the rant or the Symposium attendee*, and
try to answer thair questiona.

INTRODUCTION
by Captain SKOGSIRON - Norwegian Air force (flight Sarety Stat)

On behalf ot the participants at 0his Symposium I would like to point out that we
appreciate all the efforts made durirg the Syaponium to present the background of the
job or flying.

A few of the papara were a bit too theoretical for un, but most papers were very
Interacting, in particular those addressing wind shear, microburat, the Canadian
Storm Campaign, icing research, electromagnetic interterenco. The Norwegian
observers in the audience are members of the Royal Norwegian Air rorce i Pilots of
the P-3 ORION, SEA-KING rescue helicopter, and LYNX helicopters operating from
coast-guard ship*. These three types or aircraft aro flying mostly over the BARENTS
Son, between NORWAY and SPIIZ-UERGCEN. We also have pilot* of TWIN OTTER and DELL 412
Ilolcopters, operating mostly in the Northern part ot Norway, LOCKHEED C-13O HCRCULES
which operate mostly In Norway, but also in the USA, CANADA, EUROPE, THE NIDDLE EAST
and ArnICA. Unfortunately, there are no r-16 pilots present. We will try to answer
nll your questions.

I - l (P. NCWTON, UK, DOSCOHOC DOWN): could you comment on whether you had
operationil problems when operating the LYNX on-board shipo, in regard to
electromagnetic intertorence. What are your major operating problems?

Answer (Lt. HIKKEtSEN', We don't iave any electromagnotir interterence problem
operating the LYNX. lhe major problems are tound during winter weathr: heavy
winds, snow, icing.

2 - Question (c. r. LANGDON, UK, DOSCONUE DOWN): flow do you managb t-i keep operating
wren- have ouch a lot ot darkness during winter in Norway? What are the
implications for using your present equipment?

Answer (Lt. J. SALVESEN)t Even in winter time there Is come light; additionally
the Northern part o Norway is well equipped for 'rR flight, which is practiced
by helicopters, in darkness; the ORION which flies over the soen does not have
this problem.

3 - Question (R. C. AIIARRAI, USA): from your world-wide experience or the C-ISO,
what was the most adverse flight environment encuuntered?

Answer (Capt. A. SKOGSrROH)% According to mv experience, the worst cases are met
n--Th-e USA with the heavy cumulo-nimbus activities, and easociated turbulence.

S-Comment (Dr. J. A. HULDER, The Netherlands): We have spoken a lot these peat days
about wind shear, down drafta, microburst, etc. ... bit, according to my own
experience o flying over Europe, you rind hiavy winds, turbulence, croswilnds,
rain, of course, more than wind sheer such no round in the DALLAS accident,

illustrated by a video-tilm. In thousandr ot flying hours I have never seen suet]
an event)

Answer (Capt. A. SKOGSTROt): In Norway we try to teach our pilots to keep away
t-rom microbursto and other similar oventa we have seen microburats, in
summer-time, as heavy as you could experience in the Mediterranean or in the USA.
In addition, we encounter whot we nay call orographic wind shear, in the
mountains.



Comment (Lt. J. SALVCSCN)i We have Many p~roblems with turbulence and associated
windaticar, but see seldom slee downburst* due to cumulo-niabus activitis because
there are only a row days when we encounter them, and in addition as are trained
to 4avoid them.

Q uestion (Capjt. 1. PAYZC -turkey): Haove you Any extperience with problem* of
" ari hydraulic systems due to adverse wather?

Anwe (Copt. A. SKOGSII0t~ We have fuel leaI~aga problems ti turbultnce, buat no
hydaraulic probles.

Aryawer (Lt IIALVORSCN): fly BELL 412 In the Nz'rthi or Norway. Our first all
crashed in Morway on a day alhen tit* toopetrature tas -2? C. We believe that It.
may have been A problem with the hydraulics syalem In cold weather that caused
Lte crash, but tis Is sitill under Investigation.

Conment (fir. it.r. 11OiSEIII) 144aerl'a Command of t'e Nortqian Air I'arco)i
YIhisnlat statoment needs to be connented on. Wt have an on-goinq case with DELL
helicopter, and nobody knows today the rue It -sf the investigotion, whicht i4

going on. Definitely temperature ham something t% do with that crash, since It
Is aan effect on hydraulic fluida. In general, is waver I don't thinki that cold
weather has any Adverse effect to ti's etent thmt1 I~t haa an imptict on safety of
flight. In Nnray ute are carrying out trials on the his, to come to a decision on
the- use of the new hydraulic fluid OL It 4 3292 Ont 4ll aircraft In Norway.
Unfortunately, the last winters In Norway were not cold enough to reach, the*
expected -3V C Chhoi lowest temperaturs recorded w43 - 21" , and there Is no
cignlmAcant difference down to that figure). So far we have not noticed Any
severs problem with hydraulics fluid, and tharefora we have not changed to thle
new fluid usedl for Instance In the* US Air force.

6-Comment (fir. i. f. iIami): i' would like to comment on vision.
Wo- 7 s-tve a probl'.. with operating helicopters, and thaor Ta's programe going
on to study nome types of night vision gogglest, which will most probably be used
In the Royal Norwegian Air rorce*. We have not yet decided on the type to use.

7 * useition (31.OUC - rrance): Do you encounter oporationel problems at take-off
and laing, such as slush ingestion ait take-off or slippi ng an Icy surfaces on
landing? Also have you any evidence of the effects of the Aurora Borealis on
'ireraft evionics/etlactronic equipment?

Answer ( Capt. A. SKO4SmRO1)i Operating an icy surfaces may bs difficult in
Itrong crotis-wind conditions. Itegerding the Aurora Borealis, there sre only very
cInor offetI.a o n radio e quipment.

0 - *uatiaft1.IUNA - Boeing, USA)t Uhat type of de-icing or anti-Icing fluid
do au*s. What has been your experience with thes fluids.

Answer I (Capt. A. SXOGSTRDN)t We use "type 2" de-iclrg9 fluid celled
77MML-M.TDe". I have no bad experience with it, if you use the right mixture for
the temperature.

Answor 2 (Lt. Hi. VCSICRCN) : flin the TWIN OTTER In North Norway, we may
encounter snow that no do-icing fudor mixture can take away, and therefore we
Can't take ofr with, a lot of nnow on the wtings.

Answer 3 (Lt. J1. SALVCSCN)i On the P-3/I11101 whien there Is heavy snow we keep the
aircraft Inside the* hangar for as long ao possible before expected take-off. We
take it out of the hangar In ordier to have time to anti Ice it, and we tpke off
as soon as possible afterwards, especially when Lte temperature Is close to O*C.
Out It Is true that we have mtany difficulties wlien heavy snow falls are present.

9 Q uestion (0. IXCY, USA). I wonder what your oxperlence Is, in the Royal Norwegian
Ai aoc. of aircraft lightning strikes, and in oarticuiar at what outside sir

temperature they are occurring?

Answer I (Capt. A. SKOOSIROM)i In the Nvrtitn Part of Norway, in winter-timet we
experienced a lot of lightning strikes, some years ago, but we learnt to keep
sway from the clouds which generate strikes.

Answer 2 (Lt. J. SALIICSCN): I have been In the Royal Norwegian Air force for five
years now;t I have experienced one lightning strike: thankst to the new procedure
we have had no lightning strikes ror threo years: vie-n we had lightning strikes
earlier there was some damage to the structure, especially the magnetic detector,
wthich Is a plastic boom, banana shapedl we also had some problems with the
antennas, but nothing serious.

Answer 3 (Capt. A. SKOGSTROI): During the ten years that I hs.'e6 been flying the
Z-130,7 1just have had 3 to 4 lightning strikes, with that aircraft, but as I amid
ove learnt to keep out of this special environment.



10 - fCmment (itr. li.r. OS1CIII)t Speaking on behalf of the righter pilots, Since "no
o"Drihemmore able to attend this avatina, I want to rot ion the bad eupationce
we had with at rl(.i' *as A build up of *tatic electricity on the trlnsparent
ort Or the co'Nopy, And a very strong dischorgo 1"4 do the cOcupIt ItIe
i|ghtnin, betweun the c6nopy and the hviaot of the pliot. In fact this hoa

boen esparienced by aevorat pilotA flying the f66 in Curope. therore, oil frR
re now grounded for the tie* to Inprove the daolgn ond grounding of the
trmnsparent surface of the canopy.

|1 4votlo (C. 1I0INSO AlC, Cdwordg Arb. USA ItlHave you any corroolon probloas
aIrcrrft to cloge to salt lmtr?

Anewer, ir. ii.r. hIOISClEI: Not roallyl corrosion in Norway Is for looo acbere
tiat% or intance, in central Curopp, and oporatIng civet to the ocean doe not
sets to raisa a prblt. this Ii Probably duo to In- t~uperstura, which is nore
isportant than ClOSeneAa to (he ge. Out of CoV.14e I suet point ot that we
tak groat core to kepp our aircraft In good na'.

12 - Qoostion (Copt. 1. PATIC, turkey): Could you tell us thout operAting your rmcue
iiYChopVurA with rqop§ct to wIG4, temperature and v ilibilty. ilhen do you have
to c ncel operations in Normoy7

Answor iLL. i. ANDCRStug from flodo Air Station). I.. depends an the elstion.
1 §Wota narrow fjord, or far from the t!:- 4a Ithiro Are flying lisitations
dopending on the pilot, and the mSsaion.

1) - Con ILt. 4. 1IALVORSCN/0CLL 412b): I went to addreos darkness and Icing.

Lots take lint first:
In Wie North of oreay you nay Cncountir a OPeciAl kind of icing, dueo to the
warn at* currtnt on the oemtern cooat, .nich produce* soitature or tru air. Cven
in Cdeer gky, without Cloud*, with toeperatures from -10 to -0$ you con
encounter lc'ng hbcoue thl colot air freeze# on the Ttotrbisdoo.

Lot's take flying In darkntos
the problem Ia that you cannot eee the shwar" and the cloudu prodtucIng thm.
this to thu biggest probleal but when the sky Ito eor, the *no" reflect% a lot
of light, and It Io not difficult to fly At moderate altitudes, or the order of
50oft aiova the terrAin.

CLOSINC RrHARKS

At the end of titli discuasIon Porlod, Profoaaor SCIACNZUR, for the TeChnical
Programme Conaittoee, aid that in hie view this had boon a worthwhile and inormeative
di cusolon period. It was particularly appropriato to have had the positIve
involvement of attendees frois thu 'hot' country and he gOreatly thanked the Uotmagion
pilots for this contribution to the Symposium.
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operational capability.

The topic was considered to be particularly relevant to the needs of the military community which
is putting increased emphasis on the ability of today's and tomorrow's aircraft to fly safely and
effectively in ,: types of adverse conditions dealt %ih in this symposium.

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
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